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ABSTRACT: It, New Approach to the ZU]11 Land Tenure System: An 
Historical Anthropological Explanation Of the pevelopment of an 
Informal Settlement. 
Hgaga, an informal settlement in KwaZulu, south of Durban, on 
Cele-Zulu polity land, had an indigenous, albeit urban, system of 
Zulu land tenure in 1980. Hgaga's transformation, from an area 
with scattered homesteads in 1959 to an informal settlement, was 
linked to local and external factors. 
The external factors were, regional industrialisation, 
urbanisation and apartheid policies which involved, the division 
of South Africa into ethnically based 'homelands'; controlled 
Black access to 'White' cities; an urban management system for 
'homeland' townships, like Umlazi township which abutted Hgaga. 
Umlazi's development and urban management system involved, the 
resettlement of members of the polity; the removal of their 
office bearers from their posts; and the phased building of the 
township; which caused cumulative effects in Hgaga. 
I link these external factors to the behaviour of Hgaga's 
residents, who transformed the area's land tenure system, by 
using Comaroff's dialectical model (1982), where the internal 
dialectic interacts with external factors to shape behaviour at 
the local level. 
I analyze the Zulu ethnography to show that the internal 
dialectic in Zulu social organisation, and in Hgaga, is centred 
around fission and integration; and that the integrating 
hierarchy associated with Zulu social organisation and the Zulu 
land tenure system is composed of groups with opposed interests 
in the same land. Within this hierarchy entrepreneurship and 
coalition formation influence the transfer of land rights. 
Also, rather than rules determining the transfer of land in the 
land tenure system, processes associated with the interaction of 
external factors with the internal dialectic, within terms of the 
cultural repertoire associated with the system, shape local 
behaviour; and the system's rules are manipulated within this 
cultural repertoire by individuals striving for gain. This 
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results in different manifestations of the internal dialectic in 
the Zulu land tenure system, i.e. a range of variations in the 
Zulu land tenure system, including different local level kinship 
groups; a variety of terminology and rights held by office 
bearers; and communal and individualised land rights . 
The external factor of urbanisation interacted with the internal 
dialectic in "gaga, manifested in terms of an ongoing jzjgodj 
(wards) dispute -including its boundaries, to shape residents' 
behaviour, so that some introduced an informal settlement and 
others resisted its geographical spread. This informal settlement 
development, where eventually purely residential land rights were 
transferred for cash to strangers by strangers, with no role for 
polity officials, was an urban variation of the Zulu land tenure 
system, because of the continued existence of the internal 
dialectic in Zulu social organisation in the local system, with 
the integration side being expressed by the community over-
rights. 
Characteristics found in "gaga, such as kinship diminution; the 
individualisation and sale of land rights; and the ongoing 
influence of polities; are found elsewhere in Africa where 
informal settlements have developed on indigenous land tenure 
systems. Therefore the transformation of Hgaga's land tenure 
system to urban forms is not an isolated phenomenon, and my 
dialectical\transactional approach may have an applicability 
beyond the context of the Zulu land tenure system. 
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PREFACE 
In 1979-80 I was involved in the first attempt to accurately 
count the number of informal settlement dwellings in the peri-
urban area of Durban, using aerial photography and computer 
digitising techniques. This work involved Inkatha; Mr. W. 
Felgate; the Urban Foundation; Professors D. Jenkins and D. 
scogings of the Department of Surveying and Mapping, University 
of Natal (Durban); Professor L. Schlemmer of what was known as 
the Centre of Applied Social Sciences, University of Natal 
(Durban); and Hr. (now Professor) E. Haarhoff of the Department 
of Architecture, University of Natal (Durban). 
As an extension to the above project I decided to undertake a 
study into the process whereby informal settlements developed, as 
informal settlements had been shown by the project to be an 
important phenomenon in the region, and no micro-level study had 
been undertaken into this process at that time. I first 
registered for my degree in 1980 at the outset of my research and 
conducted intensive research in my chosen area. I have come back 
to writing up the research after a number of years spent 
investigating other similar areas within the Durban area for the 
Inkatha Institute (from 1981 to the beginning of 1988). 
I especially want to thank all those people in Mgaga who helped 
me to understand the unfolding history of the area. I also want 
to thank the many people who have over the last 14 years given me 
advice or assistance in regard to this thesis. As there are too 
many people to name it is not possible for me to identify them 
all, and I only acknowledge here the assistance of a few people 
who played pivotal roles. 
I wish to acknowledge the role played by my supervisors , 
Professors Michael Whisson and Chris de wet in this thesis. Their 
supervision was characterised by enormous perseverance over many 
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years and drafts and a finely tuned Kaster-Student relationship, 
linked to their challenging standards of scholarship and 
excellence. 
I wish to thank the field assistants who worked with me over the 
years, Kr G. Yengwa -who did the bulk of the fieldwork in Kgaga 
in 1980, Hr. A. Gumede, Hr. V.C. Gumede, Kr. S. Kfayela, Kr. S. 
Nkehli and the late Kr. B. Zulu. These men not only translated 
for me in the field, but they also -in numerous discussions over 
the years, gave me insights into the operation of the Zulu land 
tenure system. 
I wish to thank my husband, Paul Augustinus, both for his 
constant encouragement, as well as for giving me a part time job 
in his business over the last 5 years, 50 that I could both 
finance, and have time to complete, my degree. I also want to 
acknowledge his work in neatening all the maps and diagrams in 
this thesis. 
On the operational side, I wish to acknowledge the assistance of 
Krs. N. Davies, who gave me much needed advice with any computer 
problems; Miss D. Stacey in regard to the printing of this 
thesis; and Krs. K. England and Krs. N. Kramer with proof 
reading. 
Finally, I want to thank Hy Lord and Ky God, Jesus Christ, for 
enlarging my understanding with respect to my field of enquiry 
and shaping my behaviour in regard to the production of the 
thesis. 
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CHAPTER ONE: SOHR ISSUES IN TH!!: STUDY 
OF INFORKiU. S!!:TTr.!!:MRNTS IN AFRICA 
The focus of the thesis is the role of local l a nd tenure patterns 
in the historical development of the informal settlement of 
Hgaga . Hgaga abuts Umlazi township on the south-western periphery 
of Durban in a particular administrative area known as the 
'homeland,lof KwaZulu (see Appendix One Hap One below), and is 
located largely on indigenous or 'tribal,2land held by the Cele-
Zulu polity . 
Hgaga's historical development, from an area which in 1959 was 
sparsely settled with scattered homesteads, to an informal 
settlement by the late 1970s with a population of over 5,000 
people, was linked to a range of factors. These included the 
economic growth and associated urbanisation in the region, as 
well as the existing land tenure relations of the area, i . e. , 
that the Hgaga area was the nexus of three jDdllDa'sJ wards 
(jzjgodi 4). I therefore discuss the wider external factors, such 
as apartheid based land use planning and its effect on Black 
urbanisation at a national, regional and sub-regional level (see 
Chapter Five below) and, linked to this, the urban management 
system for townships in 'homelands'. This system had a number of 
policy applications, such as the resettlement of polity officials 
and members from their ancestral land to make way for the 
development of the township, as well as the arbitrary definition 
of the boundaries of a township without taking into account 
indigenous boundaries (see Chapter Six below). 
In addition to this, because I am arguing that the local land 
tenure system -i.e. the Zulu land tenure system, significantly 
affected the development of Hgaga, I also make extensive 
reference to, and draw comparisons with, the Zulu ethnography on 
land tenure (see Chapters Two to Four, Ten and Eleven below). It 
is only by analyzing this range of factors within a theoretical 
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framework, which links J.Comaroff's conceptual model premised on 
the dialectic (1982) with transactional analysis (see Chapter Two 
below), that it is possible to explain the transformation of 
Hgaga ' s land tenure system (see Chapters Seven to Nine below). I 
will show that Hgaga's transformation to an informal settlement 
was linked to the effects of the core on the periphery, the 
operation of the internal dialectic in Zulu social organisation, 
and also to people's striving for influence, status, power and 
personal economic gain. 
Scope of the Study 
D.G.Bettison (1958) found when he was doing fieldwork in an 
informal settlement near Blantyre in Halawi, 
about how the informal settlement developed 
that any enquiries 
led residents to 
detail and describe the settlement, acquisition 
land by authority figures, kinship groups and 
and transfer of 
individuals over 
time. As I too started my field work with the question, 'How did 
this informal settlement develop?' I found myself very early on 
focusing on the history of the indigenous land tenure system in 
Hgaga. 
However, although the focus of this study is the history of the 
land tenure system in the area, it became apparent that any 
explanation required a wider scope of enquiry. P.C.Lloyd's (1962) 
classic study of land tenure systems in Nigeria, which A.O'Connor 
states is the only work of its kind in Africa on historical land 
tenure relations at the local level (1983:185-6), shows that in 
order to study the land tenure system of an area, other aspects 
of the social system have to first be described. The other 
aspects of the social system which Lloyd covers in his analysis 
of Yoruba land law include the indigenous system of 
administration and\or local government structures, national land 
laws, what kinship groups exist and their rights to land, as well 
as political structures, the settlement pattern and external 
3 
factors such as urbanization. Only once all these aspects were 
understood was it possible to explain the land tenure system of a 
local area (op.cit.). All these factors contributed to the 
development of the informal settlement of Hgaga in a similar 
fashion. 
Other aspects which also influence land tenure systems are those 
related to the national political economy (see Chapter Two 
below). R.M.K.Silitshena makes the point that change in a 
settlement can only be explained by referring to a range of 
factors. He states that, " .. settlement represents a balance 
between economic, political and social forces .. " In addition to 
this, a factor which he identifies as an important aspect of 
settlement in Africa which is "bedeviled by the lack of 
theoretical works", is the unplanned settlement which results 
from peoples reactions to government intervention, and in this 
regard he gives the example of the development of a national road 
network in Zambia (1983:44-49). The informal settlement of Hgaga 
was to a large extent the unplanned consequence 
intervention in people's lives when Umlazi 
developed. 
of government 
township was 
I describe the range of factors, with reference to Mgaga, which 
Bettison, Lloyd, and Silitshena have identified as being integral 
to land tenure systems and settlement patterns in Africa, in 
order to be able to explain how the area became an informal 
settlement. Hone of these factors existed in isolation from each 
other; rather they were all 
other. I therefore adopt the 
analysis of the Barolong land 
interlinked and influenced each 
approach used by Comaroff in his 
tenure system (1982) in order to 
analyze the interrelationship between these external factors and 
the "cultural repertoire" (Comaroff:1978:l6) of the local system, 
as well as the transactional opportunities present in the system, 
thereby explaining the transformation of Hgaga's land tenure 
system. 
4 
[.and Tenure SysteQlS in Inforwa1 
Settlements in Africa 
Informal settlements occur throughout the world, especially the 
developing world, such as in South America (J.C.Turner:1968; 
W.Hangin:1973; W.A.Cornelius and F.H.Trueblood (eds . ):l974; 
L.Lomnitz:1977), in Africa (R.E.Stren:1978; O'Connor op.cit; 
H. Peil and P . O.Sada:l984), and Asia (K.D.Feldman:1979). Although 
many authors refer to these areas as 'squatter areas', I use the 
term 'informal settlements' in order to limit the pejorative 
connotations which are usually associated with the term 
'squatter'. 
I focus on informal settlements in Africa, and specifically sub-
Saharan Africa because, as H.C.Norwood states in his comparative 
analysis of informal settlements in Africa, "Squatter areas vary 
enormously between continents and between countries." (1975:130). 
Another reason for my focus is because Hgaga is based on an 
indigenous land tenure system, albeit modified by colonial and 
post- colonial factors, and is not merely a product of the 
colonial or post colonial system (see pg.9-l0 below). This aspect 
further reduced Hgaga's comparability to informal settlements 
outside of Africa. 
What is an Infor.al Settle~nt? 
According to Peil and Sada an informal settlement is an area 
which is being used illegally and it is therefore an unauthorized 
area (op.cit.p.280-2). In an earlier publication Peil (1976:161) 
distinguishes between " .. true squatting (deliberately building on 
land for which no permission has been obtained and against the 
owner's explicit or implicit wishes) and unauthorised settlement 
(building in areas where the 
to build)." According to 
government has not given permission 
Peil, although both types of 
' infringements' generally occur simultaneously, " .. under evolving 
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African land tenure systems .. It is quite possible for someone 
who has obtained land in the customary way .. to be considered an 
unauthorised settler by the government because there are no 
official plans for housing there or because .. (the) .. house does 
not conform to these plans." (loc.cit.) With respect to Hgaga, I 
therefore define an informal settlement as an unauthorized or 
illegal5area, not because house-owners have neither bought nor 
rented the land from the owner, but because they lack government 
permission to build there. 
In Hgaga, because the local land tenure system is indigenous and 
is not just a product of the colonial system, house-owners have 
bought or rented the land from the local indigenous owners, or 
holders of the land'. However, this permission, as Peil and Sada 
(op cjt.) point out, is often insufficient in the case of these 
areas, as government permission is also required for urban 
building developments, albeit informal settlement type building. 
For Hgaga, formal approval of the responsible government body 
involved the urban management system of the time (see Chapters 
Five and Six below), which did not cater for urban development by 
the people who were designated owners or holders of the land 
according to the indigenous land tenure system. Therefore, the 
urban development which took place in Hgaga was technically 
illegal, because it contravened laws which were part of the urban 
management system. 
An additional characteristic of an informal settlement is that 
"the rights of land tenure are uncertain or ambiguous. Thus most 
.. (of these areas) .. develop under an implied or actual threat of 
forcible eviction .• " (Lomnitz op cjt.p.B). I will show that the 
rights to land in Hgaga were ambiguous (see Chapters Nine and Ten 
below) and that at some stages of the area's development people 
feared that their houses would be demolished, either by the 
officials administering the local urban management system or by 
polity members in the adjacent rural area (see Chapter Eleven 
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below). However, although the land rights in Mgaga were 
ambiguous, I will argue, based on my conceptual framework (see 
Chapter Two below), that they were not informal land tenure 
types. My definition of an informal settlement therefore does not 
imply that the land tenure system of such an area is necessarily 
informal. 
Informal Settleaents, Migration and Urbanisation 
Migration to the cities and the subsequent urbanisation of the 
migrants is an integral factor, if not a necessary condition, in 
the creation of informal settlements. This study does not cover 
the phenomenon of rural-urban migration per se and the South 
African anthropological literature which has described it. 
Rather, it concentrates on the historical development of an 
informal settlement, which settlement resulted from the in-
migration and urbanisation within the region. 
I use Peil and Sada's definition of urbanisation, with some 
modification. wUrbanisation involves change in the society as a 
whole. As cities expand in size, villages become towns and the 
proportion of the population living in urban places increases, 
the economic, social and political structure of the society and 
its culture are gradually urbanized -they come under urban 
dominance and are permeated by urban norms and structures. Rural 
areas are increasingly tied to the towns, and populations which 
are still rural in location become urban in orientation. w 
(op.cit.p.39). As I will argue below, urbanisation as defined by 
Peil and Sada took place in South Africa, but with respect to 
Black South Africans
'
it was delayed, distorted and displaced 
(F.Wilson:1985:25) by apartheid legislation. 
A.Gilbert and J.Gugler (1987) show that the urban population of 
Sub-Saharan Africa, as a percentage of the total population, rose 
from 14 percent in 1960 to 23 percent in 1980. Within African 
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urban areas informal settlements are extremely common and are 
found throughout the continent. In their seminal study over 
viewing urban Africa, Peil and Sada state that slums and informal 
settlements house "the majority of the population of most cities" 
in Africa (op cjt.p.280). Norwood states that as much as 40 to 50 
per cent of the population of Lusaka, Nairobi and Blantyre live 
in informal settlements (1975:127), which figure is similar to 
that of Durban. 
The South African position shows a higher degree of urbanisation 
than the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa!, probably because it is a 
more industrialised country. According to the 1980 South African 
population census more than 75 percent of all Indians, Coloureds 
and Whites were urbanised and "38 percent (6,5 million) of Blacks 
live in urban areas, and if the TBVC'countries (all the 
'independent homelands') are included, this percentage is 33" 
(P.Smit:1985:ll7). It is generally acknowledged that there are no 
national or even regional figures on either the number of 
informal houses or population estimates of informal settlements 
for the country for this time period. Therefore the real 
urbanisation rates were probably higher than those presented 
above. 
However, as far as the Durban Functional Region (commonly known 
18 as the D.F.R. ) is concerned, which region is depicted on Hap 
Two (see Appendix One below), reliable population figures do 
exist for this period. In 1983 Blacks comprised about 70 percent 
of the total D.F.R. population, with almost twice as many Blacks, 
(1,36 million) living in informal settlements, as against 734,000 
living in townships. Forty four per cent of the D.F.R. lived in 
informal settlements (Inkatha Institute:1986:l). 
The roots of the migration and urbanisation process and the 
development of informal settlements lie in a range of factors. 
These include economic issues such as industrialisation and the 
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demand for labour (Peil and Sada og.cjt.p.149), rapid population 
growth, poverty, inadequate finance for housing and services, 
limited resources (E.J.Haarhoff:1984:l), insufficient state 
resources allocated to housing the urban poor (T.Seymour: 
1976:42), diminishing rural resources (C.R.Cross and R.J.Haines 
(eds.):1988), and individual household goals, age, sex and 
education (Peil and Sada og.cit.p.149). 
All these factors are found not only in the rest of Africa, but 
also in South Africa. However, in South Africa the process of 
migration and urbanisation was somewhat different from the rest 
of the continent and Wilson states that, " .. for Black South 
Africans the process .. (of urbanisation) .. has been delayed, 
distorted, displaced to the homelands, and the problems greatly 
exacerbated by the myopic anti-urbanisation policy of the past 
two decades . " (1985:25). 
South African legislation (see Appendix Two below) had for years 
attempted to ensure that the cities of South Africa remained 
White enclaves. This meant that the right of Blacks to be in the 
cities was severely restricted. However, many Blacks ignored the 
influx control laws, as they were known, to seek work in the 
cities ll • As J.HcCarthy states, "The official restriction of 
African urban land ownership did not .. preclude ~d~eL-__ ~f~a~c~t~o~ 
urbanisation . By the 1970s African urbanisation rates had 
accelerated dramatically despite thousands of pass law arrests, 
and despite a state imposed moratorium on the construction of new 
township housing." (1988:122). 
The implementation of this policy not only affected the right of 
Blacks to seek work in town, but also the extent and type of 
accommodation that was available. This has been documented over 
the years by many people, including P.Hayer (1971), D.H.Reader 
(1966), B. A.Pauw (1963), A.Dubb (1974) and more recently 
H.Giliomee and L.Schlemmer (1985). Dubb states that, as a result 
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of this policy there was a great shortage of accommodation in the 
cities (ap,cjt,p,441-444)12 II This led to Blacks having to 
obtain accommodation in backyard shacks in the townships or in 
informal settlements on the peripheries of cities, which 
accommodation was illegal as it did not conform with the laws of 
the time (lac cjt,), 
This situation was especially prevalent around Durban (see 
Chapter Fi ve below), where apartheid land use planning 
underpinned the demand for land; and the concomitant increase in 
land values of areas under indigenous land tenure systems, In 
1987 T,J,de Vos estimated that there was a shortage of 361,154 
houses for Blacks in the D,F,R, ( including the KwaZulu 
'homeland' ) 14, Most Blacks who did not have legally approved 
accommodation resided in one of the numerous informal settlements 
that had developed in the D.F.R. 
below) , 
Inforaal Settle.ents on Indigenous 
Land Tenure Syste.a 
(see Appendix One Hap One 
As a result of colonial and post colonial policies many urban 
areas in sub-Saharan Africa do not include indigenous systems of 
land tenure. The reason is that land was often removed from the 
ownership of the indigenous people by the colonial powers before 
the development of the urban area, with Lusaka being a case in 
point (H.Heisler:1974). A number of authors note that there are 
differences between urban areas within cities and between cities 
in Africa, with reference to the existence or not of indigenous 
systems of land tenure (Bettison:1958,1961; Peil and Sada 
ap,clt,; J.Bruce:198l; Norwood:l975). Peil and Sada state that, 
although "it could be argued that convergence makes all 
typologies irrelevant, •. inheritance still affects residents' and 
officials' view of the City" (ap cjt.p.44), Within an urban 
context, the type of behaviour and relationships around land 
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found in areas where indigenous systems of land tenure and social 
structures are still in place, differ from those areas where non-
indigenous systems of land tenure, such as freehold or leasehold, 
are found. 
Where systems of indigenous land tenure are part of an urban 
area, traditional political logic is often an important influence 
on settlement (Lloyd op.cjt.p.50), land tenure relations, and the 
socio-political organisation of that area. O'Connor describes 
some examples of this: "In many cities, especially in West 
Africa .. much 'spontaneous' settlement .. (can) .. take place .. 
Those wanting to acquire land can .. do this through the 
traditional chiefs who control it everywhere except in the city 
centres •. (In Kinshasa) •. many householders •. consider that they 
have obtained land in the suburbs in a proper manner from the 
local chiefs, but these arrangements have often had no government 
approval, and are supported by no documents." (op.cjt.p.185-6). 
The ethnographic history of Kgaga demonstrates that an informal 
settlement can result from the interrelationship between the 
traditional political logic of the indigenous land tenure system 
and the wider environment. The development of the informal 
settlement of Kgaga can only be understood by referring to the 
relationships and behaviour linked to the local indigenous social 
structure and system of land tenure, as well as national and 
regional external factors (see Chapter Two below). 
Indigenous Syste.a of Land Tenure 
and Urban Social Structure 
Iej mj ted I,i teratllTe 
Although a number of authors have examined custom and culture in 
African urban areas, 
for custom because 
in terms of Africans creating new meanings 
of the conditions found in town 
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(J.C.Mitchell:1960; 
relationship between 
Mayer og cit.; Pauw og . cj t . ) , the 
urban social structure and land ownership, 
especially with regard to indigenous systems of land tenure, has 
generally been overlooked. As O'Connor, in his overview of urban 
Africa, states "Very little has been written on land ownership in 
African cities as a factor influencing urban structure. The 
subject is strangely neglected in most sociological as well as 
geographical studies . Most published work concerned with urban 
land is of a technical nature, relating to the legal procedures 
involved in land transactions .. (and what studies do exist are) .. 
mere fragments in relation to the enormity of the subject." 
(og.cjt.p.224). 
My literature 
information on 
search also 
micro-level 
showed 
land 
that there is hardly any 
tenure relations within 
indigenous systems of land tenure in the urban context. I have 
therefore been limited in the amount and quality of comparative 
material which was available and I have had to draw on literature 
that is only partially comparabl e. 
Comparing the Influence of External Factors 
00 Rural I.and Tenure Systems 
with thQse in IJrban Areas 
Aside from Lloyd (og.cit.), much of the literature on the 
influence of the wider society on indigenous systems of land 
tenure at the local level focuses on rural areas 
(D.Biebuyck:l963; W. Allan:l967; P.M . Shipton:l984a,b; S i litshena : 
1976,1979,1983) . With respect to the type of external factors, 
and some of their effects, that have influenced African land 
tenure systems, Biebuyck states "African systems of land-tenure 
.. are .. the outcome of many developments, which occurred in pre-
colonial and colonial times . Migrations, contacts between 
peoples, internal political, economic, social and technological 
changes and the spread of new religious ideas have shaped, 
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modified or complicated the existing land tenure systems. The 
composition of groups living on the land has changed; the 
demarcation of land units has been modified or intensified; .. the 
nature and contents of rights have been altered; new categories 
of persons have acquired rights of control in land; new 
conceptions about land have originated. w (op.cit.p.56-7). 
Although Biebuyck and his co-authors do not analyze the changes 
and transformations to indigenous systems of land tenure in the 
urban context, all the external factors he identifies for rural 
Africa have also played a major role in the transformation of 
Hgaga's land tenure system. Also, a number of the effects of 
these external factors on rural land tenure systems are 
applicable, in a modified form, in the context of changes and 
transformations in urban land tenure systems. These include the 
diminution of the kinship group, the individua1isation of land 
rights, the entrance of non-agnates and non-kin onto lineage 
land, tenancy and\or lodging of non-kin, the sale of land, the 
facilitation of new urban land tenure systems, as well as the 
manipulation of history to accommodate land tenure changes and 
transformations. 
Comparisons of the rural and the urban contexts showed 
similarities and identified some of the types of transformations 
in the indigenous systems of land tenure. However, as will be 
shown in the body of the thesis, these comparisons have 
contributed little to the micro-level explanation of behaviour in 
Hgaga and its interrelationship with the urban management system 
of the tiae. 
Introduction 
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Comparative Literature: [,pcal [,eVe) 
Cbanges in Indigenous SysteM of Land 
Tenure within aD ['Than Context 
Descriptions of local level changes and transformations in 
indigenous systems of land tenure within urban areas generally 
focus on changes in the institutional rules of the land tenure 
system. This includes the diminution of the kinship group, the 
individualisation of land rights, the entrance of strangers onto 
descent group land, the sale of land and tenancy and\or lodging 
of strangers, as well as the role of indigenous political 
structures and their boundaries. A number of these are also found 
in the writings on changes to the institutional rules in rural 
African land tenure systems. 
In contrast to this, my approach in "gaga has been to focus on 
the process, i.e. the interrelationship between the local 
internal dialectic and external factors, which shapes the 
behaviour of the people who manipulate and re-interpret the 
institutional rules, leading to the transformation of the land 
tenure system. Although this approach includes the institutional 
rules, it is not confined to them (see Chapter Two below). It was 
this process which led to the development of the "gaga informal 
settlement in an area characterised by an indigenous system of 
land tenure. I also draw some comparisons with the few studies of 
process done in urban Africa in areas with a system of indigenous 
land tenure. 
I refer to the Zulu ethnography, as it includes examples of 
transformations in indigenous land tenure systems on the 
periphery of the D.F.R., with respect to the diminution of the 
kinship group, the indivldualisation of land rights and the sale 
of land rights. Although some reference is made to the Zulu 
ethnographic material here, these stUdies are covered more fully 
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below, in relation to the processes which underlie the system of 
Zulu land tenure (see Chapters Two to Four, Ten and Eleven 
below). 
Aside from my own work done while working for the Inkatha 
Institute l !, the Zulu ethnography is only partially relevant to 
the Hgaga material. Host studies were not located within an urban 
social structure and they only detail some of the broader 
influences of the adjacent metropolis. However, my work does 
confirm the findings of Cross's pioneering work, that land under 
a system of Zulu land tenure is often transferred for cash 
(1977). 
The work of other anthropologists is only partially comparable 
because, unlike Hgaga, which became an informal settlement, the 
areas they studied were still largely rural, although they were 
experiencing the effects of urbanisation in the D.F.R. 16Also, the 
Hgaga case study includes the effects on the Zulu land tenure 
system of the construction of a township in the immediate 
vicinity. This has not been documented at all by anthropologists, 
and the processes linked to this aspect are a major focus of this 
thesis. 
I have also consulted a number of non-anthropological studies 
which had been undertaken in informal settlements in the D.F.R. 
However, they have served only as an introduction, as they were 
questionnaire-based 
demographic, physical 
and concentrated on presenting broad 
and socio-economic profiles, with reference 
to the national political economy, rather than focusing on the 
micro-level relationships and processes interconnected with the 
wider society. The publications include Haasdorp and Humphreys 
(1975), P.Stopforth (1978), V.Koller (1978), Kaasdorp and 
N.Pillay (1978a,b), Haarhoff (1979,1980,1983a,b,1984), D.Jenkins, 
D.Scogings, H.Hargeot, C.Fourie and P.Perkin (1986) and J.Hay 
(1986). 
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The Kinship GrolJp in the City 
Hitche11 (op,cit,), as early as 1960, stated that one effect of 
an urban area on African systems of kinship was the breakdown of 
corporate unilineal lineages (if such ever existed)l7, This 
statement however related to people who had left their lineage or 
local descent group land in the rural area to come to town. 
However, the diminution of the corporate kinship group under 
urban conditions is also reported for lineage or local descent 
group lands within an urban area. 
Bettison (1958,1961) notes, in one of the few stUdies o ~ urban 
micro-level land tenure system changes 
within an informal settlement near 
or transformations, that 
Blantyre, the kinship 
structure had changed. Previous to urbanisation all the residents 
of a village had had kinship links of one form or another. After 
urbanisation, although many kinship groups and links remained, 
there were large numbers of unrelated strangers, composed of 
nuclear families, 
(1961:277). 
also resident in the same settlement 
This situation paralleled kinship changes in Hgaga. Hgaga 
transformed from an area where all relationships were based on 
kinship links, to one where a number of the original kinship 
groups still existed, but were vastly outnumbered by people who 
were often not related to each other or to the original Hgaga 
residents. Bettison also noted that some members of the original 
kinship groups tended to remain in the area, unless they had been 
resettled by the authorities, even when the area had been swamped 
by unrelated strangers (ibid.). This corresponds to the Hgaga 
material (see Chapters Seven to Nine below). 
Bruce noted, in an analysis of land tenure systems in Botswana, 
that the effects of urban development tended to fragment village 
wards (op cit.). Cross (1977:16-21,33), Reader (1966:78,235) and 
H.B.Hbatha (1960:32) state, with respect to their respective 
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areas of study on the periphery of the D.F.R., that the corporate 
lineage or local descent group, which holds the land among Zulu-
speakers, has tended to fragment. Smaller kinship groups, be they 
"lineage segments" (E.Preston-Whyte and H.Sibisi:1975:296) or 
"minimal descent groups" (Reader op.cjt.p.8l) have become common 
independent land holders and there are also a number of nuclear 
families (ihid.p.78) (see Chapter Ten below). The history of 
Hgaga also demonstrated the diminution of the kinship group under 
conditions of urbanisation, to the point where only remnants of 
local descent groups remained in the area. 
Although the kinship group in the city has a much diminished role 
by comparison to the rural areas, this does not mean that kinship 
has no role in determining behaviour in the city. On the 
contrary, Peil and Sada argue that, "Family and kinship continue 
to be very important factors in African urban life at all levels 
of society .. to the extent that .. in a stable community .. the 
mixing of real and fictive kinship links can draw a large 
proportion of residents into a complex series of ties." 
(op.cjt.p.178-l82). 
The "gaga ethnography deaonstrates that modified kinship links, 
including fictitious kinship links, often still act as a social 
mould for behaviour in the cities, especially in areas within the 
city which have indigenous systems of land tenure, which supply 
the land base for kinship ties. Kinship related behaviour was 
crucial to the 
introduced into 
below) . 
way in which an 
the "gaga area 
Indjvjdua] jsatjon of I.and Rjghts ll 
urban land tenure system was 
(see Chapters Seven to Nine 
The extent to which land rights are held as individualised rights 
and\or specific rights within African systems of land tenure, as 
well as the Zulu system of land tenure, has often been debated in 
anthropological circles. H.W.O.Okoth-Ogendo states that, "In 
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western anthropological literature, African land tenure has 
always been described as 'communal' .. (which) .• fixation has been 
traced by Gluckman to the writings of scholars such as Sir Henry 
Maine and Paul Vinogradoff who regarded 'communal ownership of 
property as an essential characteristic of early stages in human 
development'. Thus Gluckman adds, they tended to question whether 
'a tribesman had any specific secure rights of ownership over 
particular parcels of land.'w (1976:153). 
However, for many decades there has been a growing realization 
that social personalities and groups hold individualised and 
specific rights to land within African land tenure systems. 
".Gluckman stated in 1945 that any investigation of African 
systems of land tenure must take into account these 
individualised rights (1945:11). Biebuyck (gp.cjt.p.55-63) and 
Lloyd (gp.cjt.p.125-l3l) also discuss these rights. 
Shipton (l984a,b) and Allan (op.cjt.) respectively, argue that 
African land tenure systems, (and they both focus on rural land 
tenure systems) vary between being 'locality' based and 'lineage' 
based. In a 'locality' based land tenure system the land rights 
are owned by the chief and are therefore shared or communal land 
rights. By comparison, 
land rights have been 
in a 'lineage' based land tenure system, 
individualised and are owned by specific 
local kinship groups. Both Shipton and Allan argue that whether 
it is 'locality' or 'lineage' based is not linked to culturally 
determined factors, but to factors such as population pressure 
(Shipton and Allan) and the extent of cash cropping and migrancy 
in an area (Allan). 
Cross, quoting J.Cohen, states that, if research into African 
systems of land tenure does not identify individualised rights to 
land, it is because of poor research and not because these rights 
do not exist (Cross:1988a:16; Cohen:l980:356). I discuss this 
debate further below, both with respect to the Zulu land tenure 
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system in general and within an urban context in particular, when 
I discuss the issue of communal and individualised land rights 
and the development of the informal settlement of Kgaga (see 
Chapter Eleven below). 
Aside from Cross and other anthropologists who worked in the 
D.F.R. (see below), the only authors who discuss the 
individualisation of land rights in urban Africa are Lloyd and 
D.R.Aronson. Lloyd shows that communal land which is near a large 
town or city will tend to have more individualised and less 
communal ownership over time, and that segments of a descent 
group often come to feel that they own the land under urban 
conditions (op.cit.p.125-13l). Aronson's case study of a peri-
urban area in Ibadan shows that even local descent group land can 
be individualised further to the point where "bona fide personal 
property" (Lloyd op cit.p.170) rights over land can come into 
existence on communal land (1978). 
Cross et al (1982:5) describe a similar process in the Zulu land 
tenure system where land is individualised from corporate 
ownership by the descent group to that of bona fide personal land 
rights. Cross goes 50 far, 1n a later publication, to call these 
latter rights "informal-freehold" (1988c). Other authors writing 
on the Zulu land tenure syste., such as Kbatha (op.cit.p.32) and 
Reader (op cit.p.7l), also refer to the individualisation of land 
rights in the Zulu land tenure system (see Chapter Eleven below). 
The individualisation of land rights in Kgaga, which ultimately 
allowed land to be transferred to strangers for cash, facilitated 
the development of the informal settlement. Kgaga's sales of land 
rights were part of the process of individualisation. 
The individualisation of the land rights in Kgaga was also linked 
to the increase in the value of the land 
increase was the result of two factors. 
in the area, which 
The first was the 
increased demand for residential accommodation within the Durban 
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environs, because of the migration and urbanisation in the 
region. The second factor 
the point with respect 
was the scarcjty of land. Bruce makes 
to Gaborone, that residential demands 
because of urban sprawl are insufficient on their own to increase 
the value of the land, rather such land has to be a scarce 
resource as well in order to increase the value (op cit.) . This 
accords with Lloyd who states that the individualisation of land 
among the Yoruba, whereby the descent group comes to own the 
land, tends to happen when the land itself acquires a commercial 
value, when there is an increased demand for it in an area 
(op.cjt.p.131). 
I show that land for Black occupation in the D.F.R. was scarce 
because of apartheid land use planning and the urban management 
system of the time (see Chapters Five and Six below). Therefore, 
urban sprawl together with a shortage of land for Black 
residential use were the factors which increased land values in 
Hgaga. This factor (as well as other factors -see Chapters Two, 
Five and Six below), encouraged the individualisation of land 
rights in Hgaga. Finally, the individualisation of land rights 
can and does take place without these land rights being 
transferred for cash. 
The So-called 'Sale' of Indigenous Land 
Land transfers within indigenous land tenure systems give rise to 
relationships which serve many interests, including political, 
economic and social interests. By comparison, a wmodern sale of 
landw is one where Wthe transaction is a contract between 
individuals who remain strangersW (Lloyd pp cjt.p.17-18). Given 
this contrast, any discussion of the so-called 'sale of land' in 
areas with a system of indigenous land tenure raises a number of 
issues. These become clearer when the term 'sale of land' is 
discussed, with respect to the way it is used in the literature, 
where the term is used to cover a range of transactions such as: 
outright purchase; alienation; rent; tenancy; jzjkhpnzjB; and 
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both permanent and impermanent allocations of land. I discuss 
some of these transactions below in an effort to clarify the 
meaning of the term 'sale of land', specifically in relation to 
informal settlement development in indigenous land tenure 
systems . 
A number of publications describe the sale of land in areas with 
indigenous land tenure systems in rural parts of Africa. However, 
there are few publications which give any detail of this 
phenomenon in urban areas, aside from Lloyd and Aronson. 
Land sales are not universal in Africa. Biebuyck states that, 
"The selling of land is a current practice in some regions, 
whereas in other areas the idea of alienating the land is still a 
very repugnant one." (og.cit.p.55). The sale of land in the rural 
areas under an indigenous system of land tenure has been 
relatively widely reported in the literature for over 60 years. 
Lloyd states that as early as the 1920s Ode Ondo traditional land 
was being sold (op cit.). H.A.Luning, referring to land sales 
prevented by the Zulu king in 1926, states that from 1935 land 
was sold in Northern Nigeria (1965). Bruce notes that land was 
being sold by 1943 in Botswana (op cit.). 
Lloyd (op.cit.) makes the point that the transfer of cash for 
land means a number of things, with the outright sale of the 
rights to land being only one possibility. This parallels Cross's 
figures on an area on the Durban periphery, where she showed that 
83 per cent of transactions where cash changed hands for land 
were "not sales" (Cross:1977:3l). Lloyd states that both the 
individualisation of land rights and the sale of land itself are 
processes, rather than a transaction which gives the purchaser 
immediate individual ownership (op cit.p.326) . With respect to 
this he states that, although the sale of land has become widely 
accepted in Africa today, "It remains difficult to predict and 
define the exact content of these rights, particularly in the 
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light of the problems relating to their alienation. It would seem 
that, in many instances, the individual rights, including the 
rights of alienation, . . operate only between certain categories 
of people, in certain circumstances and with certain 
restr i ctions . " (ibid.p . 63). 
Lloyd adds that the process and negotiations around land rights 
and changing land tenure rules include a number of aspects. 
Firstly, status -that is, whether the party is an original family 
or whether they are strangers to the area. Secondly, the 
historical relationship between the two parties, both in terms of 
genealogical links as well as interaction over the years . 
Tbjrdl¥, the rights wbich attach to a particular status, for 
example, whether or not a descent group 
the land rights can be disputed by 
has the right to transfer 
a representative of the 
community (ibid.p.28). These aspects can be seen in the cases 
presented below, as well as in the Zulu ethnography (see Chapters 
Three, Four, Ten and Eleven below) and the "gaga material (see 
Chapters Seven to Nine below). 
I.H.vanden Driesen and J.O.Field give examples of the difficulty 
of defining the "exact content of these rights" (Lloyd op.cjt.). 
vanden Driesen, writing about an area in Western Nigeria states 
that, " .• today the modern conception of rent appears to be fast 
gaining acceptance •• land .. (has) .. a value it previously 
lacked.. (leading to) •• a blurring of the line between isakole 
and rent.. w, with the former traditionally meaning the 
recognition of the right of the landlord through a symbolic 
though insignificant payment (1971: 42). 
Field describes how land could not be sold by the Ibo in Nigeria, 
but could only be pledged (which meant that it could be re-
claimed) 
symbolic 
whereas 
to certain categories of people, such as strangers. The 
sacrifice of a goat meant that the land had been sold, 
without this sacrifice the land had only been pledged. 
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This land tenure rule was manipulated frequently, with land being 
sold secretly to strangers, and if a problem arose it was 
relatively simple to claim that the land had only been pledged 
(1945). The manipulation of the land tenure rules, often 
described if not invoked 
Two, Four, Ten and 
in the Zulu 
Eleven below), 
ethnography (see Chapters 
was integral to the 
transformation of Mgaga's land tenure system. 
The transfer of ownership of land rights only to "certain 
categories" (Lloyd og.cit.) of people has implications as far as 
the definition and redefinition of which kin have rights to 
descent group land. The "agnatic corporation" (Cross:1977:30) is 
described as the traditional kinship group which controls land in 
the Zulu land tenure system (J.F.Holleman:1986:126; Cross: 
1977:24; Preston-Whyte:1974:185). However, the principle of 
agnation in relation to access to descent group land is breaking 
down and other types of kin are obtaining descent group land, 
notably affines (Mbatha ng cjt.p.66-68; Preston-Whyte and Sibisi 
ap.cjt.p.305; Cross et aJ:1982) (see Chapter Ten below). The 
acquisition of descent group land by the manipulation of kinship 
links through women, notably affines, appeared regularly in the 
life histories of those Mgaga residents who came to the area 
after the development of Umlazi township, but before the dense 
settlement of the area took place (see Chapter Seven below). 
An additional example, described by Lloyd, of the ownership of 
land rights being transferred "only between certain categories of 
people", is with reference to strangers obtaining descent group 
land. Lloyd states that traditionally "the status of a stranger 
was a te~orary one; either the stranger was absorbed into the 
community or he went home; he never stayed indefinitely as a 
stranger, though it might be two or three generations before his 
alien origin was forgotten. An individual immigrant gradually 
became absorbed into the group among whose members he lodged and 
with whom he .. " married. A stranger did not come to own the land 
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rights which he had been allocated immediately, but rather these 
rights remained part of the land rights of another descent group. 
Only once the stranger had become absorbed into the local 
community were his land rights considered to be held 
independently of another descent group. In other words, land 
could be transferred initially between different categories of 
people, but only when the stranger became part of 
over a period of generations did he acquire 
ownership (op cjt.p.86-92). 
the community 
the rights of 
In a parallel case among the Zulu, Holleman describes how land 
allocated to groups of strangers known as jzjkhonzj (jsjkhonzj -
sing.) was " .. still regarded as belonging to the founding 
'lineage', it cannot be assumed that the isjkhonzj family 
immediately received independent proprietary rights. For the time 
being this was only a right of use, which had, however, all the 
qualities of a possessor's right .. It still remained part of the 
'lineage' territory of the (founding) agnatic cluster, to which 
such holdings would revert if they were abandoned. Only after the 
passage of years •• would this piece of land .. become the 
'property' of his (now extended) family. No particular period of 
time is laid down for this legal transformation .. ' At a given 
moment' the ownership of such allocated land appears to have 
passed froa one agnatic cluster to the other (extended family)." 
(1986:126). 
The difference between the strangers of the past, as described by 
Lloyd and Holleman, and today's stranger, according to Lloyd, is 
that the aodern day stranger is an impermanent tenant in the 
area. Any land rights allocated to a stranger will not become his 
bona fide property in time. Therefore, land rights are not being 
a ~ located permanently to the stranger, that is, sold to him 
(op.cit.p.86-92). This changed relationship between land owners 
and strangers residing on indigenous land, has been reported 
elsewhere in urban Africa (Blantyre -Bettison:1961; Nairobi-
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P.A.Hemon:1982; Durban -Hbatha og cjt.p.68). It is a 
characteristic of a transforming indigenous land tenure system in 
an urban area because of the presence of large numbers of 
strangers in cities. Whether a stranger was an jsjkhoDzj or a 
tenant, and the permanency of their rights, together with the 
ambiguity and the blurring of the lines around these issues as 
the land tenure rules of Hgaga were manipulated, is integral to 
the history of the transformation of the area (see Chapter Eight 
below). 
Lloyd also points out, with respect to the Wcertain 
circumstances W within which ownership of land can be transferred, 
that sometimes land cannot be transferred for new and different 
purposes. w •• (T)he feeling existed among the Yoruba that while a 
group or 
to what 
an individual might alienate the land for a use similar 
it was itself exerCising, it might not alienate if for 
some hitherto unusual purpose, such as .. a petrol station. w 
(ag cjt.p.75). 
This aspect is also identified by Hbatha (ag.cit.p.57) among the 
Nyuswa with the allocation of only enough land for a house being 
unacceptable as, WIt is taken as axiomatic that every kraal-head 
must have fields commensurate with the size of his family and 
inmates. w Hany Hgaga residents said the same thing, when they 
condemned the fact that only residential sites were allocated in 
the area, as the informal settlement developed. Although other 
anthropologists have noted a tendency towards the allocation of 
residential sites alone (Hbatha og.cit.p.7l; Cross et a1:1982:5), 
this thesis presents the first case study of this particular type 
of change in the Zulu land tenure system's rules taking place en 
masse in one area. 
Finally, the process by which land is transferred for cash in 
areas with 
unrecorded 
indigenous systems 
for public scrutiny 
of land tenure, is generally 
and often technically illegal 
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(O'Connor np c1t.p.227; Lloyd op cit.). The process lends itself 
to ambiguity and transactional ism, which in turn are important 
aspects of informal settlement development in general and in 
Hgaga in particular. 
The "gaga material shows that the transfer of indigenous land 
rights for cash is not an outright transfer of ownership of the 
land. Rather, it is part of a broader process involving the 
modification of the local land tenure rules. I will argue that 
the sale of land rights in areas with a system of Zulu land 
tenure is a cumulative process. This process involves the 
transfer of different and specific rights to the same piece of 
land by different levels of social personalities and groups at 
different times. Also, unless and until all rights, including 
that of dominium (see Chapter Three below), have been 
transferred, a wmodern sale of landw (Lloyd op cit.p.17-8) has 
not taken place (see Chapters Three, Four and Eleven below). By 
focusing on these issues, I hope to refine both the definition 
of, and the debate about, the sale of land rights in indigenous 
areas of Africa. 
IndigenQus Political structures in Urban Areas 
According to the literature, local indigenous political 
structures often play an important role in informal settlements 
in indigenous land tenure systems within an African urban area. 
Bettison - Blantyre (1961), Horwood -Blantyre (1972), Peil and 
Sada -urban Africa (op cit.p.295), Lloyd -Higeria (op.cit.), 
J.S.La Fonteine -Kinshasa (1970), Aronson -Ibadan (op cit.) and 
O'Connor -urban Africa (op.cit.p.185-6) all mention the existence 
of chiefs and\or headmen and kinship groups in informal 
settlements playing a role with respect to the allocation of land 
rights. However, aside from Bettison (1961) and Horwood (1972), 
little detail is given in the literature and it has not been 
possible to draw many comparisons on this issue between the 
literature and the "gaga ethnography. 
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Bettison (1961) notes, in his study of indigenous settlement in 
the peri-urban area of Blantyre-Limbe, that many but not all 
indigenous settlements within an eight mile radius of the city 
had started to undergo settlement changes. He classifies these 
settlements with respect to these changes in terms of four main 
types namely: Firstly, those that still consisted largely of the 
founding matrilineage. Secondly, those where the founding 
matr i1 ineage cons isted of only ha1.f the population, with the 
other half consisting of "unrelated accretion groups" (the 
parallel to these in the Zulu ethnography being jzjkhoDZj 
groups), together with their extended families. 
Thjrdly, this type was largely the same as the second type, 
except that there were numerous rent paying strangers residing 
with the indigenous residents of the area. Fourthly, there were 
areas where " .. mainly primary families .. have moved into the land 
formally under the control of the founding lineage, and have 
established themselves without the apparent permission of the 
headman. They are resident on village land by tacit permission .. 
(That is) .. the phenomenon of tenancy is present in addition to 
the lack of permission to reside from the headman .. (Here) .. the 
authority of the headman over portions of his original domain is 
virtually nil •. though he retains authority over any groups 
recognizing his authority" (iRld.p.276-8). 
Comparable types are also 
Zulu ethnography, with the 
found, although not invoked, in the 
third type and then later the fourth 
appearing in parts of my study area (Chapters Seven to Ten 
below). However, I have avoided classifying the land tenure 
transformations both in the Zulu ethnography as well as Hgaga's 
history into types. Instead I have focused on the historical 
process itself. 
Norwood (1972:146) notes, also in 
indigenous land near Blantyre, that 
an informal settlement on 
ward boundaries linked to 
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headmen, who formed part of the indigenous political system, were 
still in existence and affected the historical development of the 
informal settlement. He states that " .. the boundaries of .. each . . 
headman are precisely known to the inhabitants .. (Also) .. the 
areas of different .. headmen differ substantially in character .. 
headman 
dwellings 
Kakata has 
in his 
permitted practically anybody to erect 
area .. headman Kloyi .. has substantially 
preserved the semi-rural nature of his area." (loc cjt.). 
I will show in the Kgaga ethnography (see Chapters Seven to Nine 
below) that the ward boundaries of· the local headmen, locally 
known as jndllnas, were important to the inhabitants of Kgaga, in 
that their location was manipulated in order to facilitate the 
development and extension of the informal settlement in one of 
the jndllna's wards and not in the other jndnna's ward. The role 
of local players in transforming indigenous land tenure systems 
in urban areas is demonstrated both in Norwood's study of 
Ndirande near Blantyre as well as in Kgaga. 
A Socin historiCal Perspective of Informal 
Settlement 00 a Sl'stem of IndigenoJlS I,and 
TeolJre and the t~e of Aerial Photographs 
The historical focus on change and\or transformation to an 
indigenous land tenure system within an urban context and its 
development into an informal settlement has not received much 
attention in the African literature. Feldman, writing on the 
historical development of "squatter settlements" in the 
Philliplnes, reco .. ended that the study of informal settlements 
should include "micro-level.. macro-Ievel . . (and) .. regional 
socia-historical data R • Feldman also states that more emphasis 
should be placed on the "middle-range" factors connected to 
informal settlement growth. He states that, "In addition to 
micro-level historical analysis of single squatter settlements .. 
and macro-level analysis of national and international conditions 
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leading to the development of such enclaves, attention should be 
focused on regional socio-historical data .. National policy 
.. today does have regionally interpreted implementation and\or 
enforcement .. " (op.cit.p.49-50). 
I follow Feldman's approach in that my unit of study (see Chapter 
Two below) includes the relevant national and regional (D.F.R.) 
external factors (see Chapter Five below). However, I also 
include what I term 'sub-regional factors', which were only found 
in the sub-region of the Umlazi and Umbumbulu districts (see 
Appendix One Map Three below) (see Chapters Five and Six below) 
and not in the whole D.F.R. 
Aside from Lloyd and Aronson, what little comparative African 
literature exists on the socio-historical analysis of informal 
settlements comes out of the discipline of town planning rather 
than anthropology and is useful for two main reasons. Firstly, 
Memon, working outside Nairobi (op cit.), and Norwood, outside 
Blantyre (1972), show how aerial photographs taken of an area 
over a period of years can be integral to the socio-historical 
understanding of an area, an approach which I have also followed 
(see Appendix Three below). 
Secondly, these authors relate changes over time in sub-regional 
factors, such as the urban management system of the adjacent 
city, to changes and\or transformations in the local indigenous 
land tenure system. Some of these sub-regional changes include: 
plans for the development of a township which never materialised; 
the affect of specific personalities associated with the sub-
region on informal settlement growth (Memon op cit.); 
administrative planning (Norwood:1972); state ownership of land 
rather than private ownership; and the location of an area beyond 
the reach of a particular urban management system (Norwood:1972). 
All of these factors were also integral to the Mgaga -Umlazi 
township -Umbumbulu district sub-regional history. 
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However, Hemon and Norwood's approaches were more general than 
mine as they do not describe and explain the micro-level 
behaviour of individuals within the informal settlements. 
Although they detail the broader social context which affected 
their study areas, they do not describe the "cultural repertoire" 
(Comaroff:1978:16) of the local area, which aspect I show is 
integral to an explanation of change in areas with an indigenous 
system of land tenure (see Chapter Two below). These authors only 
link social information about the sub-regional external factors 
with aerial photographic information. They do not link their 
historical explanation to the interrelationship between the wider 
environment and the cultural repertoire of the area of study, to 
the information that can be interpreted off aerial photographs, 
as I do. 
Conclusion 
The study of the transformation of an indigenous land tenure 
system within an urban African context therefore involves the 
consideration of a number of issues. These include the relevant 
historical external factors, at a national, regional and sub-
regional level, which have interacted with the local level, such 
as national legislation, regional urbanisation patterns and both 
regional and sub-regIonal urban development. With respect to 
South Africa during this time period, as both the land laws as 
well as the systems of urban management and development were 
apartheid based, any study of informal settlement during this 
time period would also involve a consideration of national 
apartheid legislation. 
The local level issues which have to be considered within an 
socio-historical perspective are fjrstly, the cultural repertoire 
of the indigenous social structure of the area, which includes 
the indigenous political groups as well as the kinship groups and 
their respective territorial boundaries. The behaviour of the 
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members of these groups and their relationships to each other, 
with respect to the land, as well as which land rights are held 
by which social personalities, individuals and\or groups at a 
particular moment in time, also forms part of the cultural 
repertoire of the area. An aspect of this issue would include a 
consideration of the nature, composition and historical changes 
to the kinship groups holding land rights in the area, as well as 
changes in the land tenure rules of the area which have been made 
to facilitate new uses of the land, such as purely residential 
use. 
A second local level issue which needs to be examined is the 
extent to which land rights have been individualised and\or are 
being sold, as well as which land rights have been sold and to 
what category of people and by what category of people. Linked to 
this is a third issue, the historical relationship between 
founding kinship groups and strangers in the area and the extent 
to which kinship groups and the indigenous social structure still 
control land transfers. A fourth issue is the role of indigenous 
boundaries in the historical development of the area. 
A fifth issue to be 
personalities associated 
considered 
with the 
is the role of specific 
sub-region, including the 
behaviour of local level government officials associated with the 
urban management system. Sixthly, the physical and spatial 
settlement pattern of the informal settlement over time needs to 
be considered. Finally, a theory of change is central t o any 
study of an informal settlement on an indigenous land t enure 
system in an urban context in order to interlink all these 
issues, none of which is isolated from the other. All these 
issues, with respect to a theory of change, are discussed in the 
thesis below. 
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Endnotes 
1."KwaZulu was born out of a system of African Reserves which was 
established in Natal in the middle of the nineteenth century. 
With the advent to power of the National Party government in 1948 
the Reserves in South Africa gradually took on a new 
significance; in terms of the proclaimed goal of separate 
development the African people, who .. (were) .. subordinates in 
.. (this) political system, •. (could) .. change their status 
through self-determination in a system of .. (ten) .. politically 
independent states (Bantustans or 'homelands') (G.Maasdorp and 
A.S.B.Humphreys:1975:l35). This policy, which was in operation 
during the study period and came to be known as the 'homeland' 
system, was an attempt to deflect the political aspirations of 
the residents of the a reas away from the central state. For this 
reason the term 'homeland' is considered to be a politically 
loaded term which is often used in quotes. I follow this 
convention. The 'homelands' themselves varied in the amount of 
sovereignty they had, depending on whether they were a 
territorial authority (the least powerful) or self-governing 
'homeland' (KwaZulu's status) or an 'independent homeland' (which 
was supposedly sovereign). These steps were laid down in the 
National states Constitution Act No.21 of 1971. 
2".Indigenous groupings of people and their systems of land tenure 
have generally been referred to as 'tribes' and 'tribal' systems 
of land tenure respectively in the literature. However, these 
terms are considered to be imprecise in the South African context 
where the term 'tribal' can mean indigenous, but also has other 
meanings which have unacceptable political connotations. I 
therefore use the term 'polity'. 
Although Zulu-speakers are part of the Nguni-speaking group, they 
are a distinctive group who share common linguistic and 
historical origins through the occupation of the same area. I 
will also show that integral to Zulu social organisation is a 
regularly occurring pattern of Zulu land tenure, which includes a 
range of variations (see Chapters Two, Four, Ten and Eleven 
below). I therefore use the term 'Zulu' to mean Zulu polity. 
I use the term Cele-Zulu to denote the local level polity whose 
members share common linguistic and historical origins through 
the occupation of the same area south-west of Durban and who fall 
under the jurisdiction of Chief Cele. I use the term polity both 
in the narrow and wider sense for the reasons given above. 
With respect to Mgaga, located within the Cele-Zulu polity, both 
the original residents of Mgaga and most of the new residents 
were Zulu-speaking and referred to themselves as Zulu. Therefore, 
I use the term Zulu both for the reasons given above and in the 
sense of the people's perception of themselves, that is, in terms 
of the "folk model" (A.B.Yusuf:1974:214-5). 
3.A working definition of this term will be given 
Chapter Two) and a more detailed discussion given 
Chapter Ten). 
below (see 
later (see 
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4.A working definition of the terms 'wards' or 'iz;godi' will be 
given below (see Chapter Two) and a more detailed discussion 
given later (see Chapter Ten). 
5.Throughout this thesis I use the term 'illegal' in the 
conventional sense that it contravenes one or more of the South 
African laws that were current at the time. 
6.These terms will be discussed later with respect both to the 
South African land laws as well as the Zulu ethnography (see 
Chapter Three below). 
7.1 am only focusing on Blacks (Africans) because the 
transformation of Hgaga's land tenure system was largely affected 
by legislation specific to Blacks, rather than Indians or 
Coloureds. However, I am aware that apartheid laws affected the 
urbanisation of other groups, but as this was not germane to the 
thesis I do not include them in my analysis. 
8.Gross urbanisation figures, as well as annual growth rates for 
Black urbanisation in South Africa, are neither straightforward 
nor necessarily reliable. P.Smit (1985:117-8) notes that there 
are problems in the 1980 census of under-enumeration, and of the 
exclusion of Blacks living in informal settlements, as well as of 
the 'functionally' urbanised who live in the 'homelands' but 
depend totally on migrant labour remittances from the urban 
areas. To this can be added the fact that the division of the 
South African population into different race groups and the 
creation of the TBVC (see below) areas further obscures the 
creation of reliable urbanisation statistics for South Africa as 
a whole. However, notwithstanding the above, the statistics 
presented here serve as a crude measure of the higher 
urbanisation rates of South Africa in comparison with the rest of 
Sub-Saharan Africa. 
9.TBVC is an acronym for the 'independent homelands' of Transkei, 
Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei. At the time of the 1980 
population census the Ciskei had not taken so-called 
'independence' and was therefore included in the census of the 
Republic of South Africa. 
10.The term Durban Functional Region or (D.F.R.) is the term used 
throughout the thesis as it is generally accepted that a new term 
and definition was needed to demarcate the functional area of 
greater Durban. The reason a new term is needed is that, the 
functional area of Durban includes portions of both the Province 
of Natal and the 'homeland' of KwaZulu. This means that because 
of apartheid, which kept areas and people separate, the 
functional area of Durban was not administered as one area. 
E.J.Haarhoff further elaborates on this issue and states that, 
"(O)fficial definition of the geographic extent of this 
metropolitan area is regarded as inadequate because it fails to 
include a substantially large population resident in peripheral 
areas located in KwaZulu. For this reason •. a new term is chosen 
to describe this larger geographic unit as opposed to the 
official metropolitan area." (1984:82). 
Geographically, the "Durban Functional Region forms a semicircle 
which is bordered by the Indian Ocean in the east, .. Tongaat .. to 
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the north and Umkomaas to the south; it extends westwards to 
include Cato Ridge. In addition to the Durban Hunicipal Area and 
Hetropolitan Region, the Durban Functional Region (D.F.R.) 
includes the surrounding peri-urban areas of Natal and KwaZulu 
which are linked to the city in terms of employment, transport, 
trade and services. Inhabitants of the D.F.R. identify with the 
city, they contribute their labour and purchasing power and use 
urban facilities. The boundary of the D.F.R. is defined by the 
Urbanisation study of the Urban Foundation, 1984 . " (1nkatha 
Institute:1986:3). This D.F.R . boundary is depicted on Hap Two 
(see Appendix One below). 
11.The influx control measures described in Appendix Two below 
remained in place up till 1986 and therefore form an important 
part of any study of the prior two decades. 
l2.From 1986, when influx control was dropped, the South African 
government started implementing a policy which allowed permanency 
to Blacks in the cities of South Africa. This has not yet had a 
significant impact on the accommodation situation which had built 
up over 40 years. Writing in 1987, A.H.Thompson and S.F.Coetzee 
(1987:100) commented as follows on the 1986 change of policy 
concerning the supply of formal accommodation for Blacks in the 
urban areas of South Africa (excluding the self-governing and 
TBVC states), "that little progress has as yet been made in 
reducing the enormous backlog of housing, serviced sites and 
other urban infrastructural facilities." 
l3.Estimates of formal or township housing backlogs for Blacks in 
South Africa exist, but as T.J.de Vos (1987) states, there is a 
general lack of reliable information about housing and population 
in South Africa. However, he goes on to say that "the present 
backlog for Blacks .. (already resident in urban areas) .. amounts 
to more than 500,000 units." This figure is based on "the 
assumption that the average Black household consists of 5,94 
persons .. " (ibid.p.2). There is no indication if this figure of 
500,000 includes or excludes the self-governing 'homelands' 
and/or TBVC areas. 
l4.de Vos based these figures on the Inkatha Institute figures 
(1nkatha 1nstitute:1986:4). 
l5.C.Fourie (1984a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i, 1986a,b,c, 1987, 1989), 
Schlemmer, Fourie and V.Holler (1984), Schlemmer, Fourie, 
A.Guaede, C.Guaede and T.Coughlan (1984), Fourie, S.Hfayela and 
Schlemmer (1986), Fourie and P.Perkin (1986) and R.Fourie and 
Fourie (1987). 
16.The analysis of aerial photographs in 1979 and 1983, together 
with other information concerning the location of the various 
Zulu polities, showed that there were a number of dense informal 
settlements on land under the Zulu tenure system in the D.F.R. 
during the period of study. However, my study of Hgaga is the 
first micro-level analysis over time of the land tenure related 
behaviour of the residents of one of these informal settlements. 
17.1 discuss the extent to which lineages behave corporately, 
with respect to the local descent group remnants of Hgaga, in 
this chapter, as well as in Chapter Ten (see below). I use the 
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term 'local descent group', rather than 'lineage', with respect 
to the Zulu ethnography. A working definition of the terms 'local 
descent group', 'local descent group remnant', 'founding local 
descent group remnant' and 'jsikhoDzj local descent group 
remnant' will be given below (see Chapter Two) with a more 
extensive discussion following later (see Chapter Ten). 
18.The term 'individualised land rights' does not mean privatised 
land rights. The term is discussed further in Chapter Eleven 
below. 
19.A working definition of this term is given below (see Chapter 
Two) with a full discussion of it later (see Chapter Ten). 
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CHapTER TWO: THEORETICAl. BACKGROUND 
Introduction 
Hany studies of change in informal settlements in urban Africa 
have used as their conceptual framework economically based 
theories, such as the interrelated approaches of Marxism and 
dependency (Seymour:1976i Haarhoff:1984i G.Seneque:198Ii 
HcCarchy:1988). These theories have made a useful contribution to 
the understanding of changes in informal settlements in the 
developing world, as they have highlighted the need to analyze 
the wider society or encompassing context of the study area, in 
order to be able to reach some explanation of change at the local 
level. However, even though these theories have shown that 
" .. capitalist penetration bAli had a crucial effect in 
transforming .. communities .. " (Comaroff:1982:145 -his emphasis), 
they have inadequately portrayed the diverse responses of local 
communities to these external factors. 
On the other hand, as Comaroff argues, too often classical 
anthropologists have predicated their "units of analysis .. upon 
ingenuous conceptions of rural structures", based on a perception 
of "'traditional societies' .. (having) .. a priori spatial and 
temporal limits .. " (ibid.p.143-5). Comaroff states that critiques 
of this approach have correctly pointed out that the unit of 
study of classical anthropologists was arbitrary and reflected 
the assumptions of these anthropologists about the constitution 
of the real world, rather than reflecting empirical reality. 
Their approach encouraged the view that the local system is 
isolated from, and therefore largely untouched by, the wider 
society. As the historical ethnography of Hgaga included both 
national and regional factors, such an approach was of limited 
use for my purposes. 
Instead, I have turned to Comaroff's argument that, " .. the 
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analysis of all local systems .. (should) .. 
recognition that .. such systems .. (are) .. shaped 
begin with a 
by an ongoing 
dialectic between internal forms and external forces." 
(ibid.p.146), as it resonated with my ethnographic material. 
Comaroff states that, " .. because economy society and culture in 
the third world are inevitably shaped by a continuing 
confrontation between internal forms and external forces, it 
follows that the units of analysis for an historical anthropology 
necessarily lie in (i) the internal dialectics of the local 
system and simultaneously, (ii) the dialectics of their 
articulation with their total contexts." (ibid.p.172). 
By using Comaroff's approach I will show that it is also possible 
t o avoid " .. reifying and decontextualising the local communities 
of the third world .. (and) .. denying them any dynamic integrity 
beyond that wrought by external forces" (ibid.p.146). Comaroff's 
approach allows changes in local level behaviour to be linked to 
the encompassing context of the wider society in such a way that 
the residents of an area are not seen as merely passive receptors 
of external developments in the wider political economy, but 
rather as active players in their own history. 
Finally, in order to explain the choices, strategies and values 
of individuals in Hgaga, I use the 
F.Barth (1972), F.G.Bailey (1969) 
approach of authors such 
and J.Boissevain (1974) 
as 
to 
describe the transactional and entrepreneurial behaviour of the 
local residents. It was these local residents who were the 
players within the kind of broader context sketched by Comaroff, 
with respect to the internal dialectic and its articulation with 
the external factors present in the wider society. 
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The r,imitatiQD5 of Dependency Theory. Economic 
Rationalism and Classjcal Anthropology 
Dependency Theo.ry and the 
Core-periphery Relationship 
Hgaga has been subject to external factors, both at the national 
and regional level, for at least a century. The influence of the 
wider society, with its regional industrialisation, linked to 
migration and urbanisation, and dominated by apartheid, together 
with its urban management system, underpinned the transformations 
in the land tenure system of Hgaga, whereby the area became an 
urban informal settlement (see Chapters Seven and Eight below) . 
Hgaga is located on the periphery of Durban and supplies 
accommodation to people who commute to work in the city on a 
daily basis . The answer as to ~ Hgaga became an urban area, 
both in terms of density of population as well as urban sprawl, 
can therefore be partly explained in terms of dependency theory 
and the analysis of core-periphery relationships. 
This approach sees "Dependency (a)s an interdependent process in 
which some countries and regions acquire a predominant place .. " 
(B.Roberts:1978 : 13-14). The dominant countries, that is, the 
advanced capitalist world, and the dominant regions, that is, the 
cities in general and the capital city in particular, which form 
the core, exploit the peripheral developing countries and 
regions, many of which are rural, in such a way that they remain 
underdeveloped. "Characteristically, the situation .. is one in 
which the local population does not have sufficient control over 
its resources to be able to extract better terms of exchange with 
t he dominant powers or to sustain a locally based pattern of 
balanced economic development . . This situation is expressed in 
two related concepts, that of dependency and .. the core- periphery 
relat ionship . " (loc . cjt.). Urbanisation is a result of the 
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economic core of the city drawing migrants from the rural 
periphery to the cities. 
Dependency and the core-periphery 
Natal\KwaZulu region consists largely of 
relationship in 
the underdeveloped 
the 
outer 
periphery of KwaZulu being dependent on Natal. ftThe settlement 
pattern is a manifestation of 
reinforced by the (apartheid 
this economic dependence, which is 
based) legal and administrative 
framework of the region. The KwaZulu 'fence' or boundary runs 
close to most major urban centres of Natal (see Appendix One Map 
Four below). It has been South African government policy that 
where possible Blacks should be settled inside this 'fence' .. 
whilst journeying to work in the white-controlled core areas. ft 
(Seneque op cjt.p.2). People were therefore drawn from the rural 
periphery of KwaZulu to the urban areas of Natal, such as Durban, 
as migrants. However, because of apartheid legislation, though 
these migrants were drawn into the labour force of the cities, 
they had to stay on the peripheries of the city, in townships and 
informal settlements generally located in KwaZulu (see Chapter 
Five below). 
The visible evidence of the core-periphery relationship within 
the D.F.R. was the burgeoning informal settlements, one of which 
was Mgaga, inside KwaZulu, along the 'fence', (see Appendix One 
Map One below). These informal settlements were inside KwaZulu 
because Blacks could often obtain a type of security of tenure in 
these areas (as evinced in the Mgaga material) which allowed them 
partially to circumvent the influx control laws (see Appendix Two 
below) and participate in the life of the city. 
These informal settlements reflected ft .. firstly, the population 
growth of the city, secondly, the expansion of the spatial limits 
of the cityft, often into areas under a system of Zulu land 
tenure, as Durban is surrounded by KwaZulu (see Appendix One Map 
Five below), where the system of Zulu land tenure predominates. 
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The third aspect these informal settlements reflected was, "the 
adaptation of traditional Black systems of tenure and 
administration surrounding the city " (Fourie:l986c:4). Cross, 
with respect to this, states that, "Significant differences at 
the local level develop within indigenous tenure systems as a by-
product of the development of the regional space economy" 
(l988b:340). 
Dependency theory, as applied in South Africa, partly explains 
~ the Hgaga area changed or transformed from rural forms of 
land tenure and settlement, to urban forms. However, it does not 
explain haK this happened. It is not possible to explain the 
process by which an area changes or is transformed to an informal 
settlement by only analyzing national and international 
conditions which lead to the creation of such settlements. 
Comaroff (1982:145) states that units of analysis have often been 
"predicated .. upon overly centrist perspectives .. ". This is 
because local systems on the periphery have often been portrayed 
by dependency theorists as being mere concomitants of the centre. 
He also argues that, because of these "perspectives", the 
approach of dependency theorists is not a sufficient explanation 
of behaviour at the local level. "(D)ependency theory .. has 
portrayed processes of transformation and articulation with undue 
uniformity .. it has underestimated the structural complexities 
and ideological diversities of African responses to colonial 
domination •• (T)o view local communities .. purely as the product 
of external historical forces -i.e. colonial capitalism .. is 
to . • deny them any active role in the dialectics of their own 
history .. (D)ependency theory has underplayed the need to 
comprehend these local systems in their own right." (loc cit.). 
Economic Rationalism 
Colonialism and post colonialism, and in particular, apartheid 
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policies, capitalism and the core-periphery relationship caused 
Mgaga's land tenure system to transform and constituted a major 
influence on the lives and behaviour of the residents of Mgaga. 
However, as Comaroff states, theories "couched in the terms of .. 
dependency .. or economism .. (are) .. simplistic theories of 
history and change" at the local level (1982:172). 
Peil and Sada (op.cjt.) and Aronson (1978) also argue that 
economism or economic 
explanatory power when 
rationale alone, has 
it comes to discussing 
insufficient 
changes or 
transformations in land tenure systems in Africa. Peil and Sada 
state that, "Whereas the political economists argue that economic 
values are paramount in land transfers .. (in fact) .. social 
constraints structure competition in uneconomic ways." They go 
further and identify that "conflicts over personal influence and 
leadership, mutual dependence, and evolving roles" means that 
"land does not necessarily go to the highest bidder in economic 
terms; long-term social and political considerations are 
sometimes more important." (op.cjt.p.296). Economic rationalism 
explains only some of the behaviour at the local level with 
respect to land. Instead, much of this behaviour, especially in 
relation to the transfer of indigenous land rights in Africa, 
though not always economically rational, is rational in terms of 
other non-economic factors. 
My research findings confirm the importance of these non-economic 
factors. The behaviour of Mgaga's residents (who adapted local 
land tenure patterns in Mgaga to urban Circumstances!) though 
fuelled by the wider national and regional political economy, was 
structured according to the local social mould. One of the major 
thrusts of this thesis is to show that the local "cultural 
repertoire" (Comaroff:1978:16) present in Mgaga, and not only 
economic rationale, structured the behaviour of its residents, in 
relation to the land transactions which led to the creation of 
the informal settlement of Mgaga. 
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To explain how the land tenure system in Hgaga transformed, I 
include the external historical factors usually incorporated in 
dependency theory, as well as economic rationalism (see Chapters 
Five and Six below), but within a behavioral rather than a 
deterministic model. However, I also focus on the local level 
behaviour of the residents of the area as they interacted with 
these external factors and took an active role in their own 
history (see Chapters Seven to Nine below). 
Social Institutions: Units of Analysis 
or Aspects of Social Process 
Comaroff states (1978:1-2), when analyzing African political 
processes, that many anthropologists take "as given that rules .. 
determine the careers of actors in the public arena, at least in 
an aggregate sense." This is despite the fact that these same 
anthropologists, such as Gluckman, simultaneously show that 
" .. the existence of clearly defined rules rarely precludes 
competition for power." Comaroff goes further to state that, even 
though several anthropologists allude to the "manifest 
contradictions .. between stated prescriptions and everyday 
processes among the Southern Bantu", they seldom take the problem 
any further. Rather, "(a)ccounts proceed as if stated rules did 
determine the course of the political process; and transfers of 
office which do not follow upon straightforward application of 
the rules are regarded as anomalous." Comaroff notes that such 
"anomalies" occur frequently in accounts of some Southern African 
chiefdoms, yet this has not led ethnographers to re-assess their 
underlying assumptions. 
Comaroff's criticism of many anthropologists' analyses of African 
political processes also pertains to the analysis of African land 
tenure systems, including the Zulu land tenure system, because it 
is an institution which includes many aspects of the system of 
political organization, besides having a set of "rules" in its 
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own right (see Chapters Three, Four, Ten and Eleven below). 
With respect to African land tenure systems, as already outlined 
(see Chapter One above), land tenure rules are manipulated by 
residents to facilitate change or transformation (I distinguish 
between these two processes on pgs.49-50 below) in areas with 
indigenous systems of land tenure throughout Africa. However, 
some authors, such as Lloyd (1962), despite simultaneously noting 
the competition around and the manipulation of the land tenure 
rules, proceed as if the land tenure rules did determine the 
course 
discuss 
of the land allocation process. This approach, 
in some detail later, is also found in 
which I 
the Zulu 
ethnography (see Chapters Three, Four, Ten and Eleven below). It 
is an approach which I argue is an inadequate explanation of the 
Zulu land tenure system; and its underlying assumptions need to 
be reconsidered. 
To circumvent the inadequacies of this approach I follow 
Comaroff's framework. He argues that the study of "rules" forms 
an integral part of the study of political process in Africa, but 
that these "rules" should not be treated as the "fundamental unit 
of analysis". Rather, they " •. embod(y) the ideational and 
organisational framework within which the process of competition 
for power occurs." (1978:2). I therefore argue that the Zulu land 
tenure system consists of land tenure rules which " .. embod(y) the 
ideational and organisational framework within which the process 
of competition for .. " land and status takes place (ihid.p.12). 
The rules are an integral part of the "cultural repertoire" 
(ihid.p.16) of the system of Zulu land tenure, which repertoire 
is transformed " .. by the exigencies of social practice .. " 
(Comaroff:1982:150) because of the operation of the internal 
dialectic (see below), which itself is a part of the cultural 
repertoire of the Zulu land tenure system. 
Linked to this, as Kgaga's ethnography demonstrates that land 
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transfers did not ftfollow upon a straightforward application offt 
the Zulu land tenure system's rules, I was forced to re-assess my 
underlying assumptions. Building out from a later publication of 
Comaroff's (1982), I use as my local level unit of analysis in 
Hgaga, not the land tenure system's rules, but the ftinternal 
dialectic ft (ihid.p.l72) present in the Zulu land tenure system 
(see below), as manifested in Hgaga. This internal dialectic is 
linked to, but goes beyond, the rules of the Zulu land tenure 
system. 
I will argue below (and see Chapters Three, Four, Ten and Eleven 
below) that, rather than the rules being ftstated prescriptions ft 
(Comaroff:l978:1), the Zulu land tenure system's rules vary (with 
respect to a range of options), because they are manipulated to 
accommodate new situations. It is rather the internal dialectic 
within the local system which remains constant (i.e. its 
ingredients remain constant although the strength of its emphases 
varies). Rather than the rules necessarily determining land 
transfers, instead it is the internal dialectic's interaction 
with external factors, such as urbanisation, which shapes the 
local level behaviour of the residents who, while striving for 
personal aims, adapt the rules of the local land tenure system. 
As I will show (see Chapters Seven to Nine below), this framework 
makes it possible to describe the processes linked to land 
allocations in an indigenous land tenure system within an urban 
context. 
I have eschewed as separate units of study both the external 
historical forces focused on by dependency theorists, and the 
institutional structures described by numerous Africanist 
anthropologists. However, this does not mean that these aspects 
are not included in the analysis. Rather, both these aspects form 
a part of the unit of study identified by Comaroff which I have 
adopted (see below). 
Cotparoff'5 Dialectical conceptual Framework 
Introduction 
Comaroff, in his 'Dialectical Systems, History and Anthropology: 
Units of Study and Questions of Theory' (1982), eschews the use 
of both the approaches of dependency theorists and that of 
classical anthropology, for the reasons outlined above. Instead 
he sets out to construct a conceptual framework for what he terms 
a "theoretically-principled historical anthropology" 
(ihid.p.144). As I use this conceptual framework of Comaroff's as 
the major conceptual foundation for the Hgaga ethnography, I give 
an overview of it and of its implications for the Zulu 
ethnography (see below). 
Comaroff states that sound historical anthropological analysis of 
local systems should begin with the "recognition that the 
construction, reproduction and transformation of such systems is 
inevitably shaped by an ongoing dialectic between internal forms 
and external forces." (ihid.p.146). He states that part of such 
an analysis must include an explanation of the interactive 
processes between a local system and its encompassing context. 
Also, he argues that the local system must be seen as an internal 
dialectic which is made up of a number of contradictory 
prinCiples (loc.cjt.). These contradictory principles shape local 
level behaviour -i.e. they influence the way the institutional 
rules, such as land tenure rules, manifest themselves. 
By using this approach, Comaroff (ihid.p.143-146) states that it 
is possible to establish, not just assert, that local communities 
have a role in their own history . However, this conceptual 
framework, based as it is on new and different underlying 
assumptions to that of classical anthropologists, requires, 
according to Comaroff, a specific unit of study (see below). 
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My unit of Study 
To explain the socio-history of Hgaga I needed a unit of study 
which would allow for the analysis of local processes in terms of 
the interplay between the macro and micro-levels. Therefore, 
following Comaroff's conceptual framework described above 
(ihid.p.143-6), my unit of study includes: fjrstly, the external 
factors which influenced the behaviour of residents in Hgaga 
(Chapters Five and Six below) and led to a transformation in the 
land tenure system in the area; 
present in the local system 
secondly, the internal dialectic 
(see below); and thjrdly, the 
"dialectic of articulation" (ihid.p.146) between 
internal dialectic and the external factors. 
the local 
My unit of study also includes a more inclusive geographic unit 
of study, as well as a unit of time. Hy geographic unit is, at 
the micro-level a portion of the Hgaga informal settlement (see 
Appendix One Hap Six below), and at the more macro level, the 
sub-region of Umlazi-Umhumhulu (see Appendix One Map Three below) 
and at the 
below). My 
1980. 
regional level, the D.F.R. (see Appendix One Map Two 
unit of time is the period from the late 1950s to 
My geographic unit of study does not only include the area of 
land associated with the socio-political unit of Mgaga, but also 
the spatial and physical characteristics in regard to settlement 
in the area. It was these aspects of the Mgaga area, which had 
transformed from a rural, sparsely settled area made up of 
scattered homesteads, to one of single houses densely packed 
together, that first led me to ask about the political and socio-
historical changes in the area. Also, the visible spatial and 
physical changes in regard to settlement in Mgaga, as recorded on 
aerial photographs, complimented my fieldwork and assisted me in 
describing the socio-political history of the area (see Appendix 
Three below). 
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The External Factors 
In his Barolong study Comaroff (1982) analyzes the sub-
continental external factors of the political economy of Botswana 
and South Africa, as well as the history of the Botswana region 
in which the Barolong people are located. The external factors 
which influenced the transformation of Hgaga's land tenure 
system, from the late 1950s to 1980, include the national 
political economy, with its apartheid laws and their regional and 
sub-regional application and ramifications. These latter factors 
included the location of KwaZulu close to Durban, regional 
urbanisation trends and the development of Umlazi township and 
its concomitant urban management system, including 
relating to resettlement and land administration (see 
Five and Six below). 
Ethnographic Boundaries 
procedures 
Chapters 
To obtain this regional and sub-regional data I expanded the 
ethnographic boundaries of the study somewhat wider than is usual 
for anthropology. The behaviour of the administrators of the 
urban management system of the sub-region, as they interacted 
with micro-level changes, was fundamental to an explanation of 
the transformation of Hgaga. Their behaviour was linked to the 
urban management system of the time. Therefore, the ethnographic 
material of the thesis goes beyond the local level (see Chapters 
Five and Six below) to include an overview of this urban 
management system. This data, obtained through participant 
observation in government circles, enabled me to explain the 
local level micro-political transformations in relation to land 
that took place in Hgaga during the study period. 
The Internal Dialectic 
Comaroff's internal dialectic is composed of ftcontradictory 
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principles" or contrapoised oppositions found in the local system 
(1982:146). With respect to the Barolong, the internal dialectic, 
according to Comaroff, consists of the interaction between the 
contradictory principles of "hierarchy -aggregation: 
egalitar ianism -individuation", based on marriage and affinity 
(ibid.p.150-158) (see below). The interaction of these 
contradictory principles produces different surface " .. socio-
cultural arrangements, politico-economic relations, ideologies 
and modes of consciousness." (ibid.p.146). A number of different 
surface arrangements, or as I 
linked to the same internal 
transformation of the other. 
term them 'manifestations', can be 
dialectiC, with each being a 
Comaroff states that the contradictory principles centred on 
hierarchy: egalitarianism found among the Barolong emanate from a 
" .. socio-cultural context .. (which is).. pervaded by a 
prescriptive opposition between agnation and matrilaterality" 
(ibid.p.151). Agnation and matrilateral it yare opposed because 
agnation is associated with rivalry, intrigue, hostility and 
ranked relations linked to the distribution of property, whereas 
by comparison, matrilateral relations are unranked and 
supportive, with their moral support being non-negotiable 
(loc.cit.). He argues that relations with kin in the Barolong 
community could not be conducted on an ascriptive basis, but had 
to be negotiated on a day to day basis. This was because they had 
a preference for marriage between cousins, including between 
close agnates; and endogamous marriages transform agnatic ties 
into multiple bonds with various irreconcilable expectations, 
with respect to the behaviour of agnates and matrilateral kin 
(ibid.p.150-l). 
The ongoing negotiations with kin, in terms of the creation of 
new alliances between equals, the perpetuation of unequal 
relations and the attempt to transform relatively equal 
relationships into "asymmetrical" ties, was not confined to the 
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context of marriage, i.e. these same behaviours, relationships 
and processes spilled over to the whole society. "(E)ndogamy and 
its implications .. connoted the co-existence of contradictory 
tendencies toward.. aggregation and hierarchy and .. 
egalitarianism and individualism .. (S)ince both tendencies were 
siwIltaneously realized in practice, the constitutive oppositions 
and contradictions which underlay the lived-in universe were 
themselves consistently reproduced" (ihid.p.153-4) within 
Barolong society. This meant that the society did not exist in an 
equilibrium -because its surface forms were transformed and 
varied over time, as its underlying contradictions were 
constantly perpetuated. 
Comaroff points out that this explains why Tswana communities 
often appeared to be so different from each other, with some 
being hierarchical and centralized, and others individuated and 
egalitarian (ihid.p.159). At the same time, the surface 
arrangements of these communities always embody something of the 
tension and the choices which the simultaneous realization of 
these contradictory principles sets up. They are a working 
combination of these contradictory principles. 
With respect to this, according to Comaroff, in the Barolong area 
of the 1950s the chiefdom's constituency was "highly individuated 
and decentralized", 
external factors, 
because of the articulation 
such as the British land 
of a range of 
commission in 
Bechuanaland and political events at Kafikeng, with the internal 
dialectic in Barolong society (ihid.p.160-l). However, after 1960 
other external factors, such as the attempt by the colonial 
power, Britain, to 
Bechuanaland (as 
improve production in the rural 
it was known), interacted with 
areas of 
the local 
internal dialectic and led to the transformation of the area over 
time to one in which the aggregation emphasis in the internal 
dialectic in Barolong society was dominant. 
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Barolong, because of its history in the 1950s, ft .. had a 
prevailing ethos of utilitarian individualism .. ft and local 
residents were keen to appropriate the resources being made 
available by the colonial power's programme. However, at the same 
time, many people found themselves to be under capitalised and 
could not utilise this programme and move from subsistence to 
large scale production without other cash injections. They 
attempted to get this cash through, among other things, working 
for the more successful local farmers. This led to an elite group 
of farmers in Barolong and ftopen antagonism between capitalist 
farmers and the rest of the community . ft (iQid.p.163-8). 
This situation was exacerbated after Barolong was made into a 
separate chiefdom. The chiefdom as a socio-political order was 
not successful on its own as the mechanisms for centralisation 
were no longer in place. However, because of local level 
behaviour, the chiefdom became tied into ftthe systemic process of 
class formation ft and a new centralised ftpolitical order ft emerged. 
(ihid.p.168). Barolong society had transformed to one where the 
tendency towards aggregation in the internal dialectic was 
dominant. 
In regard to this, Comaroff states that the interaction between 
external factors and the internal dialectic also influences the 
internal dialectic in the local system, in that it leads to the 
reproduction of the contradictory principles upon which the 
internal dialectic was centred, besides transforming the surface 
arrangements (ihid.p.159-l70). He also points out however that 
such an interaction, between external factors and the local 
internal dialectic, can also lead to the demise of a particular 
contradictory principle. This would imply that the underlying 
principles of a local 
this, he distinguishes 
system have been reconstructed. Based on 
between two types of change. One is change 
within the existing logic of an historical system, resulting in a 
range of surface arrangements being manifested over time. He 
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terms this change within a system 'transformation'. The other is 
where the underlying principles of a system are reconstructed, 
either by internal or external factors. He terms this 'change' 
(ihid.p.l59). I follow this approach. 
The Internal Dialectic Centred ArQ)lOd Fission 
and Integratipn in ZUllI Social OrganisatipQ 
Background 
Before I proceed to discuss the internal dialectic in Zulu social 
organisation (see below), I must point out that parts of the rest 
of this chapter as well as the next two chapters (Three and Four 
below) are somewhat unusual, in that I discuss aspects of the 
Zulu ethnography in terms of my dialectical and transactional 
approach in isolation from and before I discuss the Hgaga 
material (presented in Chapters Seven to Nine below). The reason 
for this is that the Zulu ethnography discussed below and in the 
next two chapters serves as a framework to enable me to discuss 
the Hgaga material and then draw comparisons between the Hgaga 
and Zulu ethnography (see Chapters Ten and Eleven below). 
However, this means that on a number of occasions in these 
chapters -especially in Chapter Four, 
the abstract what the dialectic does 
will demonstrate that the dialectic 
I have to say somewhat in 
on the ground and that I 
in fact does do this, but 
only later in the thesis, in my ethnography chapters. 
Hy approach to the thesis also means that a detailed discussion 
of the terms used in the thesis -specifically in regard to the 
Zulu ethnography, only takes place towards the end (see Chapters 
Ten and Eleven below). This is because it is only when I analyze 
the Zulu ethnography, with reference to my conceptual 
and draw comparisons with the informal settlement of 
my approach to the different terms becomes clear. 
framework, 
Hgaga, that 
I therefore 
present, as an interim measure, working definitions here for a 
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number of the terms that occur frequently both in the Zulu 
ethnographic literature and the Kgaga ethnography. 
Some Working pefinitions Of Terms 
1.Indllna: I use the term jndllna throughout this thesis as the 
word is in common usage in English-speaking South Africa. As the 
Zulu plural, 'jzjndllna', is not in common usage, I will use the 
term jndunas, which is a convention I adopt from Cross 
(1988b:337). An jndllna, sometimes termed a headman in the 
literature, is an office-bearer ranked below a chief in the Zulu 
social structure. Each jndllna is linked to a specific group of 
people and\or territory known as an jsjgodj (see below). 
2.Isjgodj (jzjgodi -pl.): This term means both the territory and 
residents (including kinship groups) under the jurisdiction of an 
jndllna. An jsjgodi is often termed a ward in the literature. For 
my purposes the term denotes the largest territorial sub-
divisions within a chiefdom, with a chiefdom usually containing a 
number of jzjgodj. 
3.Khonza: This means to pay allegiance, which can involve a range 
of things, such as ceding loyalty for land, political allegiance 
to political units, giving respect and tribute payments, in terms 
of cash and\or labour. A khonza relationship is often described 
with respect to relationships between a chief and the members of 
a chieftainship, an jndnna and members of an jsjgodj and local 
descent groups and their jzikhonzi (see below). 
4~I5jkbQnzi ( jzjkhgDZj 
-pl.): This word comes from the word 
khonza. The ftclassical Zulu land-holding system is brought into 
being through the occupation of empty territory by a group of 
families belonging to one clan, who claim the empty land by right 
of first settlement. This first settling descent group then 
accepts onto their land newly arrived families of other clan 
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surnames. These new descent groups .. (jzjkhonzj) .. receive land 
of their own with agreed boundaries .. " (Cross et al:1982:2). 
Izjkhonzj are therefore people who h ave been granted their 
respective allotments of residential and arable land by the first 
settling descent group or founding local descent group, with 
jzjkhonzj meaning newly arrived descent groups. The relationship 
between a founding local descent group and their jzjkhonzi is 
based on their relationship to each other's land over time. 
However, there are often affinal links between them, especially 
if they have been in that area for more than one generation. The 
jzjkhonzj relationship includes both non-kin and kin. 
5.I.ocaJ descent group remnant: Although the terms 'lineage' and 
'local descent group' are often used to describe the kinship 
group holding land at the local level in the Zulu land tenure 
system, a smaller group, termed the lineage or descent group 
segment, is emerging as the local social unit in the system of 
Zulu land tenure. I term this smaller group, with respect to the 
Kgaga historical ethnography, a 'local 
Following on from the above, I term 
group which is only a remnant of a 
descent group remnant'. 
a founding local descent 
local descent group a 
'founding local descent group remnant'; and an jsjkhonzj local 
descent group which is only a remnant of a local descent group, 
an 'jsjkhpDZj local descent group remnant'. 
The Internal Dialectic and Its Relationship 
to Segaentary Opposition in the 
Zulu Social Structure 
Based on Comaroff's approach, I argue that the internal dialectic 
present in Zulu social organisation is centred around the 
contradictory principles of segmentary opposition-fission: 
hierarchy-integration. The internal dialectic is based on the 
relationship between the principle of segmentary opposition 
linked to the structure of the nmnzj (homestead) kinship group, 
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and the " .. existing cultural categories .. " (Comaroff:1982:150) 
related to hierarchy -integration emanating out of the Shakan and 
post Shakan Zulu-speakers' "lived-in universe" (ibid.p.154) (see 
below). The internal dialectic in Zulu social organisation which 
shapes behaviour in the local system is centred around the 
contradictory principles of fission and integration. 
However, although the internal dialectic in Zulu social 
organisation is linked to the structural opposition in Zulu 
social structure, this structural opposition is not itself the 
internal dialectic. My approach is that the contradictory 
principles upon which the internal dialectic in Zulu social 
structure is based, centre around the processes of fission and 
integration inherent in the kinship and political hierarchy of 
Zulu social organisation. Zulu social organisation is 
characterized by the complementary yet opposite tendencies of 
fission and integration, which relate to the principle of 
segmentary opposition operating through the basic opposition 
between right and left hand houses, as we]) as to the system of 
centralized political control around which the integrating 
hierarchy within Zulu social structure is organised (see below). 
Because of the existence of this internal dialectic, the 
structural opposition in Zulu social organisation does not play 
itself out in the same way everywhere. This is true even where 
external factors are absent or equal, because of the way in which 
local differences arise due to the existence of the contrapoised 
tendencies of fission and integration within the internal 
dialectic. It is the internal dialectic in Zulu social 
organisation which shapes local level behaviour and transforms 
land tenure rules, rather than the structural opposition per se 
found in the segmentary lineage system. , 
In order to explain political processes associated with Zulu 
social organisation I have thus included the processes associated 
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with the segmentary lineage system and gone beyond them (see 
below). My re-examination of the political processes associated 
with Zulu social structure resonates with the approach of L.Holy 
(1979:1-5). He states that the function of the segmentary lineage 
structure should be re-examined, not only in terms of whether it 
is a representational and\or operational model at the local 
level, but also as to whether behaviour being explained in terms 
of this model could better be explained in terms of other 
political processes. 
Firstly, because the case studies in the Mgaga ethnography show 
that the social units holding land rights in Mgaga were not local 
descent groups, I found that an explanation of Zulu social 
organisation based on a representational model of segmentary 
lineage structures was inadequate. Rather, by applying Comaroff's 
dialectical conceptual framework to the Mgaga material, I argue 
that (see below and Chapters Four and Ten below), because of the 
operation of the internal dialectic in the area, the social units 
in Mgaga were 
local descent 
a variation of the local descent group, namely a 
group remnant. A representational model of the 
segmentary lineage structure was not the operational model in 
Hgaga. My approach, in re-examining and moving away from an 
explanation of Zulu social organisation based on a 
representational model of segmentary lineage structures, to an 
explanatory framework such as Comaroff's (1982) which facilitates 
the analysis of the operational model, accords with that of Holy 
(ap cjt . p . l3-l4). 
Secondly, I argue that the political processes linked to 
centralized political control within the structure of Zulu social 
organization, represented by the integrating hierarchy of social 
personalities and groups (see Chapter Four below), playa major 
role in the land tenure system at the local level. This system of 
political organization with its associated land tenure system, 
while it includes behaviour which can be described in terms of 
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the segmentary lineage structure, with respect to fission and 
fusion, also includes behaviour which cannot be explained in 
terms of the segmentary lineage structure model. 
Rather than the segmentary lineage structure system existing in 
the " .. absence of .. centralized political control", as H.Fortes 
appears to argue in his introduction to Holy (op.cjt.p.x), I 
argue that segmentary lineage structures can exist alongside 
centralized political control, and that the relationships and 
processes specific to one can spillover to the other. The 
opposition found within the segmentary lineage structure which 
leads to fission, can thus also be found within the political 
organisation of Zulu social structure, albeit in a modified form. 
This is because the structural opposition in Zulu social 
organisation does not play itself out in the same way everywhere 
because of the existence of the internal dialectic in Zulu social 
organisation. 
As I will show in my analysis of the Zulu ethnography (see below 
and Chapters Three, Four, Ten and Eleven below) and the Hgaga 
ethnography (see Chapters Seven to Nine below), the tendency to 
fission is opposed and complimented by the contrapoised tendency 
of integration, which behaviour is related to the " .. existing 
cultural categories .. " (Comaroff:1982:150) of the Shakan and post 
Shakan Zulu-speakers "lived-in universe" (ihid.p.154). I am 
arguing that integrative behaviour is not linked to political 
processes based on the segmentary lineage structure, but rather 
to those political processes associated with coalition formation 
within the integrating hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. 
This approach accords with Holy, who makes the point that, 
although analyses premised on segmentary lineage structures 
explain some political relations, often they do not supply an 
adequate explanation of all political behaviour and processes 
(op.cjt.p.3,lO-ll). Therefore, my approach, in going beyond the 
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analysis of the segmentary lineage structure, to include a 
conceptual framework which incorporates the dialectic and 
transactional analysis, also allows behaviour to be explained in 
terms of processes related to politically centralized control and 
an integrating hierarchy. My approach also takes into account 
Holy's reservations about frameworks solely premised on the 
processes associated with the segmentary lineage structure. 
Based on the above, I argue that fission in the Zulu social 
structure is both segmentation and more than segmentation. When 
the term 'segmentation' is used to mean fission, implicit in its 
meaning is that the resultant corporate groups after the split 
are equal in status, be it a chieftainship or a descent group. An 
example of this is W.D.Hammond-Tooke's description of the Cape 
Nguni and their inherently segmentary groupings which split 
" .. into two independent contraposed groups .. (which) .. enjoy 
precisely equal status, are entirely independent of one another, 
and are free to manage their internal affairs" (1965:149). 
Segmentation is one kind of fission which leads to equal, 
independent groups developing. I am arguing that fission and 
segmentation are not coterminous, but rather that segmentation is 
only one kind of fission found in Zulu social organisation. 
There are also other kinds of fission which may lead to, inter 
alia, unequal groups splitting off. The Zulu ethnography and that 
of the Yoruba shows that units of unequal status split off quite 
often. An example from the Yoruba is when " .. one branch of a 
group seceded, renouncing its rights to the land or the titles of 
the parent group and seeking fresh rights from the Qba 
.. (chief) .. " (Lloyd op.cjt.p.35). 
Units which split, both of equal and unequal status, described in 
the Zulu ethnography (see Chapter Four below) include jndunas who 
split from a chief, taking the people who khoDza them and their 
territory, to form either a new chiefdom under the Zulu king 
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(Gluckman:1967:37) or to join another chiefdom (Reader:l966:234). 
It is also common for jndnnas to split off from an existing 
jsjgodj, together with the people who khonza them and their 
territory, anq form a new jsjgodj under their existing chief 
(Gluckman:l967:40-3 and Reader op cjt.p.234,63,239-40) . Also, 
there is fission within local descent groups -much of it, though 
not all, along segmentation lines, where the local descent group 
remains resident in the same jsjgOdj or chiefdom (Reader 
op.cjt.p.93-4,99). Finally, jzjkhonzi attempt to obtain their 
independence from the founding local descent group who allocated 
them the land (Holleman:1986:125; and Cross et al:1982:3), that 
is split off and become founding local descent groups in their 
own right without relocating. 
Besides the work of Reader (op cit.), the authors cited above do 
not discuss the segmentary lineage structure with respect to the 
process of fission. These examples, drawn from the Zulu 
ethnography, of fission between equal and unequal units, as well 
as of the re-integration of these units, after their initial 
split, at a different point in the integrating kinship and 
political hierarchy of Zulu social organisation, will be 
discussed further below (see Chapters Four and Ten). 
Segmentary opposition is thus the basic kind of fission, from 
which other unequal type groups, which include kinship and\or 
political groups, follow their example and also split off. These 
groups do not take the classic segmentary opposition form because 
of local circumstances and personalities, political processes 
outside of the segmentary lineage structure and the operation of 
the internal dialectic, all of which influence the splitting 
process itself. 
I therefore define fission as a process which includes, the 
splitting of segments of a corporate group into equal status 
groups (which is generally associated with the division which 
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takes place within the segmentary lineage structure); and the 
splitting off of smaller units, based on both kinship and\or 
political relationships, from larger ones, that is the splitting 
of units of unequal status. Although the latter type of fission 
has been reported in the segmentary lineage structure (Reader 
op.cjt.p.93-4,99), based on the Zulu ethnography, the splitting 
of units of unequal status is more often associated with the 
formation of political groupings within the hierarchy of Zulu 
social organisation (see Chapter Four below). Both types of 
fission have as their foundation the principle of segmentary 
opposition present in Zulu social organization (see below). 
To conclude, the segmentary lineage structure plays a role in the 
"oppositions and integrations" (Fortes:1979:ix) in Zulu social 
structure, but other aspects of behaviour and political processes 
must also be taken into account. Therefore my approach, based on 
the internal dialectic centred around fission and integration 
within Zulu social structure, developed from Comaroff's 
dialectical explanatory framework (1982) and the classical 
transactional analysts (Barth pp cjt.; Bailey pp.cit.; Boissevain 
pp.cjt.), is linked to but not based on the model of the 
segmentary lineage structure. 
Segaentary Opposition and Centralized Political 
Control: The Internal Dialectic in 
Zulu Social Organisation 
Some of the Zulu ethnography refers to the processes of fission 
and integration in Zulu social organisation (see below). However 
these ethnographers, despite the competition which they report 
linked to these processes, did not go on to re-examine their 
underlying assumptions and assess whether in fact rules 
determined process. Instead they continued to use conceptual 
frameworks premised on rules being the fundamental unit of 
analysis. They did not use the processes of fission and 
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integration which they reported as their unit of analysis (and 
introduce a sense of the competitive behaviour in the local 
system into their studies) or explore these processes within a 
dialectical framework, as I do. 
Such a dialectical conceptual framework, which makes explicit 
that underlying assumptions are linked to processes rather than 
institutional rules, and that these processes are the analytical 
units of the study, explains both the variations and the 
tensions, balance and competition which influence local level 
behaviour in relation to the Zulu land tenure system (see 
Chapters Three, Four, Ten and Eleven below). 
For over half a century fission has been reported as a feature of 
the people resident on the Eastern Seaboard of South Africa. This 
fission, according to Hammond-Tooke, "is 'built in' to the Nguni 
system through the institution of royal houses (1965:164). 
Holleman, when describing Zulu social organization, states that 
the splitting of homesteads from the level of, what he terms the 
" ... 'full - grown' nmnzj ... " up to that of the royal houses is a 
general principle of Zulu social organisation (1986:112). 
Holleman describes the basic unit of fission among Zulu-speakers 
as the IImuzj (I.e. homestead) kinship group. The fissiparous 
tendencies of the kinship group are directly linked to its 
internal structuring into 'left' and 'right' hand side. Holleman 
describes this structuring as follows, "The basic model of a 
'full-grown' Zulu IImllzj is ideally depicted as the homestead .. of 
a polygamist (A) with at least four wives of ranked status .. 
placed in their separate quarters (jnd]u, "house") on either side 
of an imaginary line bisecting the homestead into semi-
independent halves, of which the 'right' (isihay 'esikhulu) ranks 
superior to the 'left' (jkhphlo IIblangptbj . jsjhay 'esjncane). 
Both sections thus have a senior and a junior 'house', each 
potentially a distinctive descent unit within A's incipient 
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'lineage'" (ibid.p.112-3). 
The fissiparous tendencies in Zulu social organisation are based 
on this segmentary opposition between the 'right' and 'left' hand 
side of the kinship group. However, as I have argued above, these 
fissiparous tendencies go beyond segmentation into groups of 
equal status. Fission emanating from, but different from, 
segmentation has become a distinct and separate process in Zulu 
social organisation, with groups of unequal status also splitting 
off. 
As shown by Holleman (ibid.p . 113), structural opposition, based 
on the internal structuring of the nmnzj kinship group, permeates 
the entire hierarchy of political and kinship organisation (see 
below). Gluckman states that opposition between component 
sections can be found throughout Zulu social organisation and 
that it causes sections of what he terms tribes, to hive off and 
establish their independence (1967:41-54). J.Clegg discusses 
fission at the jzjgodi level (1981) and Preston-Whyte (1974) and 
Preston-Whyte and Sibisi (1975) describe the effects of fission 
on the local descent group (see Chapters Four and Ten below). 
The principle of segmentary opposition underpinning fission among 
Zulu- speakers does not mean complete separation and independence. 
Rather as Gluckman states, opposition among Zulu-speakers was 
characterised by "the forces of fission and integration" 
(1945:39-43), and throughout the hierarchy " .. the main opposition 
was between 
group." (my 
similar groups, cp-operatjng as parts of a larger 
emphasis) (ibid.p.43,54). Fission was one of the 
contrapoised tendencies within the internal dialectic, of which 
integration was the other. Integration is here taken to mean 
incorporation into the social\ structural\ political and kinship 
hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. 
Gluckman describes how, prior to Shaka, groups of Zulu-speaking 
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people we~e hiving off f~om each othe~ and the~eafte~ ~emaining 
totally independent. Howeve~, he states that, f~om Shaka until 
today this splitting has taken place within an integ~ating 
hie~a~chy based on the kinship and political system (see Chapte~ 
Fou~ below) . Gluckman states that in the last centu~y the 
kingship and the ~egiments se~ved as the ve~tically uniting 
facto~. The king, not the chiefs, summoned age ~egiments f~om the 
va~ious chiefs' subjects to se~ve "at the king's ba~~acks and in 
his wa~s". The ~egiments belonged only to the king and "the 
chiefs had no cont~ol ove~ the ~egiments and assembled thei~ own 
people in te~~ito~ial, not age, divisions" (ibid.p.31). 
In the twentieth centu~y, acco~ding to Gluckman, the o~ganising 
p~inciple behind "The mode~n Zulu political system .. (is) .. the 
opposition between the two colou~-g~oups, ~ep~esented by ce~tain 
autho~ities .. (and) .. ultimately dominated by the fo~ce of the 
social o~ganisation in 
system of political 
Gove~nment .. " (ibid.p.25-34,47,54). Zulu 
the 1970s and 1980s still included a 
o~ganisation which had both fissipa~ous 
integ~ating hie~a~chy of both political and 
The p~ocesses of 
shaped behaviou~ 
o~ganisation, is 
tendencies and 
kinship g~oups2 . 
an 
fission and integ~ation, as 
within the system of 
mentioned by a numbe~ of 
a facto~ which 
Zulu political 
anth~opologists. 
Gluckman states that within the political and kinship hie~a~chy, 
" .. in eve~y Zulu political g~oup the~e was opposition between its 
component sections, often manifested th~ough thei~ leade~s". This 
opposition at a numbe~ of levels occu~~ed between what he te~ms 
t~ibes, and within sections of t~ibes (ibid.p.39-43) . Clegg 
states that, "The ~elationship between the units in .. (the 
political) .. system is cha~acte~ised by a ce~tain 
that each unit cont~ibutes to the maintenance of 
ambiguity in 
the whole yet 
simultaneously ~etains a significant deg~ee of autonomy." 
(1981:166). Also in C~oss's wo~k, fission and integ~ation can be 
seen ope~ating at local descent g~oup level, between the "fi~st 
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settling descent groupW and their izikhpnzi (Cross : N.O.J,1977i 
Cross et al:l982) (see Chapters Four and Ten below). 
Fission and i~tegration are tendencies rather than i nevitable 
events within the groups which compose the hierarchy. However, 
although the events are not inevitable, the lines of cleavage 
within the hierarchy are to some extent predictable and are 
linked to the social personalities and groups which compose the 
political and kinship hierarchy (see Chapter Four below). 
Finally, different Zulu-speaking g~oups split off and\or join 
other groups because of a range of factors. These factors 
included such things as misrule by a leader, intrigues for power 
(Gluckman:l945:43,45), territorial expansion resulting from over-
populat i on in the original area, the extension of the power of a 
particular chief (Holleman:l986 : lll), the introduction of 
Christian values (A.Vilakazi:1962:l2l), over - population and 
shortage of land (Clegg pp.cjt.p.l88), and population movements 
linked to the labour market (Cross:1988b:341 - 2). Although they 
are not always identified as such, these factors generally also 
included economic motives, such as the opportunity to exploit new 
or additional areas of land or to use the land in new ways. 
I will show that the fission side of the internal dialectic in 
Zulu social organisation, encouraged by urbanisation, allowed the 
residents of Hgaga the freedom to be entrepreneurial and transfer 
purely residential land rights for cash . I will also show that 
the integration side of the internal dialectic, linked to the 
wider land tenure system within KwaZulu, also influenced the 
behaviour of Hgaga's residents in that, because of the wcommunity 
over-rights W (Cross et al:l982:4) of the Cele- Zulu polity, people 
in Hgaga were not able to transfer their land rights completely 
freely, as if it had not been polity land. 
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Variations in the Manifestations of the 
Internal Dialectic and its Relevance 
for Zulu Ethnography 
Comaroff states that " .. local systems are so constructed that 
they have the capacity, in the course of the internal dialectic, 
to produce a wide range of surface forms .. " while sharing the 
same total context. Because the internal dialectic in the local 
system is shaped by, and in turn shapes, the historical processes 
of the local area, different local socio-cultural, political and 
economic r e , .. . i zations and manifestations of the same internal 
dialectic over time are found. The local "cultural repertoire" 
(Comaroff:1978:16) is shaped and transformed " .. by the exigencies 
of social practice .. " (Comaroff:1982:150), because of the 
contrapoised tendencies within the internal dialectic, which 
itself is a part of the cultural repertoire. 
With reference to the ramifications 
conceptual framework Comaroff states 
of this aspect 
that, although 
of his 
"Tswana 
communities assumed .• contrasting appearances .. These forms were 
nuL taxonomically distinct; nor were they the simple product of 
'social change'. Rather, they were contrasting historical 
realizations of dialectical systems with a complex internal 
logic" (1982:146-171). The same internal dialectic can be found 
in a wide range of appaTentl~ different types of local systems. 
This is because the local internal dialectic, and its related 
tensions, affects the history of the area and is in turn affected 
by it, while remaining a constant factor of the area's history. 
Also, the same internal dialectic occurs in a wide range of areas 
which initially might appear to be different from each other. 
Comaroff's framework has four major implications for the Zulu 
ethnography. 
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Adjacent Simi1ar Communities 
Haye Different Historjes 
Adjacent communities can and do have contrasting and different 
histories, despite sharing a socio-cultural, political and 
economic regional environment, because of the way the internal 
dialectic has been manifested over time (Comaroff:1982). Each 
area is a product of the historical interrelationship between the 
local internal dialectic and its encompassing context. 
Comaroff's approach, whereby different local histories are only 
explicable if the local internal dialectic and its interaction 
with the wider society is analyzed, resonated with my 
ethnographic material. Hgaga shared the same socio-cultural, 
political and economic regional environment, as well as internal 
dialectic with many other areas in the Umlazi-Umbumbulu area (see 
Appendix One Hap Seven below), yet it was the only indigenous 
polity area of the Cele-Zulu polity where an informal settlement 
developed l . 
Bettison (1961) also noted that not all villages around Blantyre 
became informal settlements, some of them remained traditional 
despite being exposed to urban factors. He concluded that this 
was because other elements, beside the built environment, were 
involved in changing indigenous systems of land tenure. He does 
not discuss this aspect beyond noting it. 
It was the specific surface arrangements of Hgaga, which differed 
from the other similar surrounding areas, which led to the 
development of an informal settlement there and not in adjacent 
areas. Hgaga was the nexus of three adjacent izigodj boundaries, 
alongside the boundary of Umlazi township. Izigodi and portions 
of jsigodi's, and the social personalities who lead them, are 
common units of fission and integration in Zulu social 
organisation (see Chapters Four and Ten below). The interaction 
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between the local internal dialectic, as reflected in the izigodi 
boundaries, and the urban management system linked to the 
development of the township, led to the development of an 
informal settlement in Hgaga and not in other adjacent areas (see 
Chapters Seven to Nine below). 
Explaining the Variations in Anthropological 
Writings 00 the Same GTQI1P 
Comaroff's approach supplies an explanation as to why different 
anthropologists studying the Zulu land tenure system found 
variations between areas. His framework allows us to explain 
these variations in terms of the effect of the local internal 
dialectic and its linked variety of socio-cultural, political and 
economic manifestations. Cross also supplies an explanation for 
this variation, but her approach is not used for the reasons 
given below. 
Cross's Transformational Hodel 
Cross, approaching the variations found in the Zulu land tenure 
system from another angle, argues, based 
unpublished study (N.D.), that the different 
on her pioneering 
kinship groups found 
in the Zulu land tenure system are all a function of the 
" .. evolving land tenure system in KwaZulu .. (linked by a) .. 
transformational model." (Cross et al:1982:2). The range of types 
of land tenure that have been classified over time by various 
anthropologists as a system of Zulu land tenure are different 
manifestations of the same system of land tenure. She argues that 
the Zulu land tenure system transforms in a sequence from 
"classical" land tenure with descent group control through to 
independent homesteads, relative to a range of external political 
and economic conditions (ihid.p.2-5; N.D.). She does not state 
that any local system of Zulu land tenure necessarily transforms 
through every stage which she has postulated which, according to 
Lloyd (op.cit.p.74-5), is an error easily made when 
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conceptual ising land tenure systems as adjusting through a 
sequence of transformations. 
There are two interlinked reasons why it is not possible for me 
to discuss to any great extent whether or not Cross's 
transformational model (N.D.) is a new explanation of change for 
Zulu land tenure and how it compares to Comaroff's conceptual 
framework (1982) in its explanatory power. Firstly, her 
transformational model has not been published in detail. 
Secondly, given that it is the conceptual basis of her 
forthcoming thesis, it would not be ethical of me to discuss the 
early draft she made available to me in any detail . 
However, one important, albeit isolated, aspect of comparison 
can be made. As my ethnography shows, the Zulu land tenure system 
bften adapts along the sequence postulated by Cross, that is, the 
variati ons found in the Zulu land tenure system often accord with 
the types she describes. However, this does not always happen, as 
case studies exist (Fourie, Hfayela and Schlemmer:1986) of areas 
consisting of individualised forms of land tenure which have been 
transformed back to a more communal tenure, i.e. where there is 
apparent regression in the sequence. As I will show (see Chapter 
Eleven below), these cases can be accommodated using Comaroff's 
approach, as this regression is linked to the integration side of 
the internal dialectic in the Zulu land tenure system. However, 
this regression does not appear to be accommodated in Cross's 
approach, as she postulates sequential transformation from 
"stable classical tenure " ~ "independent individual tenure" 
(Cross et a1:1982:4-5; Cross:N.D.). 
To conclude, Cross's framework on the Zulu land tenure system 
(Cross:N.D . ; Cross et al:1982) accommodates the range of land 
tenure systems that have been classified as Zulu land tenure over 
the years . Her transformational model, though it accounts for the 
range in a different way from my approach, nevertheless supports 
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my argument, that the reported Zulu land 
taxonomically the same and not different systems 
tenures are 
of land tenure. 
In regard to this, the range of land tenure types described in 
the Zulu ethnography are discussed below (see Chapters Four, Ten 
and Eleven). 
Defjning Cbange and Transformation 
in Mgaga 
Initially, as in Mgaga's case, it might appear as though an area 
has altered completely from one thing to another, for example, 
from a system of Zulu land tenure to a system of urban land 
tenure free of all behaviour linked to Zulu social organisation. 
However, in terms of Comaroff's approach it is possible to assess 
whether or not a particular local system of land tenure is no 
longer a system of Zulu land tenure, because the internal 
dialectic centred around fission and integration no longer 
exists, as the underlying principles of the local system have 
been reconstructed; or whether it is a new interpretation of the 
Zulu land tenure system, because the internal dialectic centred 
around fission and integration is present. 
The transforming of Hgaga's land tenure system did not 
necessarily reflect a movement away from a Zulu land tenure 
system to something completely different. The transformation to a 
new urban land tenure system in Hgaga was not anomalous to the 
Zulu land tenure system, if the larger process is taken into 
consideration and not just the ft •• straightforward application of 
rules ft (Comaroff:1978:1). If only the reported rules of the Zulu 
land tenure system are analyzed in the Hgaga case study it could 
be easier to think that the informal settlement of Mgaga was 
anomalous to the Zulu land tenure system. 
However, 
determine 
as I have argued above, rules do 
process and therefore to be able to 
not necessarily 
make statements 
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about whether 
changed, it 
Hgaga's land tenure system had transformed or 
was necessary to analyze more than the outward 
had to analyze 
is, the internal 
appearance of 
whether or not 
Hgaga's land tenure system. I 
the underlying principles, that 
dialectic centred around the fission and integration present in 
Zulu social structure, still existed in the area, or had been re-
constructed (Comaroff:1982:159). 
I will show that the internal dialectic centred around fission 
and integration in 
development of the 
Zulu social structure was integral to the 
informal settlement of Hgaga (see Chapters 
Seven to Nine below). The land tenure system of Hgaga was another 
form of Zulu land tenure, from its inception in the 1960s up 
until the end of the study period. Hgaga's land tenure system, 
during that time period, was an ambiguous Zulu land tenure system 
and not anomalous to the system of Zulu land tenure (see Chapters 
Nine and Ten below). It was an ambiguous form of the Zulu land 
tenure system as it contained features which could be treated as 
if they harmonised with the rest of the Zulu land tenure system, 
while it simultaneously contained features which could be treated 
as if they harmonised with urban land tenure types. 
However, despite these urban features and an apparent demise of 
the integrating hierarchy associated with Zulu social 
organisation, I will show that the internal dialectic centred 
around fission and integration continued to shape behaviour in 
Hgaga up to the end of the study period (see Chapters Seven to 
Nine below). I will argue that it is not possible to explain why 
the informal settlement of Hgaga stopped developing where it did 
along its northern boundary (and did not develop at least to the 
Isinkontshe river), without referring to the operation of the 
internal dialectic associated with the Zulu land tenure system. 
I will also argue 
located, that is, 
that the wider community in which Hgaga is 
the Cele-Zulu polity and the political and 
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kinship hierarchy of Zulu social organisation, could exert its 
"community over-rights" (Cross et al:1982:4) and transform 
Hgaga's land tenure system to the type more usually associated 
with the Zulu land tenure system (Reader op,cjt.; Hbatha op cjt.; 
Preston-Whyte and Sibisi op cjt.). These community over-rights 
were strengthened by South African and KwaZulu law (see Appendix 
Four below), as well as the military capabilities50f the Cele-
Zulu polity (see Chapter Eleven below). 
I will show that the underlying principles of the local system in 
Hgaga had not been reconstructed and that the system had not been 
changed from a Zulu land tenure system. Rather, the 
transformation to a system of urban land tenure in Hgaga was both 
another variation of the Zulu land tenure system and another 
phase of the transformational model of Zulu land tenure as 
detailed by Cross (N.D.; Cross et al:1982). It was one more form 
of t he system of Zulu land tenure, which included a few new 
stages and factors beyond that already documented by Cross. 
The ZU]J] Land Tenure Sl'stem -Indigenous Land 
TeOI]Te s¥stem or prodllct of Apartheid? 
As there is doubt in the minds of some anthropologists as to the 
existence of a phenomenon which could be termed an indigenous 
system of Zulu land tenure, I argue below that the term can be 
used to describe the land tenure system of large portions of the 
Natal\KwaZulu region. However, before I turn to this discussion I 
must state that I am both asking and answering this question as 
an anthropologist. 
I say this. because there are descriptions and perceptions of a 
system of Zulu land tenure outside of anthropological analysis. I 
am referring to firstly the legal description of it (see Appendix 
Four below), and secondly to what could be termed its popular or 
ideal description. The latter is usually given by chiefs, jndunas 
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and other Zulu-speakers, who have participated in local level 
decision-making concerning land administration in KwaZulu, when 
asked to describe their system of land tenure. 
The system of Zulu land tenure laid down in the law books, as 
well as the system often described by Zulu-speakers as the system 
of Zulu land tenure, is insufficient proof that a regional system 
of Zulu land tenure exists, across which anthropological 
comparisons can be drawn. This is because they cannot supply an 
explanation for the variations found in this land tenure system 
by different anthropologists, as well as for the transformations 
in Hgaga's land tenure system. Even though their assumptions 
about it being a single system are correct, as I will show in 
this thesis, their approaches do not make it possible to 
demonstrate this and prove that there is a regional system. 
Quite apart from this, there are three main reasons why I am 
discussing whether or not a regional indigenous form of the Zulu 
land tenure system exists. The first reason is that, given the 
historical and political context within which this thesis has 
been written, that is, the end of apartheid and the transition to 
what is called a 'new South Africa', some academics are querying 
the very nature of the groups which exist in South Africa. 
They argue that the Zulu-speaking group as a polity, with their 
own system 
outside of 
of land tenure, do not exist as a separate entity 
the policy of apartheid. The approach of people such 
as Cross and P.Zulu is that apartheid forms and characteristics 
have been over time grafted onto indiqenous Zulu social 
organisation and the Zulu land tenure system to the extent that 
it could be argued that they dominate it, to a greater 
(Zulu:1985) or lesser degree (Cross:1992:310-313). In terms of 
the approach of these writers any analysis and explanation of 
behaviour, with respect to Hgaga ' s changing land tenure system, 
purely in terms of the local level rules and\or processes of the 
land tenure system, ignoring the 
legislation and administration 
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all pervasive role of apartheid 
in the indigenous land tenure 
system of the region, would be inadequate. 
Secondly, as already indicated, there has been a wide range of 
variations reported by anthropologists in the Zulu land tenure 
system. These variations have led some academics to question, 
though not as yet in print, whether there is a form of indigenous 
polity land tenure in Natal\KwaZulu which occurs throughout the 
region. 
Thjrdly, the Hgaga of 1980 had a system of land tenure completely 
different to any descriptions of the Zulu land tenure system, 
either by anthropologists studying "classical tenure" (Cross et 
al:1982:1), such as Holleman (1986), Gluckman (1967) and J.L.W.de 
Clercq (1969), or by anthropologists describing the Zulu land 
tenure system in the peri-urban area around Durban in the decade 
before my work in Hgaga (Reader op.cjt.; Hbatha op.cjt.; 
Vilakazi:1962; Cross:1977; Cross et aJ:1982; Preston-Whyte and 
Sibisi op.cjt.). Hgaga's land tenure system in 1980 was so 
different to all other anthropological explanations, despite the 
fact that Hgaga's residents claimed that the area had been and\or 
was a system of Zulu land tenure, that I was forced to re-
evaluate the Zulu land tenure system itself. 
This is to my knowledge the first time doubts about the existence 
of a 'regional' 'Zulu' land tenure system are expressed in print. 
On the contrary, all anthropologists, from the earliest times 
right up to the 1980s, when writing about the indigenous land 
tenure system in the Natal\KwaZulu region, refer to it as the 
Zulu land tenure system. However, for the above reasons I have 
not been able to follow in their footsteps and assume its 
existence. 
I am arguing that there is an indigenous land tenure system in 
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the region associated specifically with Zulu-speakers; which has 
been modified by apartheid -both at the national and regional 
level, as well as by other external factors. With respect to 
this, I will argue fjrstly that the indigenous land tenure system 
of the region, i.e. the Zulu land tenure system (including the 
processes of fission and integration), has been described by 
anthropologists for a wide variety of areas within the region for 
over 100 years. 
SecOndly, because the internal dialectic can have a range of 
outward manifestations, with each being a transformation of the 
other, with respect to the cultural repertoire of the system of 
Zulu land tenure, it can accommodate a wide variety of changing 
external factors without the underlying principles of the local 
system necessarily being reconstructed. The different variations 
of the Zulu land tenure system reported to date, which I argue 
are different manifestations of the internal dialectic as it 
interacts with external factors, show the ability of the system 
to adapt to changes in the wider society, including the 
implementation of apartheid legislation. 
The introduction of numerous new external factors, such as: the 
colonial era; the 'homelands' policy; cash for land modeled on 
the national market economy; moves to monogamy founded on the 
introduction of Christianity; formal education, which would 
affect the existing kinship and political hierarchy of Zulu 
social organisation; and urbanisation per se -which introduced 
urban forms of land tenure, served to modify the dynamics and 
outward manifestation of the existing internal dialectic centred 
around fission and integration in Zulu social organisation, 
wjthout abolishing it. 
At times single external factors on their own, such as the 
alienation of portions of land from the Cele-Zulu polity for 
White residential areas of Durban during the colonial area (see 
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Chapter Five below), are sufficient to reconstruct the underlying 
principles of a local Zulu land tenure system. However at other 
times, even though there are a number of external factors over 
time which would be expected to reconstruct the underlying 
principles of a system, the underlying principles remain intact. 
I argue that this is the case for the Natal\KwaZulu region. 
Thjrd]~, the contemporary Zulu 
modified, is an indigenous land 
because the internal dialectic 
land tenure system, albeit 
tenure system of the region 
centred around fission and 
integration has been integral to the history of Zulu-speakers in 
pre-colonial times right up to the present day and has been 
reported throughout the region. Gluckman states that opposition 
and integration, which I argue above is the focus of the internal 
dialectic in Zulu social structure, was integral to the pre-
colonial history of Zulu-speakers (1967:28-46) and still shaped 
behaviour in the 1940s and 1950s in the various districts of 
KwaZulu. He also states that the opposition or tension between 
the chief, as the representative of a Black constituency, and the 
magistrate, as the representative of the power and policies of 
the White administration, " .. is the dominant characteristic of 
the political system •• ", which in turn is " .. ultimately dominated 
by the force of Government, represented in the district by the 
police." (ibid.p.39-50). 
In addition to this, the internal dialectic centred around 
fission and integration in Zulu social organisation has been 
widely reported, albeit not explicitly, throughout the region of 
Natal\KwaZulu by anthropologists over time (Holleman:1986; de 
Clercq:1969; Cross:N.D.,1977; Reader:1966) (see Chapters Four, 
Ten and Eleven below). 
Also, as I show in my ethnography of Hgaga (see Chapters Seven to 
Nine below), the internal dialectic centred around fission and 
integration in Zulu social organisation shaped behaviour in 
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Hgaga. I show that this internal dialectic's interaction with the 
external factors of the region led to the development of the 
informal settlement of Hgaga. The same underlying principles 
reported by Gluckman (1967), Holleman (1986), Cross (N.D.,1977) 
and others, which were reported from a number of widely located 
areas in the region, about an extended time period, were also 
present in Hgaga. 
Based on this, I argue that the fundamental underlying principles 
of the Zulu land tenure system in the region have not been 
changed, but only transformed, by external factors such as 
apartheid. 
To conclude, I 
manifestations 
reported. The 
reported operate 
am arguing that there is a unity in the various 
of the Zulu land tenure system that have been 
unity lies in the fact that the local systems 
with reference to the internal dialectic present 
in Zulu social organisation, which is centred around the 
contradictory principles of segmentary opposition -fission: 
hierarchy -integration. However, the manifestation of the local 
internal dialectic varies, because other factors (local and 
external) constrain the way that the internal dialectic manifests 
itself (i.e. local factors interact with the fission: integration 
in the local system in creating the local internal dialectic; and 
this complex of local factors interacts with external factors). 
Depending on the interplay of these variables, the fission or 
integration side will reveal itself more strongly. 
other authors have perhaps not seen how this interplay affects 
the relative strength of the fission or integration factors, 
because they have not been sensitive to these other factors. This 
has perhaps led them to presume that the local system has changed 
rather than transformed, or that a system of Zulu land tenure no 
longer exists. Whereas I can show, by describing my case studies 
in terms of the interplay of these other factors, that the 
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informal settlement of Hgaga still has a system of Zulu land 
tenure . Though I will show this for Hgaga, when I discuss the 
case studies (see Chapters Seven to Nine below), I do not do this 
at a fully developed level. It is only when I move to the wider 
comparative issues, while comparing the Hgaga ethnography with 
the Zulu ethnography (see Chapters Ten and Eleven below), that I 
show this interplay between these variables in more detail. 
Introduction 
The Internal Dialectic, Tran§actional 
Qpportunit¥ and Entrepreneurial ACtiyit¥ 
Comaroff's conceptual framework brings out new aspects of the 
kinship and political hierarchy generally associated with African 
land tenure systems (Biebuyck:1963i Gluckman:1943i Lloyd 
op cit.). Using his framework I explore the links between the 
structural opposition in African systems of land tenure and this 
hierarchy, specifically with reference to the Zulu land tenure 
system. The internal dialectic centred around fission and 
integration, involving as it does competition between social 
personalities and groups with opposing rights to the same land 
(see Chapters Three and Four below), is integral to much of the 
structural tension in the Zulu land tenure system. Therefore, 
when I refer to structural tension below, this covers a range of 
interlinked aspects, which include the principle of segmentary 
opposition and structural opposition, as well as the internal 
dialectic and the hierarchically structured nature of rights to 
land. 
Linked to the structural tension in African systems of land 
tenure are transactional and entrepreneurial opportunities and 
behaviour at the local level. I link Comaroff's conceptual 
framework to the conceptual frameworks of some of the classical 
transactional analysts below, but at a broad theoretical level. I 
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use this linked conceptual framework, and the range of structural 
tensions, transactional and entrepreneurial opportunities and 
behaviours that it highlights, to analyze indigenous land tenure 
systems in Africa, and specifically the Zulu land tenure system 
(including Hgaga's land tenure system). 
To my knowledge the structural tensions which create 
opportunities for the manipulation of the land tenure rules in 
African systems of land tenure have not previously been described 
in this dialectical fashion and this thesis is possibly the first 
such attempt. 
The Internal Dialectic, Transactional 
and Entrepreneurial Behaviour 
Comaroff's framework of contrapoised tendencies, which co-exist 
and are realized relative to one another (1982), highlights the 
process, opposition and ambiguity in a social field, such as a 
local system under indigenous land tenure. This is because the 
outward manifestation of contrapoised tendencies, such as in the 
internal dialectic in the Zulu land tenure system, cannot be 
constant because of their very nature. " .. (T)he social field i(s) 
always in flux, its observable character being the total .. 
expression of such processes in realization." (ibid.p.l50). 
Therefore, the land tenure rules of an area constantly transform 
and can only be described as they appear at any given time. 
The effect of this fluid social field is that the land tenure 
rules are constantly being negotiated, with the "rules 
.. (being) •• deployed to personal advantage". statuses, and the 
values attached to them, in general and with respect to land, are 
constantly being negotiated and competed over (ihid.p.l50,154). 
There is a direct link between the internal dialectic and 
tensions in a 
transformations 
local system 
and manipulation 
and 
of 
the ambiguity, ongoing 
land tenure rules. This 
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creates opportunities for transactional 
behaviour. 
and entrepreneurial 
The analysis of the internal dialectic and its relation to the 
analysis of transactional 
respect to land transfers 
and entrepreneurial behaviour, with 
in indigenous systems of land tenure 
within urban areas, has not been discussed in the literature. 
Comaroff focused on the rural Barolong at a more general level. 
Aronson (op.cjt.), in one of the few analyses of an indigenous 
land tenure system in an urban area uses, but does not explicitly 
invoke, transactional analysis (see below and Chapter Twelve 
below). He describes in his data the structural tension present 
in the local system, but does not explore the implications of 
this structural tension further or integrate it with 
transactional analysis in his conceptual model. 
Although the effect of transactional behaviour in the context of 
the Zulu land tenure system has been described before, albeit not 
always identified as such (see Chapters Four, Ten and Eleven 
below), it has not been done so with respect to the internal 
dialectic present in the Zulu land tenure system or for an urban 
area. Rather than "the market principle .. rampaging through 
traditional structures" (Aronson op.cjt.p.267), I will show that 
the residents of Mgaga had an "active role in the dialectic of 
their own history" (Comaroff:l982:l45), even in an urban area. 
The transactional behaviour and entrepreneurship of Mgaga's 
residents, who were involved with the transfers of land in the 
area, was shaped by the interrelationship between the local Zulu 
land tenure system and factors in the wider society. 
Transactional Analysis, Entrepreneurship and 
Coalition Fgrmation as Conceptual Frameworks 
Bailey, one of the classic transactional analysis authors, refers 
to the fact that transactional relationships are linked to 
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"opposition and enmity." (1969:40). He states that "the 
opposition which exists between two political rivals also exists 
in some degree between a leader and his followers . . What passes 
between .. (leader and followers) .. is not so much an interaction 
as a transaction" (lhld.p.36). He goes further to state that the 
"shared ideology" of a faction "does not unite them but sets them 
in opposition" , because the structure is founded on transactional 
relationships (lhld . p.52). Bailey's statements do not refer to 
the analysis of land tenure systems but to political behaviour . 
However, I will show that they also pertain to the Zulu land 
tenure system. 
Barth makes the point that "A conventional structural analysis of 
the community, as it would be presented by a social 
anthropologist, will fail to provide" (1972:6) a conceptual 
framework in which entrepreneurial and transactional behaviour 
can be analyzed. He states that "a basic schema of social 
statuses organized in persons and corporate groups, and 
interconnected through patterns of recruitment, tell us little of 
what we need to know .. about social life" (Joe cit . ) with respect 
to transactional behaviour. Barth eschewed the classic structural 
functional analysis of the rules of a local system and like 
Comaroff moved away from the study of local level institutions or 
rules as his fundamental unit of analysis. 
Instead, Barth argues, as does Comaroff, for the study of process 
and for the analysis of "the articulation between the activities 
of the entrepreneur and the social organization within which he 
is active." (pp.cit.p.7) . He states that the entrepreneur's 
career should be shown as a process, i.e. as a series of 
transactions between the entrepreneur and his social context. He 
states that researchers need to describe the entrepreneur's 
social context in terms which show the reciprocity of 
transactions i.e . , that the rest of the community are also actors 
who " •. make choices and pursue strategies." He goes on to suggest 
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that a conceptual model should therefore include both social 
institutions and patterns of process, in terms of the 
ft •• essential variables that influence an entrepreneur's choices: 
initial structural features of the environment, and factors 
restricting the course of an enterprise once it has been 
launched .. " , including the available choices and ascribed values 
within the local community, all of which contextualise the 
behaviour of entrepreneurs (ihid.p.7,9). 
Barth's conceptual model introduces the perspective of local 
level institutionalized choices, strategies and values of 
individuals. While supplying a conceptual framework for 
explaining micro-level individual behaviour, Barth's model also 
points to the need to identify local structures which shape 
choices, strategies and values of individuals. He also emphasizes 
the need to identify the factors in the wider society which 
hinder the activities of local entrepreneurs. This latter aspect 
of Barth's framework accords with Comaroff's conceptual model of 
the interaction between the internal dialectic in the local 
system with the wider society (1982). 
Comaroff's model, as does Barth's, includes a description of the 
"basic schema o f social statuses" (Barth op.cjt . p . 6), and goes 
beyond the "rules" to allow for the dynamism and activity of the 
various actors concerned with these institutions. Both approaches 
make it possible to describe the institutional rules and the 
choices and 
influence of 
strategies made by local residents, under the 
external factors. However, Comaroff's framework 
makes it possible to explain the variations in local systems that 
are taxonomically similar and analyze whether the system has 
changed because its underlying principles have been 
reconstructed. The Zulu land tenure system and transformations in 
Hgaga can be better explained by linking Comaroff's and Barth's 
conceptual frameworks, rather than by using only one conceptual 
model or the other . 
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Finally, I use Boissevain's approach to coalitions, with a 
coalition being a " .. temporary alliance(s) of distinct parties 
for a limited purpose" (1974:171,192-200). I use his approach to 
analyze some of the transactional behaviour, linked to the 
opportunities created by the interaction of the internal 
dialectic with its encompassing context, with respect to 
coalition formation, both in the Zulu ethnography and Hgaga 
ethnography. 
As I have already argued, the tendency towards integration in the 
internal dialectic in Zulu social organisation is linked to the 
" .• existing cultural categories .. " (Comaroff:1982:150) of the 
Shakan and post Shakan Zulu-speakers "lived-in universe" 
(ihid.p.154). I describe the political processes associated with 
this tendency in terms of coalition formation (see Chapter Four 
below). I use Boissevain's theory (op.cjt.) of coalition 
formation to further explore the Zulu ethnography, in regard to 
this aspect of the internal dialectic, with respect to group 
formation within the integrating hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation. I go on to draw comparisons with the Hgaga 
ethnography (see Chapters Nine and Ten below). 
Cpnclusion 
The system of Zulu land tenure has been researched and written 
about for over 50 years by anthropologists. As it is similar to 
other African land tenure systems there is also a rich depth of 
comparative material available. However, to explain the 
transformations in Hgaga's land tenure system, I needed to take a 
fresh look at the frameworks that have been used to analyze both 
African and Zulu land tenure systems. Although the Zulu 
ethnography has made the structural opposition of right and left 
hand houses, that is of segmentary opposition, clear, it has 
perhaps not looked at its relationship with other internal forms, 
such as the internal dialectic and its interrelationship with 
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external factors, in sufficient detail. This is especially with 
respect to the variations and transformations over time in the 
system of Zulu land tenure and the manipulation of the land 
tenure rules. 
In addition to this, my approach to the system of Zulu land 
tenure is in part influenced by the fact that there is some 
debate in academic circles as to whether a system of Zulu land 
tenure exists in the first place. All the anthropological works 
on the system of Zulu land tenure take for granted that it does 
exist. However I have found it necessary to discuss this issue. 
Given the above, I have had to re-examine both my own underlying 
assumptions as well as those of other anthropologists, and re-
examine the Zulu ethnography with reference to the system of Zulu 
land tenure. I have done this in terms of Comaroff's (1978,1982) 
conceptual framework linked to transactional analysis . 
I use Comaroff's framework (1982) to explain the radical 
historical transformation in Hgaga's system of Zulu land tenure 
during the study period. This firstly entailed identifying the 
factors in the wider society which influenced Hgaga, both at the 
national and regional level, within a behavioral rather than a 
deterministic model (Chapters Five and Six below). 
Secondly, as the dialectical approach sees society in terms of 
contradictory prinCiples, which constitute the internal dialectic 
within a local system, I had to identify these contradictory 
principles within both the Zulu ethnography and my ethnography, 
in order to postulate an internal dialectic for Zulu social 
organisation. I identified the principle of segmentary opposition 
and the Shakan and post Shakan world view of Zulu-speakers, with 
respect to the creation of an integrating hierarchy, as the 
complimentary yet opposite principles which supplied the basis of 
the internal dialectic in Zulu social organisation. I am arguing 
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that the internal dialectic in Zulu social organisation and in 
the system of Zulu land tenure is centred around fission and 
integration. 
Rather than institutional rules, such as land tenure rules, being 
the fundamental unit of analysis at the local level, the internal 
dialectic is the fundamental unit of analysis at the local level, 
together with its interaction with the wider society. The 
internal dialectic shapes and in turn is shaped by the exigencies 
of social practice as it interacts with factors in the wider 
society. Rather than the land tenure rules being constant, the 
internal dialectic in the system of Zulu land tenure is the 
constant factor which underpins the manipulation of the land 
tenure rules in the local system. Analyzing the Zulu land tenure 
system within this conceptual framework makes it possible to 
explain why a number of anthropologists have reported a range of 
apparently different land tenure rules for the Zulu land tenure 
system (see Chapters Four, Ten and Eleven below). This range of 
rules which anthropologists have documented are different 
manifestations of the internal dialectic as it interacts with its 
encompassing context. 
Also, using Comaroff's dialectical framework it is possible to 
explain why an informal settlement developed in Hgaga and not in 
other indigenous polity areas adjacent to Hgaga. The explanation 
being that the local internal dialectic in Hgaga, as manifested 
in the surface arrangement of the local izigodj boundaries, 
responding to the external factor of urbanisation and urban 
development, led to the introduction of an urban land tenure 
system in Hgaga and not in adjacent areas. The residents of Hgaga 
had an "active role in the dialectic of their own history" 
(Comaroff:1982:145), and this active role, together with outside 
pressures, led to the creation of an informal settlement (see 
Chapters Seven to Nine below). 
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In addition to this, Comaroff's conceptual framework makes it 
possible to assess whether Mgaga's land tenure system had been 
transformed and reflected another variation in the system of Zulu 
land tenure or had changed and was no longer a system of Zulu 
land tenure. I will argue (see Chapter Eleven below) that because 
the community over-rights, which I will show are integral to the 
internal dialectic in Zulu social structure, still existed with 
respect to the Mgaga of 1980, that the underlying principles of 
the local system in Mgaga had not been reconstructed, and that 
Mgaga had a system of Zulu land tenure right up to the end of the 
study period. 
Also, based on Comaroff's approach, I have argued that the Zulu 
land tenure system is a regional and indigenous land tenure 
system which has been modified. I argue this because the 
dialectic, (or 'opposition' as Gluckman refers to it), which 
Gluckman identified as a pattern of behaviour in Zulu social 
organisation in both pre-colonial and post colonial times (1967), 
is still in existence. The internal dialectic centred on fission 
and integration, which 
the Zulu land tenure 
Gluckman and others who have documented 
system describe (though they do not 
explicitly invoke it), can also be found in Mgaga's history. 
Therefore, to date the underlying principles of the Zulu land 
tenure system, although they might have been reconstructed in 
some parts of the region, have not been reconstructed by 
apartheid or other post colonial policies for the whole of 
Natal\KwaZulu. Although the Zulu land tenure system has not been 
changed, it has been modified both at a national and regional 
level by these policies (see Appendix Four below). 
Finally, Comaroff's approach highlights the structural tensions 
in the social field. I will show that there is a direct link 
between the internal dialectic and tensions in a local system and 
the ambiguity, ongoing transformations and manipulation of land 
tenure rules. This creates opportunities for transactional and 
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entrepreneurial behaviour and coalition formation. I link 
classical transactional analysis (Barth op cjt.; Bailey op.cjt.; 
and Boissevain op.cjt.) to Comaroff's framework, and argue that 
the transactional behaviour, entrepreneurship and coalition 
formation found in the system of Zulu land tenure is both a 
function of, and is shaped by, the internal dialectic in Zulu 
social structure. 
The transactional and entrepreneurial behaviour of Hgaga's 
residents, who were involved with the transfers of land in the 
area, was shaped by the internal dialectic in the system of Zulu 
land tenure (see Chapters Seven to Nine below). I will show that 
Hgaga's land tenure transformations were not only about the 
effects of the core on the periphery, or about the operation of 
the dialectic, but also about people's striving for influence, 
status, power and personal economic gain. 
Endnotes 
1.1 will argue that the indigenous land tenure system of Hgaga 
adapted to urban influences. An urban land tenure system was not 
imposed in a mechanical way by the central state on the Hgaga 
area, as it was for example in Umlazi township -where through 
state intervention indigenous land was expropriated and township 
houses built. 
2.The political and kinship hierarchy found in Zulu social 
organisation which existed in the 1980s and 1990s was not as all 
embracing as Gluckman describes, because of factors such as 
urbanisation and political turmoil in the region. However, this 
hierarchy was still predominant in the Zulu land tenure system in 
Natal\KwaZulu (see Chapters Three, Four, Ten and Eleven below). 
3.Material cited, with the permission of Cross, is from her 
unpublished Phd. thesis draft. The reference cited consists of a 
draft written sometime between 1976 and 1980 and is referenced in 
text as N.D. The interpretation given in the draft does not 
necessarily represent her present position on these issues. For 
example, Cross now states that the general argument of the draft 
would apply to most\all Eastern Seaboard Nguni-speaking systems, 
not just the 'Zulu' as an isolate. There might also be some 
extension to the Transvaal but she has not explored this in 
detail (personal communication). 
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4.There were a few other informal settlements in the sub-region, 
notably Bhekithemba and Kalukazi, both of which were about three 
kilometres from Kgaga as the crow flies. However, these two areas 
had developed on land that had been removed from the control of 
the Cele-Zulu by the former Department of Development Aid (see 
Chapters Five and Six below). In contrast to this, although some 
of the land upon which Kgaga developed had been taken away from 
the Cele- Zulu polity by the Department of Development Aid, other 
parts of it were still under the legal jurisdiction of the Cele-
Zulu's (see Chapter Five below). 
5.The military capabilities of the various Zulu polities is a 
sensitive subject, albeit a n important one under certain 
conditions . This aspect is not discussed in the contemporary Zulu 
ethnography aside from Reader (op cit.), who notes that the 
Kakhanya- Zulu, neighbours of the Cele-Zulu, had a military 
structure within the polity, and by Clegg, when describing so-
called 'faction fighting' in Ksinga (op.cit.) . However, I argue 
below (see Chapter Eleven), based on my work in the D.F.R. over 
an eight year period, that this aspect of Zulu social 
organisation has an important role to play in the system of Zulu 
land tenure. 
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CHAPTER THRER' A Dur.RCTIClH. APPROACH TO THE 
ANAl.YSIS OF AFRICAN SYSTRHS OF r.AND TENURE 
I argue that, with respect to the Zulu land tenure system, 
neither the land laws, nor the folk model (Yusuf:1974), nor the 
anthropological literature on African land tenure systems to 
date, supply an adequate conceptual framework within which the 
Hgaga ethnography can be understood. Instead I have re-examined 
the analysis of African land tenure systems by such doyens as 
Gluckman, in the light of the conceptual frameworks presented by 
T.W.Bennett (1985) and Comaroff (1978,1982), and developed a 
different approach to the analysis of African land tenure 
systems. 
I,and I.aW§ and FOlk Models 
I do not consider the land laws of the area to be an adequate 
conceptual framework for the study of Hgaga's land tenure system 
because, as I have argued, institutional land tenure rules are 
unacceptable as a unit of analysis as they do not necessarily 
determine the process whereby land is allocated. The land laws 
applicable to "gaga were not only just a set of land tenure 
rules, but they had been passed into legislation largely by an 
alien authority and portrayed the Zulu land tenure system as 
static. Also, these land laws reflected government interests 
rather than local level interests and had not been altered to 
reflect socio-historical changes, such as urbanisation, which had 
taken place. 
Therefore, I do not analyze "gaga's land tenure system in terms 
of how far and in what aspects it deviates from the law, as a 
particular set of rules. The "gaga ethnography will show that the 
land laws of the area, as a set of institutional rules, did not 
determine the process whereby land was allocated in the area. 
Rather, the land laws were one of the external factors which 
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contributed to the transformation of Hgaga's land tenure system. 
Also, I have been unable to accept at face value the popular view 
of the Zulu land tenure system, as described by Zulu-speakers. 
The reason being that the popular view reflects the aggregate of 
expected behaviour in relation to the Zulu land tenure system 
and\or the description, edited by oral tradition, of a particular 
local manifestation of the rules at a given moment in time, which 
has resulted from the interaction of the wider society with the 
internal dialectic. Instead, I have tried to go beyond the folk 
model (Yusuf op.cit.) of the Zulu land tenure system. I asked 
questions which led residents to supply the kind of data which 
allowed me to describe the interaction of external factors with 
the local internal dialectic and how this interaction was 
manifested in regard to the local land tenure system's rules, 
over time, in Hgaga. 
MY' Conceptual Pra-ework fOT the DisCJJssion 
of Afr I can sptell8 of I.and Tenure 
Social Units, Their Relationship to 
Each Other and Their Land Rights 
Hy approach is that the cultural repertoire of the Zulu land 
tenure system concerns people and their relationship to each 
other with respect to the land because, as Gluckman states, 
rights to land are held in terms of the social structure and 
"constitute part of the inter-relationship of the social units" 
(1944:19). The behaviour of local residents, in relation to land, 
constitutes a part of the local social structure. Therefore any 
analysis of the transformation or change of a local system of 
land tenure is simultaneously an analysis of change in the social 
structure. 
Following on from this early approach Gluckman goes further to 
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state (1972:79) that there is a "direct correspondence 
.. (between) .• tenure of land and gradations of social status" in 
many parts of Africa. "Rights to land within a particular group 
are determined by status inside it and by meeting obligations 
inherent in that status." Access to land is linked to the 
membership of particular socio-political groups and land tenure 
relations come from, and are maintained by, the fulfilment of 
obligations to other people. Based on Gluckman, my approach 
therefore is that central to the analysis of African systems of 
land tenure is a description of the social personalities and 
groups who have access to the land and their relationship to each 
other. 
dkoth-OgendO (1976:153), discussing this approach of Gluckman's -
with which he accords, states that "it is to the nature of man= 
man relationships that we must look in order to understand the 
nature of African land tenure systems." (Okoth-Ogendo's 
emphasis). However, he goes further to state that "no particular 
type of man-land relationship .• could be said to accurately 
describe the tenure system of a people .. Access has always been 
specific to a function, for example, cultivation or grazing. Thus 
in any given community a number of persons could each hold a 
right. or bundle of rights, expressing a range of functions." (my 
emphasis) (loc.cit.). This approach is also used by A.J.B.Hughes, 
who uses the term "bundle of rights" when describing the 
indigenous systea of land tenure in Swaziland (1972:60). I 
therefore argue that an analysis of a system of African land 
tenure and its man-man relationships with respect to the land, 
must also explicitly include a description of the rights to land 
of the various social units concerned. 
To conclude, my approach to the analysis of the Zulu land tenure 
system is to focus on the social units who hold land rights and 
their relationship to each other, as well as to identify which 
land rights these social units hold. However, I use this approach 
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somewhat differently from other authors such as Gluckman, in that 
I discard the allodial aspects of the approach which is used in 
the analysis of African land tenure systems (see below). 
Re-thinking the Tera 'Ownership ' with respect 
to African Land Tenure Systems, in teras 
of the Dialectical Approach 
Gluckman's approach to the analysis of African 
systems, while useful, also raises a number 
land tenure 
of problems, 
specifically with reference to his assumptions about the 
hierarchical ownership of land rights. I discuss these problems 
and expand on Gluckman's framework for the study of African land 
tenure systems by invoking the analytical perspectives of Bennett 
(1985) and Comaroff (1978,1982). I then apply this conceptual 
framework for the analysis of land rights in African land tenure 
systems to the Zulu land tenure system (see Chapter Four below). 
Bennett argues that the application of Western legal terms, such 
as the term 'ownership' to "the 'raw data' of African land 
tenure" (ap cit.p.174) systems has been deplored by theorists and 
completely discredited. He states that Gluckman'S work was a 
variation of this discredited approach and that Gluckman's 
investigation among the Lozi, "was a search for . . (Lozi) .. 
institutions that equated the concept signified by the term 
'ownership' in Western law. Whether his (Gluckman's) assumption 
that this concept was universal is valid is, •. debatable. Even 
within Western jurisprudence the connotations and incidents of 
ownership vary considerably." (lac.cit.). 
Bennett argues that "(o)nce a person's perspective was determined 
by the concept of ownership, his description of land tenure would 
be coloured 
hierarchically . 
right to land, 
by the notion that rights are arranged 
Because ownership\dominium1implies an 'absolute' 
any lesser rights must imply subtraction from the 
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plenary right. In other words lesser rights would be contingent 
on grants by the dominus. In consequence, it was assumed (by 
authors such as Gluckman) that in African societies the tribe .. 
must have plenary rights to land, out of which subordinate 
interests could be given to subchiefs, families and individuals. 
This led then to an assertion that the tribe had an 'absolute' or 
'allodial,2title", with other social units holding lesser rights 
which were contingent on this 'tribal' ownership (ibid.p.l75). 
The importance of Bennett's argument is that the term 'ownership' 
has specific allodial connotations, which emphasize the dependent 
aspects of the hierarchy in African systems of land tenure rather 
than the competitive behaviour within the hierarchy. By trying to 
identify land owners within i ndigenous African systems of land 
tenure, researchers have drawn erroneous conclusions about 
behaviour within the hierarchy of social organisation to which 
the system of land tenure is linked. Consequently, as statements 
about land tenure systems are statements about social structure, 
statements which were premised on ownership in African land 
tenure systems led to statements about the social structure which 
emphasized the dependence of lesser social units on larger social 
units. The dependent behaviour within the hierarchy of an 
indigenous local system would have been overemphasized and 
competitive behaviour underemphasized, using a conceptual 
framework based on a search for ownership. 
By moving away from a search for land owners and the absolute 
title of 'tribal' ownership in describing the Zulu land tenure 
system, I have been able to expand on additional aspects of 
Bennett's framework for the analysis of African land tenure 
systems (see below). I have been able to analyze the land rights 
held by groups within the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation 
in a way that allows for the analysis of both dependent and 
competitive behaviour within the hierarchy. 
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Bennett suggests that by moving away from a search for owners it 
is possible to state that rather than chiefs, families and 
individuals having "the aame interest in land .. that their 
interests are different and cpncurrent." (Bennett's emphasis) 
(lpc.cit.). I expand on Bennett's framework and term them pggpsed 
interests in the aame land and argue that rather than the right 
to land being contingent or dependent on greater rights only, 
that is, the 'tribal' dominium, these rights are open to 
competition. 
I will show, when I analyze the Zulu land tenure system within a 
dialectical framework (see Chapter Four below), that these 
opposed interests, shaped by the internal dialectic within Zulu 
social organisation operating within the hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation, lead to competition for the same land, not only 
between equals within the hierarchy but also between social units 
at different levels of the hierarchy. There is no hierarchically 
structured allodial title and related behaviour, but rather a 
hierarchy of social units holding opposed rights to the same land 
which creates a large measure of the structural tension or 
delicate balance found in the Zulu land tenure system. 
Analyzing the Zulu land tenure system within a conceptual 
framework which sees this system as composed of groups with 
opposed rights to the same land implies that a different approach 
to that usually adopted has to also be taken towards the analysis 
of, what is termed in the literature, the 'reversionary right'. 
My approach to the 'reversionary right' (discussed in Chapter 
Four below) is that land does not automatically 'revert' to a 
group higher in the hierarchy (if for example a group moves away) 
because of the hierarchical ownership of land rights. Rather, 
because there is no hierarchical ownership of land rights in the 
Zulu land tenure system, there is competition for this so-called 
'reverting' land by a range of groups within the hierarchy, 
including those at the same level and at different levels. 
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Competitive behaviour by the various social units, with respect 
to land within the hierarchy of African land tenure systems, has 
been reported by anthropologists for a number of years. Both 
Gluckman, when analyzing the Lozi land tenure system (1943:29) 
and Lloyd when describing land tenure systems among the Yoruba in 
Nigeria (ap cit.p.60) state that the rights to land of the 
various social units are held against other people. Gluckman sees 
the holding of rights against other people as "complicated and 
delicately balanced" and that though it "is always possible to 
define these rights precisely .. (it is) .. sometimes difficult to 
adjust the balance in practice." (l945:10). Lloyd states that 
because the rights to land are unwritten they are in dispute. He 
gives examples of a dispute between an overall sovereign figure 
and his chiefs, as well as an example of a dispute between the 
"community" and the local descent groups in the Ondo land tenure 
system (op.cit.p.111-112). 
The competition and tensions between parties in African systems 
of land tenure are also described by Biebuyck who refers to the 
"delicate balance between rights and obligations vested in 
individuals and in groups and their segments." Instead of this 
delicate balance decreasing in colonial and neo-colonial times 
Biebuyck notes that, "under conditions of modern social and 
economic change, the variety and multiplicity of land tenure 
systems and the complexity of the land rights have continually 
increased" (1963:53). 
However, as Comaroff argues with respect to the transmission of 
office, such competition per se has generally not formed part of 
the conceptual frameworks of these anthropologists, and their 
"accounts proceed as if stated rules did determine the course of 
the .. process", despite the competition to which they "allude" 
(1978:1-2). I am arguing that Comaroff's statement, that 
competition does not form part of their conceptual frameworks in 
regard to the transmission of office, can also be said to be 
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correct for these anthropologists' approach to the analysis of 
land tenure systems. 
By comparison, I found it necessary to re-examine my assumptions 
about the hierarchically structured nature of African land tenure 
systems, in order to be able to introduce into my conceptual 
framework a sense of the dialectic and competition within the 
hierarchy associated with the Zulu land tenure system. I discuss 
and re-examine the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation and its 
associated land tenure system with respect to the Zulu 
ethnography in terms of this approach below (see Chapter Four). 
Ownership Within the SOllth African Cpntext 
Even though I have moved away from analyzing indigenous land 
tenure systems using a conceptual framework premised on the term 
'ownership', I take the ownership of Hgaga's land into account 
when analyzing both the Zulu land tenure system and Hgaga's 
system of land tenure. I take it into account because the Zulu 
land tenure system has been modified by colonial structures, with 
the freehold title deeds to the KwaZulu 'homeland' and Hgaga 
being owned during the study period by the former South African 
Development Trust (S.A.D.T.) (see Chapter Five below and Appendix 
Four below). I consider their ownership of the land as an aspect 
of the encompassing context interacting with local systems, 
rather than forming part of the local system. 
Therefore with respect to this, I follow Lloyd's approach to the 
term 'ownership'. He states that, W •• one does not own a right or 
series of rights; one has or holds a right, and the possession of 
a certain quantum of rights in respect of land can be described 
as ownership of land .. and every legal system must define what 
rights amount 
that the Zulu 
to ownership· (op.cit.p.66). I therefore conclude 
land tenure system did not include that ·certain 
quantum of rights in respect of land w which could be described as 
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ownership. Rather, the rights to land which were the quantum of 
rights which could be termed ownership to ninety five per cent of 
KwaZuluJand all of Hgaga, during the period of study, were held, 
and used to change land use, by the former S.A.D.T. under alien 
non- indigenous land laws. 
Conclusion 
The approach of people such as Gluckman (1943) is that in African 
land tenure systems land is allocated according to a set of 
rules, with one of the rules being that all land rights are 
lesser rights abstracted from the greater 'tribal' right. I have 
argued (see Chapter Two above) that the use of institutional 
rules as a unit of analysis is premised on incorrect assumptions 
about the process of land allocation. 
I have also argued that land rights are not lesser rights 
abstracted from a larger right, but that the rights to the same 
land which are held by different social units are opposed rights. 
Therefore, a search for ownership in order to describe the land 
tenure rules of a system, which rules are thought to describe the 
process of land allocation, is premised on a number of incorrect 
assumptions and leads to a conceptual framework which over-
emphasises the dependent behaviour within a hierarchically 
structured land tenure system, while simultaneously not 
accommodating or adequately explaining the competitive behaviour. 
Rather, competitive behaviour is as integral to 
associated with the Zulu land tenure system 
the hierarchy 
as dependent 
behaviour, and must be accommodated in a conceptual framework 
which seeks to explain the transformation of any local system of 
Zulu land tenure. 
In addition to this, 
the former S.A.D.T. 
because the right of ownership was held by 
during the study period, I conclude that the 
Zulu land tenure system did not include that "certain quantum of 
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rights in respect of land" (Lloyd op cjt.p.66) which could be 
described as ownership . Any approach to the analysis of a Zulu 
land tenure system premised on a search for local 'owners' would 
lead to additional erroneous conclusions about local level 
behaviour . 
By linking Comaroff's framework for the analysis of local change 
to Bennett's approach to the analysis of African land tenure 
systems, I have been able to move away from both a search for 
' owners', as well as the static perception of African land tenure 
systems (and the integrating hierarchy which has been a 
characteristic of Zulu social organisation since the time of 
Shaka), associated with the classical approach. By comparison, I 
have been able to introduce into my conceptual framework a 
measure of the structural tension or competition present in the 
Zulu land tenure system. I will show that competitive behaviour 
is as integral to the hierarchy associated with the Zulu land 
tenure system as dependent behaviour and that it plays a major 
role, in terms of the internal dialectic, in shaping behaviour in 
the Zulu land tenure system (see Chapters Four and Nine to Eleven 
below) . 
I use my conceptual framework to take a fresh look at the Zulu 
ethnography, with respect to the hierarchy of social units, 
together with the opposed rights which they hold in the same land 
(see Chapter Four below), in order to contextualise the Hgaga 
ethnography which follows (see Chapters Seven to Nine below). I 
will show that my approach facilitates a move away from 
perceiving the Zulu land tenure system as statically controlled 
by chiefs and indllpas, to one where land rights, and the 
statuses, values and constituencies attached to them, are 
constantly being re-negotiated. In this way I hope to be able to 
explain the transformation of Hgaga's land tenure system . 
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Endnotes 
l.Dominium is a "cluster of rights, powers and liberties in 
property, defensible against the world and subject to no other 
greater right." (Bennett oD cjt.p.l74). 
2.The term allodial comes from the noun allodjum meaning "estate 
held in absolute ownership, without acknowledgement to a superior 
(opp. to feudum)." (Concise Oxford:l964:33). 
3.About five per cent of KwaZulu was owned in freehold by 
individuals (see Appendix Four below). 
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CHAPTER FOUR; A DIALECTICAL AND TRANSACTIONAL APPROACH 
TO THE ANALYSIS OF FISSION AND INTEGRATION 
IN THE ZULU [.AND TENURE SYSTEM 
Introductjon 
Although many comparisons can be drawn between the Zulu 
ethnography and Mgaga's land tenure system, a number of key 
aspects of the Mgaga ethnography are not covered by the 
literature. I am looking at a different situation from that 
usually covered in studies of the Zulu land tenure system. 
Therefore I am taking a different approach and consciously 
bringing out themes which are implied, but not made explicit, in 
the literature. 
To my knowledge this will be the first attempt to describe the 
cultural repertoire of the Zulu land tenure system, with its 
range of transformations which emanate from the internal 
dialectic and its articulation with external factors . Rather, the 
debate within the Zulu ethnography has been up till now focused 
on the apparent jnconsjstencjes in the reported rules i n the Zulu 
land tenure system. 
For example a variety of terminology is used for some office 
bearers, the full extent of which only becomes apparent if one 
examines the variation in territory, powers and duties which are 
attached to these terms. An example of this is jsjfllnda, which de 
Clercq defines as 'the area of one chieftainship' 
which accords with Clegg's definition of the term 
(1969:35), 
(1981: 166), 
whereas Vi1akazi defines it as 'a ward' or ' a section of a tribe 
under the control of one jndllna' (1962: 82). Reader states that 
among the Kakhanya an jsjfunda means a " . . certain traditional 
combination of wards within the tribe for purposes of war . " 
(1966:63). Many anthropologists have openly discussed these 
apparent inconsistencies (Preston-Whyte:1974; de Clercq:1969; 
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Preston-Whyte and Sibisi:1975i Reader op.cit.), with some of 
them, such as Preston-Whyte and Sibisi (op.cit . ) and Preston-
Whyte (op cit.) seeing it as a problem. 
Rather than focusing on the range of institutional land tenure 
rules that have been described as the Zulu land tenure system, 
and the anthropological debates that accompany them, and 
attempting to locate Hgaga's land tenure system within these, I 
have eschewed institutional rules as a fundamental unit of 
analysis (see Chapter Two above). 
as the structural tensions, 
Instead, I analyze themes such 
with respect to the internal 
dialectic centred around fission and integration in the Zulu land 
tenure system, and the linked role of entrepreneurial behaviour 
and coalition formation in the Zulu land tenure system. 
Although the internal dialectic in the Zulu land tenure system is 
different from the land tenure rules, it is at the same time 
linked to these rules. This is because, inasmuch as different 
positions in the social hierarchy involve different sets of 
rights to land, the operation and outward manifestations of the 
internal dialectic cannot be described without referring to them. 
Comaroff argues that prescriptions, associated with political 
office, do not necessarily determine " .. transmission .. (but) .. 
they certainly do impart competitive process .. (and supply) .. a 
cogent indigenous .. logic" (1978:13). I follow this and argue 
that, although the prescriptions or what I term 'rules', 
associated with the Zulu land tenure system do not necessarily 
determine transfers of land, they supply part of the "cogent 
indigenous.. logic" or "cultural repertoire" (ibid.p.13,16) 
within which the internal dialectic operates. 
Therefore, I discuss the Zulu ethnography, with respect to social 
personalities and groups and their land rights, as well as the 
processes of fission and integration, in order to describe the 
cultural repertoire of the Zulu land tenure system. I then go on 
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to draw comparisons between this and Hgaga's land tenure system 
(see Chapters Ten and Eleven below). 
To describe the Zulu land tenure system's repertoire and explain 
the range of reported variations, I describe and compare the 
institutional land tenure rules and processes, with reference to 
the hierarchy of kinship and political groups found in Zulu 
social organisation, as they have been elucidated in the Zulu 
ethnography, in terms of my conceptual framework. 
Fjrstly, I describe the structural 
tenure system by analyzing the 
context of the Zulu land 
hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation in terms of my conceptual framework. 
discuss the rights to land held by social units 
Secondly, I 
within the 
hierarchy. Thjrdly, against this background, I analyze the 
transactional behaviour emanating out of the opportunities 
created by the operation of the internal dialectic, specifically 
with respect to coalition formation and entrepreneurship, which 
are implied, but not invoked in the Zulu ethnography. 
Fourthly, based 
been presented 
on this, I re-examine case studies which have 
in the Zulu ethnography and show that, although 
not made explicit or invoked, fission and integration and its 
effects on local level behaviour and the land tenure rules of the 
Zulu land tenure system has been regularly reported in the Zulu 
ethnography. I will also show that aspects of this reported 
behaviour included coalition formation and entrepreneurship. 
In doing this I postUlate a theory of transformation for the Zulu 
land tenure system which explains the reported variations. I 
argue that a regularly occurring documented range of historical 
manifestations of the Zulu land tenure system exists; and that 
the system is not inherently static, but adapts to external 
factors, -national, regional and sub-regional. By using this 
approach I hope to contribute to the ongoing debate about the 
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nature of the Zulu land tenure system, as this is to my knowledge 
the first attempt to analyze it within a dialectical framework. 
Analyzing the Hierarchy Associated with the Zulu Land 
Tenure S)"stem usin'J the Dialectical Approach 
The Zulu land tenure system's repertoire includes a hierarchy of 
social personalities and groups and their land rights, as well as 
the internal dialectic in Zulu social structure. I will first 
discuss the structural context of the land tenure system, that 
is, the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation and the social 
units of which it is composed, within terms of my conceptual 
framework. I will then discuss the rights to land which these 
social units hold. 
The Hierarchy of Social Units within 
Zulu Social Organisation 
Introduction 
Zulu social organisation includes an integrating hierarchy based 
on the Shakan and post-Shakan Zulu- speakers' "lived-in universe" 
(Comaroff:1982:l54), and this integrating hierarchy is a prime 
constituent of both the Zulu land tenure system and the internal 
dialectic in Zulu social organisation. I argue that this 
hierarchy, composed of ranked social personalities and groups 
holding opposed rights to the same land, consists of a political 
and kinship system of concentric units. This hierarchy of 
concentric units, which units are "partially independent of and 
partially embodied in the next greater one" (Clegg ap cit.p.165), 
is permeated by structural tension, ambiguity and competition 
because of the internal dialectic in Zulu social organisation. 
Because the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation constitutes a 
number of aspects, I describe these below incrementally, in order 
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to be able to identify their implications for the dialectical 
analysis of the Zulu land tenure system. 
Social Personalities and GrQl1pS 
As indicated above, there is little agreement by anthropologists 
on all the terms for the individuals and groups found at the 
local level in the Zulu land tenure system, because of the 
diversifying effect of the internal dialectic on local 
manifestations of the land tenure system. In order to be able to 
come to some kind of explanation of the variations in terms, it 
is necessary to first analyze, within a dialectical framework, 
the context in which they occur. This context is the hierarchy of 
Zulu social organisation. 
While discussing the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation, I use 
all - embracing terms which can be applied to all the terms used by 
these anthropologists when describing the Zulu land tenure 
system. I use Gluckman's terms 'social personalities and groups' 
or 'social units' (1944:18-19) to analyze the range of 
individuals and groups involved with the Zulu land tenure system. 
I use these terms to mean all individuals and groups holding land 
from the micro-level kinship groups up to the sub-regional level 
of the chieftainship. 
This approach accommodates the variation in terms used in 
anthropological descriptions of the Zulu land tenure system and 
facilitates comparability between studies of the system . This 
latter aspect was important to my conclusions about the 
pervasiveness of the internal dialectic centred around fission 
and integration in the Zulu land tenure system, as it allowed me 
to make comparisons between the various local level social 
personalities and groups reported by anthropologists studying the 
system, especially with respect to the hierarchy. Later I discuss 
the specific range of terms used for the various social 
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personalities and groups in the Zulu ethnography, in terms of my 
conceptual framework, with respect to the Mgaga material (see 
Chapter Ten below). 
The ZI]11] {.and Teollre System as Both 
a Political and Kinship System 
Gluckman in his analysis of Zulu-speakers from pre-colonial times 
up until the 1960s, states with respect to the hierarchy of 
social personalities and groups in Zulu social organisation and 
their rights to land, that it consists of a hierarchy of 
"estates" (1943:29) (this term is discussed below). 
In a later publication, he states that land holding among what he 
terms 'tribes,' such as the Zulu, "is thus an inherent attribute 
not only of citizenship, but also of each social position in the 
total political and kinship hierarchy" (1965:40). He also states 
that this hierarchy of estates which holds the land is based on 
the political and kinship systems, with the estates at the bottom 
being under the "heads of kinship groups" (1967:39) . Cross's 
approach accords with that of Gluckman's, as she states that "The 
corporate agnatic kin group has always been the basic unit of 
local organisation in Nguni society. Political elaborations are 
erected on top of, and must operate through, the hierarchically 
segmented group of the male descendants .. " (1977:24). 
I therefore argue that the Zulu land tenure system is linked to 
both the political and kinship systems of Zulu social 
organisation. I will also argue that (although the kinship system 
tends to dominate land allocations at the micro-level), whether 
land is allocated by heads of kinship groups or political 
authorities, is part of the manifestation of the interaction 
between the local internal dialectic and factors outside the 
local system (see below and Chapters Ten and Eleven below). 
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A Hierarchy of Coocentric Units 
Rights to [ .and , Estates of Holding and Statlls 
Biebuyck states that in African systems of land tenure the 
political 
the land 
and kinship hierarchy holds the "rights of access to 
(which) derive essentially from membership 
other types of chiefdoms, 
groupings" 
systems of 
villages, lineages, (and) 
(op.cit.p . 53). 
land tenure, 
Gluckman argues 
the rights to 
that, 
land 
in 
of 
.. (in) • . 
social 
African 
social 
personalities and groups such as these lineages, chiefs and 
villages, are held by what he terms a hierarchy of "estates of 
administration" or "estates of holding" (1943:29). 
The Zulu land tenure system is organised into a hierarchy of 
estates or statuses (G1uckman:1965:40; Ho11eman:1986i Cross et 
al:1982; Clegg op.cit.), with the "series of estates in land 
.. (being) .. parallel to the succession of statuses of persons in 
the social structure." (G1uckman:1943:45). As Lloyd notes, the 
terms status and estate have the same root, with status meaning 
"The place in a particular system which a certain individual 
occupies at a particular time; status embodies the total rights 
and duties of the individual in his society" (op.cit.p.61-2). As 
the series of estates in land parallel the statuses of persons in 
the social structure, social positions in the hierarchy and the 
land rights linked to them are ranked or graded (see below). 
Clegg's Concentric Units 
Instead of using Gluckman's "hierarchy of estates" I follow 
Clegg's approach of concentric units (op.cit.p.165), which is an 
expansion of Gluckman's approach, as it resonates better with my 
conceptual framework. 
As I have argued, Gluckman's analysis of the Lozi and Zulu 
hierarchy of social organization, was premised on incorrect 
assumptions with regard to 'tribal' ownership. These incorrect 
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assumptions led to an under - emphasis on competitive behaviour. 
Gluckman's incorrect assumptions also apply to his analysis of 
"estates of holding" which, although a useful concept, again 
underemphasizes the competitive behaviour within the hierarchy . I 
have argued for a different conceptual framework, which allows 
for both dependent behaviour within the hierarchy, as wel l as for 
competitive behaviour, at the same level and between levels. I 
therefore adopt Clegg's approach to the analysis of the 
hierarchy, which he developed from Holleman (1941) . 
Clegg's approach, while facilitating those aspects of Gluckman's 
approach in regard to the "estates of holding" which are useful, 
such as the hierarchically graded nature of the relationships 
within the hierarchy (see below), also accommodates the 
compet itive behaviour within the hierarchy. Clegg's approach 
describes the hierarchy as " .. a system of concentric units : 
.. each smaller unit is partially independent of and partially 
embodied in the next greater one" (op.cjt.p.165) (see Diagram One 
over page). 
Clegg states that, "The relationship between the units in this 
system is characterised by a certain ambiguity in that each unit 
contr i butes to the maintenance of the whole yet simultaneously 
retains a significant degree of autonomy .. a certain amount of 
structural opposition . . (is) .. found" (ibid.p.166). His approach 
resonates with my dialectical conceptual framework, as it 
facilitates the analysis of the fission in the hierarchy as well 
as the opposition, competition and rivalry between the various 
levels of the concentric units. However, at the same time it 
allows an analysis of the hierarchy in terms of the integration 
side of the internal dialectic as well, because as Clegg states 
"each unit contributes to the whole" (loc cjt.). Clegg's approach 
to the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation allows for the 
internal dialectic, structural tension, ambiguity and delicate 
balance found in the Zulu land tenure system. 
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Diagram 1 A hierarchy of concentric units ~artially 
embedded and partially independent from 
each other. 
Land 
The King of the Zulus and the 
KwaZulu government 
Chief 
Indunas 
Local descent groups 
Although I adopt Clegg's approach to the hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation, I had to expand on it, in terms of my dialectic and 
transactional conceptual framework. I had to do this mainly 
because Clegg did not: explore the underlying assumptions which 
formed part of his approach, with reference to the use of these 
processes as analytical units; or re-assess the segmentary 
lineage structure model and the fission and fusion framework -
aspects of which he uses, in terms of his apparently 
contradictory explanation of the processes linked to the 
political and kinship hierarchy. 
I have expanded on his framework as my use of the processes of 
fission and integration led me: to re-examine my underlying 
assumptions with regard to my fundamental unit of analysis; and 
to reassess the usefulness of the segmentary lineage structure 
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model as a conceptual framework for analyzing behaviour i n the 
Zulu land tenure system (see Chapters Two and Three above). 
Ranking of Socjal personalit i es 
and Grgilps within the Hierarchy 
All rights to land under the Zulu land tenure system essentially 
der i ve from membership of this hierarchy of concentric units, 
except for the right of ownership which belonged to the former 
S . A.D . T. up until the end of 1986. The hierarchy, with various 
social personalities and groups such as chiefs and indgnas 
forming part of the different concentric units (see Chapter Ten 
below), is ranked or graded. This grading according to Gluckman, 
when discussing a similar system among the Lozi, is ft .. in order 
of priority, for each estate consists of similar rights against 
and obligations to the person from whom it is derived, and 
similar obligations to and rights to and rights against the 
people who are given land within it.ft (1943:29). 
According to Gluckman, 
hierarchy of estates, . 
land. He also states 
a person has to be higher up in the 
that is have more status, to hold more 
that status is based on the number of 
followers commanded, both kin and non- kin. He links status, land 
and followers, and states that because land supplies the economic 
base which people can give away to gain followers, the more land 
they have to ·allocate the more status they can gain. He concludes 
tha·t ft .. the value of controlling land was to attract dependents 
who would support themselves but increase the following of the 
superior relative to his peers-
headmen vis-a-vis one another. ft 
chiefs vis-a-vis one another, 
(ihid.p.38). MemberShip of a 
group allows a person to partiCipate in the competition to 
acqu i re status, allocate land and acquire followers. This is also 
found in the Zulu social structure. 
Clegg also links land, followers and what he terms power and 
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in Hsinga. He states chieftainships 
the number of 
authority, when analyzing 
that, " .. traditionally, 
reflected his power and 
followers a chief had 
authority, but this in turn was 
determined by his ability to allocate land and secure tenure for 
his tribe and for other clans who wished to khonza him, i.e. cede 
their loyalty to him in exchange for land and grazing rights." 
Clegg states that the chiefs' ability to increase their 
constituency was based on their ability to provide land to people 
(op cjt.p.173). 
The link between land allocation, constituency building and 
status not only existed in pre-colonial Africa, but also exists 
today, for somewhat different reasons. Gluckman states that under 
the new economic sy~tem, indigenous polity functionaries allover 
Africa have generally not taken for themselves extra land on 
which they employ labour to make a profit for themselves. 
Instead, these functionaries have continued to use the land under 
their control "to retain the allegiance of their dependents 
against the forces threatening this 
from these dependents when they 
(1943:54). 
allegiance, and to get money 
work at labour centres." 
This situation resonates with the Zulu land tenure system up 
until 1986. There was a great scarcity of land for Black use in 
South Africa as only about thirteen percent (see Chapter Five 
below) of the country's land was available for permanent Black 
occupation. All the land available to Blacks was inside the 
designated 'homelands', most of which were in the rural areas. As 
many men with land rights in these rural 'homeland' areas were 
migrant labourers away in the cities, their only permanent rights 
to land were endangered both by superior concentric units as well 
as by their peers who had remained behind. 
However, the social personalities, such as chiefs and jndunas who 
were integral to the Zulu land tenure system, generally chose to 
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protect the rights of these migrant labourers, in return for the 
allegiance of these men, which allegiance often included cash 
transfers. Up until recently, the land laws of South Africa (see 
Chapter Five and Appendix Four below), together with the 
restrictions on population movement (see Appendix Two below) 
encouraged the same link of land and followers, which had been 
manifest under a pre-colonial economic system. 
strl]ctl]TaJ Tension and Ambigl]jty 
Wjthin the Hierarchy 
As described above, the structural tension, delicate balance and 
complexity of rights to land has been widely reported in African 
land tenure systems (Gluckman:1943:29; 1945:10; Lloyd 
og.cjt.p.60). A similar delicate balance is present throughout 
the ranked order of social personalities and groups in the 
hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. I argue that it is linked 
to, and dependent on, the fact that groups which form part of 
this hierarchy have their own leaders or personalities and are 
not absorbed in the larger unit (Gluckman:1967:45). Integrated 
into each concentric unit and its specific range of social 
personalities and groups is structural tension and opposition, 
between a number of often permanently separate groups which have 
become part of a larger body for one or other reason and which, 
depending on historical circumstance, can become the focus of 
transformation at the local level. That groups retain their 
leaders and are not absorbed into the larger body serves as the 
source of both fission and integration in the Zulu land tenure 
system and is therefore an important part of the internal 
dialectic. 
As I have argued above, the internal dialectic is integral to the 
allocation of rights to land and results in what Clegg terms " .. a 
certain amount of structural opposition .. between the various 
territorial units." (og.cjt.p.166). Competition for land is not 
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always between groups or social personalities who are 
structurally opposed within the same concentric unit. Because of 
the internal dialectic, competition also occurs between 
territorially based groups at different concentric unit levels 
and between unequal groups at the same level. For example rivalry 
occurs between the head of the most powerful local descent group 
and the local jnduna, or between a head jnduna and a chief. A 
number of examples are given below for conceptual purposes (see 
Diagram Two over page). 
The actual working out of these options on the ground depends on 
the internal dialectic, as it shapes and is shaped by the local 
history of the area, while interacting with its encompassing 
context. I will show how the internal dialectic works on the 
ground when I discuss some of the case studies from the 
ethnography below (see pgs.128-143) and when I present 
historical ethnography of Hgaga (see Chapters Seven to 
below) and when I compare the Hgaga, and Zulu ethnography 
Chapters Ten and Eleven below). 
Hierarchically Ranked Social persQnalities and 
Groups Hold Opposing Rights to the Same Land 
Zulu 
the 
Nine 
(see 
Opposed rights to the same piece of land held by a hierarchy of 
concentric units (based on status and linked to a constituency), 
are not held, as argued above (see Chapter Three), as lesser 
rights dependent on the larger or allodial title. In the 
political and kinship hierarchy of Zulu social organisation land 
rights are not lesser rights derived from the larger title of 
'tribal ownership' or even of the superior concentric unit. 
Expanding on Lloyd's approach, I will show with respect to the 
Zulu ethnography (see below and Chapters Ten and Eleven below) 
that, depending on the manifestation of the local internal 
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Diagram 2 Types of opposing rights t o the land found 
in the Zulu land tenure system. 
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dialectic, "a certain quantum . . (or range) . . of rights in respect 
of land" (op cit.p.66) can be described as pertaining to a 
particular social personality or group of a particular concentric 
unit in the hierarchy at a point in time . This quantum or range 
of rights is firstly limited by or held against the rights held 
by concentric units higher in the status hierarchy to whom 
certain duties or allegiance is owed. Secondly, it is also 
limited or held against the rights of the followers in the 
concentric units lower in the status hierarchy, who engender 
status. Thirdly, it is also held against other social 
personalities or groups of the same concentric unit. 
In addition to this, the rights to land in the Zulu land tenure 
system were held, during the study period, relative to the former 
S.A.D.T.'s freehold title, or dominium, to the land. However, as 
indicated a bove (see Chapter Three) , I consider this ownership of 
the land as an aspect of the wider society interacting with the 
local systems, rather than forming part of the local system; and 
I concluded that the Zulu land tenure system did not include that 
"certain quantum of rights in respect of land" (Lloyd 
op.cit.p.66) which could be described as ownership. Therefore, I 
do not include the ownership right of the S.A.D.T. in my analysis 
of local level processes related to the Zulu land tenure system -
except as an external factor which interacts with these processes 
(discussed further below) . 
Any range of rights in respect of land which is held by one 
social personality or group within the concentric units of the 
hierarchy, can also be held by anyone of a number of the other 
social personalities and groups in the hierarchy, including those 
at different levels, but not at the same time. I am arguing that 
the hierarchically ranked social personalities and groups hold 
opposing rights to the same land. Gluckman (1943:29), in his 
analysis of the Lozi, has termed these similar rights to the 
land, but I term them opposing rights to the ~ land (see 
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Diagram Three below), for the reasons discussed above . 
Diagram 3 The processes and competition between the social 
within the hierarchy in terms of their opposed 
to the same land 
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The actual working out of all these processes on the ground 
depends on the internal dialectic, as it shapes and is shaped by 
the local history of the area, while interacting with factors 
outside of the local 
oppositions from the Zulu 
system. Examples 
ethnography appear 
of some of these 
later (see below). 
The Community Oyer rights of the Hjerarchy 
IntroductjoD 
Analyzing the Zulu land tenure system within a dialectical 
framework also requires a different approach to the analysis of 
the ' reversionary rights' (as they are termed in the literature) 
to land held by the social units within the hierarchy. As this 
aspect of the Zulu land tenure system is important to my 
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analytical framework, in regard to the role of the integration 
side of the internal dialectic (see Chapter Eleven below), I 
discuss these 'reversionary 
reference to my dialectical 
social organisation. In 
rights' 
approach to 
doing this, 
in some detail, with 
the hierarchy of Zulu 
I eschew the term 
'reversionary rights' for a number of reasons outlined belowi and 
instead adopt Cross's term 'community over-rights' 
al:l982:4). 
Reversionary Rights in the I,jteratl1Te 
(Cross ~ 
'Reversionary rights', as they are generally termed in the 
literature, have been widely documented in Africa (Lloyd op.cit.i 
Gluckman:1943,l945,l967) and their occurrence in the Zulu land 
tenure system has also been reported by a number of researchers 
(Hbatha:l960i Vilakazi:1962i Reader ap cit.). 
Reversionary rights in African land tenure systems, with respect 
to the Zulu land tenure system, are described by Gluckman as 
follows, "If a user of land .. left the village, the land reverted 
to the holder of the secondary estate .. of which he was a memberi 
and if the secondary holder in turn left, his estate reverted to 
the primary holder of the estate .. " and so on up to the king 
(1967:41). The highest concentric unit within the Zulu land 
tenure system (during the study period and up until at least the 
early 1990s) was no longer only the King of the Zulus, but also 
included other governing bodies, such as the KwaZulu Legislative 
Assembly, at the apex of the hierarchy!. 
The Tilles relating to 'reversionary rights' (as they are termed) 
in the Zulu land tenure system, as described by these 
anthropologists, are that if any social personality or group 
gives up or loses its rights to the land or dies out, and no peer 
group makes a successful claim to the land, the rights to this 
land 'revert' to the superior concentric unit. The way in which 
these rules are presumed to determine the process is described in 
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Diagram Four below. 
Diagram 4 The classical anthropological approach to 
'reversionary rights' 
Chief 
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problems wjth this Approach 
I have a number of problems with this approach. Firstly, as I 
have already argued (see Chapter Three above), Gluckman's 
description of, what he terms, 'reversionary rights' is based on 
a conceptual · framework in which land rights are owned in a 
hierarchical fashion, with lesser rights being granted from a 
larger absolute title. I have shown that this conceptual 
framework is incorrect; and that a search for owners in the Zulu 
land tenure system leads to an inadequate explanation of 
behaviour associated with the system. Therefore, the assumption 
associated with the classical approach, that so-called 
'reverting' land will automatically come into the possession of 
the next superior concentric unit because of the hierarchical 
ownership of land rights in the system, is incorrect. Therefore 
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the classical approach to the behaviour reported in regard to 
'reversionary rights' is an inadequate explanation. 
Secondly, linked to this, by drawing on Bennett's (1985) work I 
have shown (see Chapter Three above) that the dependent behaviour 
within the hierarchy of an indigenous local system is 
overemphasized and the competitive behaviour underemphasized, 
using a conceptual framework based on a search for ownership. 
This would mean that any analysis of behaviour reported as the 
'reversionary right' in the Zulu land tenure system using a 
Gluckman-type of approach would have underemphasized, or 
considered as anomalous, the competitive behaviour associated 
with 'reverting' land -i.e. land that has been abandoned or 
depopulated; and instead focused only on the dependent behaviour 
found within the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. As I am 
'arguing that competitive behaviour is as integral to the Zulu 
land tenure system as dependent behaviour, I therefore consider 
this to be another reason why the classical approach to behaviour 
in regard to abandoned or depopulated ('reverting') land is 
inadequate. 
Thirdly, another problem with the classical approach, as I have 
already argued (see Chapters Two and Three above), is that rilles 
do not by themselves define historical processes within the Zulu 
land tenure system, because of the operation of the internal 
dialectic and the competition associated with it. Therefore the 
rilles relating to 'reversionary rights', as elucidated by 
Gluckman and others, also do not by themselves define historical 
processes within the Zulu land tenure system, as they do not take 
into account the operation of the internal dialectic in the local 
system and the competitive behaviour of the hierarchically 
structured social units associated with the Zulu land tenure 
system. Another reason why the classical approach to 
'reversionary rights' is an inadequate explanation of local level 
behaviour in relation to land that has been abandoned or 
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depopulated (i.e. 'reverting' land) is because this approach is 
premised on rules, rather than processes, being the fundamental 
local unit of analysis. 
My Approach to 'ReyersiQDar~ Rights· - They are 
Part of the Communjty Oyer-rights 
'Reversionary rights', as they are termed in much of the 
literature, are linked to -the shared nature of land rights in the 
Zulu land tenure system. An aspect of the Zulu land tenure system 
is that land rights are shared and belong to the public. Gluckman 
terms this shared nature of the rights to land "communal 
ownership" (1943:9), while Cross refers to it as the "over-
rights" of the community or "community over-rights" (Cross eL 
~:1982:4). For the reasons given above I eschew the use of the 
term 'reversionary rights' and instead I adopt and expand on 
Cross's term 'community over-rights'. 
I use Cross's term 'community over-rights' not only to describe 
the shared nature of the rights to land in the Zulu land tenure 
system -in the same way as she does (discussed further with 
respect to individualised land rights in Chapter Eleven below), 
but also to describe the behaviour linked to, what are termed, 
'reversionary rights'. I use the term 'community over-rights' to 
include, the behaviour described in terms of 'reversionary 
rights' by classical anthropologists (see Diagram Four above); 
and my approach to the phenomenon -i.e. that there are a range of 
social units within the hierarchy who have opposed interests in 
the same land, including abandoned or depopulated ('reverting') 
land (see Chapter Three above). 
Rather than only one social unit at a time having a 'reversionary 
right' to the land -as portrayed by the classical approach, I am 
arguing that a range of social units each have opposed rights or 
interests, or as I term it, 'over-rights', in the same land. This 
range of social units make up the community -viz. the term 
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'community over-rights'. Because of these opposed over-rights of 
the community, 
( ' r ever t i ng' ) 
claims are made to abandoned or depopulated 
land by a range of competing social units within 
the hierarchy, including those at the same level and at different 
levels (see Di a gram Five below). 
Diaqram 5 Community over-rights -the dialectical approach 
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Sa.e land clai-ed by hierarchically structured social 
personalities and groupa holding opposed rights 
This approach to explaining the behaviour associated with 
'reversionary rights' or over-rights in the Zulu land tenure 
system -based on my dialectical and transactional conceptual 
framework, makes it possible to analyze the dependent and 
competitive behaviour associated with these rights. 
As I will show in the Mgaga ethnography (see Chapters Seven to 
Nine below) and when I draw comparisons between the Zulu and 
Hgaga ethnographies (see Chapter Eleven below), these opposed 
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community over-rights often influence the transfer of abandoned 
or depopulated land in ways not adequately explained by previous 
approaches to the phenomenon . For i nstance, the activation of 
these community over - rights can, under certain circumstances, 
lead to land being abandoned by its residents and becoming 
depopulated. Whether or not community over-rights are activated, 
and in what manner, is a manifestation of the internal dialectic, 
as it shapes and is shaped by local history, while interacting 
with the wider society . I will be discussing this aspect of the 
Zulu land tenure system later (see Chapters Seven to Nine and 
especially Chapter Eleven below), as it is integral to the 
integration side of the internal dialectic and its role in the 
regressive transformation of a local system. 
The Former S.A.D . T.'s Right of Ownership was Not A Community 
Oyer-right in the ZI1])] {.aDd TeDl1re S¥stem 
The former S.A.D.T. owned the land in KwaZulu according to the 
law during the study period. I am arguing (and see Chapter Three 
above), that the former S.A.D.T.'s right of ownership was not in 
the same category as the community over - rights found wi thin the 
Zulu land tenure system, which are linked to the internal 
dialectic in the local system, but was instead an external factor 
to it. 
I am arguing this because the behaviour of the agents of the 
former S.A.D.T. did not express the internal dialectic associated 
with the Zulu land tenure system or the cultural repertoire of 
the system; and their behaviour could not be analyzed in terms of 
my dialectical and transactional conceptual framework for the 
analysis of the Zulu land tenure system. Rather, their behaviour 
could better be described using approaches which analyze the 
behaviour of people associated with the carrying out of apartheid 
legislation and administration. 
My approach therefore is that the former S.A . D. T . 's ownership 
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right and its agents' behaviour was not a part of the Zulu land 
tenure system -including the community over - rights, or the 
integrating hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. Rather, the 
ownership right of the former S.A.D.T. and the behaviour of its 
agents was an aspect of the wider society which interacted with 
the local Zulu land tenure system. 
Rights to Land Held by Local Level 
Social Units within the Hierarchy 
The range of options in regard to rights to land, available in 
the Zulu land tenure system, held by the kinship and political 
hierarchy, are described below. However, as indicated above, 
which rights are claimed or held at any particular time is a 
manifestation of the local internal dialectic, as it shapes and 
is shaped by the local history of the area, while interacting 
with its encompassing context. 
Reader and H.Ngubane argue that members of a chiefdom (see 
Chapter Ten below) hold rights to land by virtue of their "tribal 
membership" (Reader op cjt.p.90) or being "citizens" 
(Ngubane:1977:l3) of the area. It is generally perceived that 
this right is linked to gender, that is, it is available to men 
and specifically married men (E.J.Krige:1936; Cross et al 
1982:6). However, women do hold 
and the fact that many women 
land within KwaZulu (see below), 
held land within Kgaga was 
significant for informal settlement growth (see Chapters Seven 
and Eight below). 
Usual Zulu land tenure practice is that "citizens" (Ngubane 
op.cjt.p.13) are allocated the right to communal grazing, fields 
in which crops can be grown and a site for a homestead (Kbatha 
op . cjt.p.58-60; Preston-Whyte and Sibisi op.cjt.p.300; Cross ~ 
al:1982:7). The size of holdings varies from 50mx2 up to lOkmx2 
(Cross et al :1982:5)2and founding local descent groups generally 
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have larger land holdings than izikhoDzi groups. 
I will argue that, because of the internal dialectic, a range of 
manifestations of land rights in the Zulu land tenure system 
exists, which includes rights to allocate local descent group 
land to agnates, affines and non - kin, as well as the operation of 
the community over-rights if that agnate, affine or non-kin 
member left the area (see below and Chapters Ten and Eleven 
below) . 
A dense informal settlement can only occur where an area's land 
tenure system is based on land allocations consisting only of a 
residential site. This factor was of specific importance to the 
development of informal settlements on Zulu land tenure and in 
Mgaga. Usual practice in the Zulu land tenure system is that land 
allocations which are only large enough for a residence and do 
not include fields or grazing rights are unacceptable (Mbatha 
o~.cit.p.57 - see Chapter One above). I will argue that the Zulu 
land tenure system has adapted to the new relationship between 
man and man and the land with reference to both the shortage of 
arable land (Cross:1977:15-20i Hbatha o~.cit . p.71) and the urban 
environment. I will show that the range of options within the 
Zulu land tenure system has been extended to include urban land 
tenure types and, as Cross's work shows, the lack of arable land 
(see Chapter Eleven below). 
Many, but not all, 
rights which were 
Women's Rights to Land 
residential plots without fields or grazing 
allocated in Mgaga were allocated by and to 
women (see Chapters Seven and Eight below). This situation was 
unusual primarily because women do not have the same types of 
rights to land as do men in the Zulu land tenure system. 
Reader describes how women come to hold rights to land within 
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terms of the Zulu land tenure system (o~ cit.p.66 - 83). He states 
that while land is not usually transferred to women, they " .. may 
assume its effective use under a number of circumstances." He 
identifies these circumstances as being: Firstly, when a man 
comes to live with his wife's relatives - something which Reader 
states is happening more and more often because of the scarcity 
of land, " .. they may grant him land on her account." Secondly, if 
a widow and her sons return to her father's people " .. land will 
be allocated to her in the name of her eldest son." (loc.cit . ) . 
Thirdly, if she returns without sons, the male relative who 
"becomes her guardian" and with whom she resides, might arrange 
for her to be able to use some of the group's existing land. 
Fourthly, a young unmarried girl 
garden, "but it remains in her 
Tights over it."(Joc cit.). 
is sometimes given use of a 
father's name, and she has no 
Fifthly, and Reader states that this happens rarely, if a woman 
is the only remaining heir 
either has no brothers or they 
in her descent group, because she 
are permanently away in the city, 
during her she may " .. obtain effective possession of land 
lifetime . . (although) .. the land should theoretically 
the chief for redistribution; but instances are known 
revert to 
where a 
woman of strong personality has contrived to keep the land during 
her lifetime." However, a woman who acquires land in this way 
cannot, according to Reader, "pass on the land to her children, 
for she has no permanent claim to it." (loc.cit.). 
In addition to this, Preston-Whyte and Sibisi confirm the 
frequency of the involvement of women in land allocations and add 
that "In cases where the descent group segment to which the 
returning .. married . . daughter belongs has no land, or where she 
comes from a newcomer group, her agnates beg land from either the 
headman or their neighbours." (o~.cit.p.305). 
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To conclude, I have argued that rights to land are based on man's 
relationship to man, and that within the hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation, man's relationship to man with reference to the 
land, is shape~ by the internal dialectic centred around fission 
and integration interacting with factors r:l tside the local 
system. As I will show in the Zulu ethnography presented below, 
and in the Hgaga ethnography (see Chapters Seven to Nine below) 
and in my comparison of the Hgaga and Zulu ethnography (see 
Chapters Ten and Eleven below), social units which hold rights to 
land in a local Zulu land tenure system can only be described by 
referring to the local operation of the internal dialectic and 
its manifestation (in terms of the range of options within the 
Zulu land tenure system described above), at any given moment in 
time. 
The Zulu Land Tenure System 
and Transactional Behaviour 
The Zulu land tenure system is linked to the hierarchy of Zulu 
social organisation and integral to both of these is the internal 
dialectic in Zulu social structure. As I have already argued (see 
Chapter Two above), there is a direct link between this internal 
dialectic and tensions in the local system and the ambiguity, 
ongoing transformation and manipulation of land tenure rules. 
This creates opportunities for transactional 
behaviour in regard to the rights to land 
and entrepreneurial 
in the system. Such 
transactional behaviour has been fairly extensively reported, 
though not invoked, in the Zulu ethnography, specifically with 
respect to coalition formation and entrepreneurship in the Zulu 
land tenure system. As I have already indicated above (see 
Chapter Two), I link Comaroff's conceptual framework for the 
analysis of the dialectic to the approach of the classical 
transactional analyists, Boissevain (1974) and Barth (1972), in 
order to analyze this behaviour. 
Coalition Formation in the 
Zulu Land Tenure System 
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Based on my approach to the Zulu land tenure system's hierarchy 
of social units and rights to land which they hold as outlined 
above, I will show that coalitions are integral to both the 
internal dialectic in Zulu social organisation and to the Zulu 
land tenure system. 
Boissevain identifies a number of features as being 
characteristic of coalitions, notably "(1) a centrality of focus 
in the form of a single central ego (a leader or a core); (2) a 
clearly defined goal apart from mutual affection or interest; (3) 
clear recruitment principles; (4) density and interactional 
content; (5) behavioral norms vis-a-vis other members (thus a 
common identity); and (6) the presence of rival or competing 
units in the environment." (op.cjt.p.173). He also states that a 
coalition is different from a corporate group in that it is a 
temporary alliance by comparison to a "permanent existence .. (but 
also that) .. it is quite possible for a coalition to .. develop 
into a corporate group." (ibid.p.172). All these features of 
coalitions are integral to the Zulu land tenure system. 
In regard to the fjrst feature, "a centrality of focus in the 
form of a single central ego (a leader or a core)" (ibid.p.173), 
I have argued that the internal dialectic in Zulu social 
organisation is linked to the creation of hierarchically 
structured social units attached to leaders, and that the social 
units which form part of the land allocating hierarchy have their 
own leaders and are not absorbed into any of the 
unit's within the hierarchy (Gluckman:1967:45). 
larger social 
This situation 
leads to ongoing fission within the social structure, as these 
leaders and their groups often take advantage of new 
opportunities that arise to become independent from their 
existing social unit. 
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The process of fission involves coalition formation, which, if 
successful over time, leads to the formation of a permanent 
corporate group and social unit within the hierarchy. I am 
arguing that integral to the Zulu land tenure system are a range 
of existing single central egos, such as chiefs, indnnas, local 
descent group heads, jzjkhonzj heads, who are the leaders of a 
social unit. This social unit is not static because, through the 
process of coalition formation, these single central egos with 
their followers take advantage of new opportunities created by 
the wider society, to split from, or join, different social 
units. This behaviour can be seen in the Zulu ethnography (see 
below), as well as in the historical ethnography of Mgaga (see 
Chapters Seven to Nine below). 
With respect to Boissevain's second feature, "a clearly defined 
goal apart from mutual affection or interest" (op.cjt.p.173), I 
have argued that the allocation of land in the Zulu land tenure 
system is linked to the acquisition of status and the development 
of a constituency or group of followers. Membership of a social 
unit, either in the capacity of a leader or follower, allows a 
person to partiCipate in the competition, over time, to acquire 
status, allocate land and acquire followers. As I have already 
shown above, the social units found in the Zulu land tenure 
system have a clearly defined goal, that of increasing their 
status, land and following. Because these groups are not 
necessarily static as argued above, they often form coalitions to 
obtain these goals. This aspect of coalition formation is also 
apparent in the Zulu ethnography (see below), as well as in the 
Mgaga ethnography. 
Three other features of coalitions which Boissevain mentions are, 
"clear recruitment principles .. density and interactional content 
. . (with respect to their networks) and .. behavioral norms vjs-a-
~ other members" (thus a common identity) (ihid.p.l72). With 
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respect to the Zulu land tenure system, based on my approach to 
the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation presented above and 
illustrated by cases from the Zulu ethnography presented below, I 
argue that the membership of coalitions, in relation to land, is 
linked to three aspects. These aspects are: the status of the 
social unit allocating the land and the status of the social unit 
to whom they are allocating the land; the historical relationship 
between the two parties, both in genealogical and behavioral 
terms; and that the land rights which are linked to the statuses 
of the various social units could at some point in time be 
disputed by other social units (Lloyd og.cit.p.63). 
Broad recruitment principles for coalitions exist in the Zulu 
land tenure system, which are to a large extent premised on 
effective and\or extended personal networks, together with an 
acceptance of the "behavioral norms" which accord with Zulu land 
tenure practice as outlined above. I will show that all three of 
these features of coalition formation can be found in the Zulu 
ethnography (see below) and were also present in Hgaga. 
Finally the last feature of a coalition which Boissevain mentions 
as being characteristic of coalitions is "the presence of rival 
or competing units in the environment." (op.cit.p.173). I have 
argued that, because of the particular internal dialectic in Zulu 
social organisation, groups with opposed interests in the same 
land are a d~minant feature of the system of Zulu land tenure. I 
will show (see below) that this rivalry has been regularly 
reported in the Zulu ethnography and that it was also integral to 
the historical ethnography of the Hgaga area. 
Entrepreneurial Behaviour in 
the Zulu Land Tenure System 
Entrepreneurs " .. initiate and coordinate .. interpersonal 
relationships in a supervisory capacity to effectuate .. (their) .. 
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enterprise" 
coalitions 
(Barth 
to 
op cit.p.l). That is, 
reach their goals. 
entrepreneurs rely on 
Barth states that 
" .. entrepreneurship is closely associated with general leadership 
and the social structure of the community" (ibid.p.preface). He 
also maintains that with respect to entrepreneurial behaviour, 
"The differences between actors pursuing entrepreneurial 
activity, and the incumbents of traditional statuses who act in 
accordance with institutionalized patterns" are only small and 
are "largely a question of degree and emphasis" (ibid.p.7). 
Though Barth is not discussing African land tenure systems his 
approach to entrepreneurial behaviour accords with Lloyd's 
findings, that an aspect of the traditional leaders' role is that 
of entrepreneur, who introduces change into the local land tenure 
system (pp.cit.p.27-8,360). With respect to this entrepreneurial 
·behaviour by incumbents of traditional statuses, Lloyd states 
that indigenous land tenure systems are 
reinterpreted in the light of modern needs" 
states that, "Chiefs are recognized by 
authoritatively interpreting the law and 
"continually being 
(lpc.cit.). He also 
their people as 
they do not often 
conceive that they are changing it", and for as long as public 
opinion sanctions such changes then the changes will remain in 
effect (ibid.p.27-8). It is the ambiguity in African systems of 
land tenure which facilitates this entrepreneurial behaviour. I 
argue that a number of traditional leaders, including the 
indllDa J, in the same way as the chiefs Lloyd has described, also 
re-interpret the Zulu land tenure system, in the light of modern 
needs, for as long as public opinion sanctions such changes. This 
can be seen in the Zulu ethnography (see below) and in the Hgaga 
ethnography (see Chapter Seven below). 
Applying Barth's conceptual framework to this argument, it could 
be said that the traditional leader as entrepreneur would have to 
"be concerned to use techniques which as far as possible avoid or 
reduce social costs- i.e. do not lead him to incur loss in other 
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spheres of exchange in which he participates with the community." 
(op.cjt.p.ll). Within Barth's framework, if the traditional 
leader'S decision was not supported by, that is, beneficial to, a 
sufficient number of people, he would eventually lose his 
position as leader and institutionalized entrepreneur with 
respect to that land tenure system (ibid.p.12). This accords with 
my explanation of both the need for the formation of coalitions 
in the Zulu land tenure system, in order to introduce new or 
controversial transformations into a local system, as well as my 
explanation of the operation of the community over-rights in the 
Zulu land tenure system, which rights limit controversial 
transformations (see Chapter Eleven below). 
The internal dialectic is not only linked to the choices and 
strategies available to leaders and followers in the Zulu land 
tenure system, but it also facilitates entrepreneurial behaviour. 
The independence or fission side of the internal dialectic allows 
entrepreneurial behaviour in regard to the land, by leaders and 
their followers. As demonstrated in the Zulu ethnography below, a 
leader together with his followers can split off or secede from 
one social unit and transform the local land tenure system to 
benefit themselves. 
Given that land is the medium through which followers, status and 
profit in general are acquired entrepreneurial behaviour is a 
common pattern of behaviour in the Zulu land tenure system, 
especially when new opportunities are presented by factors 
outside the local system. At the same time however, this 
behaviour is limited by the integrating hierarchy and the 
community over-rights (see Chapter Eleven below), linked to the 
other emphasis within the internal dialectic, identified by Lloyd 
as "public sanction" (op.cjt.p.27-B). 
Examples of transactional behaviour reported, albeit not focused 
on, in the Zulu ethnography, specifically in relation to 
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coalition formation and entrepreneurship in the Zulu land tenure 
system, are discussed below. 
A Dialectical and Transactional Approach to Fission 
and Integration in the ZUllI I,and Te011re System: 
Be-examjning the Zulli Ethnography 
Introduction 
The processes of fission and integration, and their effects on 
local level behaviour and the Zulu land tenure system's rules, 
have been regularly reported in the Zulu ethnography. However, 
the writers have drawn few conclusions from their material about 
the effects of fission and integration on the transformation of 
local land tenure systems. I will show in the cases cited below, 
drawn from their ethnographies, that the internal dialectic 
centred around fission and integration can be found i n the land 
tenure related relationship between chiefs, between chief and 
induna, between indunas, between an 
groups, within local descent groups 
founding local descent groups 
(Holleman:1986) . 
indJIOa and local 
(Reader:1966) and 
and their 
descent 
between 
izikhonzi 
Also linked to the cases of fission and integration cited below 
are examples of transactional behaviour. The cases drawn from 
these writers' ethnographies also show different aspects of this 
transactional behaviour within the hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation. For example: Holleman on entrepreneurial behaviour 
by an jsjkhonzj, which group also formed a coalition in order to 
obtain a support base (1986:125); Reader on entrepreneurship by 
local descent groups annexing and absorb i ng one chiefdom into 
another; and a sub- ward forming a coalition with one ward against 
another ward (op.cjt.p . 234) . 
Host of the Zulu ethnography is amenable to a dialectical and 
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transactional analysis and to illustrate this I take a few quick 
examples from such re s earchers as Gluckman (1967), Cl e gg 
(op.cit.), Hbatha (op.c i t.), Preston- Whyte and Sibisi (op.cjt . ) 
and Cross et aJ (1982) . I then go further and use case studies 
from Reader (op.cj t .) and one from Holleman (1986) to explore at 
length the range of fission and integration and transactional 
behaviour which has been reported in the Zulu land tenure system 
and to show the applicability of my conceptual framework to the 
Zulu ethnography. 
Gluckman's work shows the processes of fission and integrat i on 
operating between chiefs, jodnoas and kinship groups . For 
example, he describes how people were loyal to different 
political leaders (i.e . showing the integration side of the 
internal dialectic) and that there was generally no conflict of 
loyalties. However,ft .. if king, chief, or jndlloa abused his power, 
the people would support one of their other political heads 
against him . . (i . e . showing the fission side of the internal 
dialectic) . . and in their intrigues for power the political heads 
were ready to take advantage of this.ft (1967:41-43). This example 
not only shows the operation of the internal dialectic, but it 
also illustrates the coalition formation and entrepreneurship 
which accompanies these processes. 
Clegg's work shows the entrepreneurial behaviour of chiefs, under 
conditions of over population and land shortage, in attempting to 
secure land for followers (op cjt.p.173,188). Mbatha 
(op cjt.p . 63,66,70) and Preston-Whyte and Sibisi 
(op . cjt.p.300,302) both describe the opposition (fission) 
between, what I term, 'founding local descent groups' and the 
chief or jodllna. This opposition (fission) over who has the right 
to allocate a particular piece of land does not however lead to 
the independence of any of these groups or social personalities 
from the integrating hierarchy of Zulu social organisation - i . e . 
the i ntegration side of the internal dialectic can also be s een 
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to be influencing behaviour in their case studies. 
Preston-Whyte and Sibisi also report the formation of coalitions 
linked to this opposition in that they describe how "the local 
community is mobilized" (ibid. p . 302) behind the contending 
parties over land. The operation of the internal dialectic and 
the competitive and dependent behaviour associated with it, can 
be seen, in these examples, to shape local level behaviour with 
respect to the transfer of land rights . 
Besides describing "lineage" based coalition formation (1977:23), 
Cross describes the processes being discussed (which in my terms 
would be the operation of the internal dialectic), in the 
relationship between founding descent groups and their izjkhgDzj 
(Cross et aJ : 1982 : 3). She describes how jzjkhgnzj groups split 
off over time from their founding local descent group, but remain 
within the integrating hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. As 
this particular aspect of the Zulu land tenure system has special 
relevance for the Hgaga ethnography, I discuss Cross's work, with 
respect to the jzjkhgDzj relationship, more extensively below 
(see Chapter Ten) . 
I have chosen to re-examine Reader's work because of the detailed 
nature of his case studies which allow me to explore the range of 
fission and integration in the hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation; with respect to the Zulu land tenure system. His 
cases, although not as detailed with respect to transactional 
behaviour, also allow me to examine coalition formation and 
entrepreneurship in the Zulu land tenure system. However, because 
his study was undertaken in the chieftainship adjacent to my 
study area, I also re-examine a case study from Holleman, done in 
the northern part of the Natal\KwaZulu region, to show that my 
framework is applicable to the Zulu ethnography throughout the 
region . 
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My re-examination of a number of Reader's cases followed by a 
case study from Holleman includes fjrstly, the identification of 
the processes of fission and integration within the hierarchy of 
the Zulu land tenure system as described by them. Secondly, 
linked to this, I identify the groups and social personalities 
and their rights to land, which were active, because of the 
operation of the internal dialectic, at the given moment in time 
at which they were described. In this way I will show that the 
processes of fission and integration have been reported as 
occurring throughout the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation, 
not only at the same level but between levels. 
Thirdly, I re-examine the reports and show that the operation of 
the internal dialectic centred around fission and integration, 
albeit not reported as such, led to the transformation of the 
-land tenure system. Fourthly, I show that linked to the operation 
of the internal dialectic was coalition formation and 
entrepreneurship, with respect to the land tenure system. 
Fission and Integration and Transactional 
Behaviour Reported by Reader 
The Internal Dialectic at Isigodi (Ward) Level 
Reader, in his study of the Makhanya-Zulu polity just south-west 
of Durban in the 1950s, gives a number of cases of what he terms 
the forces of "cohesion" and "disruption" (1966:243) in Zulu 
social organisation. These cases relate to the social structure 
of the Makhanya-Zulu as detailed by Reader (see Diagram Six over 
page). 
With respect to the Kakhanya-Zu1u polity's jzjgodj or wards he 
describes how there was a ward H which included a sub-ward I. 
However, when there was a "civil war" between ward H and another 
Makhanya ward E, the residents of the sub-ward I took sides with 
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the residents of ward E against ward N (Reader 
op.cjt.p.234,63,239-40). 
After this, the chief placed sub-ward I under ward E. However, 
fighting broke out again and this time the residents of sub-ward 
I fought agajnst their previous allies, ward E, and with the 
residents of ward N. Then sub-ward I was given their own jnduna 
and was known as ward I, but this was only for as long as the 
jndnna survived . As soon as he died "this awkward unit, half 
ward, half sub-ward in size, bec(a)me the object of opposed 
political forces . " (loc . cjt.). 
Diagram 6 The social structure of the Hakhanya - Zulu 
A 
Chi ef Chi efta i nsh ip 
Indunas Wards 
Dominant descent groups 
Sub- descent groups, sub-descent 
group sections and individual 
h omesteads of strangers 
Source: Reader:1966:9l-4,242-6 
Sub-wards 
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The jodlloa of If claimed the area by invoking the original 
historical association between his ward and this area. The 
residents of E ward also wanted to reassert political control 
over the area. The jndlloa of another Makhanya ward, K, who had 
been trying cases in one area of I also claimed the area. Some of 
the residents of I decided that they wanted to have their own 
jodlloa and to be an independent ward (loc cjt.). 
Analyzing this within a dialectical framework it can be said that 
the detailed historyof the sub-ward I illustrates how the 
processes of fission and integration operate at the ward level. I 
split off from one ward, only to be re-integrated into another 
ward, or become a separate ward but within the larger chiefdom. 
The area did not become independent from the chiefdom. Also, the 
behaviour of the residents and officials of the wards who 
attempted to claim sub-ward I, shows behaviour linked to the 
integration side of the internal dialectic. This case study also 
shows how the internal dialectic operates over time in order to 
produce a range of manifestations of the land tenure system. For 
example, at one point the area would have been a sub-ward under 
an lIIDOllmZaoe (Reader's term for a dominant descent group head), 
but at another point the same area would have been an jsj~Qdj 
under an indlloa. 
The Internal Dialectjc at Other LeVels of 
the Hierarcb¥ of ZtlJ'l Social Organisation 
other examples which Reader gives of fission and integration 
among the Hakhanya-Zulu are: between chiefs; between chiefs and 
dominant descent group heads; and between descent groups within 
sub-wards. The operation of the internal dialectic in the 
relationship between chiefs can be seen in a case study of Adams 
Mission. This area originally had a Buthelezi chief who died and 
as "(t)he Hakhanya have always predominated in the .. (area) .. 
they seized the opportunity to have a Hakhanya jndlloa appointed 
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in his place. The Mission Reserve thus came under the Makhanya 
chief~ (ibid. p . 234) . 
Analyz i ng this within a dialectical framework, the fission at 
work between two chieftainships, the Buthelezi-Zulu and the 
Hakhanya-Zulu, together with their respective follower s , led to 
the residents of the Buthelezi area switching their allegiance to 
the Makhanya chieftainship. They did not just remove their 
allegiance from t h e Buthelezi chieftainship and remain 
independent from an~ c hieftainship, but became integrated into 
the Makhanya chieftainship. The land tenure system transformed, 
as the area which was a chiefdom under a chief became an isigodi 
under an induna within another Zulu polity. This transformation 
came about because of the operation of the internal dialectic, 
rather than through a simple process of fission and fusion. 
The operation of the internal dialectic can also be seen in the 
relationship between chiefs and ~ .. dominant descent- group heads 
.. (who) . . regard themselves as petty chiefs and secede with their 
followers and kinsmen, for the inhabitants of a sub- ward are 
genealogically a tribe in miniature. One case was known .. of a 
dominant descent-group head who was said privately to entertain 
such designs.~ (ibid . p .269). If this particular dominant descent 
group head had successfully seceded with his followers from the 
Hakhanya-Zulu chiefdom, but simultaneously remained within the 
larger hierarchy of Zulu social organisation, then the land 
tenure system of his area would have been transformed from a sub-
ward under a dominant descent group head to a chiefdom under a 
chief. 
Reader also describes fission and integration within sub-wards, 
when he states that, sub-wards include ~kraals in clusters of 
dominant descent groups and subordinate descent groups 
.. (sometimes including) .. a young minor descent group which has 
forced its way to dominance over a small sub- ward by sheer 
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fecundity . ~ (ibid.p.93 - 4,99) . I argue that the opposition 
(fission) 
descent 
between this 
group within 
young minor 
the sub- ward 
descent group 
was not a 
and dominant 
function of 
segmentary opposition lead ing to the creation of equal and 
independent groups . Rather, I argue that this 
fission linked to the internal dialectic 
was non - segmentary 
in Zulu social 
organisation. Again, this behaviour cannot be explained by using 
a simple fission - fusion approach. 
This opposition (fission) between a junior and senior descent 
group which l ed to the transmission of office, including land 
rights, to the junior group (who were apparently not qualified 
for the position according to the local institutional rules), is 
the same type of opposition as that between social units within 
Zulu social structure, which I have argued is linked to the 
operation of the internal dialectic. This opposition and re-
integration of the young minor descent group into the hierarchy 
at a different level led to the transformation of the local land 
tenure system . 
Reader's Apprgach to the processes 
of Fiss i on and Integratjpn 
For Reader ~The dynamics which .. cause internal political action 
as between wards remain to be explained. As Gluckman has 
repeatedly emphasized, the balance of power among African 
political units is maintained by forces of cohesion set aga i nst 
those of disruption; by segmentation and inherent opposition held 
in check by a continuing tendency to form cross-cutting 
alliances. A consideration first of cohesive and then of 
disruptive political factors entirely bears out this thesis for 
the Kakhanya.~ (ibid.p . 243). 
Reader describes these forces of cohesion and disruption, as he 
terms them, with r eference to the social units in the Zulu land 
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tenure system. He states that, "The .. position of the jodllna as 
relatively independent sub- chief in control of an autonomous ward 
is counterbalanced by two main factors: the continued existence 
of the .. dominant descent-group heads . . and the groups of kinsmen 
whom they represent politically .. and .. that land tenure is still 
on a kinship and sub-ward rather than on a ward basis." 
(ibid.p.245). Among the Hakhanya-Zulu "the chief is the .. 
dispenser of tribal land and he .. delegates these powers through 
dominant descent group heads". This structuring of the rights to 
land in effect operates against "ward unity and tend(s) to split 
the tribe into independent sub-wards owing allegiance directly to 
a common chief" . However, at the same time, the jndnnaship itself 
is not without power .. The extent to which the indnna is involved 
in the admittance of newcomers to land in his ward depends on the 
balance of his personality against that of the .. (dominant 
descent group head) .. concerned .. These factors lead to conflicts 
of personality and leadership, and are disruptive of the tribal 
political balance." (ibid.p.245-6). 
Reader's analysis of the social structure of the Hakhanya-Zulu 
(see Diagram Six above) is another example of an anthropologist 
who, while reporting 
described above), did 
assumptions about the 
regard to determining 
examples of 
not go on to 
nature of his 
transmission of 
competitive 
re-examine 
local unit 
office or 
behaviour (as 
his underlying 
of analysis, in 
land transfers. 
This meant that although he could explain some of the land 
transfers among the Hakhanya-Zulu, other behaviour which he 
reports, such as non-segmentary fission and\or acquisition of 
office of those apparently not qualified, cannot be accommodated 
in his explanation of the Zulu land tenure system. 
Transactional BebayiollT in Reader's Cases 
Within terms of my transactional approach to the Zulu land tenure 
system outlined above, Reader's "forces of disruption", or as I 
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see it, entrepreneurial behaviour, and the "forces of cohesion", 
which I analyze in terms of a number of the features linked to 
coalition formation (Boissevain:1974:l72-3), are apparent 
throughout the material . For instance a re-occurring feature is 
the continued existence of single central egos, be they chiefs, 
indunas or social personalities at lower levels of Zulu social 
organisation, as leaders of coalitions, even when absorbed into 
other groups. An example of this is the dominant descent - group 
head who regarded himself as a petty chief and was planning to 
secede with his followers and kinsmen from the Hakhanya-Zulu 
polity. These social units or coalitions are not static, as these 
single central egos with their followers take advantage of new 
opportunities and split from, or join, different social units. 
Another feature which is apparent in Reader's work is that land, 
' followers and status are the goals of members of the coalitions. 
For example, the young minor descent group who split from its 
dominant descent group, in order to claim headship of the sub-
ward, had as a goal an increase in their status, from that of a 
young descent group to that of a dominant descent group head of a 
sub-ward. In this way they would to be able to control more land 
and thereby increase the number of followers who would pay 
allegiance to the head of the group. 
Also apparent in Reader's material are the recruitment 
principles, network configuration and behavioral norms associated 
with the membership of coalitions in the Zulu land tenure system. 
The membership of coalitions in Reader's case studies was based 
on effective and extended personal networks and land transfers 
appear to have followed usual Zulu land tenure practice. Also, 
historical relationships existed between the coalitions, which 
relationships had a behavioral history -an example of this is the 
case of ward\sub- ward I which was the object of a number of 
claims over years. In some cases, such as with respect to the 
dominant and young minor descent groups, a genealogical 
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relationship also existed. 
In addition to this, a status differential can be seen between 
the social units involved in a number of Reader's cases, in that 
the social units were located at different levels of the 
hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. Also, a dispute is 
apparent in many of the cases, between various social units 
within the hierarchy over land rights, especially with regard to 
the induna and his relationship to both the chieftainship and the 
descent groups in the area. 
Finally, a theme throughout these cases is that of competing 
groups (be they wards or social personalities), which hold 
opposed rights to the same land, and that traditional leaders at 
many levels of the hierarchy are entrepreneurs who re-interpret 
land tenure rules to benefit themselves and the members of their 
coalitions. The coalition formation and entrepreneurship in the 
Zulu land tenure system is apparent throughout Reader's material. 
Conclusions Based on Reader's Case stlldies 
Reader's case studies give examples of firstly the division of 
unequal kinship 
splitting from 
groups, such as 
a dominant local 
a young minor 
descent group. 
descent group 
Secondly, the 
division of unequal kinship and political groups, such as that of 
a sub-ward desiring to split from a chiefdom and splitting from 
wards. His case studies also describe the operation of the 
internal dialectic in many parts of the Zulu social structure, 
notably between chiefs, between jndunas, between residents of a 
sub-ward and an jnduna, between the chief and a sub-ward. He also 
gives an example of local descent groups splitting on a non-
segmentary basis. 
The range of examples from Reader's case studies shows that 
fission in the Zulu social structure is not just segmentation as 
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postulated in the fission - fusion model. Rather, his case studies 
show that the opposition found within the segmentary lineage 
structure, which has spilt over to the political system, has led 
to non-segmentary fission between groups, based on both kinship 
and\or political relationships, within the Zulu social structure. 
I have argued (see Chapter Two above) that this non-segmentary 
fission, linked to political processes outside of the segmentary 
lineage structure - i.e. the operation of the internal dialectic, 
plays a major role in transforming the local Zulu land tenure 
system. 
I have shown that in a number of Reader's case studies the 
internal dialectic shaped many of the land related relationships 
and transformed the local land tenure system. Land transfers 
among the Hakhanya-Zulu were not necessarily determined by the 
land tenure rules, but by the operation of the internal 
dialectic, or the forces of 'cohesion and disruption' as Reader 
terms them. Also apparent throughout Reader's material is the 
transactional behaviour linked to the operation of the internal 
dialectic. 
A Case study Showing Fission and 
Integration and Transactional 
Behaviour Reported by Holleman 
Holleman presents a case study which shows how fission and 
integration transformed the land tenure system of an area north 
of the Tugela river, the 50-called 'heartland of the Zulu'. He 
describes how an jsjkhoozj, Hambatha, was extending his agnatic 
cluster's lands into that of the Hzuza founding local descent 
group. Hambatha manipulated history claiming that, rather than 
being an jsjkhoozj of the Hzuza, the Hambatha had acquired their 
land directly from the king. The Hambatha then expanded their 
boundaries, thereby threatening, according to Holleman, the 
Hzuza's first right "under customary law", to allocate land io 
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these areas. 
Holleman describes this situation as one where Hambatha, 
" . . granted land to members of his own agnatic cluster and also to 
a number of unrelated nuclear families who had khonza'd him .. " 
without the approval of Hzuza. "The original population of the 
ward protested, but Hambatha was related by marriage to .. the 
'princely head' .. of the district .. Helped by the bluff of a 
strong personality, and by some slight corruption .. Hambatha 
has . . succeeded in his bid for autonomy. Although not yet 
recognized by the rest of the ward .. considering the weak 
personality and lajssez-fajre attitude of the Hzuza head, it is 
certainly not impossible that they will eventually accept the de 
facto situation as de jure. If this happens they will speak of 
the "sub- ward .. of Hambatha"" (1986 : 125). 
Analyzing this within a dialectical framework it can be said that 
Hambatha and his group, although they had originally obtained 
their land as jsikhonzj from the founding local descent group of 
Hzuza, split off from the Hzuza. However, though they claimed 
independence, the other side of the internal dialectic, namely 
integration, also shaped Hambatha's behaviour. 
Holleman shows how Hambatha's actions, during and after the 
split, were linked to the Zulu social structure in such a way 
that he and his group remained part of the kinship and political 
hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. The operation of the 
internal dialectic led to a transformation of the local land 
tenure system, whereby an jsjkhoDzj to an area could become over 
time, in Holleman's terms, the de jure head of a sub- ward. This 
situation, as Holleman notes, did not conform to the rules of the 
Zulu land tenure system. However, it can be explained in terms of 
the operation of the internal dialectic in the Zulu land tenure 
system. 
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Analyzing this case study with respect to my transactional 
approach to the Zulu land tenure system outlined above, it can be 
said that a number of the features linked to coalition formation 
are apparent. There was a single central ego, Hambatha, in the 
jsjkhoozj group, which single central ego remained even after 
they joined, and acquired land from, the Hzuza group . Also, 
Hambatha's group or coalition took advantage of the opportunity 
given to them by their relationship with the local princely head 
to split from and become independent of the Hzuza group, who had 
given them their land. The Hambatha had a clearly defined goal of 
improving their status vis-a-vis the Hzuza and of being able to 
allocate land, which had originally been given to them by the 
Hzuza, to newcomers, without asking the Hzuza. These newcomers 
then khooza'd Hambatha, not Hzuza, that is, they became followers 
of the Hambatha and not the Hzuza. 
In addition to this, Holleman's case study demonstrates the 
recruitment principles, network configuration and behavioral 
norms of coalition formation in the Zulu land tenure system. 
Fjrstly, Hambatha's coalition was based on both effective and 
extended personal networks and secondly, land transfers accorded 
with the range of options within the Zulu land tenure system, as 
outlined above. 
Thjrdly, with respect to the membership of the coalitions, the 
case study shows that there was initially a status differential 
between the Hzuza group (who were a founding local descent 
group), and the Hambatha group (who were an jsjkhonzj group). 
Also, although there was no genealogical relationship between the 
two coalitions, the Hamhatha and Hzuza had a historical 
relationship which was land based. Fjnally, this case study also 
shows another criterion which was a feature of coalition 
formation with respect to recruitment principles in the Zulu land 
tenure system -i.e. the land rights linked to the statuses of the 
various social units were disputed by one or other of the social 
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units . 
The rival groups which are a feature of coalition format i on are 
also apparent in Holleman's description, as well a s the 
entrepreneurial behaviour of a traditional leader at the lower 
levels of the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. Mambatha re-
interpreted the land tenure rules to benefit his own coalition, 
and the majority of the sub-ward acquiesced and took no action 
against his behaviour, - i . e . his behaviour was publicly 
sanctioned by default, probably because of the coalition which 
supported him. 
Conclusions Based on Holleman's Case study 
Holleman's case study describes the operation of the internal 
-dialectic in Zulu social structure specifically with respect to 
the relationship between founding local descent groups and their 
izikhonzi In re-examining Holleman's case study I have shown 
that the internal dialectic both shaped this relationship and 
transformed the local land tenure system. Land transfers in this 
case study were not determined by the land tenure rules, but 
rather by the operation of the internal dialectic. I have also 
shown that all the features of coalition formation in the Zulu 
land tenure system are apparent in this case study and that the 
entrepreneurship of a 
the hierarchy of Zulu 
traditional leader, at the lowest level of 
social organisation, can be linked to the 
re-interpretation of the land tenure rules and the transformation 
of the local system. 
Conclusion 
The processes of fission and integration in Zulu social 
organisation are a wide-spread re-occurring pattern in the Zulu 
land tenure system that have been reported, though not adequately 
analyzed, from the earliest descriptions of the Zulu land tenure 
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system . A number of writers identified these patterns of 
behaviour (which I am analyzing as contrapoised tendencies within 
an internal dialectic), either at one level, such as Holleman 
(1986) -within the kinship and jsjkhoDzj group, or Clegg 
(QP c j t. ) 
respect to 
- as a regional isolate, or Reader (op.cit.) -with 
jzjgodi or wards, or Gluckman (1967) -within and 
between political rather than kinship units; and some writers 
have noted that fission is related to the segmentary opposition 
inherent in Zulu social structure (Holleman:1986 and Reader 
op C j t . ) . 
However, these writers did not go on to explore the role of these 
processes in determining land transfers within the Zulu land 
tenure system and they therefore did not link transformations in 
the local land tenure system to these processes, as I do. The 
link between these processes and a theory of transformation for 
the Zulu land tenure system has not been explored to date. 
I have shown that the internal dialectic centred around fission 
and integration shapes behaviour throughout the entire kinship 
and political hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. Also, by re-
examining the Zulu ethnography, I have shown that there is often 
opposition between concentric units and that fission within Zulu 
social organisation, though based on segmentary opposition, goes 
beyond it to include the fission of unequal kinship groups, 
unequal kinship and political groups, and unequal political 
groups. This range of fission is a pattern which shapes behaviour 
within all the concentric units of Zulu social organisation. 
At the same time I have shown, by drawing on cases from the Zulu 
ethnography, that while there is schism at all the levels of the 
hierarchy, the seceding groups tend to remain within the 
hierarchy of Zulu social organisation, rather than become 
independent from it, - i.e. the integration side of the internal 
dialectic was still present in the local system. This also 
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applied to all the concentric units of Zulu social organisation . 
I am therefore arguing that it is possible to show for much of 
the reported Zulu ethnography that, though not analyzed by the 
writers themselves, the internal dialectic centred around fission 
and integration (interacting with external factors), was shaping 
behaviour and the transfer of land rights in their study areas . I 
therefore conclude that these reported local systems were 
different transformations over time of the Zulu land tenure 
system. 
My re-examination of the Zulu ethnography has also shown that 
coalition formation and entrepreneurship, with respect to the 
land, can be found throughout the hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation. Also, land tenure related relationships between 
people at the same level and between people at different levels 
of the hierarchy can be explained in terms of this transactional 
behaviour. This aspect of the Zulu land tenure system, which is 
also apparent in the Mgaga ethnography (see Chapters Seven to 
Nine below), although widely reported in the Zulu ethnography, 
has not been adequately analyzed. This has probably been because 
anthropologists have relied on conceptual frameworks premised on 
allodial titles ('tribal ownership') and dependent behaviour, 
together with a perspective that rules necessarily determine 
process, to explain the Zulu land tenure system, which frameworks 
have not successfully accommodated either coalition formation or 
entrepreneurial behaviour in the system. 
By comparison, my explanatory framework shows that coalition 
formation and entrepreneurship is integral to the Zulu land 
tenure system and part of the operation of the internal dialectic 
within Zulu social organisation. Entrepreneurial behaviour is 
integral to the institutionalized roles of the land tenure 
systems' social personalities, provided such behaviour is 
sanctioned by "the public", which involves the formation of 
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coalitions. This entrepreneurial or independent behaviour is 
facilitated by the fission or independence side of the internal 
dialectic. I am therefore arguing that besides the dependent 
behaviour found in the Zulu land tenure system, there i s also 
competitive behaviour . However, at the same time such 
entrepreneurial behaviour is limited by the integration side of 
the internal dialectic, which is linked to the community over-
rights in the Zulu land tenure system (see Chapter Eleven below). 
Analyzing the Zulu ethnography in terms of my approach it is 
possible to see the competition over the same piece of land 
(including abandoned or depopulated land) by social units at the 
same level and different levels, which social units are 
entrepreneurial and form coalitions in order to obtain their 
goals. 
To conclude, my approach, based on 
framework (1978,1982), the transactional 
Comaroff ' s conceptual 
analysis of coalitions 
and entrepreneurship and Bennett's framework (1985) for analyzing 
the hierarchy of rights found in African land tenure systems, 
serves as a framework within which it is possible to explain the 
variations that have been reported in the Zulu land tenure 
system . My approach facilitates the analysis of the manipulation 
of the Zulu land tenure system's rules - which manipulation leads 
to different manifestations of the Zulu land tenure system. I am 
arguing (and see Chapter Eleven below) that, whether or not a 
local system is no longer a Zulu land tenure system depends, no± 
on whether the rules have been re-interpreted (and to what 
extent), but on whether the underlying principles of Zulu social 
structure, that is the internal dialectic centred around fission 
and integration, have been re-constructed. 
I am arguing that the variations reported and debated in the Zulu 
land tenure system, with reference to the nature and composition 
of the local level kinship group, the role of the indJloa and 
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whether the Zulu land tenure system is communal or includes 
aspects of individualised rights, all of which are central to 
explaining the Kgaga ethnography, are not aspects of different 
land tenure systems or no longer a system of Zulu land tenure, 
but different manifestations of the Zulu land system (see 
Chapters Ten and Eleven below). Using the above approach has 
enabled me to analyze the process of transformation of Kgaga's 
land tenure system . 
Endnotes 
1.Based on my field work in KwaZulu (described in Appendix Three 
below), I conclude that there were other governing bodies aside 
from the King of the Zulus involved with the Zulu land tenure 
system. These included the KwaZulu government and its various 
departments, the various Regional Authorities, which consisted of 
a number of Tribal Authorities grouped within a magisterial area, 
and the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly. The roles and 
responsibilities of these governing bodies, with respect to the 
Zulu land tenure system, were all intertwined and do not have to 
be separated and discussed for my purposes. 
2.Cross (Cross et al:1982:5) does not indicate the extent to 
which this land is arable. 
3.1 will argue that this position is an institutionalized role in 
the Zulu land tenure system (see Chapter Ten below). 
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CHAPTER FIVE' HGAGA-IN-CONTEXT 
THE WIDER EXTERNAl. FACTORS 
Introduction 
The most important external factors 1 which interacted with the 
internal dialectic in the Zulu land tenure system in Hgaga and 
led to a transformation of Hgaga's land tenure system from the 
late 1950s to 1980, include the national political economy, with 
its apartheid laws and their regional and sub-regional 
application and ramifications. These latter factors included the 
location of the 'homeland' of KwaZulu close to Durban, regional 
urbanisation trends and the development of Um1azi township and 
its concomitant urban management system2, 
'I look at national factors which influenced Hgaga, as well as 
regional and sub-regional factors, such as the history of Black 
urbanisation in the Durban area and the history of the Umlazi-
Umbumbulu sub-region located in KwaZu1u to the south-west of 
Durban, which sub-region included the Cele-Zulu polity. These 
factors are an important aspect of the structural context against 
which land transactions in Hgaga need to be analyzed and 
explained. Unless otherwise indicated, these latter factors form 
part of the ethnography. 
Urbanisation and the Spatial 
Distribution by Race 
As already described (see Chapter Two above), an historically 
exploitative relationship has existed between the rural 
peripheral areas of South Africa and its urban cores. This type 
of relationship, found throughout the world, has taken a specific 
form in South Africa because of the racially based policies of 
the country. These policies were effected through a range of 
legislation over the last 150 years. Over time, as the 
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legislation was enacted, each piece affected the local level in a 
new and additional way . 
This legislation made a significant contribution to the patterns 
of urbanisation in South Africa, by "delaying, distorting and 
displacing" Black urbanisation (Wilson:1985) throughout the 
country. The effect was so large that by the early 1980s Haarhoff 
(quoting C.Simkins' 1982 estimates), states that between 1.5 and 
3 million Blacks, who would have been resident in the urban 
areas, were not residents of the cities and towns of South Africa 
because of the legislation (1984:245). 
The relevant legislation and its influence is described below, as 
it is integral to an understanding of the transformation of Mgaga 
during the study period, located as it is in an area which 
experienced the effects to a considerable degree of this delayed, 
distorted and displaced Black urbanisation . 
Racially Based Legislation and Its 
Implementation at the National Level 
The racial spatial distribution in South Africa of land 
occupation and\or ownership for Black people was controlled 
nationally up until 1991 3, both in the rural and urban areas. The 
acts which were responsible for this segregation were the Black 
(formerly Native) Land Act No.27 of 1913 and the Development 
(formerly Native) Trust and Land Act No.18 of 1936, the Promotion 
of Black (formerly Bantu) Self Government Act No.46 of 1959 
(later the National States Constitution Act No.21 of 1971) and 
the Group Areas Act No.36 of 1966 (as amended) (originally 
promulgated as the Group Areas Act No.41 of 1950). 
The Land Acts of 1913 and 1936, as they are commonly known, 
limited and virtually froze the area of South Africa available 
for Black occupation and/or ownership, to areas which became 
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known as reserves!. Blacks could occupy and/or own only about 
thirteen percent of the land area of South Africa (including TBVC 
areas) (see Appendix Five below). This must be seen against the 
f act that in 1980 Blacks represented over seventy perce nt of the 
South African population (including TBVC areas). In the 
Natal\KwaZulu region in 1980 KwaZulu had about a third of the 
land area and nearly sixty percent of the population of the 
regionl (see Appendix Five below) . Urbanisat i on patterns have 
been, and still are, distorted by this vastly unequal access to 
land at the national and regional levels. 
A further factor which constrained Black access to land was the 
later development of the apartheid policy of the Nationalist 
party, with its emphasis on separate Black ethnic groups and the 
creation of 'homelands'. The Land Acts provided for land to be 
set aside for Black occupation in general, but the Promotion of 
Black Self Government Act No.46 of 1959 apportioned these same 
areas for the sole occupation of the different Black ethnic 
groups. For example, Xhosa speakers could not legally obtain land 
in a 'homeland' designated for Zulu-speakers, except with 
Ministerial permission, and vice versa (see Appendix Five below) . 
This meant that having originally limited Black access to land in 
South Africa to approximately thirteen percent, individual Black 
access was now further curtailed by the ethnic spatial 
di s tribution of Black land ownership. 
This factor also played a role in distorting Black urbanisation 
patterns, especially with respect to 'homeland' townships 
adjacent to the so-called White cities . For example, it was more 
difficult for a Xhosa-speaking person to find accommodation in 
the D. F . R . than for a Zulu-speaking person, because the 
'homeland' areas adjacent to Durban had been designated for the 
ownership and\or occupation by Zulu - speakers, in terms of the 
Promotion of Black Self Government Act No.46 of 1959. 
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Added to the above was the Group Areas Act (41 of 1950) as 
amended, which racially segregated people, both in terms of 
ownership as well as occupation of the land. This act closed the 
final loophole preventing Black access to land in the urban 
areas. It did this by firstly stipulating that Blacks could not 
live (except as servants or in compounds) in White, Indian or 
Coloured group areas and secondly, by making no provision for 
Black group areas, that is for Blacks to own land, 
called White cities. 
in the so-
Linked to the above were the influx control regulations 
controlling the access of Blacks to the urban areas (see Appendix 
Two below). Blacks were allowed to occupy on a temporary basis 
certain prescribed residential areas in the so - called White 
cities, but this accommodation was in short supply, was linked to 
formal employment qualifications and was under continual threat 
of relocation to a 'homeland' (P.Smit and J.J.Booysen:198li 
Thompson and Coetzee:1987)'. As Kaasdorp and Humphreys state, 
concerning government policy of this period, "The urban areas 
have always been regarded as part of 'White' South Africa. 
Africans in these areas have been considered temporary 
sojourners, their legitimate home being the Reserves .. As a 
consequence Africans have never been allowed to own property in 
Durban" (1975:7). 
Some of the Ramifications of this 
Legislatign 00 Black IJrbanisatigo 
A few of the ramifications of the above legislation, in terms of 
the delaying, distorting and displacing effects which it had on 
Black urbanisation, are described below. Firstly, the racial and 
ethnic spatial distribution of people was integral to the 
creation of the 'homelands', where people who had no urban rights 
were supposed to residei that is if a Black person did not 
qualify in terms of section 10 of the Blacks (Urban Areas) 
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Consolidation Act 25 of 1945 (see Appendix Two below), they were 
supposed to return to the 'homelands'. In addition to this, 
Blacks were encouraged to retain their rural links to the 
'homelands', since the only permanent land rights for Blacks were 
in the 'homelands'. These push-pull factors, whereby people were 
pushed out of the cities and pulled back to the 'homelands', 
delayed the process of Black urbanisation . 
SecondJx, racial spatial distribution was at the root of 
apartheid urban management thinking. Townships for the 
accommodation of Blacks were developed near so - called White urban 
areas inside the 'homelands' and located in areas which were 
within daily commuting distance of these so- called White cities 
and towns. Examples of this were the townships of Mdantsane 
(Ciskei), Umlazi (KwaZu1u) and Soshanguve (Bophuthatswana) 1. 
Black urbanisation was thus displaced away from the central city 
to adjacent 'homeland' areas. 
ThirdJX, the distortion and displacement of Black urbanisation 
patterns lay behind the build up of informal settlements inside 
'homeland' borders adjacent to the cities, as people who held 
urban jobs (illegally) but not urban rights, or who had urban 
rights but had no accommodation, sought accommodation close to 
the cities, with the D.F.R. itself being a prime example of this 
(Haarhoff:1984; Seneque:1981). 
Urbanisation and the Spatial Distribution 
by Race In Hatal\KwaZulu 
The laws which led to separate racial and ethnic units of land, 
and their effect on national Black urbanisation over time, 
influenced different regions of South Africa in a variety of 
ways. Much depended on the geographical configuration of the 
racial units of a region, especially in relation to the presence 
or absence of 'homelands' and, if present, their proximity to a 
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so-called White city. For example, there were no 'homelands' in 
the Western Cape. Black urbanisation patterns found there were 
therefore somewhat different to those of Nata1\KwaZu1u, the 
Eastern Cape and the Northern Transvaal, which all consist of 
'homeland' areas adjacent to so-called White cities (see Appendix 
One Hap Eight below). 
The proximity of the scattered pieces of KwaZulu to numerous 
Natal cities and towns (see Appendix One Hap Four below) is a 
feature of the region's racial geographic configuration. Though 
there are other areas in South Africa where a similar pattern 
exists, in terms of a 'homeland' area being close to a so-called 
White town or city (Hdantsane -East London; Winterveld 
Pretoria), these are not typical of their respective regions. The 
effect of the particular racial geographic configuration of 
"Natal\KwaZulu on Black urbanisation is that, throughout the 
region, wherever KwaZulu lies close to a city or town in Natal, 
people reside along the border and commute to work. 
Durban is a typical example of this, and Haarhoff states that, 
"The Durban metropolitan sub- region thus has an extensive 
informal settlement component, spatially restricted and largely 
confined to KwaZulu in .. 'frontier' zones. These 'frontier' zones 
are the spatial location for both formal African residential 
development, and the spontaneous development of informal 
settlement .. This spatial arrangement allows for an expansion of 
African urbanisation .. (in the D.F.R.) .. without having physical 
impact on the inner urban areas, and 
the intentions of apartheid." 
thus without contradicting 
(1984:135). This spatial 
arrangement, which gave urbanising Blacks a more or less secure 
base in KwaZulu areas on the periphery of Durban, was the major 
external factor bringing transformation to the Hgaga area. A 
comparable external factor probably changed or transformed the 
Winterveld area in the Bophutatswana 'homeland' near Pretoria 
into an informal settlement (see Appendix One Hap Eight below). 
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Where there was no 'homeland' adjacent to a city this external 
factor, based on a specific racial geographical configuration, 
did not exist and the history of informal settlement development 
was consequently different in those areas during the study 
period. For example, a 'frontier zone' was not available close to 
cities such as Johannesburg (see Appendix One Hap Eight below), 
where the demolition of homes and the resettlement of informal 
settlement residents to the 'homelands' was the order of the day 
(Giliomee and Schlemmer (eds.):1985; Surplus People's 
Project:l983), up until 1986 when the influx control regulations 
were dropped. Consequently, population figures for informal 
settlements in these areas were of a lower order than similar 
settlements in KwaZulu'. 
In this context Durban is unique in South Africa as the only 
metropolis which is almost completely surrounded by a 'homeland' 
(see Appendix One Hap Eight below). A consequence of this 
proximity, together with the lenient policies of the KwaZulu 
government towards informal settlement (see Appendix Six 
was the phenomenal growth of informal settlements 
periphery of the metropolis of Durban. 
A Historical Overview pf Black 
UrbanisatioD in the Durban Area 
Introduction 
below) , 
on the 
Black urbanisation in Durban from the l870s up till 1975 has been 
extensively researched (Haasdorp and Humphreys op.cjt.; 
P.Haylam:1982,1983a,b; H.W.Swanson:1968,1976). However, as the 
focus of this thesis is not on urbanisation in Durban per SP, but 
on the effect of urbanisation on the Zulu land tenure system in 
Hgaga south-west of Durban, only a short overview of the 
literature on the history of urbanisation in the Durban 
Hetropolitan Area, commonly termed the DHA (see Appendix One Hap 
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Nine below), will be given below. This overview will show that 
most historical research on this subject has concentrated on the 
effect of urbanisation in the DHA and ignor e d the reserves and\or 
'homeland' areas'adjacent to the DHA, in which Hgaga is located. 
However, no description of the influence of urbanisation at the 
local level in the D.F.R. would make sense without a picture of 
the historical processes of urbanisation in the DHA. 
Durban's Black Population and Their 
Accommodation: An Historical Overview 
According to Swanson, "Natal('s) major development had come with 
the rise of commerce through the great harbour at Durban, serving 
the mineral boom at Kimberley and the Witwatersrand. Urban growth 
was dramatic from the IB70s onwards . Durban's population and 
trade doubled each decade .. " (1976:161). Concurrent with this 
rapid expansion was an equally rapid flow of Blacks into Durban 
and its surrounding areas. 
The first population statisticslOavailable for what Swanson terms 
the "city" of Durban were for IB70 and showed a Black population 
of 1,BOO, or about 32 percent of the city's population 
(Joe cit.). The Black population reached an estimated 891,000 
people in 1973 (Haasdorp and Humphreys pp.cit.). By 1983 there 
were an estimated 2,079,753 Blacks in the D.F.R. and they made up 
about 68 per cent of the D.F.R . 's total population . About 60 
percent of Blacks in the D. F.R. lived in informal settlements, 
with all in all 44 percent of the D.F.R.'s total population 
living in informal settlements in 1983 11 (Inkatha Institute:1986) 
(see Appendix Seven below). 
These figures serve to demonstrate that Black urbanisation has 
been an integral part of Durban for over 100 years. It is only 
the 1983 figures, which ignore administrative, racial and ethnic 
boundaries and instead uses patterns of shopping, working and 
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identification to demarcate the functional boundaries of the 
city, which probably give some realistic idea of the residents of 
Durban. 
Black urbanisation in the DHA, as presented by Haylam, 
and Humphreys, and Swanson shows the growth over time 
Haasdorp 
of both 
official formal accommodation and unofficial informal 
accommodation for Blacks in Durban. From the outset, as early as 
1863, there was insufficient accommodation for Blacks in the 
Durban area 
continued 
settlement 
and informal 
into the late 
growth received 
settlements developed. This 
1940s and early 1950s. 
a temporary check between 
situation 
Informal 
1958 and 
1966, with the resettlement of 95,000 people from Cato Hanor and 
other informal settlements, to official formal townships, and 
then continued unabated, but this time located in the adjacent 
reserves and\or 'homeland' areas to the south-west, north and 
west of Durban and not in the DHA itself (Swanson 1976:165,174; 
Haasdorp and Humphreys op.cit.p.ll; Haylam:1983b:413- 414). 
What information exists on the spatial location of these informal 
settlements before the 1960s, except for Cato Hanor, is scrappy. 
The informal settlements that are mentioned by Haylam (1983b) and 
Haasdorp and Humphreys (op.cit.) for this time period all fall 
within the DHA (see Appendix One Hap Nine below), with "eighty 
percent of the land on which shacks were built .. (being) .. owned 
by Indians" in 1949 (Haylam:1983b:419). Consequently the 
reserves, to the north and south-west of Durban, do not rate a 
mention before 1960. 
In 1975 Haasdorp and Humphreys reported that "the provision of 
low- cost housing for Africans in the DHA ha(d) not kept pace 
.. (there were) mushrooming shack settlements outside the Durban 
municipal 
eliminated. 
area where African 
The new shacks are 
occupied shacks have been 
located on the periphery of the 
built up areas .. " (op.cjt.p.70). Hany, but not all, of the new 
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informal settlements were by 1975 located within KwaZulu or the 
reserve areas that had not been included in KwaZulu, with the DKA 
having virtually no informal settlement. 
Haasdorp and Humphreys give estimates of the population of these 
informal settlements beyond the DHA for the late 1960s and early 
1970s, ~The true population (of Clermont) has been estimated at 
60 - 75,000 of whom some 70 percent are illegal residents .. the 
Dassenhoek - Harianhill area to the south of Pinetown contains an 
estimated 55,000-65,000 squatters, while there are also 
unauthorized shack areas to the west of Pinetown for which no 
estimates are available .. A large shack community, estimated to 
number 100,000, is found along the Umgeni River between Inanda 
and Hillcrest. To the north of Kwa Hashu the shack population in 
the New Farm-Phoenix area was conservatively estimated at 60,000. 
There are no estimates for the squatter population to the south 
of Umlazi ft (ibid.p.7l). This last statement is the first mention 
in the literature of informal settlements within the Umlazi-
Umbumbulu sub-region, where Hgaga is located. 
ftThe total squatter population of the Durban-Pinetown area was 
estimated at 38,000 in 1965, 150,000 in 1969 and 250,000 in 1971 ft 
(Joe cit) . By 1983 there were 1,36 million informal settlement 
residents within the D.F.R. (Inkatha Institute op cit.). 
Throughout this century the various authorities built official 
formal accommodation to house Blacks working in the Durban area, 
many of whom lived in informal settlements . However, it was 
generally too little, too late and was only intended to 
accommodate, especially in the latter decades, the labour supply 
of the city and not all Blacks resident in the city. 
The vast majority of informal settlement residents did not have 
secure access to any form of formal accommodation in the city, 
especially after 1960. The siting of this official formal 
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accommodation changed over the decades in that initially it was 
sited within the city (pre 1930s), but was increasingly located 
on the periphery of the DHA12 IJ(see Appendix One Hap Ten below). 
After the 1950s, government policy forced the location and re-
location of Black accommodation to the reserves and\or 'homeland' 
areas adjacent to the core city of Durban, starting with Umlazi 
township in 1960 11 . This process was linked to the first group 
areas proclamation for Durban in 1958, which zoned central Durban 
as a Whites only group area (H.Horrell:1972:12). 
Subsequent to this, numerous new official formal townships were 
developed within the D.F.R. namely, KwaHakhutha, KwaNdengezi, 
Hpumalanga, KwaDabeka, Ntuzuma (see Appendix One Hap One below), 
all of which are situated on land designated 'homeland' or land 
that was earmarked to become, according to pre-1991 stated 
'central government policy, a 'homeland' area. By 1983 734,000 
Blacks were accommodated in the official formal accommodation of 
the D.F.R., both inside and outside of KwaZulu (Inkatha Institute 
oj;!.cit.p.l). 
Widening the Study Area 
The authors above, in discussing urbanisation within the Durban 
area, focus almost exclusively, in the period before 1960, on the 
non-reserve areas of the D.F.R. It is only in Haasdorp and 
Humphreys (oj;! cjt.) and Reader (1966) that any reference is made 
to the reserves and\or 'homeland' areas adjacent to Durban. 
Haasdorp and Humphreys state that in the 19205 and 1930s 
"(a)lthough a class of permanent town dwellers had emerged, the 
African population was largely a floating one due to the 
proximity of the Reserves, and there was little demand for family 
housing prior to .. 1932" (oj;!.cjt . p.13). They also indicate that 
there were quite a few Durban-born Blacks living in the reserves 
of Umlazi, Ndwedwe, Inanda and Pinetown 15surrounding Durban, 
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probably because of the shortage of official accommodation for 
Blacks in the city (ibid.p.lO). Reader (op cjt.p . 31,334) observed 
that in the early 1950s the northern section of the Makhanya - Zulu 
polity (see Appendix One Map Eleven below), accommodated weekend 
commuters. All this indicates that urbani sation had been 
affecting the reserves 
areas) of the present 
the DMA. 
(most of which are presently 'homeland' 
day D. F.R. for many decades and not only 
The emphasis that has been placed on the history of urbanisation 
in Durban on the DMA, rather than the wider region, is probably 
due to the fact that the ever increasing city or functional 
boundary of Durban made it difficult to know where to terminate 
the study area . Also, the lack of readily available reliable 
historical documentation at the local level within the reserves 
and\or 'homeland' areas themselves was probably an important 
factor lying behind the geographical limiting of the study area. 
However, despite this emphasis and the lack of local level data, 
my historical ethnography of Hgaga demonstrates (see Chapters 
Seven to Nine below) that the reserves and\or 'homeland' areas 
have been integral to the urbanisation of Durban for many more 
decades than documented to date. I am arguing that it is a useful 
exercise to expand the area of study of urbanisation in the 
Durban area, to include these areas, especially as they contain 
the new "black belt" (Haylam:1983b:413-414) that surrounds Durban 
today. I will attempt to describe the effect of urbanisation and 
urban development in the D.F.R. on one of the 'homeland' areas, 
as I analyze the effects of urbanisation over the last few 
decades in the Durban area, on the Umlazi-Umbumbulu sub- region in 
a 'homeland' area south-west of Durban. 
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A Historical Overview; Urbanisation and 
the IJmlazi-llmbnmbll]u Suh-region 
A comparison of maps of the D.F.R. from colonial times to today 
shows that there has been extensive continuity in the spatial 
location of land designated for Black occupation and\or ownership 
by successive White administrations over the last 130 years. This 
can be seen by comparing the boundaries of the land ear - marked by 
the different administrations for Black occupation, relative to 
Durban itself, on a number of maps representing the area over the 
last 130 years. 
By comparing Haps Twelve, Thirteen, Fourteen and Two (see 
Appendix One below), with respect to the boundaries of the areas 
designated for Black occupation and\or ownership over time, it is 
possible to see that the Durban of 1850 and the Durban of the 
1990s are both bounded on the north, north-west, west and south-
west by land designated for Black occupation and\or ownership, 
with the Indian Ocean on the east. 
Hap Twelve (see Appendix One below) shows the original locations 
in Natal south of the Tugela (which generally later became the 
reserves) set up for Blacks around 1850 (described below). Hap 
Thirteen (see Appendix One below) shows these same areas (as well 
as the rest of the Natal\KwaZulu region), in 1905, before the 
Land Acts. Hap Fourteen (see Appendix One below) shows the 
scheduled 1913 areas (but not the released areas delimited by the 
Development Trust and Land Act No.18 of 1936 16 ), -i.e. the land 
which was designated in 1913 as reserve in the present day D.F.R. 
Hap Two (see Appendix One below) shows the D.F.R. in 1985 and the 
contemporary KwaZulu boundary. A comparison of these maps shows 
that there has been some degree of historical continuity over the 
last 150 years, in the location of land designated for Black 
occupation and\or ownership of land in the D.F.R. in general, and 
south-west of Durban in particular (where Hgaga is located). 
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The expansion and development of Durban in the past affected this 
Black occupied land (see below). Present urbanisation is also 
influencing it (see Appendix One Hap Five below), with the Hgaga 
ethnography being an example of this (see below and Chapters Six 
to Nine below). 
Alienation of Claimed Cele-Zulu Landi? 
Intxodl]ctiQD 
According to A.T.Bryant (1965:543), the Cele-Zulu polity took up 
residence south of Port Natal (Durban) near the Umlazi River in 
about 1840. Bryant does not specify the exact area which the 
polity claimed, but Hap Fifteen (see Appendix One below) shows 
what the present day Cele-Zulu polity officials consider to have 
been their land (see below). 
Cele-Zulu polity land rights were progressively taken over by 
colonists, missionaries, the White central government, urban 
managers for official formal urban development and finally, 
informal settlement residents, over a period of about 150 years. 
With respect to this, an old ind.,na of the 
interviewed in 1980, said that the Cele-Zulu 
Cele - Zulu polity, 
polity had been 
"losing" land, that is, losing their rights to and control over 
their land, from before he was born up till the 1970s. Different 
legal procedures (described below) were used to expropriate and 
alienate1'this land from the Cele-Zulu polity. 
Colonia] Goyernment 
The Tribal secretary of the Cele-Zulu polity, when interviewed in 
1980, claimed that a number of the present day White and Indian 
suburbs of greater Durban had previously been Cele - Zulu land. He 
mentioned by name Belair, the Bluff, Pinetown, Hillary, 
Chatsworth and Ballington l' . This happened during the time when 
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the British were creating a colony in Natal. Hap Twelve (see 
Appendix One below) shows that the Bluff, Hillary, Belair, 
Pinetown and Chatsworth (all north of the Umlazi river depicted 
on Map Twelve) no longer belonged to the Cele - Zulu polity as 
early as 1850. 
This was as a result of the work of the 1846/47 Commission for 
Locating the Natives. This commission was set up when Britain 
took control of Natal in 1845, as an urgent problem at that time 
was the " .. distribution of land . . (as) . . there were at least 
100,000 .. 'refugee' africans, who had been dislocated by the 
Shakan wars .. who had .. returned to their traditional lands .. 
perhaps 10,000 'aboriginal' blacks who had remained in Natal .• 
(and) .. a land-hungry white population." Henry Cloete, the 
British Commissioner at the time, suggested the establishment of 
locations, with the result that the commission recommended the 
establishment of seven locations (Surplus People's 
Project:1983:Vol.4:l7-18), one of which was the Umlazi location, 
where the Cele-Zulu polity lived. 
The boundaries of the Umlazi location, which were confirmed both 
legally and in terms of permanence by the establishment of the 
Natal Native Trust in 1864 (ibid.p.18), did not include present 
day Bluff, Hillary, Belair, Pinetown and Chatsworth, which were 
therefore permanently removed from the Cele-Zulu polity. However, 
the 'Umlaaslocation' for Blacks south of the Umlazi river did 
include the remaining Cele-Zulu land. Although no estimates exist 
of the amount of land lost by the Cele-Zulu polity during this 
process, it could possibly be said, based on Map Fifteen (see 
Appendix One below), to be more than half of the polity's land at 
that time. 
Missjonaries 
An old jndllna of the Cele- Zulu polity, interviewed at the same 
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time as the Tribal Secretary in 1980, said that the Umlazi 
mission reserve land had belonged to the Cele-Zulu polity. The 
mission reserves were areas for African occupation that were set 
aside, by the colonial government, between 1856 and 1864, under 
the authority of various 
Preston-Whyte: 1988:176) . "In 
mission societies (Lbid.p.19-20; 
these reserves about 500 acres 
would generally be alienated as 'glebes' for the specific use of 
the relevant missionary society .. and a further six to eight 
thousand acres set aside as the reserve." (Surplus People's 
Project:1983:Vol.4:19). 
The Umlazi mission reserve area was alienated from the Cele-Zulu 
polity in 1861, according to the records of the church of the 
Province of Southern Africa, Diocese of Natal. The Umlazi mission 
reserve consisted of 7521 acres (Lbid.p.19-20 quoted from Brookes 
"and Webb:1965:60; SAIRR Factsheet NR 25/1965:1965). Based on Map 
Fifteen (see Appendix One below), an estimated one third of the 
remaining Cele-Zulu area was set aside in this way for the Umlazi 
mission reserve in 1861. 
In terms of the Mission Reserves Act No.49 of 1903 these same 
mission reserves, including the Umlazi mission reserve, were 
incorporated into the Natal Native Trust, which meant that these 
areas were then controlled and administered by the then Natal 
government <.ihid.p.20). The Natal Native Trust was later 
completely absorbed into the South African Native Trust in 1936 
(this trust being the precursor of the South African Bantu Trust, 
later the now defunct South African Development Trust) 
(T.R.H.Davenport and K.S.Hunt:1974:51). 
Celp Zll]11 InflllenCe in the Mission Reserve Area 
Although the Cele-Zulu polity had not owned, in the conventional 
legal sense of the term, the land rights in the Umlazi mission 
reserve area since 1861, sometime during this century the mission 
reserve area came to again effectively form part of the polity's 
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area. 
By 1980 there was no indication from discussions in Hgaga that an 
adjacent area had been mission land - i . e. the Umlazi mission 
reserve, (see Appendix One Hap Sixteen below) seven decades 
previously. On the contrary, it was widely stated by Hgaga's 
residents in 1980 that the area under discussion had always been, 
in their eyes, the Hulukushu jsjgodj of the Cele - Zulu polity (see 
Chapter Seven below). 
This example of local level perceptions that there had been a 
long history of indigenous land administration (in terms of land 
being allocated and held according to the Zulu land tenure 
system) in the Umlazi mission reserve area, rather than that land 
rights there had been under missionar y control, concurs with 
findings by J.Kiernan in a broader study of the missionary 
societies in Natal. He found that during a large part of the 
history of these societies in Natal, especially up to at least 
1893, missionaries "had no way of preventing the chiefs in their 
areas .. (that is mission reserve areas) .. from exercising their 
normal right to allocate land to newcomers." (1989:82). It can be 
concluded that mission influence, with respect to the land tenure 
system, was probably much less important than that of the various 
Cele chiefs and their jndllnas in the Umlazi mission reserve area, 
even 
over 
long before 1917, when the church officially handed the land 
to the state20 • 
I could not ascertain, 
officials, what legal 
although 
form, in 
I asked numerous government 
terms of the South African 
polity control took in government legislation, this indigenous 
the reserves and\or mission reserves 21. However, Gluckman makes 
reference to the Natal code of Native Law, Proclamation 
No.168/l932 as the central government's administrative basis for 
the KwaZulu area (1967:47). Preston-Whyte also states that 
sometime after 1864, when the Natal Native Trust was created, 
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"(i)n the locations, and eventually in the Mission Reserves also, 
access to land was established on a 'tribal' or 'communal' basis. 
Land was vested in the chief and formally allocated by him or his 
representative in what was supposed to be the 'traditional 
manner'" (1988:180). 
This indicates that some form of indigenous polity administration 
had probably developed by default in the absence of any official 
central government action in the Umlazi mission reserve after it 
was expropriated and possibly even before. Interviews with an 
important local government official of the time indicate that, by 
the late 1950s, government officials considered the indigenous 
polities to be the de jure local administrative structure and 
allocator of the land in the old Umlazi mission reserve area. 
Also, the ex-municipal official who was involved with the 
development of Umlazi township in the early 1960s stated very 
emphatically, when interviewed in 1988, that the area was 
"tribally controlled" at that time. 
Based on the above, I therefore argue that the Cele-Zulu were 
effectively in control of the land tenure system of the Umlazi 
mission reserve area both prior to, and during the very early 
stages of, my study period, up until their removal from the area 
by the central government in the early 1960s (see below and 
Chapter Six below). 
The Wbjte Central Goyernment 
N.J.Van Warmelo (1935) shows on Map Fourteen (see Appendix One 
below) that between 1905 and 1935 (when he published his map) 
there were no new major local level changes to the block of land 
in which the Cele-Zulu polity was situated. The Cele-Zulu did not 
lose land during this period. Also, this was the first map to 
give an indication of where the Cele-Zulu polity was located 
generally and within the scheduled reserve land specified in the 
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Black Land Act No.27 of 1913. That this land had been scheduled 
meant that Black ownership and\or occupation had been 
for the area, though the occupation by the Cele- Zulu 
designated 
polity ~ 
ae had not been designated. The designation of the Cele- Zulu 
polities' right to the land took place later (see below). 
Although the Cele-Zulu had not lost any more land between 1905 
and 1935, or in fact before the late 1950s (see below), as will 
be described below the laws and procedures pertaining to their 
land had changed with the passing of first the Black Land Act of 
No.27 of 1913; secondly, the Development Trust and Land Act No.18 
of 1936 and thirdly; the Promotion of Black Self-Government Act 
No.46 of 1959. 
The Cele ZI]]I] Area as part of the Designated Reseryes 
The Umlazi location (reserve) of 169,025 acres, which formed part 
of the scheduled lands of the Black Land Act No.27 of 1913 (Black 
Land Act Schedules), included the remaining Cele-Zulu polity area 
and the Umlazi mission reserve of 7,521 acres. Therefore these 
areas formed part of the 8.98 million hectares "of land 
.. scheduled as 'Native Reserves' throughout South Africa . . (by) .. 
the Native Land Act of 1913" (Surplus People's Project : 1983: 
Vol.4:29). These legislative changes introduced in 1913, together 
with those introduced in 1936, were to have major repercussions 
on Cele-Zulu polity land for decades to come. 
All the scheduled areas fell under the control of the South 
African Native Trust or S.A.N.T. (known as the South African 
Development Trust both during the study period and up to the end 
of 1986), after the promulgation of the Native (now Development) 
Trust and Land Act No.18 of 1936 (loc.cit.). Both the Umlazi 
mission reserve and the Cele-Zulu polity area became a part of 
the land controlled by the S.A.N.T. (which became the S.A.D.T.). 
As this trust was administered by what became known as the 
Department of Development Aid 22 (then the Department of Native 
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Affairs), which was a government department of the central state, 
all title deeds owned by the Trust were in effect state owned. 
The Boundaries of the Cele Zqlu polity Defined and the Area 
DesiQoated part Of KwaZuln 
During the 1960s and 1970s the remaining Cele-Zulu polity area, 
along with most of the reserve land in the- Natal\KwaZulu region, 
became part of the KwaZulu 'homeland' (see Appendix One Map Four 
below). This did not mean that the title deeds to KwaZulu's land 
became the property of the KwaZulu government; rather, they 
remained with the former S.A.D.T. (see Appendix Four below). 
The KwaZulu government was created through the passing of such 
Acts as the Promotion of Black Self-Government Act No.46 of 1959 
and the creation ft{i)n 1970 of a territorial authority .. for the 
Zulu population in KwaZulu which provided a degree of control 
over their affairs in terms of the Bantu Homelands Constitution 
Act of 1970 ft (Haarhoff:1984:74), as well as Proclamation 222 of 
1976 which created the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly area. As a 
part of the KwaZulu 'homeland' the remaining Cele-Zulu polity 
area was established, on the 21/7/196721, as the Vumangazi (sic) 
Tribal Authority, with its own gazetted boundaries. 
The gazetting of the establishment and formal recognition of the 
"Vumangazi (sic) Tribal Authorityft of the Cele-Zulu polity, with 
its own land, did not necessarily imply that the Cele-Zulu polity 
would lose no more iand (see below). 
Official Formal Urban Development 
Introduction 
The old induna of the Cele-Zulu polity, interviewed in 1980, also 
said that Umlazi township had been Cele-Zulu polity land. The 
original proclamation of Umlazi township in 1964 was done to 
increase the supply of official formal accommodation for Blacks 
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in the Durban area. The 1975 extension of Um1azi township into 
land controlled by indigenous polities, and all subsequent 
extensions, were also motivated by the same reason. 
Legal 
study 
ownership of all the 
period, was in the 
land in Umlazi township, during the 
hands of what was known as the 
Department of Development Aid before it was scrapped in 1992 . 
This was because the department administered the title 
deeds2!for the former S.A.D.T., who owned the deeds (see Appendix 
Four below). Therefore the ownership and title deeds to the land 
on which Umlazi township was built were held by the department 
and not the people living in the area; and the Department of 
Development Aid did not have to expropriate the land from the 
Cele-Zulu polity or the church when they wanted to develop Umlazi 
township. 
As already described, mission control had been removed early in 
the century. The Anglican Church handed over responsibility for 
the Umlazi mission reserve to government in 1917. Although the 
church continued with its religious work after this date, it was 
no longer involved with any of the administration of the area. On 
the other hand, as I have argued, the Cele-Zu1u polity social 
structure was important in the Umlazi mission reserve prior to 
the proclamation of Umlazi township. The Department of 
Development Aid removed the local political and kinship hierarchy 
of Zulu social organisation and its land allocation system in the 
area, that is the Cele-Zulu polity, prior to the development of 
Umlazi township (described in Chapter Six below) . The legal 
mechanism used to do this was by gazetting proclamation R293 of 
1962, which proclamation was enabled by the Black Administration 
Act No.38 of 1927. 
Proclamations 
The proclamation of the area of Umlazi township, which covered 
both the Umlazi mission reserve area 25and a small part of the 
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Umlazi location (reserve) claimed by the Cele-Zulu polity (see 
Appendix One Map Fifteen below), was gazetted three times over a 
period of eleven years. All three proclamations will be quoted to 
some extent to bring out the historical processes related to 
these proclamations, which are important to the ethnography of 
Hgaga (see Chapters Seven to Nine below). 
The first proclamation which set aside land for the development 
of Umlazi township was gazetted in 1964 (South African Government 
Gazette:1964:11). It was done in terms of Proclamation R293 of 
1962, the institution of which automatically cancelled all 
jurisdiction over an area by an indigenous polity26(see Chapter 
Six below). The area originally set aside for Umlazi township was 
8089 acres in extent 27 , bounded on two sides by the Umlazi and 
Isipingo rivers respectively and situated on the "the remainder 
and a portion of sub-division 4 of Umlazi Mission Reserve 
No.8309, County of Durban, Natal." (loc.cit.) 
Hap Sixteen below). 
(see Appendix One 
The second proclamation of the township boundaries was in 1970 
(South African Government Gazette:1970:5) when a small amendment 
was made to the 1964 deSignated boundaries of Umlazi township . 
This amendment involved the removal of an amount of seven 
hectares from the 1964 area 21 • 
The third proclamation gazetted for this area during the study 
period was in 1975 (South African Government Gazette:1975:4)19. 
This additional land was also alienated under Proclamation R293 
of 1962, thereby removing all indigenous polity control. The 
boundaries of Umlazi township were amended by this notice from 
the original boundaries of 1964 and 1970. The extent of Umlazi 
township was increased by almost twenty percent from 3267 to 4185 
hectares. Also, this time the proclamation included a reference 
to "a portion of the Umlazi Location" (Joe Cit.), indicating that 
the Umlazi township was no longer going to be confined to the 
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mission reserve area as with the previous proclamations. Some of 
the Cele-Zulu and Hakhanya-Zulu polity areas adjacent to the 
township area, which had not been alienated to other bodies to 
date, were now removed from these polities. Based on Hap Fifteen 
(see Appendix One below), the Cele-Zulu polity lost approximately 
twenty percent of their remaining land. 
Subsequent to this, negotiations were conducted and plans drawn 
up to build another official formal township west of Umlazi 
township in Cele-Zulu land. This happened in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s. However, to date nothing has come to fruition, 
probably because government funds were not made available. 
ConstructioD of the TOWDShip Often preceded proclamation 
Although the first proclamation of Umlazi township was gazetted 
in 1964, construction began in 1960. Also, the Cele-Zulu area 
which was proclaimed for urban development was only gazetted in 
1975, although, according to one official, development started in 
the area in 1968-1969. In relation to this, one Department of 
Development Aid official, when I discussed this issue with him 
sometime in the 1980s, said that this "delay in administrative 
procedure is normal" and does not affect the process of township 
development." I.e., the official attitude was that "as long as 
the intention is there, this was a sufficient basis on which to 
undertake projects." However, legally an area had to first be 
proclaimed a township before it could be developed and the 
Department of Development Aid were probably proceeding illegally. 
Informal Settlement DeveJopment 
Because of the effects of regional urbanisation there was a 
gradual increase in the number of people living in most of the 
Cele - Zulu area, starting a number of decades ago. Also, one or 
two informal settlements, such as "gaga, developed over time. 
Consequently, there have been transformations in the land tenure 
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system, of one kind or another, throughout the Cele-Zulu area, 
though not in the same way as in Hgaga. These wide-ranging 
transformations in the land tenure system have not necessarily 
meant the alienation of Cele-Zulu polity land. Rather I argue, it 
has generated what appears to be new variations within the Zulu 
system of land tenure of the area. The new variation of the Zulu 
land tenure system, in one area, Hgaga, 
thesis. 
Conclusion 
is the focus of this 
The factors outside the local system described above contributed 
in one way or another to the transformations in Hgaga's land 
tenure system during the study period (see Chapters Seven to Nine 
below). Legislation significantly diminished and then restricted, 
over a 130 year period, Black owned and\or occupied, and 
specifically Cele-Zulu polity held and\or occupied land, in the 
D.F.R. This meant that Black urbanisation in the D.F.R. was over 
time limited and displaced to the reserves and\or 'homeland' 
areas within the D.F.R., such as the Umlazi-Umbumbulu sub-region, 
including the Cele-Zulu polity area, a small part of which is 
known as Hgaga. 
Also, the area in which Kgaga is located is in a 'homeland' 
adjacent to a large so-called White city. This made it, and the 
Cele-Zulu polity land in which it was located, a prime area for 
apartheid urban planning and the development of a township such 
as Umlazi, as it was situated within daily commuting distance of 
Durban's industries. This location also made it, and the Cele-
Zulu polity land, an attractive frontier zone for Blacks, who 
sought urban jobs but did not have urban rights, or who had urban 
rights but had no official accommodation in the Durban area. They 
could find accommodation within the 'homeland', often in informal 
settlements such as Hgaga. 
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Although national and regional urbanisation in South Africa 
facilitated the growth of Hgaga, it was the specific factors 
described above -associated with this urbanisation, which can be 
traced as one of the major direct causes of the transformation of 
Hgaga's land tenure system. 
interrelationship between 
A major focus of the thesis is the 
African the peculiarly South 
urbanisation patterns described above and the local level 
internal dialectic in a 'homeland' area adjacent to a so-called 
White city, with respect to the development of an informal 
settlement. 
I discuss these peculiarly South African urbanisation patterns 
further, with specific reference to the urban management system 
of Umlazi township, including procedures relating to resettlement 
and land administration (see Chapter Six below). I will show that 
it is not possible to explain the transformation of Hgaga's land 
tenure system without referring to the interrelationship of this 
particular external factor (i.e. the urban management system 
associated with Umlazi township), which emanated from and was 
part of the structural context described above, with the internal 
dialectic in the Zulu land tenure system in the Hgaga area (see 
Chapters Seven to Nine below). 
To conclude, it has been shown that Blacks occupied the land in 
the area presently under the Cele-Zulu polity, a small part of 
which is known as Kgaga, for the last 140 years. It is the socio-
historical effect of urbanisation on this long standing 
indigenous system of land tenure (albeit modified by colonial and 
neo-colonial structures) in Kgaga which is the focus of this 
thesis JO . 
Endnotes 
1.Because of the nature of the urban field there are a vast range 
of external factors which affect the local area and need to be 
taken into account, in one way or another. However, it has not 
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been possible to describe them all. Therefore 
the discussion of these external factors by 
relevant information in appendices, or by 
overview of issues which 1 do not consider 
1 have had to limit 
either placing the 
only supplying an 
to be of primary 
importance. 
2.South Africa had in the 1960s and up until 1986, a number of 
urban management systems which were responsible for Blacks who 
were resident in urban areas. The system of Administration 
Boards, which was responsible for Blacks living in urban areas 
outside of the 'homelands', such as Soweto and Langa, and which 
had its own set of legislation and administrative procedures, has 
been relatively widely documented (S.B.Bekker and 
R.Humphries:1985). However, the urban management system which was 
responsible for Blacks living in urban areas within 'homelands', 
was a completely different system and had its own set of 
legislation and administrative procedures. This system has not 
been extensively documented in academic circles 
(L.Louw:1988:297). 
3.The Abolition of Racially Based Land Measures Act 
1991 (South African Government Gazette:199l) abolished 
Group Areas Act of 1966 (as amended) and the Black 
Native) Land Act No.27 of 1913 and the Development 
Native) Trust and Land Act No.lS of 1936. 
No.108 of 
both the 
(formerly 
(formerly 
4.As 1 show in this chapter, Blacks were forced into the 
occupation of only a small proportion of South Africa over a long 
period of time. As far as the Natal\KwaZulu region south of the 
Tugela river is concerned, - in which the D.F.R. is located (see 
Appendix One Hap Two below), most of the areas which were 
initially designated in 1846/47 as 'locations' for Black 
occupation became part of the 'reserves' (both the 1913 scheduled 
areas and the 1936 released areas) after the 1913 and 1936 Land 
Acts were passed. The reserves generally reflected areas of 
existing Black occupation at the time of the Acts 
(Haarhoff:1984:63). Also, as in the case of KwaZulu, these same 
'reserves' in many instances became part of one or other 
'homeland', after the Promotion of Black Self Government Act 
No.46 of 1959 was passed. Therefore some of these areas, such as 
many parts of KwaZulu, had a tradition of some form of indigenous 
system of land tenure. 
In discussing the racial legislation of the country in regard to 
land, I use all these terms to describe the land that was set 
aside for Blacks by successive White administrations in South 
Africa prior to 1993. Where possible 1 use the term that applied 
to the particular administrative period. 
5.1980 S.A. Population census (Report No.02-80-l3). 
6.ln a so-called White urban area from 1968 (P.Smit and 
J.J.Booysen:1981:28) to 1986, a Black person could only rent, but 
not buy, a house in an urban area, and could only rent it if 
she\he were qualified under the Blacks (formerly Urban Areas) 
Consolidation Act No.25 of 1945, with specific reference to the 
influx control regulations lOa and lOb (Thompson and 
Coetzee:1987:97-99) (see Appendix Two below). 
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7.R.J.Haines and C.R.Cross state that, "White towns close to 
homelands were instructed to freeze township development and 
remove blacks to a town or settlement in the adjoining homeland." 
(1988:86). Whereas previously a number of local authorities, such 
as Durban and East London, had developed a few townships to 
accommodate Blacks within their municipal boundaries, they could 
no longer do so. All new townships had to be constructed in the 
'homeland' and Black townships within municipal boundaries, which 
were placed under the Administration Boards, were threatened with 
resettlement to the adjacent 'homelands'. Sometimes, these 
townships managed to survive in the municipal areas, despite 
these threats, right up to the present day. 
8.It is not possible to give comparable reliable figures for 
informal settlement populations in different parts of the country 
during the study period. It is generally acknowledged that no 
reliable figures for individual or regional informal settlements 
exist (Smit:1985:118; Thompson and Coetzee:1987:70), although 
some speculative estimates exist (A. Bernstein, speech to the 
Urban Foundation, 1987). 
9.Some of the reserves, such as 
Area 33, to the north of Durban, 
in the KwaZulu 'homeland', for 
central government up until 1991 
these areas in KwaZulu. 
Inanda -also known as Released 
have not to date been included 
one or other reason; although 
generally had plans to include 
10.It is extremely difficult to give accurate figures for Black 
urbanisation rates in Durban from 1870 to the present day. The 
first problem is that Black population statistics for Durban in 
the first decades of the century appear to have included official 
and informal settlement populations, while later population 
figures for the more recent years often excluded informal 
settlement popUlations. Secondly, the boundary of 'Durban' has 
been drawn ever wider many times in order to incorporate peri-
urban areas which have become functionally part of the city. This 
has been done officially, for example "in 1932 the city area was 
extended from 12 to 70 square miles" (Maasdorp and Humphreys 
o~.cit.p.9). Informally, the D.F.R. (see Appendix One Map Two 
below) was a widely used working concept rather than an official 
administrative area during the 1980s. Finally, as has already 
been discussed (see Chapter One above), demographic stUdies in 
South Africa have always been fraught with problems. Consequently 
the information presented on Black urbanisation, though the best 
available, should be treated with caution. 
11.The vast majority of the residents of these informal 
settlements were Black, with a small percentage of Indians and an 
even smaller number of Coloureds. 
l2."Residential location outside the borough limits" of Durban of 
Blacks started in the 1930s (Maylam:1983a:175). 
l3.In what is today the centre of Durban, official accommodation 
for Blacks was developed at Point Road barracks (1903), Somtseu 
Road township (1913), Baumanville township (1915-16), Dalton Road 
hostel (1934), Thokoza hostel (1936). Later official 
accommodation for Blacks was moved and re-sited to the periphery 
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of the 
(1939), 
Umlazi 
DKA to Lamontville township (1929-30), Jacobs 
Chesterville township (1940), S.J.Smith hostel 
Glebe hostel (1950) and Kwa Mashu township 
hostel 
(1950), 
(1956) 
(Maasdorp and Humphreys op.cit.). 
I4.The construction of Umlazi township, starting in 1960, was the 
first official accommodation for Blacks within the 'homeland' and 
within daily commuting distance of Durban (Maasdorp and Humphreys 
op.cit.). 
IS.The Pinetown magisterial district 
province of Natal and was predominantly 
included some areas for which the 
responsible. 
consisted mostly of 
non-Black, though it 
KwaZulu 'homeland' 
the 
also 
was 
I6.A scheduled area was land which was designated for Black 
ownership and\or occupation by the Black Land Act No.27 of 1913. 
A released area, according to the Development Trust and Land Act 
No.18 of 1936, was an area in which the former S.A.D.T. was 
entitled to purchase land, which could then become designated for 
Black ownership and\or occupation (M.Wilson et al:1952:150). 
17.Unless indicated to the contrary, the data and analyses 
presented below all emanate from my participant observation in 
government circles. 
18.1 use the term alienate, with respect to land, to mean 
"diversion to different purpose" (Concise Oxford:1964:31). In 
other words, the land which people were occupying was diverted to 
different purposes by the owner of the land, often forCing their 
resettlement. I use the term expropriate, with respect to the 
land, to mean being dispossessed of legal ownership (in the 
conventional sense of the term), from "dispossess .. take away 
(property)" (ibid.p.427). 
I9.The Cele-Zulu Tribal Secretary, when interviewed in 1980, said 
that in 1925 Cele-Zulu polity land had been removed from the 
polity to create "the Indian area of Ballington." I could not 
confirm this or check the spelling of this place as I have not 
seen documentation on it. 
20.The records of the Anglican Church show that central 
government took over "the remainder of Umlaas Mission reserve of 
7521 acres in 1917" (Diocese of Natal, Church of the Province of 
Southern Africa -personal communication). In fact all mission 
reserves, including the Umlazi mission reserve, had been 
incorporated into the Natal Native Trust in 1903, which had taken 
over the responsibility for administering these areas from the 
missions (Surplus Peoples Project:1983:Vol.4:20) . In addition to 
this the Umlazi mission reserve was listed in the schedules of 
the Black Land Act No.27 of 1913. It was included in the list (or 
schedules) of land which Blacks could own and\or occupy in South 
Africa, and which was to be administered by the then Department 
of Native Affairs. Consequently, the 1917 records of the church 
showing the transfer of the land from mission to government 
ownership probably indicated the finalization of this issue. 
21.In 1989 I spoke to a number of officials from what was known 
as the Department of Development Aid in Pretoria and the 
Department of Interior and the Chief Minister's Department of the 
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KwaZulu Government, to try and ascertain whether indigenous 
polity control had been formally re-instituted in this area after 
the demise of the mission. As I was not inquiring into current 
legislation I did not obtain any satisfactory answers. In 1969 
legislation was enacted which dealt specifically with indigenous 
polity administration in the rural areas of the 'homelands'. This 
was done by gazetting proclamation R188 of 1969, where the 
enabling legislation was the Black Administration Act No.38 of 
1927. 
22.The Department of Development Aid, which was finally scrapped 
in its entirety in 1992, was previously known as the Department 
of Cooperation and Development, formerly the Department of Plural 
Relations, formerly the Department of Bantu Administration and 
Development, formerly the Department of Native Affairs . The 
department's names were changed over time because they became 
seen as pejorative, but the functions of this department did not 
change up until 1986. I use the last name of the department, even 
when it was known by one of its previous names, as it is 
difficult to distinguish one period of its existence from 
another. The S.A.D.T . was scrapped at the same time as the 
Department of Development Aid in 1992 (see Appendix Four below). 
23.The Cele-Zulu polity area was established in terms of "(1) 
section 5(1)(a) of the Bantu Administration Act, 1927 (Act No 38 
of 1927), to define the boundaries of ~he area of the Cele Tribe 
in accordance with the accompanying Schedule; (2) section 2 of 
the Bantu Authorities Act, 1951 (Act No 68 of 1951), to establish 
a tribal authority in respect of the aforementioned Tribe under 
Chief Dlokwakhe Cele and in respect of the area as defined in the 
aforesaid Schedule, to be known as the Vumangazi Tribal 
Authority; section 3(1) of the Bantu Authorities Act, 1951, to 
determine that the Tribal Authority shall, in addition to the 
Chief of the said Tribe, consist of not more than 7 councillors." 
(South African Government Gazette:21 July,1967). The name of the 
Cele-Zulu Tribal Authority is spelt Vumangazi by the Government 
Gazette but Vumengazi by the Cele-Zulu polity (R.Hillermann-
personal communication). I follow the local spelling. 
24.The 'homelands' have different types of land tenure, such as 
indigenous land tenure, deed of grant, certificate of occupation, 
quitrent, renting a house, lodging, 99 year leasehold, permission 
to occupy, betterment schemes, irrigation plots, freehold (full 
ownership). The types of legal land tenures available depends on 
the particular history of the area, whether it is rural or urban, 
developed in terms of infrastructure or agriculture, is a 
resettlement area, as well as whether there is an indigenous 
polity claiming the land. About 95 percent of KwaZulu is under a 
modified system of indigenous land tenure. Appendix Four below 
gives a description of the legal land tenure system in KwaZulu. 
25.The entire Umlazi mission reserve area was used for the 
development of Umlazi township, the only area which was not 
included was the Umlazi mission glebe or station itself (see 
Appendix One Hap Sixteen below). 
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26.Compensation in this situation is discussed in Chapter Six 
below. 
27.Whi1e Government Notice No. 1731 of 1964 gives the acreage of 
Umlazi mission reserve as not less than 8089 acres, the Natal 
diocese records of the Anglican church give the acreage of the 
Umlazi mission granted to them as 7521. This acreage is exactly 
the same as that shown in the schedule of land for that area in 
the Black Land Act of 1913 . The Cele-Zulu tribal secretary gave 
the amount of land alienated from the Cele-Zulu polity for the 
creation of the Umlazi mission as 6781 acres. To sort out this 
confusion would require a lengthy documentary search, and an 
accurate figure, while interesting, is not germane to the thesis. 
28.The original Um1azi mission acreage set aside for the township 
in 1964 was 8089 acres (3274 hectares) and this was reduced to 
3267 hectares in 1970. I do not know why this happened and I do 
not know what happened to the 7 hectares that were removed by 
this proclamation. 
29.It stated that, "A certain area of land, 4185 hectares in 
extent, situated on the remainder of the Umlazi Mission Reserve 
8309, Subdivision 5 of A (Umlazi Mission) 4680, Lots 952 to 957 
of Isipingo Township, and portion of Umlazi Location 4676, County 
of Durban, Natal" (South African Government Gazette:1975:4) had 
been proclaimed for the development of Umlazi township. 
30.The Ce1e-Zulu polity area is just one of the many polity areas 
within the D.F.R. with a history of urbanisation. Based on an 
article I wrote (1986a:46), it can be said that approximately 
seventy percent of the informal settlement residents in the 
D.F.R. lived in the KwaZulu par~ of the D.F.R . in 1983. The 
remaining estimated thirty percent of the informal settlement 
residents of the D.F.R. lived outside KwaZulu on released land 
which had not yet become part of KwaZulu, i.e. 'black spots' and 
freehold land owned by Indians and Coloureds. At a very rough 
estimate, about half of the informal settlement residents of the 
D.F.R. in 1983 were living on land where the legal system of land 
tenure was the Zulu land tenure system. Mgaga was one such area . 
The other half of the informal settlement residents in the D.F.R. 
who did not live on land where the legal system of land tenure 
was the Zulu land tenure system, either lived outside of KwaZulu 
in areas where the legal land tenure system was not a system of 
Zulu land tenure; or lived in areas inside KwaZulu, such as 
Fredville (estimated population 35,398) and Shongweni (estimated 
population 48,499), which were freehold areas owned by Blacks, 
under a Chief who had been appointed by the White administration 
(Joc . cjt.). Consequently, conclusions drawn on urbanisation and 
land with respect to Mgaga must be treated cautiously and not 
applied indiscriminately to other informal settlements in the 
D.F.R. 
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CHAPTER SIX: THE EXTERNAL FACTOR OF 11MI.l\ZI 
TOWNSHIP'S DEVELOPMENT AND THE URBAN 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ASSOCIATED WITH IT 
Introdnction 
Haines and Cross (1988:86) state that "A central concern of the 
policy- makers was to bring about the movement of blacks from all 
'white' areas back into the 'homelands'." As already described, 
part of government's response in the late 1950s and early 1960s, 
to the ongoing pressure of Black urbanisation in the Durban area, 
was to develop a mass housing scheme for Blacks to the south-west 
of Durban. This development became known as Umlazi township and 
it was situated on the closest 'homeland' area, that is the 
closest KwaZulu area, to the south-west of Durban. Umlazi 
township's western boundary abuts the area of Mgaga (see Appendix 
One Map Seventeen below). 
There was a range of legislation, including proclamations, linked 
to the development of townships in the 'homelands' on land 
already occupied, but not owned, by polities such as the Cele-
Zulu. Linked to this legislation were also a number of policy 
applications which were developed by government officials in 
order to effect both the legislation and the proclamations and 
these were integral to the urban management system and the 
development of Umlazi township. 
These policy applications are commonly termed 'administrative 
procedures' by government officials and people involved in urban 
planning and development in the region. I adopt the term for this 
reason and because it reflects the bureaucratic behaviour of 
these officials, who were in effect major players in the lives of 
the people in the sub-region. As Mgaga's ethnography 
demonstrates, it was these administrative procedures which 
influenced the behaviour of local government officials, who in 
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turn affected the behaviour of the residents of the area. 
I describe below the overall development of Umlazi township and 
the particular policy applications or administrative procedures 
linked to this development which 
behaviour of people either resident 
residence in "gaga because of 
administrative procedures. 
directly 
in Mgaga, 
one or 
influenced the 
or who took up 
other of these 
The administrative procedures which affected "gaga's land tenure 
system were: Firstly, the abolition of all polity land rights in 
the area designated for Umlazi township, both of polity office-
bearers and members of the polity. Secondly, the resettlement or 
relocation of polity members resident in the designated area. 
Thirdly, the type of compensation offered to affected residents. 
Fourthly, the arbitrary proclamation of the township boundaries 
without taking into account indigenous boundaries. Fifthly, the 
phased development of the township over a number of years . 
The data and analysis relating to the development of Umlazi 
township adjacent to "gaga and the urban management system of the 
period linked to 
considered as part 
dissertationiunless 
this development, presented below, should be 
of the ethnographic material presented in this 
otherwise indicated. Although this 
ethnographic material is at a somewhat more macro level than is 
usual for social anthropologists, it is this 
much of the structural context against which 
"gaga's residents and the land transactions 
level that supplies 
the behaviour of 
in Mgaga can be 
analyzed and explained. This would appear to be the first drawing 
together of such data, as there is little literature available on 
this 'homeland' urban management system in the 1970s and up to 
1986. 
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The PeVelopment and Administration 
of tlmlazi Township 
Introduction 
From the 1960s to July 1986 the approach of the South African 
government towards Black urbanisation was characterized by 
central planning, based in what was known as the Department of 
Development Aid. The Department was responsible, through its head 
office and local officials, for a wide range of activiti e ~ 
related to Black urbanisation. The ' broad responsibilities of the 
Department in this regard are summarized in Appendix Eight1(see 
below}. However, very broadly these were: the administration of 
land, including the title to the land; all town planning; legal 
aspects; township administration; construction of townships; 
resettlement of people; negotiations with the various local 
indigenous polities; influx control; 'homeland' budgets; 
negotiations between 'homelands' and central government and; 
justice for Blacks. 
Given the wide range of powers which the Department had, it was a 
relatively simple procedure for the Department to proclaim and 
develop townships in the 'homelands'. A broad outline of the 
steps which were followed, based on the departmental 
responsibilities already outlined, is given in Appendix Nine (see 
below). These steps included, in addition to those identified 
above, the alienation of the land; the substitution of urban for 
rural local government structures; the allocation of the 
completed township houses to Blacks who qualified under the 
influx control regulations; and the appointment of local 
government officials. 
The application of the different facets of the department's 
responsibilities outlined above to the development and 
administration of Umlazi township, are discussed below. 
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The Proclamation of Umlazi Township 
A crucial aspect of the Department's role in township development 
related to the alienation of the land to be used. I have already 
described (see Chapter Five above) how the land on which Umlazi 
township was built came to be owned by the former S.A.D.T. during 
the study period; how mission control had disappeared in the area 
and; how the area had been proclaimed for township development 
first in 1964 and then finally during the study period in 1975. 
The former S.A.D.T. did not have to expropriate the land from any 
group or individual in order to develop Umlazi township, all they 
had to do was alienate the land -i.e. divert the land to a 
different purpose. The land designated for Umlazi township, which 
people were occupying, was thus diverted to different purposes by 
the owner of the land. This meant that these people had to be 
resettled (see below). 
The Construction of the Township 
From its inception in 1960 until 1979 Umlazi township was 
developed by the municipality of Durban, generally known as the 
Durban Corporation. This work was undertaken on an agency basis, 
appointed by the Department of Development Aid. An ex-municipal 
official said in 1988 that the Durban Corporation designed the 
overall or structure plan 
approved by the Department 
said that the original plan 
for Umlazi township, which was then 
of Development Aid, in Pretoria. He 
was for 18 neighbourhood units of 
about 1,000 houses each in the Umlazi mission reserve area (see 
Appendix One Map Sixteen below). The responsibility of the Durban 
Corporation was for the survey of sites, development of all 
infrastructure, house construction, fencing and much later, the 
electrification of Umlazi township. 
According to 
that a unit 
the same ex-municipal official, procedure had been 
of approximately 1,000 houses was built at a time, 
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starting with the survey work, the services and the house 
construction, with 23 houses a day being built at best. Once one 
unit was completed it was officially handed over to the 
Department of Development Aid, which then proceeded to administer 
the area, while the Corporation officials began construction on 
the following unit. The Corporation officials dealt directly with 
the Development Aid officials both locally, for operational 
decisions, and at the Pretoria level, for strategic decisions. 
All monies for the development of Umlazi township came from the 
budget of the Department of Development Aid and not from city of 
Durban or the KwaZulu government. 
The development of the first units or sections of Umlazi 
township, notably A section, started in 1960 and construction was 
terminated in 1979, with the development of AA section (see 
Appendix One Map Sixteen below). The sections of Umlazi township 
adjacent to Mgaga are J and K. These sections, according to a 
local official interviewed in 1980, were developed in 1968 and 
1969 respectively, with each section being cleared of people two 
years prior to this. The last unit of Umlazi township developed 
during the study period was completed in 1979 3• Thereafter there 
was a hiatus in the construction of mass housing for a number of 
years, probably because of a lack of government funding l . Housing 
development in Umlazi in any significant way only commenced again 
after 1986, with the change in the Black urbanisation policy of 
the South Africa governmentS. 
By and large the development of Umlazi township followed 
government policy and administrative procedure as described in 
Appendix Eight (see below), as well as some specific procedures 
which related to Umlazi township given in Appendix Nine (see 
below), according to the ethnographic material available. 
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The Role of the Department of Development 
Aid Officials in the Township 
The Department of Development Aid took direct responsibility for 
all negotiations between all officialdom and the residents of the 
Umlazi - Umbumbulu sub-region, be it over the alienation of polity 
land, the removal, compensation and relocation of residents (see 
below), the administration of the developed township sections or 
the allocation of the completed houses. 
The township was completed section by section and once a section 
was completed a Township Superintendent was given the 
responsibility of administering the area. According to the ex-
municipal official interviewed in 1988, the first houses 
available in Umlazi township were allocated to polity members who 
had been displaced by the township and who had chosen as part of 
their compensation to obtain a township house (see below). Other 
houses were allocated to people who had been resettled from the 
Cato Hanor informal settlement. This started in Hay, 1962, with 
Umlazi absorbing fifty percent of those removed from Cato Hanor 
from 1963 (Haasdorp and Humphreys:l975:63). 
According to one official interviewed in 1986, in tandem with, 
and subsequent to, the Cato Hanor allocations, houses were 
allocated to individuals on the waiting list of the Township 
Hanager's office. These generally consisted of new immigrants to 
the D.F.R. who conformed to the legal and administrative 
procedures for residency. These requirements, which included 
being of the Zulu-speaking ethnic group and being a head of 
household, which by definition was a male6, were based on central 
government legislation -namely Proclamation R293 of 1962. Also, a 
man had to have formal or registered employment to be allocated a 
house, and to have formal employment he would have to qualify 
under Section 10 of the Blacks (Urban Areas) Consolidation Act 25 
of 1945 (see Appendix Two below). The influx control laws, 
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according to this official, thus formed part of the criteria for 
the allocation of township housing in Umlazi. 
The allocation of houses in Umlazi continued until the last unit 
was developed in 1979. By the early 1980s there were an estimated 
277,132 people housed in Umlazi township (Haarhoff:1984) in 
24,979 houses (KwaZulu Government Diary:1984) according to the 
procedures described above. 
Finally, according to the ex-municipal official interviewed in 
1988, and from my own participant observation, all the local 
level government officials with power, who were involved with the 
process of development of Umlazi township, were seconded, and 
therefore White, officials from the Department of Development 
Aid 7• The removal of polity members (see below) was carried out 
by such officials and the post of Township Manager, and also 
later the post of Squatter's Inspector were also held by such 
officials. The ex-municipal official stated that "no position of 
importance was held by Blacks" during the 
early 1960s, during 
construction of Umlazi 
the period of his township in the 
involvement. 
Specjfic Administratiye Procedures 
wblch Affected the "gaga AreJ 
The above serves as a background to the specific administrative 
procedures which formed part of the urban management system 
linked to the development and administration of Umlazi township. 
A number of these administrative procedures affected Mgaga's land 
tenure system, with each one of them causing different and 
cumulative transformations to the land tenure system. The 
ethnographic material describing these local land tenure 
transformations is presented in Chapters Seven to Nine below. 
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Informing Polity Officials and the 
Rest of the Polity about the 
Alienation of Their Land 
After the Department of Development Aid had decided to go ahead 
with building Umlazi township a local Department official 
informed the polities concerned, that is the Cele- Zulu and the 
Makhanya - Zulu . A local Department official said, when interviewed 
in 1980, that "long before an area is proclaimed for township 
development the Trust (meaning the former S.A.D.T.) people come 
down from Pretoria and talk to the chief and his jndunas. They 
also point out the boundaries of the area concerned on the 
ground. A large tribal meeting is also called to inform the tribe 
and to explain that a township is going to be constructed on part 
of the tribe's land."'The Cele-Zulu polity officials were 
probably informed of the construction of the township, and shown 
where its boundaries were going to be, in 
the planning stages of the township, or 
construction started. 
the late 1950s, during 
at least by 1960 when 
My ethnography will show (see Chapters Seven and Nine below) that 
the knowledge of the location of the township boundary was 
manipulated by local Cele-Zulu polity officials, early in the 
development of Mgaga . They probably acquired this knowledge 
during the process whereby the Cele-Zulu polity and its officials 
were originally informed of the development of Umlazi township ~ 
In contrast to these officials, the location of this boundary was 
not known to many local residents in Mgaga, despite the meeting 
the officials had held with the polity. 
An additional factor confusing the issue of the township 
boundaries' location in the Mgaga area was that the straight - line 
western boundary of the township was not obvious on the ground, 
because it did not coincide exactly with the location of the last 
townsh i p houses built in that section of Umlazi (see Appendix One 
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Hap Eighteen below). This general lack of knowledge about the 
location of the township boundary in the Hgaga area encouraged 
transactional behaviour, whereby the boundaries' location was 
manipulated at the local level to advance or retard the a ims of 
rival coalitions in the area, in regard to informal settlement 
d e velopment (see Chapters Seven and Nine below). 
Removal of Local Polity Control 
According to my own 
statements of numerous 
KwaZulu, before 1988, 
participant observation as well a s the 
KwaZulu government officials, nowhere in 
did a Tribal Authority hold formal 
administrative responsibilities in a township. Both the 
legislation concerning control of townships (R293 of 1962) and 
the attitude of officials, many of whom considered a Tribal 
Authority as incapable of administering townships, precluded 
polities, acting through the officially designated Tribal 
Authorities, from formally controlling townships. 
According to these 
(which generally 
officials, the power of 
meant the local polities), 
Tribal Authorities 
was automatically 
removed by the replacement, for any given area, of proclamation 
R188 of 1969 (for rural areas), with proclamation R293 of 1962 
below) . The 
the Black 
(for townships in 'homelands') (see Appendix Nine 
enabling legislation for both proclamations was 
Administration Act No.38 of 1927. As one official said in 1985, 
in regard to these administrative changes, the paperwork was done 
in Pretoria with local officials of the Department of Development 
Aid being responsible for the implementation of the decisions. 
I established through participant observation and structured 
interviewing, with respect to both the Umlazi - Umbumbulu sub-
region as well as elsewhere in the D.F . R., that the removal of 
local polity control could apply to a whole chiefdom or specific 
areas of land within a chiefdom, which areas could include one or 
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more jndunas. 
According to one official in 1988, no legal procedures existed to 
abolish the chieftainship itself. This meant that a chieftainship 
could continue in perpetuity. Central government had the power to 
abolish indigenous systems of land tenure, Tribal Authority 
administration and, what are termed tribal courts, in a township 
area which had been proclaimed under R293 of 1962. However, this 
still left ftcustom and traditional religion ft under the formal 
jurisdiction of the chief of the area. Therefore not all the 
roles of the office were completely abolished and the office 
itself was never abolished. 
As my ethnography shows, the above procedures related to R293 of 
1962, remove the majority of the powers of a local polity. This 
fact is substantiated by the common expression of polity members 
who, when faced with the 
tribe without land ft . 
loss of polity land, say, ftthere is no 
However, from another angle, as my 
ethnography also shows, the above procedures do not completely 
emasculate polity office bearers, who often use the remnants of 
their office as a base to obtain political profit and economic 
gain. This partly explains the existence of ambiguous polity 
officials (see Chapters Seven and Nine below) who, although they 
do not fit into the conventionally portrayed polity pattern, 
still conform to certain aspects of that pattern lO • 
The other part of the explanation for polity officials still 
remaining active after these administrative procedures have been 
effected, lies in the fact that the procedures are linked to an 
alien authority structure which is making unacceptable decisions 
as far as the members of the local polity are concerned. These 
two aspects in combination encourage entrepreneurial behaviour in 
regard to the allocation of land, especially in areas where local 
control over the land is either not present and\or there are 
ambiguities in the local land tenure system which can be 
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manipulated. 
Sections of land within the Cele-Zulu chiefdom, in and around the 
Mgaga area, were removed from the polity to make way for township 
development. This involved the abolition of most of the authority 
and land rights of the indllnas in those areas. I will show that 
this led to transactional and entrepreneurial behaviour by these 
same jndunas (see Chapter Seven below). 
The Resettlement of People to Hake 
Way for Township Development 
The resettlement of people to make way for the development of 
townships in 'homelands' was 
form of resettlement in 
different to the 
South Africa 
more commonly known 
(Surplus People's 
Project:1983). This was because the resettlement of polity 
members from polity land was not linked to the expropriation of 
the land ll , as it was with Black freehold areas, also known as 
'Black spots,ll. The reason for this was because the freehold 
title deed to all polity land was owned, before 1987, by the 
former S.A.D.T. (see Appendix Four below). 
'Homeland' townships were designated by proclamation, where the 
enabling proclamation was R293 of 1962. The rezoning of the land-
use of an S.A.D . T. area in the 'homelands' to urban, combined 
with grid-iron planning designs and mass housing construction 
methods, according to one official in 1986, meant that the polity 
members had to be removed from the designated area before 
construction. It was departmental procedure to build each section 
of the township on land that was completely free of polity 
membersll. This administrative procedure was accomplished by 
resettling or relocating all the polity members resident within 
the area which had been proclaimed for the development of Umlazi 
township, out of the area as each section was constructed. 
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Officials from the Department of Development Aid were responsible 
for "clearing the land" of people in a proclaimed township area, 
as one official put it in 1980. He said that this was done 
according to a set procedure whereby the "tribe" was informed and 
removals, compensation (see below) and relocation took place. 
As far as Umlazi township was concerned, the relocat i on of people 
started in 1960 when the first unit, A section (see Appendix One 
Hap Sixteen below), of the township was begun, according to the 
ex - municipal official when interviewed in 1988 . The people were 
relocated from each area, unit by 
proceeded. According to this ex-official, 
only just before construction in the 
according to another official when 
unit, as construction 
relocation took place 
early 1960s. However, 
interviewed in 1980, 
relocation took place two years prior to construction in the late 
1960s and 1970s. 
The official 
the Umlazi 
responsible for relocating the 
township area claimed in 1980 
polity members from 
that he had been 
responsible for organizing the relocation and compensation of 
those polity members who "resided within the boundaries of the 
proclaimed township and therefore had to be removed to make way 
for the development of the area". According to him, during the 
development of Umlazi township he had "personally demolished 
3,500 homes -after the people had moved, up to January, 1979." 
Compensation 
Polity members were relocated to another site, they were not just 
removed. According to the official who had been responsible for 
removing them, they were offered a choice in relocation. They 
could either relocate further into the rural hinterland of the 
Umlazi-Umbumbulu sub-region or acquire a township house in a 
newly constructed unit of Umlazi. One official stated in 1988 
that most of the polity members chose the township house option, 
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though he did not say why they chose this option. 
As the ex- municipal official stated, when interviewed in 1988 a nd 
another off i cial when interviewed in 1987, because the S . A. D. T . 
owned the land (before 1987), this meant that n e ither t h e pol i ty 
itself o r the polity members affected by the re - zoning of their 
area for urban use, were financially compensated for the los s of 
the land which the y and their ancestors had occupied . 
Although no compensation was paid for land, compensation claimed 
for crops, such as maize and paw-paws was accepted by the 
Department of Development Aid. This sometimes meant that "paw- paw 
trees moved miles during the night from one neighbourhood to 
another", depending on which area was being evaluated the next 
day, said one ex-municipal official, when interviewed in 1988 . 
Compensation claims for houses were also accepted ll . 
As my ethnography will show, some of the polity members who lost 
their homes and land in the Umlazi township area activated their 
kinship links in the sub-region of Umlazi-Umbumbulu and relocated 
to Mgaga (see Chapter Seven below). A few of these polity members 
who moved to Mgaga had also chosen to be relocated to a township 
house. In effect, they acquired both a township house, which some 
of them rented out, as well as another piece of polity land, 
through their kinship network, in the rural hinterland 15 • 
Boundary Proclamation with Respect 
to Polity Boundaries 
When plans were drawn up by the Department of Development Aid for 
a township on p01ity land, no cognisance was taken of local 
polity boundaries, except for the recognized gazetted "tribal 
boundaries", according to planners involved with planning in 
'homeland' areas, when interviewed in 1982 and 1985. Rather, all 
boundaries were based on the apartheid spatial framework and the 
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town planning principles of the day. 
As . my ethnography demonstrates, this meant that areas of 
historical cohesiveness, such as an jsjgodj, and\or a local 
descent group with its jzikhoozi, were often divided. This would 
leave one section of the social unit or group intact while the 
other section of the same group or social unit would lose their 
ancestral lands and close ties and be resettled elsewhere. Also, 
as jodunas saw the potential loss or gain of portions of these 
divided izjgodj new structural tensions were set up, linked to 
the operation of the local internal dialectic, which led to 
transformations in the land tenure system (see Chapters Seven to 
Nine below). 
In addition to this, when the western boundary of Umlazi 
township, in the environs of the Hgaga area, was designated (see 
Appendix One Hap Eighteen below), it stopped at Hgaga, because 
the land from there westwards for some way was considered too 
steep for the development of mass housing. The western boundary 
of Umlazi township, which divided Hgaga, 
to town planning principles. However, 
boundary does not coincide exactly with 
was laid down according 
at the same time, the 
land that is suitable for 
mass housing, but included a small area on the western boundary 
which is unsuitable land for mass housing. The size of this area 
would have been insignificant to a planner, especially because of 
its gradient, but the local people viewed this land differently. 
This land, that had been Cele-Zulu polity land, which had been 
taken for township development and the resident polity members on 
it removed, but which was not used because it was too steep for 
conventional housing, lay vacant and unsettled adjacent to a 
settled polity area. As my ethnography will show, this land 
became an important catalyst in the transformation of Hgaga's 
land tenure system, as local traditional entrepreneurs took 
advantage of this vacant land (see Chapter Seven below). 
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The Township was Built in Phases 
The building of a township to house over 250,000 people takes 
time and it took about 16 years to build Umlazi township. The 
construction and removals started in A section in 1960, about 5 
kilometres from Mgaga as the crow flies, and proceeded westwards 
with J and K sections, adjacent to Hgaga, being built in 1968 - 69. 
The construction of Umlazi was not completed, at least up until 
the end of 
the area, 
my 
but 
study period, according to the structure plan for 
the last sections to be completed prior to my 
fieldwork were U and Z and AA sections in 1976 (see Appendix One 
Map Sixteen below). 
This phased construction influenced the development of Mgaga in 
different ways because of the time lag. As one area was developed 
so it in turn became a sub-regional factor which interacted with 
and affected Mgaga's land tenure system, with a number of local 
entrepreneurs taking advantage of the unfolding new opportunities 
which arose, resulting in additional and ongoing transformations 
in the areas land tenure system. As described in the ethnography 
(see Chapter Seven below), when J and K sections of Umlazi 
township, which abutted Mgaga, were built in the late 1960s it 
brought many strangers into the neighbourhood and an increased 
demand for purely residential land rights; and when Bhekithemba 
informal settlement was demolished in 1976, to make way for the 
development of U,Z sections of Umlazi township, many of its 
residents relocated to the informal settlement of Hgaga. 
CODclusioD 
I am arguing that the urban management system for the development 
and administration of townships in the 'homeland's', such as 
Umlazi township, was a highly interventionist system. Government 
officials could and did change people's lives irrevocably, 
including their historical location; land rights; indigenous 
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boundaries and; roles and statuses, both at a political and 
kinship level. This phenomenon, whereby Black people's lives were 
completely altered by the application of apartheid laws, has been 
described by many writers on South Africa (Cross and Haines:1988; 
Surplus People's Project:1983; Wilson:l985; Davenport and 
Hunt:1974) and in the region (Haarhoff:1984; Seneque:1981; 
HcCarthy:1988; Haasdorp and Humphreys:1975). 
As I will show (see Chapters Seven to Nine below), the urban 
management system associated with the development and 
administration of Umlazi township was a crucial external factor 
which shaped and constrained, though without determining, the 
local internal dialectic in Hgaga. Therefore any explanation of 
the transformation of Hgaga's land tenure system to an informal 
settlement must include a description of this urban management 
system and its linked administrative procedures and government 
officials' behaviour, as well as its application to the Hgaga 
area~ 
At the same time I will show that the behaviour of the residents 
of Hgaga was not purely a product of this external factor. 
Rather, in describing the local application of these policies, I 
will show that the macro\micro interrelationship is of 
significance and that local residents RdQ play a part in the 
determination of their own history .. (rather than being) .. merely 
passive receptors of external developments R (Comaroff's emphasis 
-Comaroff:1982:l46). In this way I hope to show that the Hgaga 
community was not just a product of the application of apartheid 
and capitalist policies, but that it should be comprehended as a 
local system in its own right. 
Endnotes 
I.As already indicated (see Appendix Three below), I did 
participant observation in government circles where the detailed 
operation of the urban management system found in 'homelands', 
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and specifically in KwaZulu, was discussed. 
2.0ften description of government policy in this thesis is 
grossly inadequate in terms of a full description of the enabling 
legislation, as well as administrative procedures which underlie 
the policies and control and direct the actions of civil 
servants. Each of the summarized responsibilities would require a 
chapter, if not a thesis, on its own to do it justice. However, I 
consider that the information on government policy presented in 
this thesis adequately describes the various policies as they 
relate to the topic of the thesis. 
3.Between 1979 and 1986 the agent responsible for the 
construction and maintenance of Umlazi township was the Port 
Natal Administration Board. They developed about 2,400 sites at 
BB section of Umlazi; however no houses were built on these sites 
during this period, (Mr R.Hillermann, Principal Land Surveyor, 
KwaZulu government -personal communication). 
4.To my knowledge the original plan of 18 neighbourhood units was 
not completed, at least up until the end of the study period. 
5 . There was an acute shortage of official formal accommodation 
for Blacks, even during construction, let alone after 1979. A 
system of lodger's permits was instituted, whereby Blacks could 
lodge with people in the already allocated houses in Umlazi 
township. If a Black person had such a lodger's permit they could 
legally seek work in Durban. Many Blacks either became lodgers in 
the official formal houses of Umlazi township or became lodgers 
in name only, while they resided in informal settlements. In this 
way many Blacks in the D.F.R. both found accommodation and 
circumvented the influx control regulations. 
6.Sometime in the early 1980s the KwaZulu government changed the 
definition of a household head from being a male only to include 
females. This change was done administratively but not in 
legislation because legislative power in relation to Proclamation 
R293 of ~962 vested with central government and not with the 
self-governing areas. 
7.A territorial or self-governing 'homeland', such as KwaZulu, 
could not appoint anybody to a position unless he/she was Black, 
without the permission of the Minister of Development Aid. 
Consequently, if there were vacant positions and no Blacks could 
fill them because they lacked the qualifications, they were 
filled by Whites appointed by the central White administration, 
not by the KwaZulu government. Such a civil servant would be 
seconded to the KwaZulu government, but in effect be responsible 
to both administrations. 
8.The behaviour of government officials was integral to the 
transformation of Mgaga's land tenure system. In order to explain 
their behaviour an understanding of the administrative procedures 
which underlay it was needed. To be able to identify which 
administrative procedure was involved, with reference to a 
specific set of events, I had to understand the urban management 
system as a whole. 
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9.Although it was not stated, I think there 
neither the polity officials nor the members 
polity could have gainsaid the development of 
The Departmental official stated that these 
~inform them.~ 
is no doubt that 
of the Cele-Zulu 
Umlazi township. 
meetings were to 
lO.This phenomenon is wide-spread in the Natal\KwaZulu region but 
to date there is no published literature on this phenomenon 
outside of my own work. 
11.The effects of the expropriation of people's land and that of 
the alienation of their land for different purposes is the same 
in some ways for the people resident on the land, in that in both 
situations they have to relocate. However, my view is that there 
are many differences between the two situations which reflect not 
only the varying legal and administrative procedures, but also 
the resettled people's behaviour over time. Some of this 
behaviour is described, with reference to resettlement from 
alienated polity land because of urban development, probably for 
the first time in South African anthropological literature, in 
the ethnography (see Chapters Seven and Eight below). 
l2.~This is an official term that is generally used to refer to 
African freehold land which was acquired before the 1913 Land Act 
and which lies outside the scheduled or released areas. It is 
.. threatened with removal because it falls within what is 
considered the white area.~ (Surplus People's Project:1983:Vol 
4:xi). 
l3.This policy would 
had polity members 
unrecognized by South 
process. 
simultaneously ensure that any rights the 
to the land, albeit personal rights 
African law, would be extinguished by this 
14.1 have no figures on the actual amounts paid. 
lS.This aspect also made people very nervous to talk about the 
history of land transactions in the Kgaga area. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: THE HISTORICAr. 
ETHNOGRApHY OF HGAGA 
Background 
There are a number of topics in the Zulu ethnography in relation 
to land tenure which have been debated in the literature such as 
fjrstl¥, the nature of the kinship group holding the land at the 
local level; secondl¥, the social personality of the jnduDa and 
his rights to land; and tbjrdl¥, the extent to which land rights 
are individualised rights. 
I have taken a different approach to the reported variations in 
the Zulu ethnography with respect to these topics by comparison 
to other anthropologists. As I have argued (see Chapter Four 
above), the internal dialectic shapes behaviour, with respect to 
the range of options within the Zulu land tenure system. Land 
tenure rules are manipulated, leading to a range of variations in 
the Zulu land tenure system's rules, which variations represent 
different manifestations of the Zulu land tenure system. Hy 
approach to the variations reported in the Zulu ethnography, 
specifically with respect to the above three topics of debate, 
has enabled me to locate the ethnography of an informal 
settlement, that is Hgaga, within the range of options associated 
with the Zulu land tenure system. 
The internal dialectiC, as it relates to the Zulu land tenure 
system, is structured around the fission\integration opposition. 
Local factors in Hgaga, such as for example kinship relations, 
personalities and topography, interacted with that opposition 
affecting the way it manifested itself. Also sub-regional 
factors, such as for example the movement of people out the area 
required to build Umlazi township and into Hgaga, interacted with 
the fission\integration opposition in Hgaga and affected the way 
it manifested itself. In this chapter (and the following two -
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Chapters Eight and Nine b~~ow) I describe how this works on the 
ground by using a number of case studies, in order to show the 
range of local and sub-regional factors in operation that affect 
the manifestation, in terms of land tenure, of this opposition. 
While I demonstrate the internal dialectic in operation in Hgaga 
below, I will be able to do so in fuller detail only after I have 
considered the various ethnographic factors described below and 
in Chapters Eight and Nine. So, while I am able to show the 
internal dialectic in operation on the ground, I will only be 
able to do so in increasing complexity as I proceed in the 
thesis. 
The chapters 
structurally, 
above contextualise, both theoretically 
This ethnography 
and 
the ethnography of Hgaga. is 
presented in three parts, firstly, the historical ethnography of 
the area from the late 1950s to 1980, described by referring to 
the rights to land and the land transfers involving local descent 
group remnants in the Hgaga area, as well as local indunas (see 
below) . Secondly, some of the more recent case studies of land 
transfers by these indunas 
strangers, from the early 
and local descent group remnants to 
1970s to 1980 (see Chapter Eight 
below). Thirdly, a description of the interaction between the 
internal dialectic centred around fission and integration in 
Hgaga and the external factor of urban development, specifically 
with respect to land rights and transfers, and boundaries in and 
around Hgaga (see Chapter Nine below). 
A number of issues, at different levels, are raised by the Hgaga 
material presented below 
These form the basis of 
Hgaga ethnography with 
(and Chapters 
the discussion 
the reported 
Eight and Nine below). 
and comparison of the 
Zulu ethnography (see 
Chapters Ten and Eleven below). These issues include: Firstly, 
the interrelationship between urbanisation and the Zulu land 
tenure system, and how this shapes behaviour in regard to land 
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tenure relations and boundaries in polity land. secondly, that 
rights to land are not 
which are linked to 
necessarily transferred according to rules 
dependent behaviour within an allodia11y 
structured hierarchy . Rather, rights to the same land are often 
competed over by groups who form coalitions and who manipulate 
the rules to obtain their goals. 
Additional issues are also raised by the Mgaga material, albeit 
at another level. These issues include: Thirdly, that Zulu land 
tenure practices, with respect to virilocal and agnatic 
principles, have been extended even further than that detailed in 
anthropological writings to date. Fourthly, that the jnduna can 
be an entrepreneur and agent of change and\or transformation in 
an indigenous land tenure system. Fifthly, the role of community 
over-rights in the Zulu land tenure system under urban 
conditions, and how these over-rights influence the re-
construction of local systems -with regard to their propensity to 
change or transform. Sixthly, the diminution of the kinship group 
within an indigenous land tenure system in an urban context. 
Seventhly, the increase in individualised rights to land and the 
sale of land (which aspects are linked but not inevitable or 
concomitant), within an indigenous land tenure system in an urban 
context. 
These seven major issues raised by the Mgaga material are 
identified 
although I 
in the respective ethnographic chapters. However, 
draw some threads together, in regard to the themes of 
the thesis and the Zulu ethnography, as indicated above this must 
be seen to be only an initial step to a discussion of these 
issues. The reason for this approach is that, although I draw 
some conclusions about behaviour in regard to each case study, 
only once aLl the case studies have been detailed, albeit as 
isolates, is it possible to link and explain other important 
aspects of the behaviour of the individuals described in the case 
studies. 
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Once I have drawn the detailed picture in Chapters Seven and 
Eight, I go on in Chapter Nine to draw all the ethnographic 
threads together and link and discuss the Mgaga case studies. 
This is then followed by a detailed discussion and comparative 
analysis of these issues, in terms of my dialectical and 
transactional approach, with respect to the Zulu ethnography and 
the topics of debate within this ethnography identified above, 
such as the nature of the local level kinship group, the role of 
the jndnna and individualised land rights (see Chapters Ten and 
Eleven below). 
(N.B. All references in Chapters Seven to Nine to map section 
numbers refer to the sections of land held by the various local 
descent group remnants whose territories are numbered and 
depicted on Map Nineteen -see Appendix One below). All references 
to genealogies are to Genealogies One and Two, which can be found 
on pages 320-321 below. With respect to the genealogies, as this 
study was in an area which consisted largely of a fluctuating 
urban population flouting a number of the laws of the land, 
information about kinship links was not widely known. Therefore, 
as I am only attempting to demonstrate in these genealogies that 
kinship and affinal links exist within 
the genealogies refer specifically to 
land related coalitions, 
those people who were 
directly involved in land transactions or through whom kinship 
links were activated in order to acquire land, rather than being 
comprehensive historical statements about all the residents in 
the area and their kinship links!. 
Historical Bthnography 
The informal settlement of Mgaga developed over about a 20 year 
period on Cele-Zulu polity land, largely because of the phased 
development of Umlazi township and its linked urban management 
system. However, I show that the behaviour of the jndnnas and the 
local descent group remnants in the area was not determined by 
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this factor, but was rather shaped by the interrelationship 
between the broader urban environment and the local Zulu land 
tenure system. I am arguing that the development and 
administration of Umlazi township influenced, but did not 
determine, the behaviour of the indunas and the local descent 
group remnants in the area, which behaviour led to the 
development of an informal settlement. 
With respect to this external factor -i.e. the development of 
Umlazi township over time, this historical ethnography covers the 
behaviour of these jndunas and their relationship to the various 
local descent group remnants. It also covers the relationship 
between the various local descent group remnants with their 
jzikhonzj groups, as well as between the various individuals 
within these groups who were involved with land transfers. It was 
this behaviour that served as the foundation for the ultimate 
transformation of the area into an informal settlement. I show 
that this behaviour was linked to the internal tension in the 
Zulu land tenure system, especially with respect to the 
competition between jndlloas and their coalitions over land in the 
Hgaga area (see below and Chapters Eight and Nine below). 
The Ipdlloas in and Around Hqaga 
As depicted on Hap Twenty (see Appendix One below), the Hgaga 
area is at the junction of three Cele-Zulu jzjgodj. The 1975 
western boundary of Umlazi township, also located in the area, 
affected these boundaries. As I indicate here and detail below, 
the lzlgodl of the jpdlloas in the Hgaga environs in the late 
1950s were affected by the proclamation and development of Umlazi 
township. 
The legal abolition of 
took place in 1964. The 
Umlazi township, with 
the Hulukushu jsigodj under jodupa Gogo 
1975 proclamation of the extension of 
new boundaries, affected additional 
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izigodj, such as those located between the Isipingo and 
Isinkontshe rivers, where the jzjgodi affected were the Isidweni 
jsjggdi of jndnna Htetwa, replaced on his death by jndnna 
Hadondo, and a disputed area that was under the jurisdiction of 
indnna Htetwa a nd\or jndnna Zwane (see Appendix One Hap Twenty 
below). Also, the Isinkontshe isjggdi of indnna Zwane was 
affected by the 1975 proclamation. While a portion of the 
Isidweni jsjggdj was actually removed from the Cele-Zulu polity 
for the development of Umlazi township, the Isinkontshe isigodi 
did not actually lose any land to this development, although the 
area felt the effects of the development . 
Induna Gogo 
According to the original residents of Hgaga, induna Gogo 
introduced the" 'mjondolo" (informal settlement), as they termed 
it, into the Hgaga area. I therefore outline the case history of 
his career, with regard to his entrepreneurial behaviour with 
respect to land . 
Gogo: Prior to his Hove to Hgaga 
Just before the proclamation of Umlazi township, at the end of 
1959, induna 
the Cele-Zulu 
Gogo was responsible for 
polity, which started at 
the Hulukushu isigodi of 
the present A section in 
Umlazi and ended somewhere around the western boundary of the 
Umlazi mission reserve (see Appendix One Hap Twenty below). 
According to the jodlloas of the Cele-Zulu polity interviewed in 
1980, lodllna Gogo was one of a long line of jndllnas, who had been 
responsible for the Hulukushu lslgodl, dating back decades. 
The Hulukushu jsjgodj was composed largely, though some local 
residents said exclusively, of the Umlazi mission reserve area 
(see Appendix One Hap Twenty read in conjunction with Hap Sixteen 
below). Whether or not the area now known as Hgaga was part of 
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the territory held by the lndunas of this isigodi in its early 
history is in some doubt (see below). However, I ascertained that 
at the beginning of the study period, i.e. the late 1950s, jnduna 
Goqo of the Hulukushu jsjgodj had no people in Kgaga who khpnza'd 
him, which implied that the Kgaga area did not fall into his 
jsjgodj. 
When the Umlazi mission reserve area was proclaimed for the 
development of Umlazi township in 1964, under Proclamation R293 
of 1962, jnduna Goqo lost the legal responsibility for land 
allocation and administration in his jsjgpdj and his office of 
jnduna was officially abolished (see Chapters Five and Six 
above). However, even prior to 1964, that is, starting in 1960 
when the de factp construction of Umlazi township was started, 
joduna Goqo effectively lost his jurisdiction over the land in 
his jsjgpdj and his office as jndllna in the area was radically 
undermined. 
Goqo's behaviour, within his jsigpdl and outside 
subsequent to the abolition of his office and rights 
the White administration, were described to me by 
official who undertook the removals associated 
of Kgaga, 
to land by 
the White 
with the 
development of Umlazi township. When I interviewed this official 
on land allocations in Kgaga in 1980 he said that, Goqo "had 
started" the informal settlement both in Mgaga and in that part 
of the proclaimed township area which used to be his (Goqo's) 
isjgpdj. 
The official described how, after the proclamation of the 
boundaries of Umlazi township and before the houses were 
constructed, he (the official) had removed and resettled the 
resident polity members, approximately two years before each 
section was built. According to this official, in the interim 
period, after the removals 
houses, Goqo had allocated 
and before the construction of the 
land illegally1to people 3. As the 
official put it: "as 
was settling people 
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I was clearing the land (of people), so Goqo 
behind"'. This same official then removed 
these newly settled people. This official also arrested Goqo at 
"two o'clock in the morning, because he had been allocating land 
illegally." 
These activities of Goqo probably took place before he moved to 
Hgaga. I deduce this because the site of Goqo's house where he 
was arrested was pOinted out to me by this same official and it 
was some distance from Hgaga and well within the present township 
area. 
Gogo Hoves to Mgaga 
Sometime between 1959 and 19681(evidenced by aerial photographs 
of Hgaga)', Goqo moved from his home in the Umlazi mission 
reserve area, which was being developed as Umlazi township, to 
that part of Hgaga where the Dlomo local descent group remnant 
had rights to land (see Appendix One Hap Nineteen section 6 
below). 
Goqo could do this because the Dlomas had transferred a portion 
of their land rights to him (see below). I deduce the period of 
Goqo's arrival in the area from an old resident, Mrs Ngema 
(number 18 in Genealogy One on pg.320), who said that "Goqo came 
to live in Mgaga in the '60s after his own area was taken for the 
township". Another old resident, Hrs Hdlalose (number 45 in 
Genealogy Two on pg.321), said that "by the time the Mfekas were 
removed and their land became vacant Goqo was already staying in 
Dlomo land." Numerous "gaga residents place the removal of the 
Hfeka local descent group remnant (numbers 5 and 7 in Genealogy 
One on pg.320) from their ancestral land in the "gaga area (see 
Appendix One Hap Nineteen section 1 and "feka case study below), 
as sometime in the 19605. 
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Also, aerial photographs of the period show that though there 
were four dwellings in the Hfeka land in 1959, there were none in 
1968. This indicates that the removal of the Hfeka local descent 
group remnant had taken place sometime between the development of 
the township, starting in 1960, and 1968. It is from the 
historical evidence presented above that I conclude that Goqo 
moved to the Dlomo area sometime between 1960 and 1968. 
Goqo acquired land in the 1960s in the Dlomo area according to 
the kbonza system. According to Edward Dlomo, the only male 
agnate left in the local descent group remnants' land (see Dlomo 
case study below), he and jnduoa Bethwell Htetwa, the jndnoa of 
the Isidweni jsjgodj, allocated Goqo the land. This allocation 
was done at his (Dlomo's) own behest, said Dlomo when 
interviewed. According to other residents, Dlomo gave this land 
to Goqo on the understanding that Goqo would look after Dlomo's 
widowed mother, while Dlomo served a 10 year jail sentence (see 
Dlomo case study below). 
The approximate area acquired by Goqo in the Dlomo area is shown 
on Hap Nineteen section 6A1(see Appendix One below). The Dlomo 
territory was part of the area disputed by local iodnoas and the 
behaviour linked to this allocation of land was shaped by the 
dispute between these jodnoas, which dispute, was a manifestation 
of the local internal dialectic (see below and Chapter Nine 
below) • 
Gogo- Aspects of his Role in "gaga 
While most "gaga residents who had arrived before 19761said that 
Goqo started the informal settlement, it was also clear from 
their statements that Goqo had been a man of great personality 
and position. Goqo was perceived by many who knew him as, in 
their words, a man of intelligence, who was educated, somebody to 
be respected and a person of influence. Goqo had extended 
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patronage and developed a number of leader-follower relationships 
(see Chapter Four above) over the years and had become known as 
"a helpful somebody", as Hrs Ngcobo (number 10 in Genealogy One 
on pg.320) a long standing resident of the area, termed him. 
Another resident, Hrs Zulu, who supported this view, based her 
perception on the fact that Goqo had made land available to her 
for a monthly rental, when she had been in need. The Dlomo case 
given above of Goqo obtaining land in exchange for looking after 
Dlomo's widowed mother is another example of this relationship. 
An integral part of Goqo's role in "gaga, in conjunction with his 
personality, was that, although his office as an jnduna had been 
officially abolished, he was perceived by people to be an jnduna 
until his death in 1975'. Goqo became an ambiguous jndllna who, 
although he had no officially constituted office, used the 
remnants of his previous office as a base for entrepreneurial 
behaviour. This aspect of his role in Hgaga was stressed as 
important by a variety of people interviewed. 
Also, one informant, who is himself a Cele-Zulu jnduna who had 
lost part of his jsigodi with the proclamation of Umlazi 
township, said that an jndlloa retains influence over his jsigpdi, 
even though a township has been built over the area. However he 
said, this situation only exists in the induoa's own life-time 
and does not pass to the ioduoa's son or any other individual. He 
said that the office died with the induoa if his entire isigodj 
had been used for township development and included no polity 
land with indigenous land rights. Even though the White official 
who was responsible for removals considered that Goqo's position 
as ioduoa "had been abolished even before he died.", this 
perspective did not resonate with the perception of Goqo's role 
by many Black residents. 
Goqo's position as an ioduoa, albeit an ambiguous one in his 
post-township period, was often referred to by residents as the 
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reason why certain actions were condoned by local residents, 
notably the allocation of land to strangers. Hrs Ngema, an old 
resident (number 18 in Genealogy One on pg.320), said that "some 
people felt that they did not need to see the jndnna (Htetwa -
under whose formal jurisdiction Hgaga fell, according to one 
coalition -see Chapter Nine below) when they got land in the 
(Olomo\Gogo) area, because they said Gogo knew they were there as 
he (Gogo) was their neighbour" . The perception of some local 
residents was that because Gogo, an induna in the eyes of the 
local residents, was aware of, and probably involved in, the 
transfer of land rights to strangers, then such transfers must be 
acceptable and accord with Zulu land tenure practice. 
Another long standing resident of Hgaga, Hr Hhlongo, said that 
Gogo was a powerful figure who, because of his previous position, 
completely overshadowed Dlomo and appeared to be the person who 
held the right to the Olomo local descent group remnants' land. A 
number of residents of long standing, such as Hrs Zulu and Hr 
Sithole, who resided on what had initially been Olomo and only 
later Gogo land, stated that they had paid allegiance to Gogo 
rather than Oloma . 
To conclude, it would not have been possible for Gogo to settle 
new families on polity land without the knowledge of the local 
jndnna. I am arguing (discussed further in Chapter Nine below) 
that Gogo's land tenure related behaviour, within the polity area 
of Hgaga, was sanctioned by a coalition of local people and 
influenced by the dispute between the indunas in and around 
Hgaga, which dispute was a manifestation of both the fission and 
integration aspects found in the Zulu land tenure system. 
The I~fo]djng of the Gogo 
Case HJstor~ 
The above background information has been necessary in order to 
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contextualise the events concerning Goqo's land transactions 
within Hgaga, in the Hfeka and Olomo local descent group 
remnants' land, during the study period (see below), and its 
effects on the rest of the area. 
In order to place the unfolding history in perspective, reference 
is made to Hap Twenty One (see Appendix One below), which 
illustrates how sparsely settled the Hgaga area was in 1959, just 
before the township was developed. The settlement in 1959 
consisted exclusively of members of the Hajola (section 9), 
Hdlalose (section 8), Olomo (section 6), Hfeka (section 1), Ngema 
(section 4) and Hakhanya (section 2) local descent group remnants 
(see Appendix One Hap Nineteen below and Genealogies One and Two 
on pgs.320-1 and case studies below). 
All this changed after iodnna Goqo moved to Hgaga and set in 
motion a series of events which 
with a high 
led to the development of an 
informal settlement, 
(based on a purely residential land 
community over-rights had gone into 
density settlement pattern 
tenure system), where the 
abeyance and where land was 
transferred for cash, both over time and in outright sales to 
strangers (see Chapter Eight below). 
As already described above, joduna Goqo was identified by Hgaga's 
r esidents, both long standing and newcomers, as "the person who 
started it". They all identified Goqo as the leader and 
entrepreneur, in relation to the introduction of a purely 
residential land tenure system into Hgaga. 
Based on aerial photographic evidence and interview material, I 
conclude that sometime between 1968 and 1976 Goqo allocated land 
for new dwellings, both in the Hfeka and Olomo local descent 
group remnant areas of Hgaga (section 1 and section 6 
respectively). Though most people interviewed stated that Goqo 
first started allocating land in the area that had been the 
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ancestral land of the Mfeka local descent group remnant and only 
later in the Dlomo local descent group remnant area, some say 
that Goqo started allocations in both areas at about the same 
time. Interpretation of aerial photographs of the period show 
that Goqo's allocation of land for new dwellings in these two 
areas took place sometime between 1968 and 1976. According to one 
long time resident, the two areas might have been started 
together, with Goqo definitely being active in both of them 
simultaneously from 1973 onwards. However, I will treat each area 
separately as they are significantly different from each other in 
a number of ways. 
Mfeka {,pcal Descent Group Remnant Land 
This area (section 1) consisted of 12,5 hectares of landIS, most 
of it steeply sloped. According to old reSidents, rights to this 
land had been acquired by the Hfeka kinship group sometime early 
in the twentieth century. This information was confirmed by the 
1937 aerial photograph of the area. 
The Mfeka's land rights were, in the conventional sense of the 
word, legally abolished, with the proclamation of Umlazi township 
and the removal of the Hfeka local descent group remnant (numbers 
5,6 7 and 8 in Genealogy One on pg.320 and see Hfeka case study 
below). As the western boundary of Umlazi township passed through 
the Hfeka land (see Appendix One Hap Nineteen section 1 below), 
this meant that .ost of the Hfeka local descent group remnant 
area was no longer, in the conventional legal sense, polity land 
under the Zulu land tenure system. Instead, this area had become 
proclaiaed township land under the control of the Umlazi Township 
Manager's office. 
Although the Hfeka local descent group remnant area had been 
proclaimed for township development, no township houses were 
constructed on this land, because it was too steep for 
conventional housing (see Chapter Six above). Consequently, after 
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the Hfeka local descent group remnant was removed (see case study 
below) the land remained vacant and unused until Goqo began 
allocating land there. Interpretation of 1968 and 1976 aerial 
photographs of the Mfeka local descent group remnant area shows 
that there were no dwellings there in 1968, after the Hfeka local 
descent group remnant had left (numbers 5,6,7,8 
on pg.320), but that there were 47 dwellings 
in Genealogy One 
there in 1976 11 . 
Numerous people said that Goqo transferred land to strangers in 
this area in exchange for cash, after the Mfekas had left. This 
accounts for the 47 new dwellings in the area on the 1976 aerial 
photograph. 
Comments from numerous Mgaga 
allocations in the Hfeka and 
residents, concerning Goqo's land 
Olomo local descent group remnant 
areas, confirm his activities in this area. Mrs Mtshali, who had 
settled in Hgaga before 1975 said, "the first houses built were 
by Goqo over near the Ndwandwes (section 10), Goqo was living on 
Olomo land at that time" . Hrs Ngobese, who obtained land before 
1970 in Mgaga from Goqo said, "the igijODdp)o (informal 
settlement) was started by Goqo in Hfeka land and then spread 
over to MaMnguni and Mrs Ngema's areas" (see later case studies). 
However, she also said that Goqo was not responsible for 
allocating land in the last two named areas (I discuss the 
allocations in these two areas separately below). These are just 
a few of the statements from residents in Mgaga which indicated 
that Goqo initiated informal settlement development in Hgaga. 
Finally, Goqo's land allocations, with the subsequent increase in 
the nuaber of dwellings in the Mfeka and Olomo local descent 
group remnants' land, though initially ignored by the 
authorities, was followed by the first prosecution of people for 
"squatting" and the demolition of dwellings in 1975. According to 
one official "the (Umlazi) Township Manager's office became 
involved in Hgaga because of the squatting on proclaimed land. It 
was a natural step to include (the squatting on) the adjacent 
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tribal land" (see Chapter Eleven below). 
01 amo r.neal pes cent GrQup Remnant Land 
This area (section 6) consisted of 3,2 hectares of land ll . 
According to interviews with its surviving members, the Olomo 
local descent group remnant had acquired the land 60 or 70 years 
previously. 
the Majolas. 
One member said that his father had obtained it from 
However, the present head of the Majola local 
group remnant stated that, although the land had descent 
originally been part of his kinship group's land holdings, it had 
been taken away from the Hajolas by "ibunga a long time ago" and 
been given to the Olomos. 
Reader refers to the "ibupga" as a "local 
nine chiefs of the Umlazi location and a 
council, composed of 
representative of the 
• . tribe, who assist the Native Commissioner in the 
sphere of public works." (1966:248). As these are 
non-political 
the only two 
references that I came across in eight years of field work, in 
regard to this term, I conclude that, at some time in the history 
of the Mgaga area, a local administrative body had the power to 
remove land held by local level kinship groups. This land was 
then allocated by either the chief or an ipdupa to either his 
followers or strangers to the area, which in this instance was 
the Olomo local descent group remnant. All this area remained in 
the hands of the Olomo local descent group remnant until Edward 
Olomo allocated about one third of it to Goqo sometime in the 
1960s (as described above). 
Interpretation of the 1968 aerial photograph of the area shows 
that there were three dwellings in the Olomo\Goqo land in 1968. 
In all probability these three dwellings accommodated the Olomo 
local descent group remnant as well as Goqo. By 1976 aerial 
photographic interpretation of the same area shows that there 
were 17 dwellings in the Olomo\Goqo area (section 6 and 6A), with 
most of the dwellings situated in the Goqo area (section 6A). 
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One of the first people to acquire land in the D1omo\Goqo area 
from Goqo was Krs Ngobese (see Chapter Eight below), who said 
that in about 1969 Goqo "gave" her land. Krs Zulu (see Chapter 
Eight below) said she bought land from Goqo (also in section 6) 
in 1973-4. Krs Khuma10 said that when she moved to the Dlomo\Goqo 
area in 1973 there were 10 families living there. 
As stated above, when White officials decided to prosecute the 
"squatters" resident in the Kfeka area (section 1), which was 
located on the township side of the Um1azi boundary -see Appendix 
One Kap Nineteen below, they also prosecuted people resident in 
this area (section 6), as these officials saw them as an 
extension of the "squatters' in section 1 (see Chapter Eleven 
below). This is despite the fact that it was polity land and not 
township land. 
After Gogo 
Goqo died in about 1975, before most of the dwellings in present 
day Kgaga were built. According to residents, his son continued 
with the selling of land to people in both the Kfeka and Dlomo 
areas. Also, Goqo's son collected the rents from the dwellings 
that his father had built in Kgaga -for instance, the original 
Goqo dwelling (section 6) housed three tenant families in 1980. 
To conclude, a nuaber of the factors linked to the case history 
of Goqo probably encouraged other local descent group remnants in 
the neighbourhood to consider introducing new urban land tenure 
types. These factors were, the continued existence of the new 
dwellings in sections 1 and 6, which were based on purely 
residential land rights; that these land rights had been 
allocated apparently by an jndllna; and the uncertain times 
associated with the development of Umlazi township. 
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Issnes Raised by the Gogo caSe study 
This case study raises a number of issues, notably firstly, that 
land rights were initially acquired by Goqo through the jzjkhoQzj 
relationship, rather than along the lines of agnatic principles. 
This alternative method of obtaining land rights has not been 
widely discussed in the Zulu ethnography (see Chapter Ten below). 
Secpndly, behaviour embodying the tendency towards fission in the 
Zulu land tenure system can be seen within the jzjkhpnzj 
relationship, with respect to the manoeuvring for independence by 
an jsjkhoDZj from the 
originally allocated 
founding local descent group remnant who 
the land . Goqo, an jsjkhoQzj of the Dlomo 
remnant, split off from them and 
land rights within the area which they 
local descent group 
independently allocated 
had allocated to him. However, at the same time this did not mean 
that he was behaving independently of the hierarchy associated 
with the Zulu land tenure system. Rather, his behaviour was 
linked to the formation of a coalition with a local jndllna 
against another local indllna, Le. his behaviour can also be 
explained in terms of the tendency towards integration in the 
land tenure system (discussed further in Chapter Nine below). 
The third issue is that new land allocations are often made by a 
kinship group in areas which are being disputed, in order to 
strengthen claims to the area. If these areas are near jsigpdi 
boundaries, these allocations are often made by jndllnas, or 
include ratification by an jndllna. The allocation of land by the 
Olomo local descent group remnant to Goqo, ratified by jnduna 
Htetwa, was in an area being 
was jnduna Htetwa (the other 
was shaped by the operation 
disputed by two jndupas, one of whom 
being ipdupa Zwane). This behaviour 
of the internal dialectic, in regard 
to rival coalition formation with respect to jzjgpdi creation 
and\or expansion (discussed further in Chapters Nine and Ten 
below) . 
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The fourth issue raised is the role of jnduna as entrepreneur in 
regard to the transformation of a land tenure system. Many people 
needing land accepted that Goqo as 'jpduna' had the right to 
allocate purely residential land rights to strangers and that 
this allocation did not necessarily have to conform to usual Zulu 
land tenure practice (see Chapters Four above and Ten below). 
The fjfth issue apparent in this case study is 
becoming increasingly individualised, in that 
rights in polity land were being allocated 
land rights 
specific land 
to individuals, 
including women, rather than kinship groups ger se. 
Fjpa))¥, this case study shows how the land rights held by 
concentric units higher in the political and kinship hierarchy 
associated with the Zulu land tenure system are held as opposed 
rights in the territory of those people in the concentric units 
below them, who khopza them. It also gives 
operation of the community over-right as 
an insight into the 
exercised by the 
"jbupga" -i.e. expressing the integration inherent in 
tenure system. All these issues are discussed at some 
below (see Chapters Nine to Eleven). 
Influence on "gaga of the Re.avals for 
the Develo~nt of uaiazi TownshIp 
the land 
length 
Although I have separated them in my description of the Hgaga 
historical ethnography, concomitant with the loss of land and 
position by jpdnpa Goqo, was a similar loss of land and re-
location by the kinship groups resident in the area that was 
proclai.ed for township development. "any of these people, who 
were removed to make way for the development of Umlazi township, 
relocated to polity areas adjacent to the township (see Chapter 
Six above). One such area was Hgaga. 
The most visible effect on Mgaga, of the removal of polity 
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members from the area designated for Umlazi township, was an 
increase in the number of dwellings in Hgaga. This increase was 
facilitated by the resident local descent group remnants, as they 
accommodated kin who had lost ancestral land to make way for 
Umlazi township. 
other factors in regard to this which also became important, was 
that some kinship groups resited their residences to accommodate 
township development on the fringe of their land, or left the 
area entirely, leaving local descent group remnants and izikhoQzi 
groups behind, as well as vacant land. These processes will be 
described by referring to case-studies of the Hfeka, Hakhanya, 
Ngcobo, Hdlalose, Ndwandwe, Hajola, Hkhize and Ngema local 
descent group remnants below. These cases bring out different 
issues and show the range of local and sub-regional factors that 
affect the manifestation, in terms of land tenure, of the 
operation of the internal dialectic in Hgaga. 
Hfeka Local Descent Group 
Reanant Land 
According to information given by Hr Hdlalose (number 46 in 
Genealogy Two on pg.32l), sometime before the 1940s11the Hfeka 
local descent group remnant land had covered sections 1,2 and 3. 
He also said that Hfeka married a Hakhatini woman (numbers 1 and 
2 respectively in Genealogy One on pg.320) and their union 
produced at least 3 children, 2 sons and a daughter (numbers 5,7 
and 12). 
The Hfeka area (section 1) originally included both the Hakhanya 
local descent group remnant land (section 2), as Hrs Hakhanya's 
deceased husband's deceased senior wife had been a Hfeka (number 
14,13 and 12 respectively- see Hrs Hakhanya's case study below), 
and the Ngcobo local descent group remnant land (section 3 -see 
Ngcobo case study below). According to surviving local descent 
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group remnant' members, despite the close land -based kinship 
links between the Mfeka (numbers 5,7 and 12 in Genealogy One on 
pg.320), Makhanya (number 12,13 and 14) and Ngcobo (number 10 and 
11) local descent group remnants, only the Mfekas were officially 
removed for the development of Umlazi township. 
According to Mrs Ngcobo (number 10), despite the fact that a lot 
of the Kfeka land was not used for the development of the 
township (see Appendix One Map Nineteen below), road construction 
was given as the reason for relocating the Kfeka local descent 
group remnant. At the time of the removals, the Mfeka local 
descent group remnant consisted of two brothers, their wives and 
children. They (numbers 5,6,7,8,) chose to be relocated further 
into the hinterland near the Isipingo riverll. They left the area 
sometime in the 1960s and definitely before 1968 15 • 
The removal of the Kfeka local descent group remnant (numbers 
5,6,7 and 8) had two major effects. Firstly, this area remained 
vacant as it was too steep for conventional housing. However, as 
local level indigenous land rights, that is, the Mfeka local 
descent group remnant's rights to land, had been eliminated and 
the Township Manager's office did not act, indllna Gogo "sold 
land" there, according to Kgaga's residents. The result of this 
was that there were 47 dwellings in this area by 1976 and 324 by 
197911 . 
Secondly, the two Mfeka brothers (numbers 5 and 7), at the time 
of the removal, were the senior kinsmen of a founding local 
descent group remnant which included, besides their own wives and 
children, izjkbonzi groups such a s Mrs Makhanya and her children 
(number 14 and 26 in Genealogy One on pg.320 -her husband -number 
13, and his senior wife -number 12, had died early in the 1960s), 
and the Ngcobo local descent group remnant (number 10,11 and 25 
in Genealogy One on pg.320 -see Mrs Makhanya and Ngcobo case 
studies below). Therefore, the removal and relocation of the 
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Hfeka local descent group remnant meant the separation of a 
founding local descent group remnant from its jzjkhoDZj groups. 
This left the two jzjkhoDZj groups, that is Hrs Hakhanya and the 
Ngcobo local descent group remnants, as separately functioning 
entities, free of constraints from a founding local descent group 
remnant. This jsjkhonzj independence had important ramifications 
for informal settlement in Hgaga, as far as the Hakhanya local 
descent group remnant land (section 2) was concerned (see Hrs 
Hakhanya's case study below). 
A 
are 
number of the issues 
also apparent 
of the 
in 
identified in the 
the Hfeka case 
Goqo case study above 
study, such as: the 
importance izikhonzi 
transfer of land rights; and 
relationship in regard to 
the individualisation of rights 
the 
to 
land. However, 
diminution of 
what is also apparent in this case 
the kinship group because of urban 
study is the 
sprawl. A 
kinship group which already consisted of a number of remnants of 
local descent groups was even further diminished because of 
events surrounding the development of Umlazi township. 
Also apparent in this case study is the demise of agnatic 
principles as the dominant principle for obtaining land rights in 
polity land. Kot only is the izikhonzi relationship an important 
alternative to the agnatic principle, but the role of affinal 
kinship links in obtaining land rights in polity land can also be 
seen in this case study. 
Hgcobo Local Descent Group 
Reanant Land 
Prior to the removal of the Hfeka local descent group remnant 
from Hgaga, they allocated .52 hectares of land to the Kgcobo 
local descent group remnant (section 3). According to Hrs Kgcobo 
(number 10 in Genealogy One on pg.320), the youngest Hfeka son 
(number 7) had married a Vilakazi woman (number 8), and her 
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sister (number 10), had married a Ngcobo (number 11). Therefore, 
when the Hgcobo local descent group remnant was removed from 
their ancestral land in present day E section of Umlazi township 
in 1962, according to Mrs Hgcobo, "they khonza'd land from the 
Mfekas in Mgaga", i.e. the .52 hectares, by activating these 
affinal kinship links. Jndnna Mtetwa of the Isidweni jsjgodj 
"drew their boundaries", that is ratified the allocation for 
them. The Hgcobo area was part of the area disputed by local 
jndllnas and the behaviour linked to this allocation of land was 
shaped by this dispute (see Chapter Hine below). 
By 1968 there were 4 dwellings in the Hgcobo area housing the 
Ngcobo local descent group remnant, with 1 additional dwelling 
being erected by 1979 11 • These housed, besides Mrs Hgcobo and her 
husband (numbers 10 and 11 in Genealogy One on pg.320), Mrs 
Ngcobo's brother, Vilakazi (number 9), and the Ngcobo's son 
(number 25). There was therefore a total of 5 dwellings in the 
Ngcobo area when my fieldwork started in 1980, as well as some 
open land (see section 3). 
This case study shows that the development of Umlazi township led 
directly to an increase in the number of dwellings and people in 
the Mgaga area, as kinship links in the rural hinterland of the 
township were activated, by those who had been removed, in order 
to obtain land. However, in this case, relatively insignificant 
numbers of people and dwellings were involved and the Ngcobo 
local descent group remnant apparently only settled their 
immediate kin on this land and no strangers, unlike Mrs Makhanya, 
who sub-divided her entire property for urban residential land 
tenure types (see below). 
Many of the issues identified with respect to the case studies 
above are also apparent in this case study namely: the jzjkhonzl 
relationship, both with respect to the acquisition of land rights 
and that this relationship and the allocation of these land 
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rights was shaped by the operation of the internal dialectic, in 
terms of coalition formation by iodlloas and their isigodi members 
(discussed further io Chapter Nine below); the individualisation 
of land rights; the diminution of the kinship group; and the 
activation of affinal kinship links to obtain land rights . 
Mrs Makhanya's Local Descent 
Group Remnant Land 
The daughter of Hfeka (number 12 in Genealogy One on pg.320) 
married a Hakhanya man (number 13). According to Hrs Hakhanya-
the surviving junior wife (number 14), Hakhanya and the senior 
wife were allocated section 2, consisting of 2.1 hectares of 
landI!, by the Hfeka kinship group sometime in the 19405. Aerial 
photographs show dwellings in that area in 1953 but not in 1937, 
which confirms this information. Hr Hakhanya obtained the land 
through activating affinal links. 
According to Hrs Hakhanya the junior wife, who was more commonly 
known as HaHnguni (number 14), both Hakhanya (number 13) and the 
senior wife (number 12) died sometime in the early 1960s. Also, 
the Hfeka kinship group, from whom the Hakhanyas had originally 
obtained their land, had been removed by 1968 (see Hfeka case 
study above). This left HaHnguni (number 14) with relatively 
independent land rights in section 2, as the land- based kinship 
institutions which would normally have been in evidence had 
withered because of the original allocation of land to affines 
rather than agnates, as well as death and removals. Also, her 
only son (nuaber 26) was under age. This independence did not go 
unnoticed as some older residents, as well as one of the 
indIlDa's, had told HaHnguni that she should move to where the 
Hfeka 
tribal 
local descent group remnant had been resettled. 
land and therefore she did not have rights W said Dumisani 
Hajola, an old resident (number 41 in Genealogy Two on pg.32l). 
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Also, at some time during the later development of Umlazi 
township, in the late 1960s or 1970s, HaHnguni's residency in 
Hgaga was again threatened, this time by a White "GG"l'official, 
who claimed at a public meeting that HaHnguni's land belonged to 
him, that is, it was "GG" land. This claim by this official was 
not legally correct, as this same official had also shown me the 
beacons marking the boundary of the township (see Appendix One 
Hap Nineteen below), and HaHnguni's land did not fall into the 
township area, which was locally known as the area belonging to 
"GG" . This claim by the White official remains a mystery, as it 
cannot be explained in terms of the urban management system. Hrs 
Hakhanya stated, with reference to this event, that "GG had asked 
her to move to join relations elsewhere." She stated that her 
reply to them was "I told them that I had no family any more and 
no way of making money as I am a widow with children." In other 
words, she had refused to move voluntarily. 
Despite these threats Hrs Hakhanya remained resident in section 
2. Hrs Htshali, an old resident on HaHnguni's land (see Chapter 
Eight below) said that "GG" had allowed HaHnguni to stay where 
she was because she was a widow and could not afford the rental 
of a township house. However, in fact "GG" could not legally have 
had her removed, as her land did not fall inside the township 
boundary. The only legal way to have her removed was if the 
Minister of what was known as the Department of Development Aid 
proclaiaed her land, under Proclamation R293 of 1962, as part of 
Umlazi township, as he had done with respect to the Hfeka 
territory, when he proclaimed Umlazl township. 
The end result of the actions of this White official was that 
MaHnguni was led to believe that she no longer resided on Cele-
Zulu polity land but on "GG" land, the same as the land adjacent 
to her which had previously been held by the Hfeka local descent 
group remnant, before they were relocated. This was vital to her 
perceptions about her security of tenure in that area, as she 
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probably feared that bureaucratic machinations, about which she 
knew little and over which she would have no control, would take 
away her land rights at some future date. 
Therefore, motivated by her lack of security of tenure, both in 
terms of the threatened activation of the over-rights in the Zulu 
land tenure system and the White officials' claims on her land, 
HaHnguni used her relative independence from land-based groupings 
to transfer purely residential land rights for cash to strangers. 
In this she was following the example already set in the 
neighbourhood by Goqo. In 1968 there were 2 dwellings in her 
territory (section 2), whereas by 1976 there were 13 dwellings. 
By 1979 there were 133 dwellings lO • 
The HaHnguni case study shows the effects of removals on the 
functioning of kinship groups. Also the effects of the perceived 
lack of security of tenure arising out of the actions of White 
officials is evidenced . This is another example of the direct 
causal relationship between removals for the development of 
Umlazi township and the increase in the number of dwellings on 
the periphery of the township in adjacent polity land. 
This case study, like the cases presented above, demonstrates a 
number of the issues being raised in this thesis namely: the 
acquisition of land through the activation of affinal rather than 
agnatic links; the diminution of the kinship group; the 
individualisation of land rights in polity land; the existence of 
community over-rights, this time expressed by the behaviour of an 
indllDa and other local descent group remnants in the area-
showing the integration inherent in the land tenure system. 
However, the issues raised which are illustrated specifically in 
this case study are firstly, how the breaking up of the land-
based institutions encourages the independence of an jsjkhonzj 
and even leads to a woman (particularly a widow) gaining 
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sufficient rights over polity land to be able to allocate it to 
strangers and then later to sell it outright to strangers -all of 
which express the fission inherent in the land tenure system (see 
Chapter Eight below). SecpDdl¥, this case stv~ y also indicates 
that at the local level, rather than land rights being allocated 
and held within an allodially structured hierarchy, there is 
ongoing competition over land between social units at the same 
level and between those at different levels. 
Hdlalose Local Descent Group 
Reanant Land 
According to Hr David Hdlalose (number 46 in Genealogy Two on 
pg.321), the present head of the Hdlalose local descent group 
remnant in the Hgaga area (section 8), the Hdlalose kinship group 
had been associated with the land in the Hgaga area for over 70 
years. He said that the Hdlalose's had come to live in what is 
now J section of Umlazi township, adjacent to Hgaga (see Appendix 
One Hap Nineteen below), at the turn of the century, after they 
had left their land in the Umlazi mission reserve area. 
He said that they had left the mission reserve as they wished to 
avoid being converted to Christianity and they did not want to 
pay rent for their land. David said that, while they were living 
in the area that is now J section of the township, the Hdlalose 
kinship group had also had grazing rights in the Hgaga area. 
Consequently, when they were removed from the J section area 
during township develop.ent, a portion of the kinship group, 
namely himself and an elder brother (numbers 46 and 49 
respectively) and their wives and children, had resited their 
residences into the Hgaga area. The rest of the kinship group had 
gone to join relatives in the Umzimkulu area 21 , or obtained a 
house in Umlazi township. 
However, according to Dumisani Hajola (number 41 in Genealogy Two 
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on pg.321), and a number of long standing residents of the area, 
including the Cele-Zulu Tribal Secretary, the Hdlalose local 
descent group remnant had been allocated the land in the Hgaga 
area by Dumisani's father (number 32). The kinship link which was 
activated to acquire this land was that of Hdlalose's wife's, 
mother's, brother's, daughter (number 42 in Genealogy Two on 
pg.321), who was married to the present head of the Hajola local 
descent group remnant. However, Dumisani did state that the 
Hdlalose local descent group remnant had a previous link with 
that section of land at some time in the past. 
Hdlalose himself made no mention of the Hajola local descent 
group remnant's rights to his land, either in the past or the 
present. Instead he claimed that the Hdlalose kinship group's 
lengthy association with the area enabled them to function like a 
founding kinship group in the area, in that they had introduced a 
number of kinship linked izikhonzi onto their land since the 
1960s. These izikhoDZj consisted of Hdlalose's sister's daughter 
(number 55 in Genealogy Two on pg.321) and husband (number 50), 
and another affinal kinship group member. 
Aerial photographic interpretation confirms that the Hdlalose 
local descent group remnant moved to the Hgaga area (section 8) 
after 1959 and the development of the township. The 1959 
photograph shows one dwelling, probably a hut, whereas the 1968 
photograph of the Hdlalose local descent group remnant area shows 
16 huts in 4 j _ izj or homesteads. This had grown to 27 huts in 4 
homesteads by 1979 . Although the absolute number of buildings had 
grown over the years, there appeared to be no major 
transformation in the system of Zulu land tenure in section 8, 
and both crop growing and cattle grazing were still in evidence. 
Right up to 1980 the whole Hdlalose local descent group remnant 
area conformed to the rural settlement pattern of the Zulu land 
tenure system, as practised in the surrounding Cele-Zulu polity 
area across the Isinkontshe river (see Appendix One Hap Nineteen 
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read in conjunction with Hap Twenty below). There had been no 
allocations of purely residential land r i ghts in their area. 
This case study also shows the disruptive effects that removals 
for the development of Umlazi township had on the functioning of 
the local kinship groups located on the periphery of the 
township. However, though removals had disrupted the larger 
kinship group, a remnant of the group had been able to re-
establish itself locally. Removals linked to the development of 
Umlazi township in this case contributed to a small overall 
increase in the number of people and dwellings in the Kgaga area, 
but not to a major transformation of the land tenure system to 
the same extent as it had in the adjacent Kfeka, Olomo and 
HaHnguni areas. 
The Kdlaloses were part of a coalition, consisting of an jndllDa 
and polity members, which attempted to prevent the extension of 
the informal settlement in the area. They had not allocated 
purely residential land rights. I will argue that this behaviour 
relates to the integration aspect found in the Zulu land tenure 
system interacting with the broader urban environment (discussed 
further in Chapter Nine and Eleven below). 
This case study again illustrates a number of issues namely: the 
diminution of the kinship group under urban conditions; the 
acquisition of rights to land by the activation of affinal 
kinship links; the jgjkhoDZj relationship and the structural 
tension associated with it; and that land tenure related 
behaviour is shaped by local social processes. 
010.0 Local Oescent 
Group Re.nant Land 
The Olomo local descent group remnant in section 6 consisted of 
the original settlers in the area (numbers 3 and 4 in Genealogy 
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One on pg.320), and their four daughters and son (numbers 
16,18,20,22,24 respectively). One daughter (number 16) had 2 
children from an informal union, Vincent and Thandi (numbers 27 
and 28 respectively) by a local man, Shabalala (number 17). She 
then married a Hakhanya (number 15), brother to the Hakhanya who 
had married a Hfeka woman (number 13) and who resided in section 
2. Another of the Olomo daughter's (number 18), married a Ngema 
and they eventually came to live in section 4 of Hgaga (see Ngema 
case study below). Another of the Olomo daughters (number 20) 
married a man, Hakhatini, of a local kinship group in the area. 
The remaining Olomo daughter (number 22), married a Ntombela. 
According to Edward Olomo (number 24), as the only son he 
inherited the land when his father (number 3) died in 1964. 
Sometime in the 1960s Edward Olomo allocated between one third 
and one fifth of the Olomo local descent group remnant land to 
Goqo (see Goqo case study above). He said that he did this 
because he wanted Goqo "to look after his land while he was 
away". According to other Hgaga residents, Edward Olomo (number 
24) had been jailed for 10 years sometime during the late 1960s 
and 1970s. Because of an argument in front of me, which took 
place between Olomo and Sithole, who claimed to have been Goqo's 
jphoyjsa, i.e. a type of sub jndnna, about this issue, it was 
clear that Goqo's allocations of residential land rights to 
strangers to the area had taken place while Olomo was in jail, 
and that Olomo found these land allocations to be unacceptable. 
In addition to this, while 
Olomo (number 27) had started 
Edward Oloma was in jail, Vincent 
transferring the remainder of the 
Olomo land to strangers for cash. According to his sister Thandi 
(number 28), Vincent Olomo "sold land" in that portion of section 
6 which had not been allocated to Goqo, up until he died in about 
1973 . According to Thandi Olomo, besides Vincent Olomo, there had 
been no male members of the Olomo local descent group remnant 
resident in the area as Edward (number 24) was in jail during 
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this time and his father had died in 1964. 
After Vincent's death around 1973, the only remaining resident of 
the area with the D10mo jsjbongo (clan name) was Thandi Dlomo 
(number 28) . According to Thandi, the old D1omo mother (number 4) 
had died in 1973 and all four of the D1omo sisters (numbers 
16,18,20,22) had married and "moved away." According to a number 
of residents, such as Hrs Ngcobo and Hrs Ngema, the Dlomo sisters 
had moved to areas either within Hgaga or elsewhere in the Cele-
Zulu polity or Umlazi township. Hany Hgaga residents, such as Hrs 
Ngcobo and HaSimemane, stated that Thandi herself, after 
Vincent's death, then became extensively involved 
of purely residential land rights in that portion 
with the sale 
of the Dlomo 
area (section 6) which had not been allocated to Gogo. 
Thandi Dlomo substantiated her right to the Dlomo local descent 
group remnant land in a number of ways. Firstly, according to one 
White official, a woman (who was probably Thandi) defeated a 
claim in the magistrate's court by another woman (who was 
probably one of Edward's sisters -number 22), for the land. 
Although this official refused to give any details and would only 
state that there had been a conflict between two women over that 
section of land in "gaga, I pieced 
information supplied by residents in 
Ngcobo (number 10), the sister who 
apparently wanted to prevent Thandi 
the events together from 
Hgaga. According to Hrs 
was defeated in court 
"selling the land". Hrs 
Ngcobo also said that, Thandi's success in this case was based on 
the fact that she was the only resident of the area who still had 
the Dlomo islbongo (clan name), because she was unmarried. 
Secondly, both when interviewed and in the informal settlement 
community, Thandi Dlomo (number 28) passed herself off as being 
of her mother's generation. She claimed in an interview, that her 
mother's sister, Hrs Ngema (number 18), was her own sister, and 
therefore she was of the same generation as Edward, the only 
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other Olomo local descent group remnant member resident in the 
area in 1980. This served to strengthen her claims to the land in 
the eyes of strangers. 
Thirdly, according to relatively long standing residents, such as 
HaSimemane, Thandi Olomo (number 28) lived with a man, Sam Joyisa 
(number 29), who passed himself off as Sam Olomo in some parts of 
the community, especially to strangers. In this way strangers to 
the area would initially presume that Thandi Olomo and Sam Joyisa 
(alias Olomo) had a right to allocate the land, as a man was 
involved in the land allocation, with the isihougo associated 
with that part of Hgaga. 
The Olomo local descent group remnant did not have any kin 
relocate onto their land when Umlazi township was developed. 
However, the effect of the development of the township was that 
Goqo himself became a resident of the area and started the 
allocation of purely residential land rights to strangers in 
return for cash (see case studies above and Chapter Eight below). 
At the beginning of the study period in 1959 there were 2 
dwellings in the Olomo local descent group remnant area (section 
6). This had increased to 3 by 1968, with the third dwelling 
probably accommodating Goqo. However, by 1976 there were 17 
dwellings in all and by 1979 there were 108 in section 6 
(including 6A)2l. By the end of the study period the land tenure 
system of the Olomo local descent group remnant area had 
undergone a major transformation and most, if not all, of the 
people residing in section 6 had only residential rights to land. 
Issues Raised bl' the Dlomo Case studl' 
The issues raised by this case study which have already been 
covered above are: the individualisation of land rights and the 
trend towards the outright sale of polity land; the diminution of 
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the kinship group; the acquisition of land rights by women; and 
the competition over land rights, especially within the kinship 
group. 
However, also apparent in this case study is behaviour which 
expresses the tendency towards fission in the land tenure system, 
in regard to the broadening of the criteria of kinship held to 
govern access to land under urban conditions. The role of the 
male as a fictitious agnate, the manipulation of genealogical 
position, the use of the isibQDgo (clan name) associated with the 
area, all used to strengthen claims to land rights, can all be 
traced back to usual Zulu land tenure practice (see Chapters Four 
above and Ten below); even though they might be new 
interpretations of the system or a manipulation of its rules 
through fictitious claims. 
The case over the rights to the Olomo land, between Thandi Olomo 
and Mrs Ntombela, her mother's sister (see Genealogy One on 
pg.320), which Thandi won, points towards the importance of 
residency within an area as being possibly as important a 
criterion as agnation, in determining rights to land under urban 
conditions. Approaching this from another angle, Edward Olomo's 
inability to exercise his land rights because he was not resident 
in the area while he was in jail, despite the fact that he had 
stronger rights to the land both in terms of agnation and gender, 
also indicates the importance of residency in retaining effective 
land rights under urban conditions. 
Vincent Olomo up until his death had a stronger claim to the land 
than his sister because he was a male, and this was recognized by 
Thandi. She also recognized that once Edward Olomo, her mother's 
brother (see Genealogy One on pg.320), had returned to reside in 
the area, he had stronger claims to land rights. For this reason 
she claimed to be of her mother's generation and therefore a full 
agnate, rather than a cognate of an informal union, in order to 
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place herself in as equal a position to Edward as possible with 
respect to the land rights of the Olomo local descent group 
remnant. 
Thandi was acknowledging 
the land rights of the 
the importance of agnation in holding 
area: however she did not follow the 
formal rules, but manipulated them in order to strengthen her 
claims to the land. Her justification of her rights to the land 
were not made to try and substantiate her rights within the Olomo 
local descent group, where her standing as a female cognate of an 
informal union would have been much weaker than others within the 
local descent group remnant who were resident in the area . 
Rather, her claims were to sUbstantiate her land rights to 
strangers and outsiders, to whom she wished to transfer land 
rights for cash. 
Sam Joyisa claimed the status of a Olomo through his informal 
union with Thandi. His role in this capacity, with respect to the 
transfer of land rights for cash to strangers, would not have 
been acceptable to any other people except outsiders, whose only 
interest was to obtain residential land rights in Hgaga. It was 
in the interest of these outsiders to assume that his claim was 
true, because if they challenged his claim they would not obtain 
land rights. On the other hand it was in the interests of both 
Thandi Olomo and Sam Joyisa for him to pass for a male Dlomo 
agnate as it helped to 
they transferred the 
engender confidence 
land rights for 
in the 
cash, 
people to whom 
as they were 
conforming to a semblance of usual Zulu land tenure practice. 
Also, this case study illustrates, with respect to the 
substitution of fictitious agnation to her and her lovers' 
autobiographies, how land rights are competed over and the Zulu 
land tenure system's rules manipulated to strengthen claims . 
Rather than land transfers being linked to dependent behaviour 
within the hierarchy associated with the Zulu land tenure system, 
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competitive behaviour was rewarded with success, i.e . Thandi 
effectively obtained and transferred the rights to the land. 
Ndwandwe Local Descent Group 
Rel8J'lant Land 
Bheki Ndwandwe (number 34 in Genealogy Two on pg . 32l) had affinal 
kinship links with both the Hdlalose and the Hajola local descent 
group remnants. He was Hrs Hdlalose's -the wife of the head of 
the local descent group remnant's (section 8, number 45) mother's 
brother. Bheki (number 34) was also the father of Hrs Hajola 
(number 42), whose husband Dumisani (number 41), was the head of 
the local descent group remnant in section 9. The activation of 
these widespread affinal kinship links in the Hgaga area assisted 
the Ndwandwe local descent group remnant to obtain two separate 
~ieces of land (section 10 and 5), totalling . 55 hectares, after 
they were removed from the Umlazi area when it was developed into 
a township. According to Hrs Hdlalose (number 45 in Genealogy Two 
on pg.32l), a resident of an adjacent area, jnduna Zwane, of the 
Isinkontshe jsjgodj (see Appendix One Hap Twenty below), ratified 
the boundaries of the allocation in section 5. 
According to Dumisani Majola (number 41), the Ndwandwe local 
descent group remnant first obtained and occupied a piece of land 
allocated to them by Mdla10se (number 46) in section 10. There 
were 3 huts in section 10 in 1968 and 4 in all by 1979 2). 
Fieldwork enquiries in 1980 elicited the fact that the Ndwandwe 
local descent group remnant grazed their cattle in the Hdlalose 
local descent group remnant's area (section 8). 
There is evidence, from Mgaga residents, such as Mrs Ngcobo, a 
long standing resident of the area (number 10 in Genealogy One on 
pg.320), that at some point after the Ndwandwe local descent 
group remnant had occupied section 10, "GG" put pressure on them 
to move their nmnzj or homestead, as they were too close to the 
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township area. In fact they lived within the proclaimed township 
boundaries of the township (see Appendix One Kap Nineteen below), 
in an area that had not been developed because the terrain was 
too steep. According to Krs Ngcobo, the threat by the White 
administration to remove them was given as the reason as to why 
the Ndwandwe local descent group remnant were later allocated an 
additional piece of land, only big enough for one homestead, in 
section 5. 
This allocation was made by Dumisani Kajola (number 41) and 
Hdlalose (number 46) to the Ndwandwe son (number 43), as the 
father was dead by that time. However, the Ndwandwe local descent 
group remnant had not been removed from their homestead near J 
section and were still resident in section 10 in 1980. That is, 
they had not been removed a second time by "GG" and they had not 
resited their residence to the new area in section 5. Rather, the 
new Ndwandwe area was covered in new dwellings by 1980. Enquiries 
to residents of Mgaga about this elicited the information that 
the Ndwandwe father (number 34) had died before "they could move 
across". In the interim Mrs Ngema 
pg.320), living on the adjacent 
(number 18 in Genealogy One on 
land (section 4), had sold the 
land which had been allocated to the Ndwandwe local descent group 
remnant, as residential sites to strangers. 
Local residents said that the matter had been taken to the Umlazi 
magistrate's court by the Ndwandwes; however the outcome was 
unknown to the local residents. According to residents of this 
area, the only visible outcome to them (section 5) was that they 
"had to pay twice, once to Mrs Ngema and later to Ndwandwe" (the 
son). A White official interviewed about Kgaga in 1980 confirmed 
that their had been this conflict, in that he stated that there 
had been a court case in that area between a man and a woman, 
however he refused to give any more details. The Ndwandwes were 
paid for their land rights -probably because of the outcome of 
the court case, although they were paid by the residents of the 
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area and not by Hrs Ngema. By 1980 the area was usually termed by 
local residents an Ngema area, rather than a Ndwandwe area. 
Dumisani Hajola (number 41 in Genealogy Two on pg.321) said, with 
respect to Hrs Ngema's sale of land in this area, which land had 
been initially allocated to the Ndwandwe local descent group 
remnant by Hdlalose and Hajola, that he and Hr Hdlalose "had 
demolished shacks in that area, as they were growing onto their 
own land. They had demolished these shacks on behalf of the 
tribe." The further northern growth of the Hgaga informal 
settlement was prevented by this action, as the steepness of the 
area meant that only some areas facilitated such an extension 
(see later discussion in Chapter Nine). Dumisani further stated 
that he "does not fear the encroachment of Hgaga as he will just 
report it to the law". 
The Ndwandwe case study again shows how the removals for the 
development of Umlazl township led directly to an increase of the 
resident population on the periphery of the township in polity 
areas. 
A number of the issues already mentioned in the case studies 
above are apparent in this case study such as: the importance of 
affinal links in order to obtain polity land; and the role of 
community over-rights in the Zulu land tenure system. The 
behaviour described in this case study, whereby Hajola and 
Hdlalose demolished informal settlement dwellings on what they 
considered to be polity land, was linked to the tendency towards 
integration in the local indigenous land tenure system 
interacting with the wider urban environment. Their behaviour 
expressed the community over-rights of the hierarchy associated 
with the Zulu land tenure system. Although this is only a micro-
level 
land 
shows 
example of how community over-rights can transform a local 
tenure system, I am arguing that this type of behaviour 
that the internal dialectic, as expressed in the Zulu land 
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tenure system, was present and shaping behaviour in Hgaga 
(discussed further in Chapters Nine and Eleven below). 
Two Hajola and one Hkhize Local 
Descent Group Remnants on Hajola 
Local Descent Group Remnant Land 
Dumisani Hajola, the present head of a long standing local 
kinship group (number 41 in Genealogy Two on pg.32l) in the area 
(section 9), said that the Hajola area had originally been much 
larger and had included sections 4,5,6,7,8,9 and 11, as well as 
land on the west of Hgaga's boundary, which falls outside of the 
study area. He said that sections 7 and 11 had been allocated by 
himself in the 1960s, specifically to kin who had needed land 
because of the Umlazi removals in what is now sections F and G of 
Umlazi township. 
In the 1960s the Hajola local descent group remnant in section 11 
(numbers 50, 51 and 52 in Genealogy Two on pg.32l) obtained land 
from Dumisani Hajola (number 41), as they were his agnates. 
According to Dumisani Hajola, they were of the fourth house, 
whereas he, Dumisani, was of the first house (see Genealogy Two 
on pg.32l). Hkhize (number 54 in Genealogy Two on pg.32l) living 
in section 7 was married to Dumisani Hajola's daughter (number 
53). The Hkhize 
kinship links to 
local descent 
obtain .14 
group remnant activated affinal 
hectares of land from the wife's 
father Dumisani, after being removed from Umlazi township in the 
19605. 
The Hkhize and Hajola local descent group remnants are another 
example of the relative increase 
dwellings in Hgaga directly caused 
area. However, right up to 1980 
in the number of people and 
by removals in the Umlazi 
sections 7,9 and 11 still 
conformed to the rural settlement pattern of the Zulu land tenure 
system, as practised in the surrounding Cele-Zulu polity area 
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across the Isinkontshe river (see Appendix One Map Nineteen read 
in conjunction with Map Twenty below). There had been no 
allocations of purely residential land rights in these areas. 
These case studies also illustrate the issues of: the activation 
of affinal links in order to acquire polity land; and that these 
areas did not have any purely residential land rights in 1980 
because of the tendency towards integration inherent in the Zulu 
land tenure system. A coalition was formed and the community 
over-rights activated in order to prevent the spread of the 
informal settlement of Mgaga (discussed further in Chapter Nine 
below). 
Ngema Local Descent Group 
Remnant Land 
Mrs Ngema or MaDlomo (number 18 in Genealogy One on pg.320) said 
that she had lived most of her life before marriage in the Mgaga 
area (section 6). When she married Ngema she went to live with 
his kinship group in what is now the Umlazi township area, before 
it was built. When Umlazi was developed they were removed 
sometime in the 19605 and she and her husband returned to Mgaga 
where they WkhgDza'dW land from the Sibisi local descent group 
remnant (section 4). As far as I could ascertain there were no 
kinship links of any kind between the Sibisi local descent group 
remnant and the Ngema or Dlomo local descent group remnants. The 
Ngema local descent group remnant eventually took over the entire 
area of 1.5 hectares (section 4), after the wSibisi family died 
outW, said Mrs Ngema. 
The Ngemas therefore were isikhpDzi in the area. However they 
soon became an isikhpDzj without a founding kinship group, as the 
Sibisi local descent group remnant wdied out W in the 1960s. Mr 
Ngema also died sometime in the 19605 
appeared to inherit the land rights 
and Mrs Ngema, his widow, 
to section 4, as her 
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husband's kinship group did not reside locally. These facts would 
have given Hrs Ngema a similar degree of independence to Hrs 
Hakhanya, her immediate neighbour (see Hrs Hakhanya's case study 
above). Hrs Ngema sub-divided her land, starting slowly with 8 
new dwellings by 1976 -which allocations included land rights 
transferred to her daughters before they were married, and 89 in 
all by 197921 . 
The Ngema case study again shows how removals to make way for the 
development of Umlazi township led to an increase in the number 
of people in Hgaga and to the transformation of an areas' land 
tenure system to one of allocations of purely residential land 
rights. 
This case study also raises the issues of: 
relationship; the individualisation of land 
the i zj khonzi 
rights; the 
diminution of the kinship group; the disappearance of the 1and-
based kinship group, encouraging the independence (fission) of an 
jsikhpnzi; and a woman, particularly a widow, gaining rights over 
polity land -also expressing the tendency towards fission related 
behaviour in the land tenure system. 
However, also apparent in this case study is that rights to land 
are often competed over by individuals and groups, who sometimes 
form coalitions (discussed further in Chapters Nine and Ten 
below), and who manipulate the rules to win these land rights. 
Hrs Ngema's allocation of land (section 5) to strangers, which 
land had already been allocated by Hajola and Hdlalose to the 
Ndwandwes, was a flagrant example of the flouting of the Zulu 
land tenure system's rules. Not only did she flout the Ndwandwe's 
land rights, but she was also directly competing with the 
founding local descent group remnants, Hajola and Mdlalose, who 
had allocated the Ndwandwes the land. I am arguing that the 
method by which Mrs Ngema became the effective holder of the 
Ndwandwe's land did not conform to the rules of the Zulu land 
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tenure system, whereby land rights are allocated by a concentric 
unit higher in the hierarchy, which hierarchy has often been 
perceived as allodially structured. Rather than this transfer of 
land rights, from Hdlalose and Hajola to the Ndwandwes, leading 
to dependent behaviour, it led to an increase in competitive 
behaviour in the area. 
Also, Hrs 
effectively 
Ngema gained sufficient land rights 
transform the rules of agnatic 
to be able to 
inheritance to 
cognatic inheritance, as 
strangers and then later 
cash to strangers (see 
well as to allocate land rights to 
to transfer land rights outright for 
Chapter Eight below) -all of which 
behaviour expressed the fission inherent in the land tenure 
system. 
I draw some general conclusions based on the above case studies 
later (see below), but it can be said that the behaviour detailed 
in these case studies served to initiate the transformation of 
Hgaga's land tenure system to an urban land tenure system. 
Inflpence on Mgaga of Other Phases During 
the Deye]opwent of U.Jaz' Township 
The abolition of Goqo's jsjgodj, leading to his entrepreneurial 
behaviour with respect to land in Hgaga, and the relocation of a 
number of local descent group remnants from the area designated 
for Umlazi township to Hgaga, only initiated the transformation 
of the land tenure system of the area. These initial events 
served to facilitate additional transformations of the land 
tenure system, as further phases of the construction of Umlazi 
township were undertaken. Each of these phases had specific 
effects on Hgaga, but they all combined to increase the number of 
land transfers of purely residential land rights to strangers and 
to increase the number of dwellings in the area to a high density 
informal settlement. 
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The Development of J and K Sections of 
Umlazi Township Adjacent to Mgaga 
The area immediately adjacent to Mgaga was proclaimed for 
township development in 1975, much later than the first sections 
of the township, which had only incorporated the Umlazi mission 
reserve area (see Appendix One Map Sixteen below). However, 
according to one White official, although they were only 
proclaimed in 1975, the township areas adjacent to Mgaga, i.e. J 
and K sections, were constructed in 1968-69 (see Appendix One Map 
Nineteen below) . Their construction immediately affected Mgaga 
residents in a number of ways. 
As described above, the Ndwandwe local descent group remnant (see 
Genealogy Two on pg.321), which had initially been from the 
Umlazi township area and had been allocated land in Mgaga (see 
Appendix One Map Nineteen section 10 below) in the 1960s, were 
later allocated additional land, (section 5), because they had 
been threatened for a second time with removal by "GG", because 
their land was located within the township boundary, that is 
within J section of the township. However, the Ndwandwe local 
descent group remnant did not relocate to section 5 and instead 
this area was allocated as purely residential land rights to 
strangers by Mrs Ngema, until prevented by Majola and Mdlalose 
(numbers 41 and 46 respectively) (see Ndwandwe case study above). 
The Ndwandwe case study shows the effects of the construction of 
J section of Umlazi township in 1968-69 on one section of Mgaga. 
The Zulu land tenure system in the Mdla10se local descent group 
remnant area (section 8) had not transformed to purely 
residential land rights by 1980, except for that area which 
Mdlalose and Majo1a had allocated to the Ndwandwe local descent 
group remnant, when they were threatened with removal from their 
IImuzj or homestead near J section. Therefore, the construction of 
J section of Umlazi township, immediately adjacent to Mgaga, set 
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in motion additional processes, which again resulted in the 
transformation of the Zulu land tenure system to purely 
residential rights to land. 
Finally, after the construction of J and K sections of the 
township in 1968-69, the township abutted onto Hgaga for the 
first time. This meant a vast increase in the number of people, 
most of whom were strangers, living in the immediate environs of 
Hgaga. This resulted in the increased urbanisation of Hgaga and 
its environs and the population of rural Hgaga, though ostensibly 
located in a rural area, became increasingly urban in 
orientation. 
The immediate effect on Hgaga of this extension of the township 
was the influx of strangers looking for accommodation in Hgaga 
and other areas. 
Umlazi township 
These stranger? had initially been attracted 
or had networked 25 into Um1azi township as 
to 
a 
source of accommodation for workers in Durban. However, 
accommodation in Um1azi township was not always available, as 
demand soon exceeded supply, influx control prescribed people's 
access to accommodation and the inability to pay township rents 
forced people to seek cheaper accommodation. The result of the 
above meant that many people saw the rural areas surrounding 
Umlazi township as cheap and uncrowded areas for accommodation, 
where there was little police activity and which were still close 
to transport to work 2l , as well as the other township amenities. 
Consequently when people in the township, especially lodgers in 
the adjacent sections to Hgaga, saw and heard about the 
allocation of purely residential land rights to non-kin and 
strangers in the "gaga area, they also attempted to obtain land 
in the area, and were often successful. As one newcomer to Hgaga 
said, "1 was lodging in K section, and we were crowded, and 1 
looked over and saw people building here in Hgaga, so 1 came and 
asked people here where 1 could get land, and they said 1 must 
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speak to Hrs Ngema" (number 18 in Genealogy One on pg.320), who 
had land in Hgaga (section 4). 
The effects of the development of J and K sections of Umlazi 
township started at the beginning of the 1970s and escalated up 
until 1980. A survey of Hgaga done in 1979 showed that more than 
60 percent of the approximately 5,000 residents 210f Hgaga moved 
there from Umlazi township21. This illustrates how important the 
proximity of Umlazi township has been in the growth of Hgaga. 
Bhekithemba Informal Settleaent 
The factors described above, concerning the wider accommodation 
requirements of Umlazi's residents, did not only affect Hgaga, 
but also other informal settlements adjacent to Umlazi township, 
such as Halukazi and Bhekithemba. Bhekithemba (see Appendix One 
Hap Seven below) was an informal settlement located on the 
southern periphery of Umlazi in an area that had been under the 
jurisdiction of the Cele-Zulu polity. 
Bhekithemba, according to residents of Hgaga, was an informal 
settlement of greater proportions than Hgaga in the early 1970s. 
Bhekithemba was located on land which had been proclaimed for the 
development of Umlazi township. I have no information on when or 
whether the polity members of the area were removed, but I was 
told, by Hgaga residents, that the informal settlement dwellings 
of Bhekithemba were demolished in 1976, to make way for the 
construction of U and Z sections of Umlazi township. 
The effect of the demolitions in Bhekithemba in 1976 was that it 
created a surge of people, accustomed to informal settlement 
living, seeking accommodation in the Hgaga area. A number of 
Hgaga residents in 1980 claimed that many Bhekithemba people had 
moved to Hgaga when their dwellings had been demolished, but I 
was not able to quantify this in any way. However, from aerial 
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photographic evidence it can be seen that the number of dwellings 
in Kgaga increased from 85 in 1976 to 664 in 1979, that is, an 
increase of more than 680 percent, indicating that there was an 
increased demand for land and an increase and concentration on 
purely residential land right allocations in Kgaga around this 
time. 
Therefore, township construction of the last Umlazi sections 
built prior to my fieldwork, that is U and Z, had again led to an 
influx of people into Kgaga and a further transformation in the 
area's land tenure system. This was the last effect on Kgaga's 
land tenure system which can be linked directly to the phased 
development of Umlazi township during the study period. 
However, many polity members who lived in the areas surrounding 
the township, when interviewed, expressed the opinion that Umlazi 
township might continue to expand onto their land at any time in 
the future. This perception of the people resident in the Cele-
Zulu polity area encouraged them to settle non-kin and strangers 
on their land, rather than retain their land for future 
generations. In other words, Umlazi township as a potential 
future threat, continued to exert an influence on the remaining 
Cele-Zulu polity land tenure system. 
This unfolding history of the sub-region was a major external 
factor which led to the ongoing individualisation of land rights 
and the sale of polity land in Kgaga and the ongoing development 
of the informal settlement of Kgaga, described below (see Chapter 
Eight). 
CgDc1u§ion 
The ethnography presented above shows the effect of a powerful 
interventionist urban management system linked to the apartheid 
policies of the period, and how it affected indigenous land 
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rights, social personalities and groups. I have shown, and will 
continue to show, that it had a major influence on Hgaga's land 
tenure system, in the short, medium and long term. This influence 
was not only in terms of the increase in the number of dwellings 
in the area, but also of the transformations within the land 
tenure system, as detailed in the case studies above and below 
(see Chapters Eight and Nine) . 
The case studies presented above, against which I will be 
comparing the Zulu ethnography later (see Chapters Ten and Eleven 
below), give insights into the manifestation of the Zulu land 
tenure system under urban conditions, with respect to the nature 
of the kinship group holding land at the local level and the 
rights to land held by a number of the social units in the Zulu 
social structure, including the jndnva. Also, they give an 
insight into what form the community over-rights take at the 
micro-level of behaviour, and to what extent and in what form 
individualised land rights exist, under urban conditions. 
They also illustrate that there was a range of ways of acquiring 
land rights within the Zulu land tenure system beyond that of the 
agnatic and virilocal principles usually associated with the 
system; and that under urban conditions this range was expanded. 
FjTstJ¥, the jzjkhpvzj relationship was an important method of 
obtaining land in the Hgaga area. This occurred either on its own 
or linked to an affinal kinship relationship. SecpvdJ¥, not only 
were links through women important in obtaining land rights, but 
also women, especially widows, can be seen in many of these case 
studies as having a pivotal role in the allocation of land 
rights, albeit purely residential land rights, in the area. 
Thjrdl¥, some of the case studies show the introduction of ~ 
facto cognatic inheritance into a land tenure system which was 
previously reported as one of only agnatic inheritance. 
FpuTthJ¥, the broadening of the criteria of kinship held to 
govern access to 
is also apparent 
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land, under the anonymity of urban conditions, 
in the ethnography . The role of the male as a 
fictitious agnate, the manipulation of genealogical position, the 
use of the jsjboogo (clan name) associated with the area, all 
used to strengthen claims to land rights, can all be traced back 
to the usual range of options within the Zulu land tenure system; 
even though they might be new interpretations of the system or a 
manipulation of its rules through fictitious claims . 
Fjoall¥, all the above instances of the broadening and 
manipulation of the rules of the Zulu land tenure system and its 
classification of who had what rights to land, were linked to the 
introduction of purely residential land rights on polity land, 
and ultimately to the outright transfer of residential land 
rights for cash to strangers (see Chapter Eight below). 
In addition to these transformations, these case studies also 
show a further transformation of the kinship group holding land 
rights in the Zulu land tenure system under urban conditions -
that of the diminution of the kinship group. All the kinship 
groups 
1980, 
discussed were merely remnants of local descent groups by 
despite the fact that 20 years earlier a number of them, 
such as the Mdlaloses, Mfekas and Majolas, had been part of an 
extended agnatic grouping in the area, which had had a number of 
local descent group segments (see Chapter Ten below). 
Also 
still 
apparent in 
implicit 
all the 
at this 
case studies, though to some extent 
stage of the account, is the 
interrelationship between the internal dialectic and the external 
factor of urbanisation and urban development. For example, the 
broadening of the criteria of kinship held to govern access to 
land expressed the fission side of the internal dialectic's 
interrelationship with urban conditions. Another example of this 
interrelationship is the comparative ease with which izjkhoozi 
groups split off, or became independent from, their founding 
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local descent group remnants. This behaviour was facilitated by 
the breaking up of land based kinship institutions in Hgaga, 
because of the effects of Umlazi township's urban management 
system. The case studies also give an insight into what form the 
community over-rights -expressing the integration side of the 
internal dialectic, take at the micro-level of behaviour, in 
terms of polity members limiting the further allocation of purely 
residential urban land tenures to strangers in the area. 
The case studies also give some sense of the nature and extent of 
the indunas rights to land in the Zulu land tenure system, a 
topic which I develop further below (see Chapter Ten). I am 
arguing that the manipulation of the rules, with respect to the 
individualisation of land rights and the sale of polity land 
within an urban area, facilitated by jndunas, is part of the 
entrepreneurial behaviour of jndllnas in the Zulu land tenure 
system. This behaviour expresses the tendency towards fission in 
the land tenure system. I am arguing (and will continue to argue 
-see Chapter Eleven below), that the community over-rights, as 
demonstrated as being able to threaten individualised land rights 
in some of the case studies above, serve to limit entrepreneurial 
behaviour in the Zulu land tenure system and express the 
integration related behaviour associated with the system. 
Also apparent in the case studies is that rights to land are 
often competed over by individuals and groups, who sometimes form 
coalitions (discussed further in Chapters Nine and Ten below), 
and who manipulate the rules to win these land rights. Linked to 
this is the interrelationship between the local Zulu land tenure 
system and the urban environment in regard to the allocation of 
land on the boundaries of izigodi, especially in areas that are 
being disputed by jndllnas. Hany of the case studies above point 
towards the formation of rival coalitions, through the allocation 
of land to newcomers and\or strangers, and the ratification of 
these allocations by jndllnas. These jndnnas were attempting to 
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advance and\or secure their own land rights against that of other 
jndnnas. I am showing, and will continue to show, that these 
allocations and ratifications defined who was a part of which of 
the rival coalitions and related to the creation and extension of 
izigodi boundaries and ultimately to the extension of the 
informal settlement itself (see Chapter Nine below). 
I am arguing (and see Chapter Ten below), that these boundaries 
were symbolic constructions which represented the territory of 
each of the rival coalitions, including the group (coalition) 
trying to split off from one jsjgodj and join another; and were a 
manifestation of the internal dialectic in the local land tenure 
system at a particular stage of the social process. 
The shaping of land tenure related behaviour by the interaction 
between the internal dialectic and the encompassing urban 
context, although apparent to some extent in the above case 
studies, comes into sharper focus below (see Chapter Nine), when 
I discuss that part of the ethnography which builds on the case 
studies of the various residents of the "gaga area, but which 
specifically focuses on the boundaries in the 
some of the residents of the "gaga area 
residential land rights and why others did 
above, is then explained. 
study area. Why 
allocated purely 
not, as described 
The above case studies, together with the history of the sub-
region, give an insight into how an informal settlement develops 
on polity land within an urban area. They make it possible to 
trace the early transformations within "gaga's land tenure system 
and how they came about. They also make it possible to follow the 
succession of different regional and local level events which 
influenced and developed out of one another, with some of these 
events being linked to the operation of internal dialectic within 
the local system and others to the wider society. This formed the 
basis of the ongoing transformation of "gaga's land tenure 
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system, examples of which are given below (see Chapter Eight). 
Endnotes 
1.With respect to the genealogical diagrams, I have used the 
orthography suggested by A.Barnard and A.Good (1984). In addition 
to this, the siblings shown within the same generation are not 
necessarily indicated in chronological order, as I do not have 
this information for all the individuals in the genealogical 
diagrams. 
2.Illegal because, according to the law, the Township Manager's 
office, and not an jndllna, allocated land in a township which had 
been proclaimed under R293 of 1962 (see Chapter Six above). 
3.In the late 1970s and early 1980s in the O.F.R. it was very 
common to find that informal settlement had taken place on 
cleared proclaimed undeveloped township land before the houses 
were constructed. Examples of this were the Halukazi informal 
settlement which developed on land upon which U section and 
portions of Z section of Umlazi township were supposed to be 
constructed, and Lindelani informal settlement, which developed 
in the area designated for the extension of Ntuzuma township. 
~.I have no information on whether money changed hands or whether 
the size of land conformed to accepted Zulu land tenure practice, 
or was a site for a residence only. 
5.Based on: 1959 and 1968 aerial photographs; Scogings' draft 
maps of these aerial photographs (see Appendix Ten below). 
6.Aerial photographs of Hgaga were only taken at irregular 
intervals during the study period -see Appendix Ten below for a 
more detailed explanation. 
7.It was not possible to ascertain the boundaries of the Goqo 
area in any definitive sense because of the numerous contemporary 
claims in the area (see case studies). Section 6A designated on 
Hap Nineteen (Appendix One below) is therefore only a very rough 
spatial indication of the area. I therefore use the term 
'Olomo\Goqo' broadly to locate some of my data spatially; and use 
the term section 6 to include 6A unless otherwise indicated. 
8.Source: 1976 aerial photograph. 
9.Estimates of the date of the death of Goqo range between 1974 
and 1976, but 1975 was the one most often used by the people 
interviewed. 
10.G.Barnes deduced this information for me to use for this 
thesis, using information supplied to him by me on indigenous 
boundaries in the "gaga area (see Appendix Ten below). 
Il.Although this might seem to be a large number of dwellings, by 
the late 1970s the size of a dwelling in Mgaga could be as small 
as 2.5m by 2m, with the average size, at a very rough estimate, 
being 4m by 4m. Also, in some parts of Hgaga, dwellings were 
built so close together that there was less than 1 metre between 
them. 
I2.Barnes (see Appendix Ten below). 
I3.Evidenced by the 1937 aerial photograph of Hgaga. 
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14.The Hfekas received no financial 
rights in the Hgaga area, as their 
expropriated, because the land was 
study period by the former S.A. D.T. 
Five and Six). 
compensation for their land 
land was alienated and not 
owned up to the end of the 
(described above in Chapters 
15.Evidenced by the 1968 aerial photograph of Hgaga. 
16.1 use the 1979 aerial photograph of Hgaga as my end point in 
the study period of the number of dwellings in the area, rather 
than the 1980 aerial photograph. I do this because the 1979 
counts of dwellings of Hgaga were done using better scientific 
methods and are therefore more correct than my 1980 count of 
dwellings. Also, according to my 1980 count, the number of 
dwellings in the area changed by only between 5 to 10 per cent 
between 1979 and 1980. 
17.Evidenced by the 1968, 1976 and 1979 aerial photographs. 
18.Barnes (see Appendix Ten below). 
19. wGG" was the local term in KwaZulu for the central government 
and wZGw for the KwaZulu government. It was derived from the 
central government vehicle licence plate numbers of that time and 
the present day KwaZulu vehicle licence plate numbers. 
20.Evidenced by the 1968, 1976 and 1979 aerial photographs. 
21.Bryant (1965:543) states that the major portion of the Cele 
tribe, that is the Cele-Zulu polity, had settled in the umzimkulu 
area sometime around the 1850s. 
22.Evidenced by the 1959, 1968, 1976 and 1979 aerial photographs. 
23.Evidenced by the 1968 and 1979 aerial photographs. 
24.Evidenced by the 1976 and 1979 aerial photographs. This figure 
includes the dwellings on the Ndwandwe land in section 5, as it 
was Hrs Ngema that transferred these residential sites for cash. 
25.This is described in Fourie (1984k), in relation to another 
informal settlement, Ezimbokodweni, near Umlazi township. 
26.Hgaga was located at the terminus of the major bus service. 
27.ln November, 1979 there were 664 dwellings in Hgaga, according 
to the count done in the Department of Surveying and Happing, 
University of Natal (Durban) by Fourie, for a research project on 
the number of informal settlement dwellings in the D.F . R. There 
were 7.38 people per dwelling, according to a survey done of 
Hgaga in 1979 (Unpublished survey of Hgaga in 1979 by 
P.Stopforth, Centre of Applied Social Sciences, University of 
Natal, Durban). 
28.Stopforth survey (see above) -the uncoded results of which 
were made available to me by Stopforth. With hindsight 1 realise 
that because of the way 1 constructed the coding of the survey 
the answer 'Umlazi' could have meant, not only people moving out 
of Umlazi township itself, but also the polity residents who had 
been removed to make way for Umlazi, as well as the informal 
settlement residents who resided within the Umlazi township 
boundary on land that had not been developed, although it had 
been proclaimed, and who had their dwellings demolished to make 
way for Umlazi township. This would have meant that there was an 
over estimate of the numbers of people having come from Umlazi 
township. However, based on other social science techniques, 1 
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can state that this figure fairly accurately reflected the 
situation. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: LAND TRANSFERS TO PEOPLE 
WHO WERE STRANGERS TO THE AREA AND 
THEIR RIGHTS TO LAND 
Introduction 
There were three settlement waves or broad periods of growth in 
the number of people and dwellings in the Hgaga area. Firstly, 
prior to the study period before 1959, the increase was largely 
related to natural increase; to some extent to affines from 
adjacent kinship groups acquiring land; and also to voluntary 
relocations because of conflict. As far as could be ascertained 
from long standing present day residents, all the people who 
acquired rights to land before 1959 acquired land not only for 
residential occupation, but also for fields and for grazing. 
These rights were held by males, either agnates or affines of 
long standing kinship groups in the Hgaga area, who were 
"citizens" or became "citizens" (Hgubane:1977:l3) of the Cele-
Zulu polity. 
The second broad period of growth, from 1960 onwards, was 
directly related to the resettlement of polity members -including 
individuals who had held positions of power, who had been 
resident within the area that was designated for the development 
of Umlazi township (see Chapter Seven above). Although, as 
described, some of these polity members obtained access to fields 
and grazing, many of them either did not obtain any such access 
to fields and grazing or their access was severely limited. The 
Zulu land tenure system had started to transform to accommodate 
the higher density settlement pattern usually associated with 
urban areas, even at this early stage of Hgaga's development. 
This in turn facilitated the third period of growth and 
transformation, whereby strangers to the area were allocated 
purely residential land rights. As detailed above (see Chapters 
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Six and Seven), a situation had developed whereby there was 
vacant land in the "gaga valley; the entrepreneur induna Gogo was 
a resident in the area; and a number of local descent group 
remnants had ~ecome independent of their founding local descent 
group remnant, which facilitated the emergence of females as 
effective holders and allocators of polity land rights. 
This state of affairs facilitated, over time, both the increase 
in the number of transfers of purely residential land rights to 
strangers, as well as a drastic decrease in the size of land 
transferred and the introduction of'cash into the transaction. I 
describe a few of the case studies of this third period below, 
with respect to the usual range of options within the Zulu land 
tenure system reported to date (see Chapter Four above). I 
include in this third period both people who arrived in "gaga in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s, as well as those who moved to the 
area just before 1980. 
The case studies presented below demonstrate how the Zulu land 
tenure system within an urban area transforms and the range of 
options in regard to usual Zulu land tenure practice is extended. 
"gaga's transformation allowed strangers to obtain land rights 
despite the fact that they had no kinship links to the area, 
and\or were not part of an izikhonzi relationship in the area, 
and\or did not pay allegiance to or form part of the constituency 
of the local indnna or chief. In addition to this, these rights 
to land, rather than including fields and grazing, were based on 
purely residential land rights. Also, the incremental process 
whereby land rights in polity areas were transferred and\or 
individualised, can be read into the case studies. It is also 
possible to gain an insight into the role that cash played in the 
transfer of land rights in a polity area. All these 
transformations were linked to the tendency towards fission in 
the Zulu land tenure system. 
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As I have been arguing (see Chapters Two, Four and Seven above) 
and as I go on to show in my comparative analysis of my case 
studies with the Zulu ethnography (Chapters Ten and Eleven 
below), the manipulation of the system's rules is a common 
pattern within the Zulu land tenure system and effectively 
extends the range of options available within the land tenure 
system. 
Although I am arguing (and see Chapter Nine below) that "gaga's 
local system had transformed rather than changed, this was not 
because some reference was still being made to usual Zulu land 
tenure practice even in 1980, but rather because the over-rights 
of the community (embodying the integration side of the internal 
dialectic), were also apparent in a number of the case studies. 
(For example, the demolition of dwellings by local polity 
members, which dwellings were erected on purely residential land 
allocations; and the behaviour of the original local descent 
group remnants to land they had previously transferred). 
The continued existence of the community over-rights I am arguing 
(and see Chapters Nine and Eleven below), shows that the 
underlying principles of the system had not been reconstructed, 
despite the transformations and manipulation of the rules of 
"gaga's land tenure system and behaviour embodying the fission 
side of the internal dialectic being extremely dominant. 
According to Comaroff's approach (1982:159) outlined above (see 
Chapter Two), "gaga's land tenure system was transformed and not 
changed, as both sides of the internal dialectic were present in 
the system throughout the study period. 
The case studies presented above and below also show the 
fluctuations in emphasis in regard to these two sides of the 
internal dialectic, as it interacted with the urban environment. 
For example, behaviour linked to the tendency towards fission was 
especially prevalent in these case studies, and became 
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incrementally stronger over time. They demonstrate that the role 
of the integrating hierarchy of Zulu social structure and the 
community over-rights -i.e. the integration side, decreases over 
time and can go into abeyance under urban conditions and that 
independent (fission) behaviour is integral to the development of 
an informal settlement on polity land. 
From another angle, what is also illustrated by these case 
studies, is that new residents were reluctant to speak about, and 
elaborate on, issues with regard to their land, for a range of 
reasons (see below and Chapters Five and Six above and Appendix 
Three below) and their perceptions of local land related issues 
is sometimes difficult to understand, as it is 'generally 
presented in isolation from other wider factors. Their rights, 
some would say 'claims', to land, and events relating to these, 
can only be understood by firstly realising that the land tenure 
system of Hgaga was ambiguous, because it consisted of purely 
residential urban land tenure forms on polity land. 
Secondly, another reason why their perceptions with respect to 
their land rights were not always straight forward, is that their 
experiences took place against the wider backdrop of the urban 
management system of Umlazi, which structured the behaviour of 
officials in a way that was often both threatening and\or 
incomprehensible to Hgaga's residents. Thirdly, information was 
often suppressed, distorted or loaded because of the local 
conflicts over land rights in the area, which conflicts are 
illustrated in the case studies below. These factors made it 
difficult to try and identify the rights to land and land tenure 
relations of those people who came to live in the area after the 
original land allocations were made to the polity members who had 
been displaced for the building of Umlazi township. 
As with Chapter Seven (above), the issues which relate to the 
themes in the thesis are raised within the case studies below. 
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However, 
issues, in 
framework, 
a more comprehensive discussion and linking of these 
terms of my dialectical and transactional conceptual 
is done with respect to the Hgaga material in Chapter 
Nine and a comparative analysis drawn with the Zulu ethnography 
in Chapters Ten and Eleven. 
Strangers Who Arriyed in "gaga in the 
Late 1960s or Early 1970s 
The characteristic common to all the people who arrived in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s, as well as the case studies of those 
people who arrived just before 1980 (see below), as with most of 
Hgaga's residents, is that they initially sought accommodation in 
Hgaga because they were migrants working in Durban, rather than 
because they had been born or grew up in the local area, or had 
married into the local area. 
The Two Ngubane Brothers 
I interviewed only the younger Ngubane brother in 1980 as the 
older brother no longer resided in Hgaga. Ngubane said that he 
was reluctant to be interviewed about his land because he was in 
the process of "giving" his land to somebody else. However, he 
did give me some information which, added to that given to me by 
his neighbours Hrs Htshali and Mrs Mthembu, who were friends of 
his wife, enabled me to piece together the data presented below. 
The two Ngubane brothers came from the 
migrants to Durban. As they were 
Nongoma area 
uncomfortable 
and were 
in the 
accommodation which they had acquired in Durban, they decided to 
look for land in the rural hinterland of Durban. One brother 
worked for a bakery and travelled In the greater Durban area 
delivering bread. He noticed that there was open land, such as in 
the rural areas around Hongoma, when he passed Hgaga. He had no 
relatives in Hgaga, but often used to stop and give HaHnguni 
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(number 14 in Genealogy One on pg.320) some bread. The Ngubane 
brother I interviewed said that sometime in the early 1970s his 
older brother had persuaded HaHnguni, a widow with a grown up son 
Sipho (number 26), to "give" them a portion of land in section 2 
(see Appendix One Hap Nineteen below). I was not able to 
ascertain whether in fact cash changed hands in this transaction, 
but presume that it did. The exact boundaries of the claimed 
Ngubane land were impossible to ascertain in 1980 because of the 
number of dwellings in the area (see Appendix One Hap Nineteen 
section 2 below) and because of the conflicting claims to land in 
the area (see below). However, according to Ngubane and Hrs 
Htshali, the Ngubanes had been given land which was big enough 
for 2 dwellings and some fields for ploughing. 
According to Ngubane, HaHnguni, a widow, and her son were 
involved in the negotiations for the land. HaHnguni gave them the 
land for nothing so they gave her R4-00 in gratitude for the 
gift. Ngubane said it was not Zulu tradition to negotiate with a 
woman about land, however they had been desperate for land. 
Bethwell Htetwa, the previous induna of the Isidweni jsjgodi, 
came over and drew his (Ngubane's) boundaries in return for some 
liquor. Ngubane said that no money was given to the induna. 
However, this transaction between herself and Ngubane apparently 
did not deter HaHnguni from later attempting to sell part of the 
Ngubanes' land. Hrs Htshali and Hrs Hthembu, sisters who had 
lived in the area since the early 1970s (see below), said that 
when HaHnguni had attempted to sell part of the land she had 
previously allocated to Ngubane to other people, she had made use 
of "thugs". "These thugs attacked the Ngubanes and also built 
structures on their land." This led to raids by the police, and 
for a long time the Ngubanes, Htshalis and Hthembus lived "in the 
bush" or away from Hgaga, until they saw that once again 
dwellings were being put up in the area and then they returned to 
claim what land and dwellings they could, which they had earlier 
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bought and built. 
Ngubane said that his older brother had left Hgaga1 • He himself 
had "given" his own house to one Luthuli, as he was returning to 
the Nongoma area. By this I presumed that he had transferred to 
Luthuli his residential land rights which included his shack 
shop, for cash. He said that Luthull had shared the house with 
him for a long time and that he would inform induna Hadondo, the 
present incumbent of the Isidweni isigodi, that he was returning 
to the Nongoma area and that Luthuli had taken over his house and 
shack shop. He went on to say that during his stay in Hgaga he 
had taken his problems to induna Hadondo. He also said that he 
had given no documents concerning change of "ownership" 
house to Luthuli, as he said that what was important was 
induna Hadondo knew that the "ownership" had changed hands. 
of the 
that 
I conclude that the Ngubanes obtained land, sufficient for two 
dwellings and fields but not grazing, from HaHnguni, and that 
this land allocation was ratified by an jndnna of the Isidweni 
isigodi. However, with the knowledge of the induna2, the Ngubanes 
did not become "citizens" (Ngubane op.cit.p.13) of the Cele-Zulu 
polity and khonza Chief Cele, because they still retained their 
land and allegiance in the Nongoma area, to which they eventually 
returned. There was no indication in my interview with Ngubane 
that he considered himself to be an isikhonzj of HaHnguni's local 
descent group remnant, or that he had advised her that he was 
leaving. Also, the entire area which the Ngubanes had originally 
been allocated was covered in dwellings, implying that the 
Ngubanes must also at some time have introduced purely 
residential rights to land into their area, although this could 
also have been done by HaHnguni and her "thugs". 
This early allocation of land shows that while some of the usual 
practices of the Zulu land tenure system were adhered to, such as 
the allocation of fields and the involvement of an jndnna in the 
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ratification of boundaries, many of the practices usually 
associated with the system were short-circuited. These included 
the period of time when an jsikhoozi family acquires a local 
sponsor before being allocated the land, as well as being a 
member or citizen of the polity and the jzjkhoozj relationship~ 
Also, the role of males in the allocation of land rights under 
the Zulu land tenure system was ambiguous in this allocation, and 
was acknowledged by Ngubane as such. The kinship link, the role 
of male agnates and the jzjkhoozj relationship -all key 
characteristics of the Zulu land tenure system (see Chapter Ten 
below) -were not present or were ambiguous in this allocation of 
land rights. The absence of these latter aspects probably 
encouraged the Ngubanes to later transfer their land as 
residential sites for cash, rather than retaining it for future 
generations. 
This case study shows behaviour expressing the tendency towards 
fission in the land tenure system -in that it was an example of 
how the Zulu land tenure system within an urban area transforms 
to allow strangers to obtain land rights, despite the fact that 
they have no kinship links to the area and were not part of an 
jzikhoozj relationship in the area, and do not pay allegiance to 
or form part of the constituency of the local jodnoa or chief. 
This transformation has allowed a widow to allocate land rights 
in polity land. 
The entrepreneurial role of the ioduoa who facilitated this 
allocation of land is apparent in this case study. He extended 
the Zulu land tenure system's cultural repertoire -an example of 
this being that he allowed the allocation of land rights in 
polity land by what was in reality a female of the local descent 
group remnant. This case study also indicates how land rights in 
polity land were incrementally individualised and transferred for 
cash over time. 
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However, besides behaviour expressing fission, one of the key 
aspects apparent in this case study is the ongoing role of the 
community over-rights, as expressed in the behaviour of the 
original local descent group remnant, i.e. MaMnguni, with respect 
to the land she had previously transferred. She continued to be 
in active competition for the land, even after it had been 
transferred, and tried to activate her over-rights through the 
use of "thugs" and re-claim the land. 
this -i.e. relating to the community 
indicator of whether Mgaga still had 
I took behaviour such as 
over-rights, to be the 
a system of Zulu land 
tenure; and not the extent or type of reference which was made to 
usual Zulu land tenure practice. 
Mrs Mtshali and Mrs Mthembu 
When I interviewed these two sisters in 1980, Mrs Mtshali's 
family, resident under the same roof, consisted of herself and 
her children, her sickly husband, her brother and another male 
relative. She and her sister, Mrs Mthembu, shared the same plot 
of land and her sister's family, resident under the same roof, 
consisted of her and her husband and their children. 
These two sisters came from the Transkei. Mrs Mtshali said that 
she herself "had" land, in the sense of held land rights, in the 
Transkei. The way Mrs Mtsha1i described this was that she was the 
second wife and that the first wife was looking after the land 
near Lusikisi in the Transkei. The two sisters had come to Durban 
to find work and had lived in B section of Umlazi township until 
they were encouraged by the Ngubanes above, who had also been 
resident in B section of Umlazi township at some point, to 
relocate to Mgaga. They had no kinship links into Mgaga and there 
were no kinship links between the Ngubanes and the two sisters; 
Mrs Ngubane, who was married to the younger Ngubane brother, was 
a close friend of the sisters. 
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Mrs Mtshali and Mrs Mthembu and their families, when they first 
moved to the Mgaga area in the early 1970s, most probably in 
1974-5, rented one room from Mrs Ngema (number 18 in Genealogy 
One on pg.320 and in section 4) for a number of years. During 
this period they bought a piece of land, large enough for 2 
dwellings and some fields, from Mrs Makhanya in the adjacent area 
(section 2), for an initial payment of R40. Mrs Mthembu said that 
they felt that Mrs Makhanya had the "right to give us the land as 
we negotiated with her as well as her oldest son, who was her 
heir. 
" 
She went on to say that, because they came from . the 
Transkei they were not sure of the system of obtaining land in 
KwaZulu. That Mrs Makhanya's son was involved in the land 
transfer had made her feel slightly easier about the arrangement. 
The sisters then attempted to get induna Mtetwa of the Isidweni 
jsigodj to ratify their boundaries. However, even though they 
went to see him a number of times, each time including some cash 
payment to Mrs Makhanya and to the jodlloa, (for instance they 
gave him R5-00 and a bottle of Old Buck Gin and 2 beers on their 
first visit), the induna said that he was sick and could not come 
and ratify their boundaries. This was despite the fact that he 
had done so for the Ngubanes under similar conditions. They 
therefore went ahead and built first Mrs Mthembu's dwelling and 
then Mrs Mtshali's dwelling without the induna's ratification. 
Mrs Mthembu said that the last attempt they had made to get their 
boundaries ratified by him, they had been told to first get 
KwaZulu citizenship certificates3before their boundaries could be 
ratified. 
When Mrs Mtshali and Mrs Mthembu moved to Mgaga in the early 
1970s, they said that there were 4 or 5 dwellings in Mrs 
Makhanya's area (section 2) and 7 dwellings in Mrs Ngema's area 
(section 4). According to Mrs Mthembu, two of the dwellings 
housed Mrs Ngema's daughters, who had been given land by Mrs 
Ngema, before they were married, which land included fields for 
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ploughing. 
Of the remaining dwellings, Mrs Ngema had "taken back" at least 
two by 1980 from the original people to whom she had transferred 
rights to land. This meant, according to the sisters, that she 
had either "refused to allow the person to whom she had allocated 
the rights to land to sell his dwelling to somebody else, and had 
insisted that he sell the area back to her without demolishing 
the house, or had sent thugs to force the person to leave the 
area". Mrs Ngema's militant approach to areas of land that she 
had already transferred was mentioned by a number of residents, 
and was evident during an argument, which took place in front of 
me, between Mrs Ngema and somebody to whom she had sold land, 
with respect to a tenant that they had introduced. 
Mrs Mthembu stated that she and her sister had also had problems 
with Mrs Makhanya using thugs "to throw them off their land" and 
to "put up structures" in the areas where she (Mrs Makhanya) had 
already transferred land rights to them, i.e. Mrs Makhanya was 
attempting to flout the sisters existing land rights. This had 
caused them to do two things: Firstly they erected dwellings, 
which they rented out to tenants on the borders of the area which 
they considered to be theirs, "as witnesses against Mrs 
Makhanya's thugs". I found the erection of dwellings for this 
purpose to be an extremely common practice in Mgaga. 
Secondly, with respect to those "structures" that had already 
been erected on the sister's land by people who had mistakenly 
bought rights to that land from Mrs Makhanya rather than the 
sisters; the sisters had reached an agreement with these people. 
In one case for example, according to Mrs Mtshali, the agreement 
included a gift of a coat to Mrs Mtshali's husband by the people 
who had mistakenly bought such land rights from Mrs Makhanya on 
the sisters' land; in return the sisters allowed these people to 
remain on the land. I concluded that, as with the Ndwandwe case 
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study in section 5 (see Chapter Seven above), the agreements 
between the sisters and the people who had bought land rights 
from Mrs Makhanya on the sisters' land, probably involved payment 
for the land twice, once to Mrs Makhanya and once to the sisters, 
though this was not stated. 
In addition to this, sometime during their stay in Mgaga, as 
indicated in the Ngubane case study above, this conflict led to 
police raids in the area. The sisters, their families and the 
Ngubanes then left the area, first to live "in the bush" and then 
later to stay further into the hinterland of the Cele-Zulu polity 
area, on a temporary basis. They returned to Mgaga when they 
realised that new dwellings were still being built in the area, 
and claimed their land rights again. 
With respect to these police raids, which affected the lives of 
the Ngubanes and the two sisters from the Transkei as well as 
others (see Chapter Seven above), a White official from the 
Umlazi Township Manager's office said that he did not willingly 
countenance "the growth of shacks in the Mgaga area." He 
attempted to demolish these shacks in the early 1970s. However, 
the KwaZulu government intervened, in the person of Chief 
Minister M.G.Buthelezi, "who refused to allow the shacks to be 
demolished" and therefore the demolition was brought completely 
to a halt. This fact was confirmed by residents of Mgaga, such as 
Mrs Mngadi. 
This early allocation of land shows that some of the usual Zulu 
land tenure practices were adhered to, such as a lengthy period 
of residence in an area prior to the transfer of land rights, as 
well as the allocation of fields and not just purely residential 
land rights. However, this early allocation also embodies the 
fission side of the internal dialectic, in that other important 
aspects of the system's usual practices were ignored or 
circumvented, such as the induna's refusal to draw their 
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boundaries because not only were they not citizens or members of 
the polity, but they were in fact not citizens or members of any 
Zulu polity4. 
Also, the role of males in the allocation of land rights under 
the Zulu land tenure system was ambiguous in this allocation by a 
widow, and was acknowledged by the people to whom the land rights 
were being transferred, i.e. the sisters, as such. Also, the 
jzjkbQnzj relationship was not evident in this transaction. In 
addition to this, it appeared, according to the way the two 
sisters described events, as though whatever land rights they 
held were allocated to themselves, that is to women. The kinship 
link, the role of male agnates and the jzjkbonzj relationship, 
key characteristics of the Zulu land tenure system, were 
therefore not present or were ambiguous in this allocation of 
land rights. The absence of these latter aspects probably 
encouraged the sisters, who sensed that their tenure was 
insecure, to transfer their land as residential sites for cash, 
rather than retaining it for future generations. 
Also apparent in this case study is the entrepreneurial role of 
the jnduna who facilitated this allocation of land despite the 
fact that it was being made in reality by a widow of the local 
descent group remnant to females who were not members of any Zulu 
polity. The behaviour of the induna, widow and females expressed 
the tendency towards fission in the Zulu land tenure system. As 
with the Hgubanes above, the role of a widow's underage male heir 
in the allocation of land rights, as a remnant symbol of the role 
of male agnates in the Zulu land tenure system, served both to 
facilitate the ambiguous land transfer, as well as to expand the 
criteria of kinship held to govern access to land in the Zulu 
land tenure system. In addition, this case study shows land 
rights in polity land being incrementally individualised and 
transferred for cash over time. 
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However, although the fission side of the internal dialectic was 
embodied in most of the land related behaviour described in this 
case study, the integration side was also expressed. It is 
apparent in the ongoing role of the community over-rights, as 
expressed in the behaviour of the original local descent group 
remnants, i.e. Mrs Ngema and Mrs Makhanya respectively, in regard 
to the land which they had previously transferred. Both Mrs Ngema 
and Mrs Makhanya continued to be in active competition for land 
which they had already transferred, even using "thugs" to enforce 
their over-rights (as in Mrs Ngema's case) or in attempting to 
enforce their over-rights (as in Mrs Makhanya's case). 
As already indicated, I took this type of behaviour -i.e. the 
activation of the community over-rights which express the 
tendency towards integration in the land tenure system, to 
indicate that Mgaga still had a system of Zulu land tenure, 
rather than whether, and to 
these land transfers to the 
Zulu land tenure system. 
Mrs Zulu 
what extent, reference was made in 
usual range of options within the 
Mrs Mthembu said that "lots of people sold land in the Olomo area 
(section 6) because the first residents there were granted big 
plots by Gogo which they are now sub-dividing." Mrs Zulu was one 
of these residents. She said that she had obtained land from Gogo 
in 1973, when he "gave" her the land. She also said that "from 
then up to now my pass and my son's pass are registered at 
Chesterville township." She had had to pay Gogo, and then his son 
Stanley after Gogo died, R3-00 a month for her land, up until 
1977 (see below). When Gogo "gave" her the land the "chief never 
came", that is her boundaries were never ratified. She claimed to 
have been given a large plot -however, it was impossible to 
assess what size land she acguired from Gogo as the area in 1980 
had many dwellings (see Appendix One Map Nineteen -section 6 
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below) and probably as many conflicting land claims. 
Mrs Zulu had no kin in the area when she moved to "gaga in 1973. 
She said that when she moved to the area the only dwellings in 
section 6 were the Dlomos, Gogos, Ngobeses (see below) and 
Sitholes. She said that since that time Gogo had "given" land to 
other people, and that some of these people had "instigated 
others to build over my boundaries". That is, neighbours had sold 
land, which she claimed was hers, to other people and thereby 
encroached on her land. She stated that her reaction to this had 
been, "I warned them, because I didn't want to take them to court 
or anything, in case they tried to murder me and burn my place 
down." 
Mrs Zulu said that in 1977 the residents of Mgaga, including 
herself, had been "called to a meeting at Bhekithemba hall, where 
a White man asked us where we had come from and who had told us 
about Mgaga and where we had got our land. He also told us not to 
pay the R3-00" (i.e. the monthly land rental). She said that she 
had "dragged Stanley (Gogo) to the meeting and he signed our 
statements and from then on he never collected rent from us." 
With respect to her land rights, she said that she lived in 
"tribal land." However, she also said, "I did'nt khonza for my 
land, Gogo gave it to me". However, later she said that she had 
khonza'd Gogo before he died. These contradictory statements 
indicate the extent to which the land rights being transferred in 
Mgaga during this time were ambiguous. She had no concrete ties 
with any of the present day jndunas, and even though she knew 
that a new Isidweni jnduna had been installed, she did not know 
his name. 
Also, she felt she owned the land against all other claims. 
However, she feared that she would lose her land when and if 
Umlazi township was extended, which fact undermined her security 
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of tenure. She was not aware of the dispute between the Isidweni 
and Isinkontshe iziQodj (see Chapter Nine below). However, she 
did say that "the boundary between 'GG' and tribal land is Hrs 
Hakhanya's land and Mrs Ngema's land." In other words, according 
to Hrs Zulu, the western proclaimed boundary of Umlazi township 
was located along the boundary where sections 2 and 4 join. 
She said that she intended to 
leaving the dwelling to her son, 
remain in Hgaga until death, 
the only relative living with 
her in Hgaga. The only conditions she could envisage whereby the 
land would again be held by the Goqos was if her family became 
extinct. The place would then go back to the Goqos "because of 
the R3-00." The over-rights of that part of the community with 
the strongest claims to the land, i.e. the Goqos, would come into 
effect upon the demise of her kinship group. The role of 
community over-rights -which embody the integration aspects of 
the land tenure system, could therefore still be associated with 
aspects of Mrs Zulu's behaviour. 
Most, if not all aspects of the system's cultural repertoire were 
ignored or circumvented in this transaction. Hrs Zulu was not a 
citizen or member of the Cele-Zulu polity; the jnduna or chief 
did not ratify the boundaries of her land; her land allocation 
was made to a female, possibly on behalf of her son; she had no 
kinship links into the area; and she had not spent time in the 
area as a lodger, that is as an isikhQnzi obtaining a local 
sponsor. Also, the size of the allocation, which was "a large 
plot", apparently did not include land which could be used for 
fields, as did the land allocations to the Ngubanes and the two 
sisters from the Transkei (see above) who obtained land in 
roughly the same period, albeit in an adjacent area in section 4. 
That a monthly renta~ for the land was demanded also went against 
usual Zulu land tenure practices. HaSimemane,an old resident of 
the area~ said "you should not pay for tribal land", when she was 
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discussing the abolition of monthly rentals in this area. 
However, she claimed that this abolition of the rentals had been 
done at an Inkatha meeting in the area, not at the meeting to 
which Mrs Zulu was referring. 
However, remnants of the jzikbonzj relationship were evident in 
this transaction, in that Mrs Zulu said that she had khonza'd 
Goqo during his lifetime, and that she considered that his 
kinship group had over-rights in regard to her land. The absence 
of most of the characteristics usually associated with the 
system's cultural repertoire probably encouraged Mrs Zulu to 
transfer her land as residential sites for cash, rather than 
retaining it for future generations. This was because the absence 
of these characteristics, and the general absence of any 
characteristics indicating the existence of a secure land tenure 
system, probably made her feel that her tenure was not secure. 
This case study gives an insight into the further extension of 
the range of options within the Zulu land tenure system by an 
entrepreneurial induna, albeit unsuccessfully 
long term. The rental of land, where a tenant 
in the medium to 
builds his\her own 
dwelling, often termed a tenant-at-will, is a very common form of 
illegal land tenure on freehold land owned by Blacks and Indians 
in the D.F.R, but a rare occurrence in informal settlements that 
develop on polity land (Fourie:1986c), probably because of the 
popular perception expressed by people such as MaSimemane that, 
"you should not pay for tribal land". 
This case study illustrates the extension of usual Zulu land 
tenure practice, to include the allocation of land rights to a 
female, to a non-polity member and the allocation of only 
residential land rights. However, what is also apparent is that 
even within an urban context, some form of khonza relationship 
can be found to be part of the land tenure relations, and that 
linked to this is the acknowledgement of the community over-
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rights of the founding local descent group remnant, i.e. the 
Gogos. Both sides of the internal dialectic can be seen to be 
embodied in the behaviour described in this case study (although 
behaviour which expressed the fission side is far more dominant). 
I am arguing that the behaviour described in this case study 
indicates that, despite the extensive transformation of the land 
tenure system and the new land tenure practices, there was still 
a system of Zulu land tenure in Hgaga in 1980. 
Hrs Ngobese 
Hrs Ngobese, who in 1980 had her four sons living with her, had 
originally been lodging in J section of Umlazi township, adjacent 
to Hgaga (see Appendix One Hap Nineteen below). She said that she 
had not had any kin living in Hgaga when she "khooza'd Gogo in 
1967, then later Htetwa, to get a piece of land, which was big 
enough to plough." She said that "Gogo suggested to me that I get 
Htetwa to confirm my boundary. I did this after my house was 
built." 
At one time she had a dispute with Thandi Dlomo (number 28 in 
Genealogy One on pg.320) about her land. "Once I saw Thandi and 
Sam showing somebody part of my land, for them to put up a 
structure. I confronted Thandi, who said it was her family's 
land" (see Dlomo case study in Chapter Seven above). Hrs Ngobese 
said she had counter attacked "by explaining that I had khooza'd 
through Gogo from Htetwa and that it was my land. Thandi then 
sold land to the people inside her own boundaries." By 1980 Hrs 
Ngobese had sub-divided her territory, including this disputed 
area, and erected three dwellings on it, which she rented out, 
i.e. she had not sold the land rights. 
Hrs Ngobese said that the dwelling in Hgaga had become the 
family's permanent home and they no longer had land in Weenen, 
from where they had originally come. She said that all the Hgaga 
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houses and land would pass to her eldest son. However, they feel 
that they have little security of tenure. She had no relationship 
with the present indunas as "they were too far away and had no 
control over 'mjondolo." However, she said that she lived in the 
Isidweni jsigodi because Mtetwa had confirmed her boundaries. 
This early allocation of land shows some of the practices usually 
associated with the Zulu land tenure system such as the 
allocation of fields and not just purely residential land rights; 
no cash was involved in the land transfer; the ratification of 
her boundaries by the indunas; and that she had become a member 
of the Cele-Zulu polity. Also there was some evidence that the 
jzjkhonzi relationship was present in this transaction, as Mrs 
Ngobese used the fact that she khonza'd Gogo to justify her land 
rights in the face of Thandi Dlomo's claim. However, other 
important aspects of the system's usual practices were ignored or 
circumvented such as the fact that there was no lengthy period of 
residence in an area prior to the transfer of land rights and 
that it appears as though the rights to land were allocated to a 
female, possibly on behalf of her sons. This behaviour embodied 
the tendency towards fission in the land tenure system. 
This case study is another example of how the Zulu land tenure 
system within an urban area transforms to allow strangers obtain 
rights to land. Usual Zulu land tenure practice was extended by 
an entrepreneurial indnna to allow the allocation of land rights 
to a female-headed isjkhoQzj group, and was adapted to set aside 
the time period for sponsorship often associated with the Zulu 
land tenure system. This case study also indicates the 
incremental individualisation of land rights in polity land; and 
the operation of community over-rights, with respect to the 
behaviour of the original local descent group remnant, i.e. 
Thandi Dlomo, to the land which the Dlomo remnant had previously 
transferred. The behaviour described in this case study expressed 
both the fission and integration tendencies found in the Zulu 
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land tenure system, .although behaviour which expressed the 
fission side was far more dominant. Therefore the Zulu land 
tenure system was still in place despite the new urban land 
tenure practices (see below and Chapters Nine and Eleven below). 
strangers Who Arriyed in "gaga 
in the Late ]9705 
The strangers to the area who acquired land rights in the late 
1960s and the early 1970s (described above) were no less urban 
oriented than those strangers who moved to the area in the late 
1970s. However, earlier strangers acquired different land rights 
in Hgaga, which conformed more to usual Zulu land tenure 
practices, than those who acquired land later. This was because 
of the processual natu~e of the transformations of the area's 
land tenure system from a rural system of Zulu land tenure to 
what I am arguing was an urban system of Zulu 
discussed further in Chapter Eleven below). 
land tenure (and 
The first set of 
tenurial decisions by the original residents of the area, which 
introduced urban forms of land tenure into the area, led to 
additional new tenurial decisions, which tended to emphasize 
these urban transformations. 
Land transfers in the early part of "gaga's transformation 
differed from those transferred later, not only in terms of the 
extent to which the transfers conformed to usual Zulu land tenure 
practices, but also in terms of the role played by the political 
and kinship system's integrating hierarchy usually associated 
with the Zulu land tenure system. As can be seen in the case 
studies presented below, the role of this hierarchy in Hgaga's 
land tenure system had virtually disappeared by the late 1970s. 
However at the same time, there were also indications, even 
within these later case studies, that the integrating hierarchy, 
represented by the community over-rights, was still a factor in 
Hgaga's land tenure system. The tendency towards integration in 
r. 
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the Zulu land tenure system had not gone into complete abeyance 
at the lower levels of the hierarchy even at the end of the study 
period. 
Hr Hsomi 
Although he was originally from the Umbumbulu area, he had not 
however utilised kinship links to obtain land in Hgaga. In 1979 
he bought a small site in Hrs Ngema's land. Hr Hsomi said that, 
"It was originally being sold to Mrs Ngema's relative, but he was 
short of money so the site was then sold to me for R40", which 
was the usual amount for residential land rights at that time. Mr 
Hsomi built a house on the site in which he now lives. Although 
he knew that the area was "tribal land", he "did'nt really 
consider this place to be a tribal area. " He said that he had 
never been to the ioduoa to get his site ratified, because "it 
was never mentioned by Ngema or others involved around me. In 
fact I do not know who the ioduoa is." He said that he had had no 
trouble with his boundaries and with people encroaching on his 
land as his dwelling is surrounded by other dwellings. 
This case study, of a transfer of land in the late 1970s, shows 
that allocations of land by this time did not generally conform 
with any of the range of options usually associated with the Zulu 
land tenure system. Rather, the system's range of options within 
an urban context had been extended to such an extent that purely 
residential land rights had been transferred to a stranger, with 
the transaction being based on an outright exchange of cash for 
land rights. The extension of the Zulu land tenure system's range 
of options in Hgaga had come to include a situation where no 
khoDZa relationship existed, either with respect to a founding 
local descent group remnant and\or to an iodlloa, and the role of 
the induna, either as entrepreneur or as land administrator, had 
disappeared. 
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However, although it appears in this particular case study that 
the integrating hierarchy and the community over-rights -i.e. 
behaviour expressing the tendency towards integration in the land 
tenure system, had gone into complete abeyance within Hgaga, I am 
arguing that these over-rights were still in existence (discussed 
further in Chapters Nine and Eleven below). Because of this, and 
other, factors 5, Hr Hsomi's land rights were not necessarily 
permanent land rights. 
Mrs Mngadi 
Hrs Hngadi said that she moved to Hgaga in 1978 with her 
daughter, who was divorced, and her daughter's children. They had 
been told in Umlazi township, where she had been lodging, that a 
person could buy land from Hrs Hakhanya or Hrs Ngema in Hgaga. 
She said that her daughter had bought land from Hrs Makhanya 
(section 2) for R40-00. Hrs Hngadi said, "Whether Hrs Hakhanya 
had any right to sell the land was'nt important, we were 
desperate." She said that Hrs Hakhanya had set the boundaries of 
the land she had sold to them, by knocking pegs into the ground. 
The Hngadis had been given no choice about the site, as Hrs 
Makhanya had only offered them the one they had taken. The 
Hngadis only acquired residential land rights and they did not 
have any land to plough in Mgaga. She had no relationship with 
any of the indunas of the area and in fact did not even know 
their names. 
Sometime after they had taken occupation of the site and built 
their dwelling, Hrs Makhanya sent round her children to say that 
if the police came round the Mngadis must not say that Hrs 
Hakhanya had sold them the land. As far as Hrs Hngadi was 
concerned Hrs Hakhanya had no status in the community; "she was 
just a crook," she said. Hrs Hngadi also said that, with respect 
to her site, "the Mngadis own this land and nobody has any rights 
to it except me and my daughter", who is her heir. She went on to 
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say that the land would not again be held by Hrs Hakhanya under 
any conditions. 
However, she did not feel secure in her land rights because, in 
the late 1970s, as a result of the drought, the "Engonyameni 
people", that is, the polity members from around Hgaga, had 
needed water and there were communal water taps in Hgaga. Hrs 
Hngadi said that at first they had been allowed to take water, 
but then later they had been refused. These people had then 
"become angry about this -they threatened to burn down the 
'mjondolo, because the 'mjondolo people were encroaching on 
tribal land without the jnduna and chief's permission." This 
action by the "Engonyameni people" would have effectively 
overturned land rights of strangers to the area, either 
temporarily as they had with the Ngubanes and Mrs Htshali and Hrs 
Hthembu (see case studies above), or permanently (see Chapter 
Eleven below). Hrs Hngadi realised this and said that, after this 
threat "I realised my plight -up to then I had felt pretty 
secure~" In other words, after this she realised that her land 
rights were not necessarily permanent land rights and that the 
larger community over-rights of the Cele-Zulu polity was still a 
factor in Hgaga's land tenure system. 
All the usual range of practices associated with the Zulu land 
tenure system were not present in this case study. Neither 
kinship links, nor the izikhonzi relationship, nor polity 
membership had a role in the allocation of land rights. Rather, 
the range of options within the Zulu land tenure system had been 
extended to allow females, who were neither polity members or 
members of any Zulu polity, to obtain land rights via an outright 
transfer of residential land rights for cash. The behaviour 
described in this case study expressed the tendency towards 
fission in the Zulu land tenure system. 
The land rights claimed by the Hngadis, as far as they were 
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concerned, were individual rights against which no community 
ov~r-rights existed and which were completely independent of the 
Cele-Zulu polity, as the khonza relationship, either between 
local kinship groups and\or an jnduna, had disappeared, as had 
the role of the jnduna as entrepreneur and\or land administrator. 
However, unlike the Hsomi case study above, the Hngadis became 
aware over time that some form of wider community over-rights 
still existed in Hgaga and that these rights were in abeyance at 
the lower level, rather than having completely disappeared as the 
Hngadis had originally thought. 
Therefore, the land tenure system of the Cele-Zulu polity, 
represented by community over-rights (see Chapter Eleven below), 
was still a factor in Hgaga's land tenure system -i.e the 
integration side of the internal dialectic was still present in 
the local system. Both sides of the internal dialectic were 
embodied in the behaviour described in this case study (although 
behaviour which expressed the fission side was far more 
dominant), indicating that a system of Zulu land tenure was still 
in place in Hgaga. 
Hr Hkhwanazi 
Hr Hkhwanazi moved to Hgaga in 1976 from Umlazi where he had been 
lodging. He had had no kin in Hgaga but had "heard that there was 
land for sale in Hgaga". He said "I first approached Sam and 
HaDlomo (see Dlomo case study in Chapter Seven above). They said 
they bullt structures for renting out only, so I then went across 
to Hrs Ngema. She showed me a site further down, but I wanted one 
closer to the road, so I got this one." He said that he bought it 
from her outright for cash. 
After this he went to see indnna Zwane of the Isinkontshe 
isigodi, because a man he worked with at the taxi rank told him 
that Zwane was the induna who could "draw his boundaries". He 
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said that he wanted to call in an induna because "I wanted to 
establish my presence because I regarded the land as tribal land. 
Zwane refused to draw my boundaries, because my place is only a 
house with no ploughing fields -that's not permissible in tribal 
land. Zwane also said that the place was under 'GG' and that the 
chief had no say over these people really. I did not try again 
with the induna." Hkhwanazi went on to state that "now (that is, 
in 1980) the indllnas have no say in Hgaga -leadership comes from 
other individuals and organisations." 
Hkhwanazi said that he had bought his land and that he therefore 
"owns" it. However, he went on to say that he feels insecure 
about it because he was not given any paper by Hrs Hgema and 
therefore he has no title deed to show that he has bought this 
land. 
With respect to this case study, which involved an outright 
transfer of residential land rights for cash, it is possible to 
gain an insight into the perception of this behaviour by induna 
Zwane of the Isinkontshe isigodi. By comparison to induna Htetwa 
of the Isidweni isigodi, who facilitated such transfers (see case 
studies above), induna Zwane adhered to more common Zulu land 
tenure practice and refused to accept the individualisation of 
land rights to the point where only residential rights were 
transferred. He refused to facilitate the transformation of the 
area's land tenure system to an urban system of tenure. I am 
arguing (and see Chapter Hine below) that his behaviour can be 
explained in terms of coalition formation, with respect to the 
prevention of the geographical spread of the informal settlement, 
which spread was being facilitated by a rival coalition in which 
induna Htetwa was a leader. This formation of rival coalitions in 
regard to 
local Zulu 
the informal settlement 
land tenure system's 
external factor of urbanisation. 
was a manifestation of 
interrelationship with 
the 
the 
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What is also apparent in this case study is that the sale of 
polity land had become acceptable to people looking for land in 
the environs of the city, even if it was not acceptable to all 
the resident polity members. In addition to this, again the 
kinship link and the jzikhoozi relationship, both key 
characteristics of the Zulu land tenure system, were not present 
in this transfer of land rights, and the land rights transferred 
were only residential land rights and not fields as well. 
This is another example of land tenure related behaviour 
embodying the fission found in the Zulu land tenure system, as 
well as of the extension of the system's range of options to 
facilitate strangers gaining access to polity land within an 
urban context. Again, the characteristics usually associated with 
the Zulu land tenure system were not present in this case study. 
Neither kinship links, nor the izikhonzi relationship, nor polity 
membership had a role in the allocation of land rights. Another 
aspect of the extended range of options in this case study was 
that the khooza relationship, either between local kinship groups 
and\or an jnduna, was no longer central to land transfers. 
To conclude, by comparison to the earlier transfers of land 
rights for cash to strangers, which I have shown conformed to 
some extent to the usual range of options associated with the 
Zulu land tenure system, later transfers showed little behaviour 
which could be described as conforming to usual Zulu land tenure 
practice. By 1980 "gaga apparently had an urban land tenure 
system, characterised by independence from polity influence; 
urban oriented residents; purely residential land tenure forms 
and density of settlement; with land transfers consisting of a 
contract between people who remained strangers, rather than being 
a transfer which gave rise to relationships which served a range 
of interests (see Chapter One above -Lloyd:1962:l7-l8). All of 
these characteristics were linked to the tendency towards fission 
in the Zulu land tenure system. 
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However, the behaviour of individuals in Hgaga also expressed the 
integration aspect found in the land tenure system, which 
affected the indigenous boundaries in the area and those of the 
informal settlement itself. I am therefore arguing that (and see 
Chapters Nine and Eleven below), despite the urban features 
described above, land transfers in Hgaga continued to be 
influenced by the internal dialectic centred around fission and 
integration. Therefore the area, albeit an urban area, was still 
a system of Zulu land tenure, however in a modified form. 
Quantif¥ing the Transformation 
of "gaga's Land Tenure System 
The number of land transfers of the kind described above 
increased steadily after the removal of people to make way for 
Umlazi township and dramatically after 1976 with the demolition 
of the informal settlement of Bhekithemba. This increase, 
together with the fact that it did not occur uniformly throughout 
the study area (see Appendix One Hap Nineteen read in conjunction 
with Hap Twenty below), is described below and illustrated in 
Table One (see below). 
The Increase in Dwellings in "gaga 
from 1959 to 1980 
In order to quantify the effects to Hgaga's land tenure system 
over time I counted the number of dwellings off aerial 
photographs from 1959 to 1979'. As illustrated in Table One 
below, this count showed that from 1959 to 1968 the number of 
dwellings in Hgaga, and the polity area immediately adjacent to 
it, increased by 146 per cent, following the removal of people to 
make way for Umlazi township. 
As also illustrated on Table One, the major increase between 1968 
and 1976 occurred in only some parts of this area, namely the 
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Hfeka area in section 1 (where there were 47 dwellings by 1976, 
as a result of Goqo's activities in the Hfeka vacant land) and 
the Dlomo\Goqo area in section 6, (where there were 14 new 
dwellings, again as a result of Goqo's activities). Other 
sections which showed the introduction of new dwellings and new 
urban land tenures types by 1976 were the Hakhanya's (section 2), 
with 9 new dwellings and the Ngema's (section 4), with an 
additional 8 new dwellings. I have argued that the land tenure 
transformations in these areas can also be linked to the removal 
of people to make way for Um1azi township. 
The 1968-1976 period was not so much an extension of the early 
'1960s, when land transfers had been made which conformed with 
usual Zulu land tenure practice, but one in which the land tenure 
system's range of options was extended to include among other 
things, purely residential land rights to non-kin who were also 
not isikhonzi, were sometimes female and even sometimes not 
members of any Zulu polity, and which transaction also included 
cash. 
In addition to this, those land transfers between 1968-1976 and 
between 1976 and 1979 (see Table One below), which extended the 
land tenure system's range of options, did not take place in the 
whole study area of Hgaga that had increased in the initial 
period after the removals, but only in portions of it. I am 
arguing and will continue to argue below (and see Chapter Nine), 
that this was because of the development of rival coalitions in 
the area, who sought to extend and\or prevent the extension of 
the informal settlement and its purely residential land rights, 
which behaviour was a manifestation of the internal dialectic in 
the Zulu land tenure system and its interaction with urban 
factors in the wider society. 
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TABffE ONE CHANGE AND GROWTH OF NUMBERS IN MGAGA 1959 1979 
Year of 1959 1968 1976 1979 
Photo 
N u m b e r 15 37 121 710 
Dwellings 
Number 5 30 36 46 
Dwellings 
Tradifional 
Areas 
Increase 500% 20% 28% 
Traditional 
Areas 
N u m b e r 10 7 85 664 
Dwellings 
Informal 
Areas 
Increase -30% 1114% 681% 
Informal 
Areas 
Overall 146% 227% 486% 
Increase 
The number of dwellings in the Hgaga area south of the 
Isinkontshe river (see Appendix One Hap Nineteen below> increased 
146 percent immediately after the start of removals. The land 
transfers during this period largely accorded with Zulu land 
tenure practice. The number of dwellings increased another 227 
percent after 1968 and the removals and before 1976 and the 
demolition of Bhekithemba informal settlement. Host of this 
increase was linked to the incremental introduction of urban 
oriented purely residential land tenures of the type described 
above, with respect to land transfers to strangers in the late 
1960s and early 1970s. These transfers were facilitated by 
earlier transformations to the area's land tenure system, brought 
about by the removals to make way for Umlazi township. 
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This 227 percent increase did not occur evenly throughout the 
disputed area south of the Isinkontshe (see Appendix One Hap 
Nineteen read in conjunction with Hap Twenty below). Rather, the 
increase took place 
sections that still 
in some sections and not others. In those 
accorded in 1979-80 with usual Zulu land 
tenure practice there had been an initial 500 percent increase in 
the number of dwellings between 1959 and 1968, linked to the 
removals for Umlazi township. This slowed to a 20 percent 
increase between 1968 and 1976, with a 28 per cent increase 
between 1976 and 1979. 
In contrast to this, the sections in which purely residential 
land rights existed in 1979-80 initially experienced an overall 
negative growth rate of -30 percent, between 1959 and 1968, 
because of the removals. However, between 1968 and 1976 the 
number of dwellings in these sections increased by 1,114 percent 
overall. From 1976 to 1979, after the demolition of the informal 
settlement of Bhekithemba, they increased again by another 681 
per cent. The transfers of land linked to this increase were 
purely residential land rights of the type described above, with 
respect to the transfers to strangers in the late 1970s. These 
developments indicate the medium to long term effect which the 
development of Umlazi township had on the land tenure system of 
Hgaga. 
However, these developments also indicate the presence and 
importance of the dialectical interaction between the local land 
tenure system and the development of Umlazi township. I am 
arguing (and will continue to argue -see Chapter Nine below), 
that it was this relationship which shaped the land tenure 
related behaviour of the residents in Hgaga and their choices, as 
to whether they allocated purely residential land rights or not; 
which ultimately dictated the boundary of the informal 
settlement. 
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Conclusion 
1 have nat described the range of options within the Zulu land 
tenure system and the incremental extension of these options 
under urban conditions in order to sUbstantiate my argument that 
Hgaga had a system of Zulu land tenure during the study period. 
(I use the existence of an internal dialectic centred around 
fission and integration in the local system as evidence of the 
existence of a system of Zulu land tenure -discussed further in 
Chapter Eleven below). 
Rather, 1 have described above (both with respect to the Zulu 
ethnography -see Chapter Four, and the case stUdies from Hgaga) 
some of the options within the Zulu land tenure system. I have 
simultaneously shown that both sides of the internal dialectic 
.were present with respect to the "gaga mater ial (and some of the 
cases from the Zulu ethnography) -i.e. I am dealing with a system 
of Zulu land tenure. I have described the range of options linked 
to the transformation of Hgaga's land tenure system in order to 
show that there is a variety of manifestations of the Zulu land 
tenure system under urban conditions, because of the interaction 
of the internal dialectic with external factors. 
I am arguing that this variety within Zulu land tenure practice 
in one local system has wider applicability with respect to the 
Zulu ethnography. I am arguing (discussed further when the Hgaga 
and Zulu ethnography are analyzed comparatively in Chapters Ten 
and Eleven below), that there is a regularly occurring documented 
range (variety) of historical manifestations of the Zulu land 
tenure system, including an urban variation, because the Zulu 
land tenure system is not inherently static but adapts to outside 
influences. 
With respect to the range of options within the Zulu land tenure 
system, in regard to the Hgaga material presented above, 
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reference was initially made in some way to usual Zulu land 
tenure practice and the izikhoozi relationship by those people 
who obtained land rights in Hgaga, in the late 1960s and early 
1970s, in the informal settlement part of the study area. The 
early land transfers to strangers were ambiguous and could be 
interpreted as conforming to the usual Zulu land tenure practices 
which had been reported to date, because the transactions 
included one or other of the system's practices, such as the 
izikhoozi relationship or the allocation of sufficient land for 
fields or the joduoa ratifying the allocation. 
However, simultaneously the range of options within the Zulu land 
tenure system was being expanded by these transfers of land 
rights, in that land rights were being transferred, under the 
aegis of an entrepreneurial ioduoa, by widows, female cognates 
and fictitious agnates (both male and female). These land 
transfers were made to unrelated strangers with no kinship links 
in the area, including affinal links, who were often women, 
and\or members of other polities, including non-Zulu polities. 
Also most of the time, these people did not enter into a khooza 
or leader-follower relationship with the person who transferred 
the land rights. The person did not recognize the community over-
rights of either the founding local descent group or the local 
polity as a whole, on what they considered to be their land (see 
Chapters Ten and Eleven below). 
By the late 1970s the characteristics associated with the 
reported range of options within the Zulu land tenure system had 
almost entirely disappeared and no reference was being made, by 
the people obtaining land rights, to the system's reported 
repertoire -even as a strategi~ tool. Instead a new range of 
options within the Zulu land tenure system had developed in Hgaga 
which included social units found in cities throughout Africa 
such as nuclear families, three generational women headed 
households and individuals on their own. The new range of options 
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also included the allocation of residential land rights alone, 
'with the transfer including cash, at first over time and then as 
an outright purchase. 
Based on the above, I argue that the rules associated with the 
Zulu land tenure system's cultural repertoire had been 
manipulated, in order to substantiate rights to land, both for 
those transferring it and those receiving it. This was even true 
in the late 1970s, with respect to those allocating land rights, 
though it was no longer true for those obtaining land rights. 
Even in the informal settlement part of the study area in the 
late 1970s, reference was still made to the system's usual 
practices, and its land tenure rules used as tactical pawns to 
which people referred in order to justify their right to allocate 
land rights. The development of this new range of (urban) options 
within the Zulu land tenure system in Hgaga was linked to the 
tendency towards fission in the land tenure system. 
The new 
described 
reported 
range of options within the 
above are further discussed 
Zulu ethnography, in terms 
Zulu land tenure system 
and compared with the 
of my dialectical and 
transactional conceptual framework (see Chapters Ten and Eleven 
below). I am arguing that, although the polity's land in Hgaga 
had come to the point by 1980 where land rights were being held 
by local descent group remnants, widows, women, fictitious 
agnates (both male and female), nuclear families, three 
generation women headed households and individuals -these social 
units were another variety within the range of options within the 
Zulu land tenure system and not an entirely new land tenure 
system. 
These case studies also demonstrate that the jndllna's role in 
land rights, when the land tenure system's range of options is 
being extended within an urban environment, is initially accepted 
by strangers to an area, but that this can change as the area 
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transforms. With respect to this, I am arguing that the 
indigenous leader as entrepreneur with respect to land rights is 
a widely accepted aspect of an indigenous leader's (including 
indunas) role (discussed further in Chapter Ten below). 
Hgaga's land tenure system was transformed through the behaviour 
of the individuals who composed the local descent group remnants, 
who manipulated the cultural repertoire of the Zulu land tenure 
system in order to facilitate their own aims. This behaviour was 
shaped by the internal dialectic in the indigenous local land 
tenure system interacting with the wider urban environment. 
Urbanisation promoted the demand for land rights by strangers, 
which led to new variations of social units holding land rights. 
The innovative behaviour of the local descent group remnants, in 
making this land available to these new variations of social 
units, was facilitated by the tendency towards fission in the 
system. 
These case studies indicate that the land tenure system of Hgaga, 
by the end of the study period, because of this innovative 
behaviour of the local descent group remnants, had become almost 
completely individualised and independent of the integrating 
hierarchy associated with the Zulu land tenure system. The area's 
land rights had become independent not only of the wider 
community over-rights in the area, but also of the role of the 
induna, both as entrepreneur, leader and land administrator. New 
residents of "gaga, when asked to identify community leaders, 
instead named a range of organisations and individuals linked to 
these organisations, such as Inkatha, the Umlazi Township Council 
and the Umlazl Ratepayers Association (URA). 
The tendency towards fission in the Zulu land tenure system had 
become exceptionally prominent in the Hgaga of 1980. This meant 
that the integration side, in terms of the role of the political 
and kinship system's integrating hierarchy, had either gone into 
,. __ ., ~~~l~nClve-n-o-aUUTt:lona-l-- 1n-I:-O-rmat:Ton -o-n---t:-nrs--o-r"O""t:lT'e-r In reqaral:ll 
what he did with his house in "gaga when he left. 
2.ln terms of the Zulu land tenure system, as the allocation of 
land rights in polity land was directly linked to the khonza 
relationship, an induna was not supposed to ratify the boundaries 
of a person who did not khonza the chief of that area. Also, 
according to administrative procedures emanating from 
Proclamation Rl88 of 1969, if a person wished to leave one 
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chiefdom in KwaZulu and move to another chiefdom, he had to 
obtain what was called an inter-tribal transfer. Such a transfer 
had to be signed by his old Tribal Authority, where he had to 
give up his land rights, and also be signed by his new Tribal 
Authority, in order for him to be able to obtain land rights. 
3.During this period Xhosa-speakers, from the Transkei or in 
general, could not legally obtain land in that part of South 
Africa earmarked for Zulu-speakers (see Chapter Five above and 
Appendix Five below), unless they applied to Pretoria to change 
their citizenship from that of being a 'Transkeian Xhosa' to 
being a 'South African Zulu'. Therefore the sister's rights to 
land in KwaZulu could only be legally ratified by the induna if 
they were KwaZulu citizens. 
4.1 found in a number of other areas that non Zulu-speaking 
people were treated differently by indunas, in terms of their 
access to land rights within polity land. One of the reasons for 
this might have been for the reasons outlined above. 
5.Such as the legal ownership of the land by the former South 
African Development Trust during the study period (see Chapters 
Three to Six above), which is discussed further below (see 
Chapter Eleven). 
6.1 use the 1979 aerial photograph of Hgaga as my end point in 
the study period of the number of dwellings in the area, rather 
than the 1980 aerial photograph, for the reasons outlined above 
(see Chapter Seven, endnote 16). 
7.Those polity areas adjacent to Hgaga, where the land tenure 
system did not transform to purely residential land tenures by 
the end of the study period, that is sections 3,7,8,9,10,11, 1 
term 'traditional areas' for illustrative purposes. Those areas 
in which the land tenure system transformed to purely residential 
land rights by the end of the study period, that is sections 
1,2,4,5,6, 1 term 'informal areas' for illustrative purposes. 
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CHAPTER NINE: FISSION AND INTEGRATION 
BOUNDARIES, BEHAVIOUR AND THE DIALECTIC 
IN MGAGA 
Background 
It may be argued by some, from the case studies presented above 
(Chapters Seven and Eight), that the Zulu land tenure system's 
rules within Mgaga had changed over time to the point that the 
area was no longer under a system of Zulu land tenure. However I 
have argued, and continue to argue (see below and Chapter Eleven 
below), that the micro-level behaviour described in these case 
studies also expressed both sides of the internal dialectic 
usually present in a system of Zulu land tenure, i.e. fission and 
integration. Therefore, with respect to my conceptual framework, 
these case studies indicate that Mgaga had a system of Zulu land 
tenure throughout the study period and not some other system of 
land tenure. 
However, the operation of this internal dialectic in Mgaga, as 
expressed in the case studies above, is not sufficiently explicit 
for my purposes as the transactions are largely isolated from 
each other in my description and analysis. My approach in this 
chapter is to build on these case studies, in order to be able to 
demonstrate in increasing complexity the operation of the 
internal dialectic in Mgaga. 
I show below how the internal tensions in the Zulu land tenure 
system interacting with the surrounding urban environment, shaped 
behaviour in Mgaga, which behaviour led to the creation of the 
informal settlement of Mgaga, but only in one part of the valley. 
I also show much more extensively how both the fission and 
integration aspects of the internal dialectic influenced 
behaviour and boundaries in the Mgaga area, thereby further 
substantiating my argument that the area was still under a system 
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of Zulu land tenure in 1980. 
Introduction 
One of the issues which I pursued in the field was why the 
informal settlement of Hgaga had abruptly stopped developing 
along its northern boundary, and had not spread at least down to 
the Isinkontshe river (see Appendix One Haps Six and Nineteen 
below). If market forces alone ,were responsible for the 
introduction of purely residentiai land tenure types in Hgaga, 
the same market forces should have led to the extension of purely 
residential rights to land and the informal s~ttlement, onto the 
land in section 8 and even section 9. Although the topography 
immediately to the north of Hgaga is very steep in parts, the 
informal settlement could have extended into sections 8 and then 
into 9 (see Appendix One Hap Twenty Two below). However, informal 
settlement had not extended into these areas by the end of the 
study period, and in 1980 these areas contained no land 
allocations which involved purely residential rights to land. 
In addition to this, the whole area between the road, that is, 
the Hangosuthu highway, and the Isinkontshe river (see Appendix 
One Haps Nineteen and Twenty below) was disputed territory, as 
two adjacent izigodi, i.e. the Isidweni and Isinkontshe izigodi, 
both laid claim to it. However, this dispute had not led to the 
introduction of residential land rights en masse in the whole of 
the disputed area, but in only about half of the disputed area. 
That the area was disputed was insufficient explanation for the 
development of an informal settlement. 
There was a distinct, socially constructed, boundary between the 
informal settlement of Hgaga and sections 8 and 9, within the 
disputed area, which was constantly and consciously maintained by 
local residents. It was enquiries into this boundary and the 
behaviour related' to it, which went against both the operation of 
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residents during the study period. 
However, because of the factors outlined above, I am only drawing 
speculative conclusions about Hgaga's history before 1959, in 
regard to the internal tensions in the Zulu land tenure system in 
the area. The most important conclusion which I am attempting to 
draw, is that there was an ongoing dispute between a number of 
the indunas in Hgaga's envitons before 1959, which involved their 
respective izigodi members as well as their boundaries. This 
ongoing dispute had been affecting behaviour in the area long 
before the development of Umlazi township and the informal 
settlement of Hgaga, i.e. urbanisation had only added new 
dimensions to this existing dispute. 
With respect to the study period, i.e. the late 1950s till 1980, 
I . show below that an ongoing dispute in the area, involving 
indunas and their izigodi members, came to include a dispute 
about the introduction of purely residential land tenure types. 
This led to the local township boundary in the area being 
manipulated, as were izigodi boundaries, in order to support the 
goals of one of the izjgodj and\or coalitions involved in the 
dispute. The inclusion of this boundary, and what it symbolised, 
in the dispute between indunas and their izigodj, facilitated 
ambiguous land tenure types in an area of the Zulu land tenure 
system which was adjacent to the township land. 
In 1980 there 
History of the Dispute in 
the "gaga EnyiroDs 
were three different, albeit interlinked 
boundaries, within the Hgaga area, which formed part of the 
discourse linked to the Zulu land tenure system in the area. I am 
arguing (discussed further in Chapter Ten below) -based on 
P.G.Hewett's approach (1975: 74,83,85) to boundaries, that 
izjgodj boundaries are defined by the social discourse which 
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states who is part of the group and who is not. I am arguing that 
the boundary of an jsigodi is linked to the land rights or 
territory of the groups (coalition) who are khooza'ing a 
particular joduoa. All these interlinked factors are integral to 
the operation of the internal dialectic and its manifestation at 
a given moment in time. For instance, the formation of new 
coalitions which might\might not split off (fission) and join 
another jsigodi (integration) can be identified by alterations in 
the local khooza relationships. 
The fjrst boundary which dominated the discourse in 19,80 was the 
jzjgodj boundary between joduna Hadondo of the Isidweni jsjgodj 
and joduoa Zwane of the Isinkontshe isigodi. This boundary was in 
dispute only in and around the Hgaga area and not for its whole 
length (see Appendix One Hap Twenty below). The second boundary 
was between the area which was composed of purely residential 
land rights (that is Hgaga) and the area adjacent to it, where 
rights to land accorded with usual Zulu land tenure practice. 
This boundary, I am arguing, was the physical manifestation of 
the local social discourse involving rival induoas and their 
coalitions, and indicated who was part of which group and who was 
not (discussed further in Chapter Ten below). 
The third boundary was that of the western boundary of Umlazi 
township. This boundary both represented and symbolised the 
elimination of the Cele-Zulu polity's over-rights in that portion 
of land to the east of it, as well as the new urban township-type 
purely residential land rights available in the sub-region -an 
inferior form of which, in terms of security of tenure, were 
introduced into the Hgaga area. 
Origin of the Dispute Between the Indunas 
There was a dispute over where the jsjgodj boundary between the 
Isidweni and ISinkontshe izjgodj was located in 1980. Some of the 
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local descent group remnants who were residents in the disputed 
area said that they paid allegiance to joduoa Hadondo and that 
the boundary of his Isidweni isigodj was the Isinkontshe river, 
and others said that they paid allegiance to jnduna Zwane and the 
boundary of his jsjgodj was the road1(see Appendix One Hap Twenty 
Three read in conjunction with Hap Twenty below). 
When I asked an old member of the Cele-Zulu polity where the 
boundary between the Isinkontshe and Isidweni jzigodj was located 
he replied, "Its impossible to give the boundary between the two 
because houses are scattered allover -one to one joduoa and-one 
to another joduna". This statement indicates the crucial nature 
of the khooza relationship between kinship groups and joduoas in 
defining jzjgodj boundaries. In addition to this, rather than the 
"houses being scattered allover", as stated by one long time 
resident in the area, I show below that jzjkhoozj groups in the 
Hgaga area followed the same joduoa as the founding local descent 
group remnant from whom they had originally acquired land. 
Therefore, I am arguing (and see Chapter Teo -below), that the 
internal relationships of the' jsjgodj, such as the izikhoozj -
founding local descent group remnant and khooza relationships, 
are a crucial local level aspect of jsjgodj boundary definition 
and an integral aspect of the internal dialectic. 
All questions as to why this izjgodj dispute existed and what it 
was about were answered with "its so-and-so's fault". The blame 
was laid on a range of people such as joduoa Goqo, or Hdlalose 
(number 46 in Genealogy Two on pg.321). However, a number of key 
people interviewed indicated that the dispute, involving three 
jzjgodj, had been ongoing for a long time, possibly decades, and 
it also became apparent that the dispute involved a number of 
succeeding joduoas from these three izigodj (see Diagram Seven 
over page). 
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,Diagram 7 Disputing indunas, as well as other leading partie~ 
I and their izigodi in and around Hgaga 
Hulukushu 
V.Goqo 
Isidweni 
isigodi 
A. Mtetwa 
B.Mtetwa 
Madondo~~::~----------------~ 
Key 
~ Shows disputing parties 
Shows same coalition 
over time 
Isinkontshe 
isigodi 
E.Zwane 
M.Zwane .... ------~ 
D.Hdlalose(no.46 
and 
Majola(no.4l) 
Numbers relate 
to Genealogy 2. 
Dumisani Majola (number 41 in Genealogy Two on pg.321) said that 
the dispute had originated with previous ioduoas, A1pheus Mtetwa 
of the Isidweni jsjgodj and Eric Zwane of the Isinkootshe jsjgodj 
(see Diagram Seven above), both of whom were joduoas well before 
the study period (see Appendix Eleven below). The two Cele-Zulu 
jodllnas interviewed in 1980, whose areas of jurisdiction did not 
include the Mgaga environs, said that the dispute had originated 
between ioduna Fio1 Md1a10se (number 38, the grandfather of 
number 46 in Genealogy Two on pg.321) of the Hulukushu jsjgodi, 
and the person who was to be his successor, i.e. iodlloa Zakhele 
Goqo, also of the Hulukushu jsjgodi (see Diagram Seven above). 
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This dispute again took place well before the study period. 
A long standing resident of the area living across the river from 
Mgaga, Magubane, said that the dispute had started between the 
present day Mdlalose (number 46), together with Dumisani Majola 
(number 41), and induna Zakhele Goqo and jnduna Bethwel1 Mtetwa 
of the Isidweni jsjgodi, both of whom were dead by 1980. Magubane 
went on to state that the present people involved in the dispute 
were Mdlalose, Majola and induna Fiol Zwane of the Isinkontshe 
isigodi who were in conflict with induna Madondo of the Isidweni 
isigodi, jndl1na Mtetwa's successor (see Diagram Seven above and 
Appendix Eleven below). 
Based on my explanatory framework of the internal dialectic 
present in Zulu social structure (see Chapter Four above), and 
the argument that it is integral to izigodi and their boundaries 
(developed below and Chapter Ten below), together with the above 
interview material, I have drawn a number of conclusions. 
Fjrstly, I conclude that there had been ongoing conflict between 
the indunas of the Isidweni and Hulukushu izigodi and those of 
the Isinkontshe jsjgodi for decades. 
Secondly, this conflict probably involved the splitting of at 
least one jsigodj, probably the Hulukushu isigodj, into two, and 
the creation of the present day Isinkontshe jsjgodj, under induna 
Zwane. This split probably happened long before the study period. 
I deduce this because of the fact that only two indllnas have held 
the position in the Isinkontshe isjgodj, by comparison to five in 
the Hulukushu jsjgodj (see Appendix Eleven below), and also 
because jndunas Fiol Mdlalose and Zakhele Goqo were in conflict 
with each other, even though they were listed as being of the 
same Cele-Zulu jsigodj (see Appendix Eleven below). 
The thjrd conclusion I have drawn is that the conflict between 
the Isidweni and Isinkontshe jzjgodj has been ongoing from the 
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time of Alpheus Htetwa of the Isidweni jsigodj and Eric Zwane of 
the Isinkontshe isjgodj (see Appendix Eleven below), through the 
time of Alpheus's successor Bethwell Htetwa in the 1960s, and in 
turn his successor Hadondo, in the 1970s, up till 1980. Therefore 
the dispute had been ongoing for well over 30 and maybe 40 years. 
Fourthly, the dispute, between the Isidweni and Isinkontshe 
jndunas, was probably exacerbated by the coalition formed between 
jnduna Goqo, once the Hulukushu jsigpdi was removed from his 
jurisdiction for township development, and induna Htetwa of the 
Isidweni jsigpdi, in the 1960s and early 19705, against jnduna 
Zwane of the Isinkontshe isjgpdj (see below). Because this 
coalition included induna Goqo, an old antagonist of jndnna Zwane 
of the Isinkontshe jsigpdi in the first place, as Zwane's and 
Goqo's izigpdi had probably been one at some time, the dispute 
between the jndunas of the Isidweni and Isinkontshe izigpdi 
developed further. 
These disputes conform to the expected pattern of the Zulu land 
tenure system, with respect to the operation of the internal 
dialectic. They conform in terms of the splitting of an isigpdi; 
the ongoing opposition (fission) between jzjgpdj; as well as the 
formation of rival coalitions -hpweyer withjn the integrating 
hierarchy of Zulu land tenure, therefore they exhibit behaviour 
which simultaneously embodies the tendency 
inherent in the land tenure system (discussed 
Ten below). 
The Izigodi Dispute within "gaga 
During the study Period 
towards integration 
further in Chapter 
The dispute during the study period was between the indunas of 
the Isidweni isigpdi, who claimed that the Isinkontshe river was 
their boundary, and the indunas of the Isinkontshe jsjgpdj, who 
claimed that the road was their boundary (see Appendix One Haps 
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Twentyand Twenty Three below). This dispute also involved all 
the local descent group remnants in the area south of the 
Isinkontshe river, as they were part of either the coalition 
associated with the Isinkontshe isigodi, which I will term the 
Isinkontshe coalition, or associated with the Isidweni isigodi, 
which I will term the Isidweni coalition (see Appendix One Hap 
Twenty Three below). 
The Effect of the Deyelopment of Umlazj Township 
on the Indunas in Mgaga's Enyirons 
When Umlazi township was originally built, in the 1960s, the 
remnants of the Hulukushu isigodi, which according to some 
though not all, old residents interviewed, included the land 
between the western boundary of the Umlazi mission reserve and 
the shop (see Appendix One Hap Twenty below), was "up for grabs", 
by the adjacent indunas of the Isidweni and Isinkontshe izigodi. 
Induna Gogo, having lost the vast majority of his Hulukushu 
isigodi, formed a coalition with jnduna Bethwell Htetwa of the 
Isidweni isigodi, against induna Zwane (see below), in order both 
to acquire land and to re-build a constituency of followers (see 
Chapter Four above). 
The White official who administered this area stated that, during 
induna Htetwa and Gogo's time, "the two indnnaships became one, 
though he didn't know how". They administered the Isidweni 
isigodj together, until their deaths, which isigodj included all 
the land and people of the Hulukushu and Isidweni izjgodj that 
remained after the 1964 proclamation of Umlazi township, as well 
as the further reduced area that remained after the later 
extension of Umlazi township, after this was proclaimed in 1975. 
In addition to this, whether or not they lost de facto 
jurisdiction over parts of the area, was linked to the phased 
construction of Umlazi township. Also, all the residents who had 
been in the Hgaga area prior to the deaths of jndunas Goqo and 
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Htetwa, such as Dumisani Hajola (number 41 in Genealogy Two on 
pg.321), linked both these indunas to the Isidweni isigodj. 
The formation of a coalition which included indunas Htetwa and 
Gogo enabled Gogo to live in Hgaga and strengthened induna 
Htetwa's claim to the area, with respect to indnna Zwane of the 
Isinkontshe isigodj's claim. Induna Htetwa needed a powerful ally 
in the area to protect and\or extend his claims in Hgaga. This 
was because, although this area might historically have been part 
of his isigodi (see below), after 1970 and the construction of K 
section of Umlazi township, this area would have been somewhat 
spatially isolated from the rest of the Isidweni isigodi (see 
Appendix One Hap Twenty read in conjunction with Hap Nineteen 
below) . 
In contrast to this, induna Zwane's isigodj abutted the Hgaga 
area in a way that made it geographically logical for this area 
to form part of the Isinkontshe jsjgodj after the development of 
Umlazi township (see Appendix One Hap Twenty below) and induna 
Zwane was an old antagonist of the Isidweni jndunas. Gogo gained 
from the coalition by being able to settle in that area, against 
the wishes of jnduna Zwane of the Isinkontshe jsjgodj, and 
allocate land, "draw boundaries" and develop a constituency. 
Drawing from the case studies presented above (see Chapters Seven 
and Eight), indunas Htetwa and Gogo, either separately or 
together, were involved in "drawing the boundaries" for a number 
of residents in the Hgaga area, from the 1960s onwards. Induna 
Zwane also "drew boundaries" for a few people in this area. 
Although the original intentions of the Isidweni indunas might 
have been to protect and expand the Isidweni isigodj, both in 
terms of land and followers, this changed over time. In order to 
secure their political hegemony over the area in the beginning 
they "drew the boundaries" of land allocations to izikhonzi, who 
had activated kinship links to acquire land in Kgaga, in the 
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1960s. 
rights 
With 
This changed in the 1970s to the transferring of land 
to strangers for cash, both by indunas Htetwa and Goqo. 
respect to this, a number of residents said that jndnna 
Htetwa had benefited financially to some extent from Goqo's sub-
division of the Dlomo local descent group remnant land, let alone 
the land of the Ngema and HaHnguni local descent group remnants. 
Hany of the local descent group remnants in the area were also 
involved in the sub-division of their land, allocating purely 
residential land rights to strangers often in return for cash. 
Together with indunas Htetwa and Goqo they formed the Isidweni 
coalition (see below and Chapter Ten below). A rival coalition, 
that is, the Isinkontshe coalition, with induna Zwane as a 
central figure, and also including a number of local descent 
group remnants in the area, were against the allocation of 
residential-only land rights to strangers to the area, for 
reasons outlined below. 
By 1976 both indunas Htetwa and Goqo had died and there were 
about eighty dwellings in the area built on allocations of purely 
residential land rights. An analysis of Hgaga in 1976, based on 
aerial photographs and interview material, shows that sections 
1,2,4 and 6 all had residents with residence only land rights. 
This pattern remained constant, except for the addition of a 
small area, namely section 5 of the Ndwandwe local descent group 
remnant, by the time I did my field work in 1980. This is despite 
the fact that there were 1111 dwellings in sections 1,2,4,5 and 6 
by 1980. I am arguing that the extension and expansion of purely 
residential land rights into polity land was linked to the 
activities of indunas Htetwa and Goqo (see below), and after 
their demise this was halted, probably because no other 
entrepreneur successfully stepped in, although the areas which 
already had purely residential land rights became denser, as more 
purely residential land rights were transferred for cash. 
However, the deaths 
'1976} did not lead 
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of these entrepreneurial indunas {before 
to any major alteration of the existing Zulu 
land tenure system in Hgaga. Boundaries, local level agreements 
that had been negotiated by the time of their death, the 
operation of the existing (rival) land-based micro-networks of 
polity members and the existing khonza relationships between the 
heads of kinship groups and izjkhonzj groups, with respect to 
their choice of jsjgodi and\or coalition, all remained largely 
the same after 1976. 
The act of redefining the three izigodi boundaries to facilitate 
urban development introduced enormous transformation in the Hgaga 
environs and simultaneously sparked off and added to local 
political processes usually associated with a definition of 
izigodi boundaries. It led to the creation of two distinct 
coalitions in the Hgaga area, one of which, headed by an alliance 
of entrepreneurial indunas, was keen to introduce purely 
residential land tenure types into polity land, and the other, 
headed by an adjacent induna, which resisted purely residential 
land rights, probably because of the community over-rights of the 
wider society. These rival coalitions were integral to the 
izigodi dispute, which was a manifestation of the interaction of 
the local Zulu land tenure system with the urban environment. 
Coalitions in the "gaga Area 
The Isinkontshe Coaljtjon Agajnst Purely 
Residential Land Rights for strangers 
The present day Hdlalose local descent group remnant residing in 
section 8 (see Genealogy Two on pg.321) became involved in the 
Isidweni and Isinkontshe iziggdj dispute, which during the study 
period was couched in terms of the rejection or encouragement of 
informal settlement development (see below). The Hdlaloses 
fjrstly had long standing ties with the area; secgndly, their 
kinship group had a history of conflict with jndnna Gogo; 
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thirdly, they khooza'd ioduoa Zwane and claimed an unspecified 
kinship link with the Zwanesi and fourthly, Hrs Ngema (number 18 
in Genealogy One on pg.320), a long standing resident of Hgaga, 
said that Hdlalose (number 46 in Genealogy Two on pg.321) was 
"Zwane's policeman". 
The incident whereby Hdlalose and Hajola (number 41 in Genealogy 
Two on pg.321), who were linked in terms of both an affinal and 
an jzikhoozj relationship, had prevented the development of the 
informal settlement on their land, has already been described 
(see Chapter Seven above). In addition to this, both the Hdlalose 
and Hajola local descent group remnants (section 8 and 9) 
khooza'd ioduoa Zwane and were against the development of Hgaga 
(see below) and what they termed "the sale of tribal land". 
Dumisani Kajola (number 41) said that he hated the "jmjjoodo1o" 
(informal settlement). 
Also, aside from the Ndwandwe son (number 43 and section 5) 
Chapter Seven above), all the people to whom the Hdlalose 
Hajola local descent group remnants had allocated land (that 
(see 
and 
is 
their izjkhoozi, such as the Hkhize -section 7, Ndwandwe -section 
10, and Hajola -section 11, local descent group remnants), 
khooza'd ioduoa Zwane. Again, aside from the Ndwandwe son who had 
been allocated land in section 5 and whose land had in turn been 
allocated by Hrs Ngema as purely residential land rights, none of 
these local descent group remnants had allocated land purely for 
residential sites to strangers. The reasons why they had not 
allocated residential land rights is discussed later (see below). 
All these people who khooza'd jodnoa Zwane had kinship ties of 
one sort or another (see Genealogy Two on pg.321), including a 
claimed unspecified link between the Hdlaloses and joduoa Zwane. 
Also, all these people were linked by the jzjkhoozj relationship 
(see case studies in Chapter Seven above). There were no kinship 
links or jzjkhoozj links between the coalition who supported 
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induna Zwane and the coalition that supported the induna of the 
Isidweni isigodi. Aside from the land allocated in section 5 to 
Ndwandwe (number 43), none of the land of the Isinkontshe 
coalition, members of whom were linked by land -based kinship 
links, had been allocated purely for residential purposes by 
1980. Such a coalition, founded on kinship, izikhonzi, and land 
rights' based links, conforms to the usual pattern of the Zulu 
land tenure system (see Chapters Four above and Ten below). 
Finally, I am arguing (and see below and Chapters Ten and Eleven 
below), that there were a number of reasons why this coalition 
had not allocated purely residential land rights namely, they did 
not want to lose 
happens when land 
their land rights in 
is allocated to 
the area, 
strangers 
which often 
under urban 
conditions (see Chapter Eight above); and because whether or not 
Mgaga expanded was important to the Cele-Zulu chieftainship2. 
The Mdlalose and Majola local descent group remnants and their 
izjkhonzj might have been concerned about the possible exercising 
of the community over-rights of the rest of the Cele-Zulu polity 
with respect to their own land, if they had made it available as 
residential land rights to strangers. 
The Isidweni Coalition Allocated Purely 
Residential Land Rights to Strangers 
By comparison, aside from the Ngcobo local descent group remnant 
(see Genealogy One on pg.320 and section 3), all the local 
descent group remnants who khonza'd the Isidweni indunas had 
allocated all their land to strangers for purely residential use 
by 1980 (see Appendix One Map Twenty Three below). Mrs Makhanya 
(number 14 in Genealogy One on pg.320) in section 2, Mrs Ngema 
(number 18) in section 4 and 5 -the latter which she had 
colonised, the Olomo local descent group remnant (see Genealogy 
One on pg.320) in parts of section 6 and Gogo in section 1 -in 
which he had established himself after the Hfekas left, and 
section 6A, had all allocated residential land rights to 
f 
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strangers in their areas. 
All these people who had allocated these residential land rights 
were linked by kinship ties of one sort or another (see Genealogy 
One on pg.320), including links between 
Htetwa and the Hfeka local descent group 
jnduna Goqo, 
remnant. 
jnduna 
Hdlalose 
(number 46 in Genealogy Two on pg.321) said that jnduna Goqo was 
married to a daughter of jndnna Htetwa, and one of the Hfeka's 
(number 5 in Genealogy One on pg.320) was also married to one of 
jnduna Htetwa's daughters. All the jzjkhonzi relationships that 
had existed in this part of Hgaga, which had been undermined by 
the process of removals in the area, had been between these same 
people. 
The only exception who had not transferred residential land 
rights to strangers was the Ngcobo local descent group remnant 
(section 3) (see Genealogy One on pg.320). This was despite the 
fact that they had been isikhonzi of the Hfekalocal descent 
group remnant, to whom they also had affinal kinship links, and 
khonza'd the jndunas of the Isidweni jsjgodj, to whom they also 
had affinal kinship links. The reason for this, as given by Hrs 
Ngcobo, was that she considered the informal settlement of Hgaga 
to be "evil" and she "hated it", to the extent that she refused 
to have a number painted on her door giving her a right to draw 
clean water from Hgaga's communal taps, as this would identify 
her house as a part· of "Hgaga, that jmjjondolo". She said that 
"she did not live in Hgaga but in the tribal area of Isidweni". I 
concluded that the Ngcobo local descent group remnant had perhaps 
not been offered enough incentives for them to think it 
worthwhile to sub-divide their land in Hgaga and transfer 
residential land rights for cash. 
Aside from the 
3), all of the 
were linked by 
Ngcobo local descent group remnant land (section 
land of the Isidweni coalition, members of whom 
historical land-based kinship links, had been 
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allocated for purely residential purposes by 1980. As can be seen 
on Hap Twenty Three (see Appendix One below), all those local 
descent group remnants who khonza'd the Isidweni jnduna had 
allocated all their land for purely residential land rights, 
whereas all those who had not done so, khonza'd the Isinkontshe 
induna. 
Therefore, the informal settlement of Hgaga, in the study area, 
was only located on the land of those people who khonza'd the 
Isidweni indunas. The boundary of the informal settlement of 
Hgaga, as shown on Hap Twenty Three (see Appendix One below), 
followed the individual boundaries of the different coalitions, 
of indunas and the local descent group remnants who supported 
them, who were disputing the izigodi boundary. 
Boundaries Affected by the Behaviour 
of These Coalitions 
The dispute between the Isidweni and Isinkontshe izjgodj, 
composed of coalitions of indunas and local descent group 
remnants, in the Hgaga environs south of the Isinkontshe river, 
was linked to three boundaries. They are firstly, the boundary of 
the informal settlement and secondly, the claimed boundaries of 
the different izigodi, one being the road and the other the 
river. I have argued above that both of these boundaries were 
social constructions which were linked to the land rights and 
land-based kinship links which the local descent group remnants 
in the area either held in 1980 or held historically. I show 
below that both these boundaries were manifestations of, and 
affected by, the local internal dialectic. The third boundary, 
the 1975 township boundary which divides Hgaga, was imposed by an 
alien authority, i.e. what was known as the Department of 
Development Aid (see Chapter Six above). 
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The Informal Settlement\Rural Settlement and Road\Riyer 
Izigodi Disputed Boundaries 
As far as the road\river boundary dispute is concerned (see 
Appendix One Map Twenty below), isigodj boundaries usually follow 
prominent physical features, therefore it is highly likely that 
the Isidweni jsjgodj boundary at one time ended at the 
Isinkontshe river, with the isigodj of the same name starting on 
the other side of the river. This accounts for the territorial 
claim of the Isidweni coalition living within Mgaga. 
With respect to the territorial claims of the Isinkontshe 
coalition, who claim the boundary is the road, I am arguing 
(discussed further with respect to the Zulu ethnography in 
Chapter Ten below) that a number of factors are linked to this 
claim. Fjrstly, residents of an area can and do change their 
allegiance from one induna to another, which also then alters the 
jsigodj boundary. 
Secondly, new groups are often settled along the claimed 
boundaries of an jsigodi, in order to extend the area of an 
jsigodj. This process is integral to Zulu social organisation, 
with respect to groups splitting off from one group and joining 
another group. 
Thjrdly, the land held by the Hajola kinship group in the Hgaga 
area historically included much of the land to the north and to 
the west of Mgaga. According to Majola (number 41 in Genealogy 
Two on pg.321) from section 9, the land of the Majola local 
descent group remnant and its jzjkhonzj groups, all of whom 
khonza'd joduna Zwane in 1980, went up to the same road which was 
claimed as the jsigodj boundary. Whether or not the Majola 
kinship group had khonza'd the Isidweni jndunas at any previous 
time could not be ascertained. 
These factors, together with the fact that jzjgodj boundaries 
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usually follow prominent physical features, of which the road was 
the most viable claim in that area that the Isinkontshe coalition 
could call upon, are linked to the Isinkontshe coalition's claim 
that the boundary between the Isidweni and Isinkontshe jzigodj 
was the road, and not the river. 
If the Isinkontshe coalition was successful in their claim3, 
that the boundary of the Isinkontshe jsjgodj was the road, this 
would have meant that the community over-rights of the 
Isinkontshe jsjgodj could be exerted over all the Cele-Zulu land 
upon which Hgaga was located. That is, all the area of Hgaga 
which did not fall into the proclaimed township area (.or which 
was claimed to be the proclaimed township area -see below). 
I conclude that the jzjgodj boundary dispute had become a 
discourse which was focused, as far as the Isinkontshe coalition 
was concerned, on the issue of the prevention of the further 
expansion and development of the informal settlement of Hgaga. I 
base this conclusion on two facts: Fir5tl~, that the Hdlalose and 
Hajola local descent group remnants, and their izikhoozi, had on 
occasion attempted to prevent more purely residential land 
allocations of Cele-Zulu polity land to strangers. And secoodl~, 
that the people in this Isinkontshe coalition made numerous 
statements, when interviewed, about how much they abhorred the 
informal settlement. 
If the Isinkontshe isjgodj came to control all the land up to the 
road, because the land to the south and east of this area was 
township (see Appendix One Hap Twenty below), they could either 
remove entirely4 informal settlement from this part of the Cele-
Zulu polity areaS, or be able to contain its further growth. 
This latter aspect would have enabled the Hdlalose and Hajola 
local descent group remnants to feel secure about their land 
rights in the area. Also this latter aspect was important to the 
chieftainship, as informal settlement expansion could lead to the 
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loss of the polity's land and\or a diminution of the polity's 
control over its land'. 
It would also have meant that the Isinkontshe isigodi and 
coalition had defeated the Isidweni isigodj and coalition in one 
area of their ongoing dispute, which would have been a new 
manifestation of the local Zulu land tenure system. This 
manifestation would have included firstly, a new location of the 
izigodj boundaries, i.e. the road, and secondly, a possible 
transformation of the system's land tenure rules away from purely 
residential land rights towards more rural forms of tenure, 
because of the operation of the community over-rights (see 
Chapter Eleven below). Thirdly it would have meant an adjustment 
of the khooza relationship -i.e. a transformation of the internal 
relationships of the Isinkontshe isigodi (see Chapter Ten below). 
Fourthly, the tendency towards fission in the land tenure system 
would no longer have been predominant, but rather the tendency 
towards integration would have become more important in the area. 
On the other hand the izigodi boundary dispute had become a 
discourse which was focused, as far as the Isidweni coalition was 
concerned, on promoting the extension of the informal settlement 
into new adjacent areas and preventing the exercise of the 
community over-rights of the Cele-Zulu polity and the Isinkontshe 
coalition in the existing Mgaga area (see Chapter Eleven below). 
The boundary claims by the Isidweni coalition, with regard to the 
river being the boundary, were simultaneously claims which 
probably had a historical precedent and which also held off the 
community over-rights of that portion of the Cele-Zulu polity who 
did not look favourably upon the allocation of purely residential 
land rights to strangers. Also, if the river was successfully 
claimed as the boundary of the Isidweni isigodi, and ioduoa 
Zwane's power emasculated in the area south of the Isinkontshe 
river, then people such as Mrs Ngema (section 4 adjacent to 
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section 5) could continue to attempt to sell the land of other 
local descent group remnants immediately to the north of Mgaga, 
as she had already done with the Ndwandwe land in section 5 (see 
Chapter Seven above). 
With many new people wishing to obtain land in the Mgaga area, 
Mrs Ngema, and other people like her, could have set up enough 
momentum to enable her to transfer the land rights in sections 8 
and 9 to strangers for cash. In this situation, the Mdlalose and 
Majola local descent group remnants of the other coalition might 
not have had sufficient power to prevent this, especially as the 
Isidweni jndunas were tied into kinship based coalitions with 
those local descent group remnants who had already allocated 
residential sites to strangers in polity land. 
It would also have meant that the Isidweni jsjgodj and coalition 
had defeated the Isinkontshe isjgodi and coalition in one area of 
their ongoing dispute, which would have been a new manifestation 
of the local Zulu land tenure system. This manifestation would 
have included firstly, a new location of the jzjgodj boundaries -
i.e. the river, and secopdly, the probable transformation of the 
land tenure system away from rural forms of tenure to purely 
residential land tenures and the extension of the informal 
settlement down to the river. 
Thjrdly, this manifestation would also have included an 
adjustment of the khopza relationship -i.e. a transformation of 
the internal relationships of the Isidweni isigodj (see Chapter 
Ten below). And fourthly, it would have meant the tendency 
towards fission in the land tenure system, which was already 
predominant, being extended and the tendency towards integration 
going further into abeyance, increasing the chances of the 
underlying principles being reconstructed and the local system 
changing to a 'non-Zulu' land tenure system. 
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Finally, with respect to the Isidweni and Isinkontshe izigodi 
dispute and the two sets of boundaries, (that is the informal 
settlement\rural settlement boundary and the river\road 
boundary), if the explanation for Hgaga's development was that 
informal settlement development takes place on disputed land, 
then the whole area down to the Isinkontshe river would have been 
informal settlement (see Appendix One Hap Nineteen below). 
However, that the area between the road and the river was broadly 
split between the two types of land tenure types points towards 
other factors operating. 
That the Isidweni coalition could introduce innovative tenure 
types was facilitated by the tendency towards fission inherent in 
the Zulu land tenure system; and that the Isinkontshe coalition 
attempted to prevent the extension of these types of rights in 
turn, was linked to the tendency towards integration in the 
system. The interrelationship between urbanisation and the 
internal tensions in the land tenure system was therefore 
integral to the location of boundaries (the informal 
settlement\rural settlement boundary and the river\road boundary) 
in the Hgaga area. 
The Western Boundary of Umlazi Township 
The third boundary, the western boundary of Umlazi township which 
divided Hgaga (see Appendix One Hap Nineteen below), also became 
incorporated into the izigodi dispute in the area. The location 
of the township boundary in the area was manipulated, over a ten 
to fifteen year period, by the Isidweni coalition, as a strategic 
tool in the izigodi dispute, to introduce purely residential land 
rights into the Hgaga area, both in the proclaimed township area 
and into Cele-Zulu polity land adjacent to it. Its incorporation 
into the izigodj dispute facilitated, encouraged and extended 
informal settlement in the area in an incremental fashion. 
According to the 1975 proclamation of Umlazi township, the 1975 
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western Umlazi township boundary divided the Mfeka land (section 
1). However, although most people in Mgaga knew that there was a 
boundary dividing Mgaga into "GG" and "isabelo" (Cele-Zulu polity 
land), none of the residents knew where the boundary actually 
was 1• In fact, a number of alternative "GG" -Cele-Zulu polity 
boundaries existed in the minds of local residents, because of 
the interaction between the surrounding urban environment and the 
local indigenous land tenure system. I show below that, because a 
number of alternatives existed and this boundary became 
negotiable, the amount of land for new urban land tenure types 
was increased and the amount of land under the more common forms 
of the Zulu land tenure system, with land rights which include 
access to land for grazing and fields, was decreased. 
An important initial effect of the township boundary in the area 
was that it created vacant land in Mgaga, in terms of the fact 
that the area was physically vacant and that there was no local 
level administrative control (see Chapter Six above). As shown on 
Map Nineteen (see Appendix One below), and as had already been 
discussed (see Chapter Seven above), township houses were not 
constructed right up to the boundary of Umlazi township, which 
meant this area was completely unsettled, because the local 
descent group remnant, the Mfekas, had also been relocated from 
this land (section 1). It was in this area that Goqo and a number 
of people seeking shelter in the area, "started the 'mjondolo" 
(informal settlement) of Mgaga. Therefore a direct effect of the 
siting of the township boundary was the introduction of a visible 
informal settlement in the Mgaga valley. 
In the early stages of this development of the informal 
settlement, sometime after 1968, Goqo settled strangers to the 
area in section 1, near section 10. According to Mrs Mdla10se, 
the residents of section 10, the Ndwandwe local descent group 
remnant, complained to Goqo "when he sold land on the right hand 
side .. (south) .. of their umuzi (homestead) to strangers." 
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However he apparently "talked them round" by saying that it was 
no longer Cele-Zulu polity land, that is, "isabe]o", but that it 
belonged to "GG" and that the people would only stay there 
temporarily until "GG" wanted their land. 
This statement apparently stopped the Ndwandwe local descent 
group remnant from trying to prevent further informal settlement 
development and the transfer of purely residential land rights to 
strangers for cash in section 1. This was the first instance of 
the community over-rights being circumvented by the claim, in 
this case correctly', that the land was no longer Cele-Zulu 
polity land, and therefore was outside the power of Cele-Zulu 
polity members to affect events in the area. 
Once an alternative land tenure system had been introduced into 
the Hgaga valley, facilitated by the township boundary and under 
the aegis of a local induna, it increased the possibility that 
the land tenure system of Cele-Zulu polity areas immediately 
adjacent to this land would undergo transformation. The 
manipulation of the siting of the township boundary became an 
important key to transforming the land tenure system of these 
areas. 
In 1980 Hrs Ngcobo, a member of an jsjkhonzj descent group 
remnant of the Hfeka local descent group remnant (number 10 in 
Genealogy One on pg.320), when discussing this boundary said, 
"Goqo said that the boundary between GG and isabelo (Cele-Zulu 
polity land) was the boundary between the Hfeka (section 1) and 
Hakhanya land" (section 2). This claim by Goqo was incorrect (see 
Appendix One Hap Nineteen below), although it could have resulted 
from the fact that the Hfeka-Hakhanya boundary was the closest 
existing indigenous Cele-Zulu polity boundary and\or natural 
physical feature to the straight line invisible western boundary 
of Umlazi township. However, in effect Goqo's successful claim 
meant that more land was removed from the ambit of the 
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integrating hierarchy of the Zulu land tenure system, that is, 
the ever-present community over-rights in the Zulu land tenure 
system, than was legal'. This allowed Goqo to transfer 
additional purely residential land rights for cash, encouraging 
the extension of the informal settlement of Hgaga. 
In 1980 Hrs Ngema, Hrs Htshali and a number of other residents 
said that "the boundary between GG and tribal land" was the 
boundary between Hakhanya land (section 2) and Ngema land 
(section 4). This is based on an event in the 1970s when "a White 
official claimed in Hgaga that MaHnguni's (Mrs Makhanya) land 
belonged to him" (see Hrs Makhanya case study in Chapter Seven 
above). This could roughly be interpreted as meaning the South 
African government. To many residents, such as Hrs Htshali and 
Mrs Mthembu (see Mrs Htshali-Hrs Hthembu case study in Chapter 
Eight above), Mrs Hakhanya's land (section 2) was "GG" land in 
exactly the same way as was Hfeka land (section 1) and was 
therefore no longer Cele-Zulu polity land. Besides demonstrating 
the fluidity of perceptions about the siting of this boundary, 
this section of Mgaga became the third area, after the Mfeka and 
D10mo areas to have informal settlement. 
Dumisani Majola (number 41 in Genealogy Two on pg.32l) from 
section 9 said that he had demolished "on behalf of the tribe", 
dwellings somewhere in section 5, built on land allocated by Hrs 
Ngema. However, he had been told by Goqo and induna Mtetwa that 
he must stop demolishing dwellings there as it was no longer 
"isabelo" (Cele-Zulu polity land) but belonged to "GG". He 
therefore desisted. This is another example of the exclusion of 
the community over-rights within the Zulu land tenure system by 
using claims, though incorrect, that "GG now owned the land". 
These claims were again used by members of the Isidweni coalition 
to justify the removal of local community over-rights and 
facilitate the development of informal settlement. 
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Based on the above, it can be seen that the location of the 
township boundary dividing Hgaga was not fixed at the local 
level. Rather, usual Zulu land tenure practice associated with 
jzjgodj boundaries -which I am arguing (and see Chapter Ten 
below) is that izigodi boundaries are not stable but instead 
reflect local behaviour as it is shaped by the interrelationship 
between a local Zulu land tenure system and the wider society, 
was applied to the township boundary by Hgaga's residents. I am 
arguing that usual Zulu land tenure practice, with respect to 
indigenous boundaries, also came to be applied to the newly 
created western boundary of Umlazi township, where it abutted the 
izigodi boundaries and the Hgaga area. In this way the township 
boundary became integrated into the socio-political processes of 
the area. This contributed to the ongoing conflict over time 
between indunas and their various coalitions, with the Isidweni 
eoalition facilitating new urban purely residential land rights, 
by justifying them in terms of the location of the township 
boundary, and the other, the Isinkontshe coalition resisting it. 
Over time the township boundary, which was a creation of factors 
outside of the local system, became integrated into the local 
negotiation of power relations and the internal tensions 
associated with Hgaga's land tenure system. The manipulation of 
the siting of the township boundary by the Isidweni coalition 
conformed to the cultural repertoire of isigodi boundary 
disputes. However, the township boundary simultaneously 
represented and symbolised a range of new (urban) land tenure 
types, whose introduction in polity land was ambiguous to the 
Zulu land tenure system (see below). 
The internal dialectic, and its manifestation in the Hgaga area, 
in terms of the dispute between jndunas and izigodi and their 
members, which had been ongoing between the Isidweni and 
Isinkontshe jzjgodi, in one form or another for decades, took a 
new form in the 1960s. The local Zulu land tenure system, because 
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of its interaction with the urban environment, came to include a 
new urban related feature, which was manifested in the izi~Qdi 
dispute. This feature had a visible boundary, which consisted of, 
on the one side the informal settlement, with its new urban 
purely residential land rights; and on the other, usual Zulu land 
tenure practice. This boundary represented the land tenure 
preferences of the various local descent group remnants, as well 
as the coalitions and indunas which they supported. The boundary 
between one settlement type and the other came to represent the 
izi~Qdi dispute and served as a visible symbol of the interaction 
between the Zulu land tenure system and the encompassing urban 
environment, represented in the area by the township boundary, 
which interaction shaped behaviour in the Mgaga area. 
The Isidweni coalition's 
purely residential land 
interaction between the 
innovative behaviour, 
tenure forms, was 
urban environment and 
in introducing 
shaped by the 
the local land 
tenure system and was linked to the tend'ency towards fission in 
this system. However, at the same time, in order for their 
behaviour to be successful and not be overturned by public 
sanction (the community over-rights), in the form of a rival 
coalition, the people involved in the allocation of these purely 
residential land rights had to form a coalition, which coalition 
was a part of the integrating hierarchy, and manipulate the 
location of the township boundary. The reason why the Isidweni 
coalition, and specifically Gogo, had manipulated the location of 
the township boundary, was in 
community over-rights. As I 
simultaneously entailed a 
boundaries. 
order to limit the power of the 
have shown, all this behaviour 
re-negotiation of the izi~Qdi 
On the other hand, the rights of the wider community, as 
expressed by members of the Isinkontshe coalition, were linked to 
the tendency towards integration inherent in the local Zulu land 
tenure system. These rights, which took the form of public 
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sanction (see case studies above -Chapters Seven and Eight above 
and Chapter Eleven below), threatened not only the existing 
informal settlement, but they were probably also a factor 
preventing the transformation of the area 
Isinkontshe river to urban tenure types. 
south of the 
However, the behaviour of the people who lived south of the 
Isinkontshe river, who were part of the Isinkontshe coalition, 
was simultaneously linked to the fission tendency within the land 
tenure system. These people, according to members of the Isidweni 
coalitjon, had split off from the Isidweni isjgodj, of which they 
were supposedly members. Hy approach is that the people, who 
lived south of the Isinkontshe river 
Isinkontshe coalition, had switched 
further below -see Chapter Ten) 
and who were part of the 
their allegiance (discussed 
to jnduna Zwane of the 
Isinkontshe jsjgodj across the river. This behaviour expressed 
both the tendencies towards fission and integration inherent in 
the Zulu land tenure system. Their behaviour also simultaneously 
involved a re-negotiation of the local jzjgodi boundaries. 
Finally, I have shown that the Zulu land tenure system 
significantly shaped the behaviour of individuals and coalitions, 
as well as influenced the area's boundaries, within the 
historical ethnography of Hgaga. 
Ambiguous Land Tenure T¥pes in Mgaga 
At one level the purely residential land rights which had been 
transferred to strangers for cash in Hgaga was one more variation 
of the Zulu land tenure system because, as I am arguing (and 
argue further in Chapter Eleven below), the internal dialectic in 
Hgaga was still centred around fission and integration. However, 
at another level, because this type of land tenure system was 
urban oriented, something which was not usually associated, 
either by polity members or by the various government 
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authorities, with polity land, yet had been introduced within the 
framework of the Zulu land tenure system (see below), the purely 
residential land tenure types in Mgaga were ambiguous. 
I have argued, that even though Mgaga's land tenure system had 
transformed to one where purely residential rights to land were 
transferred to strangers for cash, that even in 1980 the area 
still conformed to the Zulu land tenure system. The area still 
conformed because local residents behaviour expressed both 
emphases -i.e. fission and integration, found in the Zulu land 
tenure system; and the extension of the informal settlement into 
adjacent polity land (fission) had been halted by behaviour which 
also expressed both of the Zulu land tenure system's emphases. 
Their behaviour was represented by the visible informal 
settlement\rura1 settlement boundary in the area. This boundary, 
and the behaviour linked to it, was also part and parcel of the 
operation of the community over-rights during the development of 
the informal settlement and the potential activation of the 
community over-rights of the Cele-Zulu polity even in 1980 (see 
Chapter Eleven below). 
However, from another angle, Hgaga's land tenure system was also 
ambiguous, because of the introduction of urban characteristics, 
represented by the township boundary, within a Cele-Zulu polity 
framework. Urban characteristics were introduced as being a part 
of the local Cele-Zu1u polity's social organisation. 
The discourse and the behaviour linked to the transfer of purely 
residential land rights for cash in Hgaga could be interpreted as 
being part of Cele-Zulu polity processes. This was because, as I 
have shown, external factors alone did not determine the 
historical development of Hgaga, but rather the local indigenous 
land tenure system played a significant mediating role when new 
urban land tenure forms were introduced to the area. This 
mediating role took the form of entrepreneurial indunas and local 
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descent group remnants, together with rival coalitions structured 
along khonza, founding-izikhonzi local descent group remnant 
lines, as the major players in the transformation of the areas 
land tenure system. 
-Simultaneously, the behaviour of these people did not conform to 
the Cele-Zulu land tenure system's usual cultural repertoire, but 
was instead shaped by the interaction between the land tenure 
system and the urban environment, as represented in Mgaga by the 
township boundary. This interaction introduced new urban 
characteristics into the local system and transformed Mgaga's 
land tenure system. The ambiguity in Mgaga's land tenure system 
was largely due to the inclusion of the township boundary in the 
local cultural repertoire. It was the inclusion of the township 
boundary in the local discourse, with regard to the izigodi 
boundary, which facilitated urban land tenure types on Cele-Zulu 
polity land in Mgaga and limited the over-rights of the community 
in the area. 
This ambiguity enabled local residents to manipulate the 
situation in such a way as to justify their choice of land tenure 
system, which in the case of the Isidweni coalition, was neither 
the variety of the Zulu land tenure system which has previously 
been reported by most anthropologists (see Chapters Four above 
and Ten and Eleven below), nor the land tenure types f6und in the 
adjacent township (see Appendix Four below). Rather, they 
transferred urban oriented, purely residential rights to land to 
strangers for cash, in an area held by the Cele-Zulu polity. 
To conclude, Mgaga's land tenure system was ambiguous in that it 
contained characteristics which were capable 
interpretations. They could be treated as though they 
with the rest of the Cele-Zulu polity pattern; or 
of two 
harmonised 
the urban 
pattern. It was this ambiguity which made it possible to have 
urban land tenure types on Cele-Zulu polity land. 
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Cooclusjoo 
The historical ethnography of Hgaga shows that rights to land in 
the Zulu land tenure system are not necessarily transferred 
according to rules which are linked to dependent behaviour within 
a hierarchy structured along allodial lines. Rather, there is 
extensive competition for rights to land between the various 
social personalities and groups which form part of the Zulu land 
tenure system's repertoire. This competitive behaviour is also 
linked to the tendency towards fission inherent in the land 
tenure system and to the exploitation of new opportunities 
created by the interaction between the local Zulu land tenure 
system and external factors, such as urbanisation. 
A number of issues are raised in this chapter which will be 
discussed and analyzed in a comparative fashion with respect to 
the Zulu ethnography below (see Chapters Ten and Eleven), where 
terms, such as izikhoozj, ioduoa and local descent group remnant, 
will also be more fully defined in this regard. 
I have shown that izjkhoozi groups in the Hgaga area followed the 
same ioduoa as the founding local descent group remnant from whom 
they had originally acquired land. I have argued and will 
continue to argue with reference to the Zulu ethnography (see 
Chapter Ten below) that this relates to the social construction 
of izigodj boundaries with respect to the internal relationships 
of an jslgodi and to the jzjkhoozj-founding local descent group 
remnant and the khooza relationships. Both the boundaries and 
these relationships are shaped by the internal dialectic in the 
Zulu land tenure system as it interacts with factors outside of 
the local system, as I have demonstrated in the Hgaga ethnography 
above. 
Another issue which is apparent in the ethnography is coalition 
formation and the various characteristics of coalitions in the 
Zulu land tenure 
transformation of 
system; 
Hgaga's 
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and that it was central to 
land tenure system. All 
the 
the 
characteristics of coalition formation outlined by Boissevain 
(1974:172-3) (see Chapter Two above), which I have argued are 
integral to the Zulu land tenure system (see Chapter Four above) 
can be seen in the Hgaga ethnography. 
With respect to the fjrst coaljtion feature identified by 
Boissevain of a central leader or core, indunas Goqo and Htetwa 
led a coalition of people who wanted to introduce purely 
residential land rights into the Hgaga area. This coalition led 
to the splitting (fission) of a number of local descent group 
remnants and their territory from one jsjgodj and their re-
integration into another jsjgodi. With respect to Boissevain's 
second feature of a coalition viz., "a clearly defined goal apart 
from mutual affection or interest" (ibid.p.173), in Hgaga the 
coalition which introduced purely residential land rights into 
the area had as their goal the transfer of these land rights in 
order to acquire political profit and\or economic gain, that is 
followers, status and cash. 
Three other features of coalitions which Boissevain mentions are, 
"clear recruitment principles •. density and interactional content 
•• (with respect to their networks and) .• behavioral norms vis-a-
~ other members" (thus a common identity) (ibid. p .172). In 
Hgaga the members of the coalition which transformed the land 
tenure system of the area conformed to the recruitment principles 
found in the Zulu ethnography (see Chapter Four above). Instead 
of this coalition being formed on new 'non -Zulu' criteria, it 
was based on existing Cele-Zulu institutions, including the 
indigenous leadership structure, and not some other person as 
leader or central entrepreneurial figure (see Chapter Ten below). 
Also, both the coalitions in and around Hgaga were based on the 
leader-follower relationship of founding local descent group 
remnants and jzjkhonzi groups. The rival coalitions which were 
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involved with development of the informal settlement of Kgaga 
were based on effective personal networks. 
Kgaga also conforms to the "behavioral norms" of the Zulu land 
tenure system. Kgaga conforms because the choice of coalition 
leaders, members and rivals accorded with usual Zulu land tenure 
practice, as did the relationships between these social units -
which expressed the fission\integration opposition associated 
with Zulu social structure (see Chapter Four above and discussed 
further in Chapter Ten below). I am arguing that the behaviour of 
both local groups and social personalities, during the 
development of the informal settlement and subsequently, 
conformed to the range of options within the Zulu land tenure 
system. 
The last feature of a coalition which Boissevain mentions is "the 
presence of rival or competing units in the environment." 
(ihid.p.173). As I have shown, the history of land tenure 
transformation in Kgaga is the history of the dialectical 
interaction between outside factors, such as the development of 
Um1azi township, and the area's Zulu land tenure system. The 
behaviour of the competing coalitions of jndunas and the groups 
who khonza'd them, so that one group introduced purely 
residential land rights and the other stopped the growth of the 
informal settlement of Hgaga, was shaped by this interaction. 
Another issue which is demonstrated above is that the 
interrelationship between the internal dialectic in the Zulu land 
tenure system and factors in the wider society, such as 
urbanisation, shapes local level land tenure related behaviour. 
This in turn implies that there can be a range of historical 
realizations or manifestations of the Zulu land tenure system, 
with an informal settlement land tenure system being one of 
these. The Zulu land tenure system's rules are manipulated and 
re-interpreted, within the system's range of options, leading to 
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different manifestations of the Zulu land tenure system. 
Therefore, I am 
whether or not a 
arguing (and see Chapter Eleven below}, that 
system depends, 
local system is 
not on whether 
no longer a 
the rules 
Zulu land tenure 
have been re-
interpreted, but on whether the underlying principles of Zulu 
social structure, that is the internal dialectic centred around 
fission and integration, have been re-constructed. 
What has also been 
interrelationship between 
demonstrated above 
the local Zulu land 
is how the 
tenure system and 
the wider society leads to a range of manifestations of various 
aspects of the land tenure system with reference to: the kinship 
group holding land at the local level; the role of different 
social personalities in the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation 
and their rights to land; and the extent to which rights to land 
are individualised rights (all discussed further with respect to 
the Zulu ethnography in Chapters Ten and Eleven below). I am 
arguing, and will continue to argue, that it is against this 
background that the Hgaga ethnography can be seen to be one more 
variation of the Zulu land tenure system. 
I have also been attempting to demonstrate in the Hgaga 
ethnography above the role of the integrating hierarchy (which 
includes the chieftainship and the community over-rights) with 
respect to an informal settlements; and that the strength of the 
ingredients which make up the internal dialectic in Zulu social 
organisation can fluctuate over time. I will discuss this further 
with reference to both the existing Zulu ethnography and 
Comaroff's contention that one tendency or emphasis within the 
internal dialectic can become less important at certain points in 
the history of a local system (see Chapter Eleven below). 
The tendency towards fission in the Zulu land tenure system 
encouraged, in Hgaga, the entrepreneurial behaviour of indnnas 
. and coalitions of polity members, linked by kinship and izikhonzj 
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relationships. This tendency facilitated the adaption of the 
local system to new factors in the wider society such as 
urbanisation and the development of an informal settlement. 
However, the other emphasis inherent in the Zulu land tenure 
system, that is, integration, was still present in the local 
system, albeit in abeyance, and I have argued and will argue 
further below that it continued to play a role in the local 
system. 
Hgaga developed into a dense informal settlement by 1980, unlike 
most other Cele-Zulu polity areas surrounding Umlazi township. 
The reason for this is, as I have argued above (see Chapter Two), 
that local conditions are based on the interrelationship between 
the internal tensions in the local Zulu land tenure system and 
the wider society. Though external historical forces are 
important to change and transformation at the local level, local 
communities in fact have an "active role in the dialectic of 
their own history" (Comaroff:1982). Comaroff's argument resonates 
with the Hgaga case study, where conditions, such as the location 
of the junction of three izigodj boundaries and the western 
boundary of Umlazi township, contributed directly to the genesis 
of an informal settlement only in the Hgaga area and not in other 
adjacent Cele-Zulu areas, during a time of large scale Black 
urbanisation in the Durban area. 
To take it a .step further, without referring to the operation of 
the internal dialectic centred around fission and integration, 
which I have argued is central to the Zulu land tenure system, it 
is not possible to explain either why an informal settlement 
developed in the Hgaga area only, or why the informal settlement 
stopped developing where it did along its northern boundary and 
did not develop at least to the Isinkontshe river, or why the 
descent group remnants in the area khQDza'd different jnduDas, or 
why the kinship and jzjkhonzj relationships linked to land rights 
did not cross coalitions. 
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The Hgaga ethnography above demonstrates that land tenure rules 
do not by themselves determine the process of land transfers in 
the Zulu land tenure system, but rather that land tenure related 
behaviour is significantly shaped by the internal dialectic in 
the local system interacting with factors outside of the local 
system. It also demonstrates that although market forces have "a 
crucial role to play in the development of an informal settlement 
on polity land in an urban area, other factors such as people 
striving for long term influence, power and status within the 
local social milieu are an egually important influence on an 
area's land tenure system. 
At one level it can be said that the proclamation and development 
of the township and its boundaries was a direct cause in the 
abolition of induna Gogo's jsjgodj; the isolation of the Hgaga 
area from the Isidweni isigodi; the breaking up of functioning 
kinship units; the division of a polity area into township and 
polity land; and that it added fuel to the jsjgodj boundary 
conflict; removed polity control of the land at the levels of the 
jnduna, the founding local descent group remnant and the 
izikhoozi; and created vacant undeveloped land over which no 
local legal land rights or system of land administration existed. 
All of these factors facilitated new urban land rights. 
However, at another level, the Hgaga ethnography also shows that 
izigodj boundaries are not necessarily permanent and unchanging 
through" time. Rather they are based on ongoing territorial 
competition, agreements negotiated at the local level 10, the 
operation of land-based micro-networks of members -especially on 
the periphery of an isjgodj, the khooza relationship between the 
heads of kinship groups and izjkhonzi groups with respect to 
local social personalities and, military activities sometimes 
known 
below 
as 'faction fights'. I 
(see Chapter Ten) that 
have argued and continue to argue 
all these factors add up to 
impermanent, unstable izigodi boundaries, as they reflect the 
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interrelationship between the local Zulu land tenure system and 
external factors over time. 
The ethnography presented above shows not only why but also ~ 
the land tenure system of Hgaga transformed. It transformed not 
only because of the core-periphery relationship, but also because 
of the succession of different local level culturally determined 
events which developed out of one another through determinable 
social processes, with a key aspect in this regard being the 
interrelationship between the wider urban society and the local 
Zulu land tenure system. Even in an urban area, behaviour in 
significant measure is shaped by historically determined 
relationships and perceptions of land, rather, than exclusively by 
economic forces. 
Endnotes 
I.This road, the Hangosuthu highway, was only built in t~e 1960s. 
However, old residents said that it was a well used path before 
it became a road. 
2.Given Chief Ndoda Cele's installation speech, I have no reason 
to believe that he did not have a strong interest in whether or 
not the informal settlement of Hgaga expanded into other adjacent 
areas of Cele-Zulu polity land. He would probably not want it to 
expand because, in one way or another, this would have diminished 
the amount of land and status available to him and the Cele-Zulu 
polity. 
3.Sometime in the early 1980s the KwaZulu government intervened 
in this dispute and allocated the disputed area to the Isidweni 
isiqodi of induna Madondo. 
4.This option was taken by the Hakhanya-Zulu polity (see Chapter 
Eleven below). 1 present this as a possible option in this 
dispute and not as a fact, as I was not privy to the thinking of 
polity leaders on these issues. 
5.The Ce1e-Zu1u polity area had no other dense settlements in 
this area, aside from Hgaga. 
6.1 am not stating that the chieftainship was involved in this 
dispute, as 1 never heard that it was. However, as indicated 
above, Chief Cele had a strong interest in preventing the 
informal settlement of Hgaga expanding into other adjacent areas 
of Cele-Zulu polity land. 
7.This boundary was unfenced. 
8.Correct in terms of the conventional legal sense of the word 
during that time. 
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9. In the conventional sense of the term. 
lO.Examples of this given by C.van Vuuren (personal 
communication) are disputes and agreements over grazing between 
herd boys, and negotiations and agreements at the ISlgungu 
(polity council) level, between the various indunas, in the 
presence of the inkosi (chief). 
Genealogy 1. Local Descent Group Remnants in the Informal 
Settlement Part of the study Area (sections 1,2,],4 and 6) During 
the study Period . 
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Genealogy 2. Local Descent Group 
Adjacent to the Informal Settlement 
During the Study Period. 
Ndwandwe 
Majo1a 
43 
Mkhize 
Remnants in the Study Area 
(sections 5,7,8,9,10 and 11) 
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CHAPTER TEN: EXPLAINING THE VARIATIONS 
FOUND IN THE ZULU LAND TENURE SYSTEM 
IN TERMS OF THE INTERNAL DIAI.ECTIC 
Introduction 
It might be argued that Hgaga no longer had a system of Zulu land 
tenure in 1980, because the social units holding land rights in 
Hgaga were not local descent groups, no reference was made to an 
jnduna when land was being transferred and the land rights which 
were transferred were purely residential. Instead, in the Hgaga 
of 1980, residential land rights were being transferred for cash, 
to and by strangers. I argue however that, because the internal 
dialectic centred around fission and integration interacting with 
the wider society still shaped land tenure related behaviour in 
Hgaga in 1980, the area had a system of Zulu land tenure. Hy 
approach below therefore is to compare the Hgaga ethnography to 
the Zulu ethnography, in relation to land tenure, with reference 
to my explanatory framework. 
As already discussed (see Chapters Two and Four above), every 
report on the Zulu land tenure system varies in some way, in its 
classification of terminology and delimitation of rights to land, 
from every other report. Given these variations, any attempt to 
compare the "gaga ethnography to the Zulu ethnography must 
therefore include a description of the debates within the Zulu 
ethnography with respect to these variations, where they impinge 
on the "gaga ethnography. 
In my view these debates focus firstly on the nature of the 
kinship group holding the land at the local level, secondly on 
the social personality of the induna and his rights to land and 
thirdly (see Chapter Eleven below), the extent to which land 
rights are individualised rights. These debates impinge on the 
Hgaga ethnography because the behaviour described in the 
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historical ethnography of Mgaga involves kinship groups which 
were remnants, entrepreneurial behaviour of indunas with respect 
to land rights, and the transfer of purely residential land 
rights by these indunas and kinship groups for cash. 
In addition to this, my choice of conceptual framework (see 
Chapters Two to Fbur above) is an attempt to explain why there 
are these variations or apparent inconsistencies which have been 
reported and debated. My approach, by comparison to other 
anthropologists, is that the land .tenure rules in the local 
systems that have been described by anthropologists over the 
years, have not necessarily determined the course of the process 
whereby land is transferred in the Zulu land tenure system. 
Rather, the internal dialectic in the Zulu land tenure system, 
~nteracting with external factors, has significantly shaped local 
land related behaviour, with respect to the cultural repertoire 
or range of options within the Zulu land tenure system. This 
cultural repertoire, as I have already argued (see Chapter Two 
above), based on Comaroff's approach (1982;1978:12,16), consists 
of the Zulu land tenure system's rules which, rather than being 
fundamental units of analysis, instead ftembod(y) the ideational 
and organisational framework within which the process of 
competition for ft land and status take place. This cultural 
repertoire is shaped and transformed ft •. by the exigencies of 
social practice •. ft (Comaroff: 1982:150), because of the 
tendencies within the internal dialectic centred around fission 
and integration, which itself is a part of the cultural 
repertoire of the Zulu land tenure system. 
I am therefore arguing that the land tenure system's rules have 
often been manipulated by local players, whose behaviour was 
expressing the fission\integration opposition in the Zulu social 
system, which explains why there is a range of variations in the 
expression of the Zulu land tenure system's rules. These 
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variations represent different manifestations of the internal 
dialectic, with respect to the land tenure system's cultural 
repertoire. Some of these variations have been reported by 
anthropologists. 
I hope that this approach will be a contribution to the ongoing 
debate about the nature of the Zulu land tenure system, as this 
will be the first attempt to describe and analyze these reported 
variations within a dialectical and transactional framework. 
Finally, 
with the 
I use this approach to compare the Hgaga ethnography 
Zulu ethnography. I argue that the remnant kinship 
groups, entrepreneurial behaviour of indunas and transfer of 
purely residential land rights in Hgaga were merely another 
variation of the Zulu land tenure system and one more 
manifestation of the internal dialectic in the system. In this 
way I show that the Hgaga historical ethnography can be compared 
to the Zulu ethnography and that therefore I can argue that the 
land tenure system of Hgaga in 1980 was a system of Zulu land 
tenure, despite the fact that Hgaga was an informal settlement. 
The Kinship Group Holding Land 
at the Local Leyel 
A wide range of kinship groups, both in terms of social 
structure, lineage or local descent group depth, size and the 
role of non-kin, have been reported in the Zulu ethnography in 
recent decades. I discuss this issue below and expand on the Zulu 
ethnography in regard to the range of options of local kinship 
groups which are usually associated with the system of Zulu land 
tenure. This serves as a background for explaining the remnant 
nature of the kinship groups described in the Hgaga ethnography, 
which groups I argue are one of the kinship group variations 
found holding land in the Zulu land tenure system. 
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A number of anthropologists have described how land is being made 
available to a wider range of people than would initially appear 
to have a right to the land, but that this range of people falls 
only within certain categories. Hbatha (1960:66-68; Preston-Whyte 
and Sibisi:1975:305; Cross:N.D.; Cross et al:1982:5) have shown 
that even though the organisational framework of the Zulu land 
tenure system is that access to land is supposed to be along 
agnatic lines (Holleman:1986:126; Cross:1977:24; Preston-
Whyte:1974:185), many land allocations are made to affines after 
a period of sponsorship. In addition to this, the izikbonzi 
relationship has been documented as a way of obtaining land (see 
below -also Holleman:1986:126; Cross:H.D.:7; Cross et al:1982:2-
3 ) • 
The reported size and composition of the unit of local 
organisation in the Zulu land tenure system has been under 
discussion since it was first described 50 years ago by 
anthropologists. Hgubane (1977:14-16) argues, that " .. Zulu 
lineages in comparison with those of societies such as the 
Tallensi of Ghana .. are remarkably shallow .• (something which) .. 
other studies in the ztiiu - field have also noted .. Thus Reader 
refers •• to the 'minimal descent group' (a term he chooses to use 
instead of lineage) as of three generations, within which 
political or jural obligations as well as purely domestic and 
kinship ones can be held to apply." Hgubane also refers to work 
by Vilakazi (1962:21), Hbatha (op.cjt.p.28) and Laredo (personal 
communication to Hgubane), to substantiate her observation. 
Preston-Whyte states that when kinship groups control land 
allocation among Zulu-speakers, as among the 'Qadi', 'Hakhanya' 
and 'Hyuswa-Zulu' (Preston-Whyte's terms) polities, this is 
dominated by lineages or descent groups and lineage or descent 
group segments (op.cjt.p.197-8). Hgubane defines a lineage among 
Zulu-speakers as " .. being composed of people who can trace 
descent to a common agnatic ancestor. Lineage relationship 
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presupposes ties of consanguinity through patrilineal descent." 
She goes on to state that " .. a lineage is divided into segments 
.. (and) .. The members of each lineage segment (or descent group 
segment) trace their descent to a cornmon paternal grandfather .. " 
(op.cit.p.13-l4) (see Diagram Eight over page, to be read in 
conjunction with Diagram Nine below on pg.330). 
These approaches of Preston-Whyte (op.cit.) and Ngubane (op.cit.) 
in describing the local social unit holding the land in the Zulu 
land tenure system indicate that although reference is still 
being made to the lineage or descent group, a smaller group 
termed the lineage or descent group segment is emerging as the 
local effective social unit in the Zulu land tenure system. This 
conforms with the Hgaga historical ethnography in that local 
descent group remnants were the local effective social unit 
holding the land. 
Cross argues that the different kinship groups found in the Zulu 
land tenure system are all a function of the " .• evolving land 
tenure system in KwaZulu •• (linked by a) .• transformational 
model." (Cross et al:1982:2). She states that, "The corporate 
agnatic kin group has always been the basic unit of local 
organisation in Nguni society •• (and consists of) •• autonomous 
local descent groups co-descended from a cornmon ancestor 
.• (who) .. tend to cooperate and cohere •. where they recognize 
common interests." (1977:24-7). In a later publication she adds 
that in addition to these corporate agnatic kin groups, " .. the 
basic unit of classical local organisation, includes .. associated 
client families, (and that this unit is) .. defined by land, by 
kinship, and by sequence of arrival." (Cross et al:l982:3). 
Based on thiS, Cross argues that there is a range of types of 
social units which can be found in the Zulu land tenure system. 
These include the corporate agnatic kin group (described above); 
" .. re1ated descent groups in rank ordering .. " and their client 
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iagram 8 An example of a genealogy showing the lineage or local 
descent group and lineage or local descent qrou 
segments found in the Zulu land tenure system 
Co-resident lineage or local d~sce~t group 
E90~ 
LIneage or local 
descent group 
se~nt 1 
j 
~ 
Lineage or local 
descent group 
se~nt 2 
families; the descent group; the segmented descent group; and the 
homestead or umuzi, either as part of a neighbourhood, or as an 
independent entity. She argues that these social units can 
transform from the first type to the last type, relative to a 
range of political and economic conditions such as settlement of 
new land, immigration causing land shortages, the accessibility 
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of transportation infrastructure, transformations in the 
structure of the local social organization, the proximity of 
urban areas, employment patterns, the agricultural level of the 
area and the existence of commercial informal activities 
(ibid.p.3-5). 
Based on the arguments presented in Chapter Four above, and 
following Comaroff's (1982) conceptual framework, and in part 
sUbstantiated by Cross's transformational model (Cross:N.D.; 
Cross et al:1982), (see Chapter Two above), I argue that the 
different kinship groups or social units holding the land at the 
local level, described as the land holding group within the Zulu 
land tenure system by anthropologists, are taxonomically the 
same. 
They are the same because, using Comaroff's approach (1982:146-
171), they are contrasting historical realizations or 
manifestations of the aame internal dialectic -i.e. they are 
different manifestations of the Zulu land tenure system. 
Therefore the different land holding groups that have been 
described to date by anthropologists, because they are different 
manifestations of the internal dialectic, are different 
variations found within usual Zulu land tenure practice. I apply 
this approach to the local descent group remnants in the Hgaga 
ethnography, and argue that they too were just another variation 
of the social·units associated with the Zulu land tenure system. 
Izikhonzi Groups 
Sometimes the local kinship groups -described above, located 
adjacent to each other, are linked by other than agnatic ties. 
The links between the groups, though often affinal, if they have 
been in that area for more than one generation, are based on 
their relationship to each other's land over time. To explain 
this I will refer to the long standing local kinship groups or 
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first settling descent groups as "founding local descent groups", 
and the kinship groups who have only recently entered an area, 
that is the "new descent groups", as izikhonzi groups (Cross eL 
a1:1982:2i Holleman:l986:ll5-ll7). 
The relationship between founding local descent groups and 
jzjkhoDZi groups is based on "(t)he classical Zulu land-holding 
system .. (which) .. is brought into being through the occupation 
of empty territory by a group of families belonging to one clan, 
who claim the empty land by right of first settlement. This first 
settling descent group then accepts onto their land newly arrived 
families of other clan surnames. These new descent groups receive 
land of their own with agreed boundaries •. " (Cross et al:1982:2). 
That is, "(ilzikhoDZi are people who have been granted their 
respective allotments of residential and arable land by the 
founding lineages." (Holleman:1986:l15-117) (see Diagram Nine 
over page, to be read in conjunction with Diagram Eight above on 
pg.327). 
Allocations to non-kin in African systems of land tenure take 
place, as argued above (see Chapter Four), because of " .• ambition 
aimed not at goods for oneself, but as many followers as 
possible" (Gluckman:1943:38), which in turn serves to build 
status. Preston-Whyte and Sibisi, describing the izikhoDZi 
relationship among the Nyuswa-Zulu, state that land 
entrepreneurship by the heads of local descent group segments was 
linked to the building up •• (of) .. substantial followings of 
grateful clients .• " (op.cjt.p.312). Vilakazi describes how in the 
relationship, " .• a family of izikhoDZi •• , i.e those who beg for 
land and have been taken in by someone, •. must therefore fawn on 
their landlord for the favour of letting them live on his lands." 
(op.cit.p.112). The jzjkhoDZj groups can also be seen as 
followers of leaders who head the founding local descent groups. 
As far as the relationship between the founding local descent 
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group and the izikhonzi groups is concerned, in accord with 
Holleman's study described above (see Chapters One and Four), 
Diagram 9 A spatial example of the land holdings of a 
founding local descent group with izikhonzi 
qroups 
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Izikhonzi groups pay allegiance to the head of the 
lineaqe or local descent group, i.e. ego as represented 
in Diagraa 8. 
Preston-Whyte describes how among Zulu-speakers "The lineage head 
has important organizational functions and appears to be a force 
for social control within the area of his descent group. Where 
non-agnates live within his area, they too fall under his 
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informal jurisdiction." (op.cjt.p.197 quoting Vilakazi 
op.cjt.p.19; and Hbatha op,cjt.p.4l-2). 
She also discusses how among the 'Nyuswa-Zulu' and 'Qadi' 
(Preston-Whyte's terms), the descendants of founding lineages 
"have a predominant (if informal) say in the allocation of land, 
both to kinsmen wishing to establish new homesteads, and to 
newcomers wishing to settle on what is referred to as 'lineage 
land'" (op,cjt.p.198 quoting Reader op.cit.p.65; Vilakazi 
op.cit.p.19; Hbatha op.cit.p.69). Even though non-agnates are 
linked to the local descent group in this way, Preston-Whyte 
indicates that they are " •• clearly distinguished from the agnatic 
core and this is the case even if they are related to lineage 
members by ties of affinity." (op.cit. p .185). These descriptions 
by Preston-Whyte show that the relationship between the founding 
local descent groups and the izikhonzi groups is characterised by 
·partial independence and partial embodiment (Clegg:198l:l65), or 
in terms of my framework by the internal dialectic centred around 
fission and integration. 
Cross describes the same relationship in the Zulu land tenure 
system, but she avoids the 'formal-informal' approach, instead 
describing the range of behaviour associated with the izikhonzi 
relationship in a way which accords with my approach. She 
describes how the descent lines of the izikhonzi groups "operate 
independently for the most part but always defer politically and 
socially to the abomdabuko •• (founding local descent group) .• the 
convention is that the Ilmnllmzane omdabuko •. (head of the founding 
local descent group) •• must be notified and should consent to any 
land allocation by a subordinate •• agnate or client •• " (N.D.:7). 
Expanding on the work of Holleman (1986), Preston-Whyte (op,cjt.) 
and Cross (N.D.), in terms of my conceptual framework, I 
therefore define the izikhonzj relationship as one based on the 
transfer of land rights by a founding local descent group, in 
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return for status engendered by the isikhoozj group, 
relationship is often termed a khooza relationship (see 
Such a relationship is found between founding local 
which 
below) . 
descent 
groups and jzjkhoozj groups and includes, groups which are 
affinally connected prior to the allocation of land rights; 
groups who become affines at some later date after the allocation 
of laod rights; and groups who remain 
kinship despite the allocation of land 
unconnected by ties of 
rights. Whether or not 
these land rights are transferred permanently or temporarily and 
at what point they become land rights held independently from the 
founding local descent group relates to the operation of the 
local internal dialectic (see below). 
The method by which land rights are obtained via the jzikhoozj 
relationship promotes behaviour linked to the tendency towards 
integration in the Zulu land tenure system. The jsjkhoozi group 
becomes tied into a leader-follower relationship (see Chapter 
Four above) with a founding local descent group, as well as the 
joduoa who that group khooza's, in exchange for land rights. In 
other words, they become part of the integrating hierarchy of 
Zulu social organisation associated with the Zulu land tenure 
system .. 
Seen from another angle, the jzjkhoozj relationship also promotes 
behaviour linked to the tendency towards fission inherent in the 
land tenure system. A long standing js.ikhoozj group is not locked 
permanently into a dependent relationship with its foundiog local 
descent group but can, given certain conditions, secure its 
independence and split off from the founding local descent group. 
Linked to this process of fission is the desire to increase 
status and acquire its own 
argue that behaviour which 
jzjkhoozj g.roups. Based on this, I 
is linked to the internal dialectic 
centred around fission and integration, and the structural 
tension associated with it, is apparent in the above descriptions 
of the jzikhoozi relationship, albeit that this aspect of the 
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relationship is not invoked by the writers concerned. 
To conclude, my approach is that, for as long as the internal 
djalectic centred around fission and jntegration is present in 
the local land tenure system, whatever form the kinship group 
takes which is holding the land, or the jzikhonzj relationship 
takes, it is a variation of the land holding group within the 
Zulu land tenure system and a manifestation of the internal 
dialectic as it interacts with, and is shaped by, local history 
and external factors. It is only if one of the contrapoised 
tendencies, of either fission or integration, has disappeared 
entirely, and the underlying principles of the local system have 
been reconstituted, that the social unit holding the land at the 
local level will no longer be a variation of the land holding 
group in the Zulu land tenure system. 
I therefore argue that, the range of variations found within the 
kinship unit and between the founding local descent group and the 
jsjkhonzj group, in terms of the absence or presence of affinal 
links, are different manifestations of the internal dialectic as 
it interacts with factors both inside and outside the local 
system. And they are therefore variations of the local social 
units holding the land in the Zulu land tenure system. 
I have shown that the social units holding land at the local 
level in Mgaga were local descent group remnants, some of whom 
were founding local descent group remnants and others who were 
jzjkhoDzj local descent group remnants. I have also shown that 
there was an jzikhoDzi relationship between them, which 
relationship was shaped by the interrelationship between the 
local land tenure system and its encompassing context. Given the 
above, I argue that all these social units were another variation 
of the land holding group found in the Zulu land tenure system. 
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Paying Allegiance 
The relationship between a founding local descent group and its 
jsjkhonzi local descent group or family, and the relationship 
between members of an jsjgodi and its jnduna, as well as the 
relationship between the members of a chiefdom and the chief, are 
often described as being based on the system of allegiance or the 
khonza system (Gluckman:1943:29i Reader:1966:256i Clegg 
op.cjt.p.173i Ngubane op.cjt.p.13). The khonza relationship is 
integral to the integrating hierarchy of Zulu social organisation 
and is often the most visible aspect of the hierarchy in any 
field of enquiry. 
Ukukhonza or to pay allegiance can mean a range of things. Clegg 
states that it means ceding loyalty in exchange for land and 
grazing (op.cjt.p.173). Gluckman states that, among the Lozi, the 
ties between the various estates of holding of land are based on 
political allegiance and that ft •• if one enters on the use of the 
land, this founds a claim by holders of superior estates to 
demand one's allegiance." (1943:31,43). In summary, according to 
Gluckman, paying allegiance in Africa can include one or more 
aspects, such as giving respect, gifts of corn and cattle, 
tribute (sometimes voluntary and sometimes compulsory), labour in 
the king's or chief's communal fields, and acceptance of the 
political status of subject or membership of a village group 
(l943i1944:18;1967:39). 
Reader takes the position, which resonates with the "gaga 
ethnography, that the system of allegiance is linked to 
\ 
leadership positions and the formation of political units, based 
either on kinship or political followings (op.cjt.p.244-56). With 
reference to this, Gluckman points out, in his analysis of Zulu 
social organisation from before Shaka up to the 1960s, that Zulu-
speakers can "switch their allegiance according to what is to 
their own advantage or by what values they are being guided on 
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different occasions." (1967:49). This switching of allegiance 
would tend to apply to those groups in the hierarchy which were 
politically based rather than those which were purely kinship 
based. This ability to switch allegiances under certain 
conditions allows social personalities and groups a certain 
degree of flexibility and choice. 
The khonza relationship not only promotes behaviour which accords 
with the integrating hierarchy in Zulu social o~ganisation, but 
by the switching of allegiance, also allows a group to split off 
and re-integrate elsewhere in the hierarchy. Therefore the khonza 
relationship is integral to both the tendency towards fission and 
the tendency towards integration inherent in Zulu social 
organisation. 
I have shown in the Hgaga ethnography that individuals paid 
allegiance to local leaders in and around Hgaga, according to the 
kinship and\or political unit with which they were identifying. 
In this way they related to the integrating hierarchy of the Zulu 
land tenure system. Also, a number of residents formed a group 
which split off from the hierarchy, only to re-integrate 
themselves elsewhere. They switched their allegiance from one 
group to another, as it suited their economic and political 
aspirations, specifically in relation to the transfer of purely 
residential land rights for cash. This behaviour, besides being 
linked to the creation of izjgodj boundaries and facilitating 
changes to these boundaries via the formation of coalitions based 
on the khonza relationship (see below), was shaped by the 
interaction between the wider urban environment and the internal 
tensions in Hgaga's indigenous land tenure system. 
Implications for the Hgaga 
Ethnography 
The social units involved in the history of land allocations in 
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Hgaga, especially in the early part of the study period, 
conformed to a large extent to the range of social units found in 
other studies of the Zulu land tenure system. Those areas where 
they conformed were: firstly, that all the people who had been 
involved in the early stages of land allocation had been either 
agnatic kin or affines, although residents could only recall to 
memory two and sometimes three previous generations involved in 
land allocation, because of the effects of urbanisation. 
Secondly, they conformed to usual Zulu land tenure practice and 
to Cross's transformational model (Cross:N.D.; Cross et 
al:1982:5), in that the history of the area included local 
descent groups and local descent group segments, the remnants of 
which had remained in the area. Thirdly, I also found izikhonzi 
groups in Hgaga. I have shown that the izikhonzi relationship, 
between izikhonzi groups and local founding descent groups, was 
not only reported as early as 1940 (Holleman:1986), but also 
accords with usual Zulu land tenure practice. I have also shown 
that both the tendency towards fission and the tendency towards 
integration inherent in Zulu social organisation are integral to 
the jzjkhonzj relationship and I discuss this further with 
respect to coalition formation later (see below). 
However, there wer.e no local descent groups or even local descent 
group segments functioning in any corporate fashion in Hgaga 
during the study period. Rather, the local kinship group had 
transformed and diminished even further under the impact of 
urbanisation, to become what I have termed a 'local descent group 
remnant', that is another variation of the social units found in 
the Zulu land tenure system. 
Also, although some of the groups in the area could be described 
in terms of the nmnzj or homestead kinship group (Cross .e.t. 
aL:1982:5), many land transactions were undertaken by 
individuals. Although these individuals did not always allocate 
• 
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land on behalf of a group or with reference to the existing 
community over-rights, they claimed their land rights in terms of 
the range of options usually associated with the Zulu land tenure 
system. I am arguing that the individuals allocating the land 
initially were not strangers to the area, but could be described 
in terms of the cultural categories of the area. 
For the reasons given above (and see Appendix Three and Chapters 
Five to Eight), I cannot discuss the possible corporate behaviour 
within each of the local descent group remnants which were 
involved in land allocation in Hgaga from 1960 to 1980. The 
detailed oral history I obtained in Hgaga only provided the names 
of the people who represented the local descent group remnants 
which were historically involved in land allocations, together 
with their genealogies, with respect to the other people who had 
been involved with land or were still resident in the area. 
However, as I have shown (see Chapter Nine above) this was 
sufficient information for me to be able to discuss the corporate 
behaviour of these individuals in terms of the land-based 
coalitions they formed, which behaviour was shaped by the 
processes of fission and integration in the area • 
BackgrQund 
"gaga's Local Descent Group 
Remnants as 'Households' 
Social institutions, such as the local descent group remnant as 
'household', are not my local level unit of analysis, but only 
form a part of my unit of analysis, which instead is the local 
internal dialectic. However, my comparative socio-historical 
analysis of the aerial photographs of Hgaga -which photographs 
display some of the land tenure transformations in the "gaga area 
from 1959 to 1980, required a definition of a household. I 
therefore define this term below, but only with reference to 
members of the local descent group remnants and their boundaries, 
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and not in regard to the urban strangers who moved into Mgaga 
over time, as I focused only on the former group in my analysis 
of land allocations as evinced by the aerial photographs. 
Local Descent Group Remnants as 'Households' 
Lomnitz (1977:99) makes the point that "a revision of the 
household terminology may be necessary when dealing with new 
types of settlements that arise under special conditions of land 
tenure and occupancy, as found in shantytowns." She argues, with 
reference to a shantytown in Mexico, that there are " .. three 
semi-independent variables in the classification of households: 
kinship, residential proximity, and domestic function!' .. (and 
that) .. each society may feature a characteristic combination of 
these variables; hence the concept of household may acquire 
different connotations and meanings depending on the social 
context". 
She states that for example, residential proximity should not 
only be defined in terms of a "single roof" or " .. jointed roofs, 
where the household occupies two or more adjoining residential 
units .. ", but that it should also include a "single plot" 
(ihid.p.lOO). Behaviour more usually associated with households 
defined in terms of single or jointed roofs is also found when a 
household resides within a single plot, though not under a single 
or jointed roof. 
Expanding on this, I argue that residential proximity on a single 
plot has social significance in regard to the behaviour of a 
household both with respect to an informal settlement and the 
type of settlement associated with more rural forms of Zulu land 
tenure. 
I use Lomnitz's conceptual framework of household in an informal 
settlement, as well as my conceptual framework as elucidated 
above, to develop an appropriate definition of a household for 
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the historical ethnography of "gaga. I argue that up to 1960 in 
"gaga a household, or co-residential group in the wider sense of 
umuzi, could be defined as a local descent group remnant, 
resident on a single plot of land, or piece of ground, based on 
indigenous boundaries (see Appendix One Hap Twenty One below) and 
occupying one or more residential units. Its members shared both 
expenses, " .. the preparation and consumption of meals, child 
care, leisure activities, ritual duties, and a wide range of acts 
of kindness or mutual cooperation" (ibid. p .99). 
Up to 1960, this definition would have accommodated all the 
residents on a particular plot of land based on indigenous 
boundaries, that is, they were all members of a particular local 
descent group remnant. However, if they had transferred land 
rights to an isikhonzi group, I have treated such an isikhonzi 
group, albeit within the boundaries of the land to which they 
might or might not have permanent rights (for the reasons given 
above), as a separate h·ousehold. 
This definition remained largely but not completely the same, 
from 1960 to 1980, but only for those local descent group remnant 
households who were involved in allocating purely residential 
land rights in "gaga, not for those acquiring land rights. The 
major difference for those allocating land rights was that, 
although these old residents of "gaga still lived on the land of 
their local descent group remnant, in some of these groups the 
shared domestic functions became more limited over time after the 
start of the informal settlement in the 1960s, and especially 
with its more extended development after 1968. 
Also, the plots of land or pieces of ground, which these old 
residents occupied were no longer exclusively limited to 
residents who were members of their kinship group, but were 
filled to over-crowding with non-kin and strangers. The local 
descent group remnant households lived in among many non-kin and 
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strangers, to whom they had transferred purely residential land 
rights within their boundaries. 
As already indicated above, as I was only concerned with a socio-
historical aerial photographic analysis of the original residents 
of Hgaga, this definition did not apply to the majority of the 
new households that acquired land rights in the area after 1968 
(see Appendix One Hap Twenty Four below), as described in the 
case studies in Chapters Seven and Eight above. 
The Extension of the Range of Options Wjthin 
the Zulu land tenure system wjth Reference 
to the Kinship Group at the Local 
Level under Urban Conditjons 
The Hgaqa ethnography demonstrates that the range of categories 
of people holding and obtaining land within the Zulu land tenure 
system has been extended beyond that previously reported. When 
local descent groups in Hgaga came under urban pressure and 
kinship diminution took place, leading to the development of 
local descent group remnants, women and especially widows came to 
hold land rights in poli~y areas in isolation from any effective 
agnatic male control. This situation came about when a widow was 
left as the sole effective heir of the land which her husband had 
. been allocated, or when she was the sole remaining resident 
member of the original local descent group. 
Reader notes that such situations do arise in the Zulu land 
tenure system (described above -see Chapter Four), where women of 
strong personality hold land rights; however, he specifically 
excludes the possibility of these land rights being passed 00 to 
their children (op.cit.p.66-83). Yet these widows in Hgaga, one 
of whom had already passed on some of her land to her daughters 
(see Chapters Seven and Eight above), behaved as if they were 
males intending to pass their land rights to their sons and 
daughters. 
associated 
expanded 
I am arguing 
with the Zulu 
under urban 
inheritance. 
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that the agnatic inheritance 
land tenure system has come 
conditions to a form of 
usually 
to be 
cognatic 
This situation develops when there are no effective male agnates 
either resident in the area or who desire to activate their land 
rights in the area. With respect to this, the Hgaga ethnography 
accords with Cross's findings. She states that under peri-urban 
conditions strong households tend to move away, leaving 
"substitute heirs .. (whose) .. househ~ld organisation tends to be 
weak .. and they are often headed by women •• (who) .. deal most in 
land." (1988b:342). This accords with the Hgaga ethnography in 
regard to the development 
well as the acquisition 
of local descent group remnants, as 
and transfer of land rights by both 
widows and other women in general. 
Widows were not the only women who came to hold land in Hgaga. 
With respect to Thandi Dlomo's land rights (see Chapter Seven 
above), I argue that she was the only surviving member of the 
Dlomo local descent group remnant, even though she and her 
brother Vincent, who died in the early 1970s, were children of an 
informal union of a Dlomo women. Reader states that a child born 
of an unmarried woman takes his\her mother's father's jsibongo 
(clan name) (op.cjt.p.239). W.J.Breytenbach states that among the 
Usuthu-Zulu a child born before marriage falls under the control 
of the mother's father and according to a 1940 legal judgement 
such a child would inherit, but only as the last heir, i.e. it 
would still be agnatic inheritance. He also states that such a 
child would take the isjbongo of his\her mother's group only if 
no cattle had been handed over by the biological father to the 
mother's group (1971:222-223). Hy enquiries into this phenomenon 
within the D.F.R. showed that it had become a common practice 
that children of informal unions took the j5jbongo of their 
mother's group. For these reasons I argue that both Vincent and 
Thandi Olomo were cognates 
remnant, who inherited the 
either died, were jailed or 
groups. 
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of the Olomo local descent group 
land after the remaining agnates 
married into other local descent 
This case study also shows, and this is the first time it has 
been reported, that residency within an area is possibly becoming 
as important a criterion as agnation, in determining land rights 
and in retaining effective land rights under urban conditions. 
However, the Olomo case study also indicates that agnation 
continued to be of importance, even under urban conditions, with 
respect to the land rights of an area -in the way that Thandi 
Olomo claimed to be of her mother's generation so that she could 
claim to be an 
informal union, 
Olomo. 
agnate, rather than 
and that her lover 
being a cognate born of an 
Sam passed himself off as a 
However, these claims to agnation were not so much important with 
respect to the holding of the land rights, but in terms of the 
ability to transfer these land rights to strangers under urban 
conditions. The reference to agnation was used to engender 
confidence in the people to whom they transferred the land rights 
for cash, in that the transfer appeared to accord with some 
semblance of Zulu land tenure practice. That reference was made 
to usual Zulu land tenure practice in order to engender 
confidence in strangers to the area shows that agnation was not a 
completely dead letter even under these conditions of extensive 
informal settlement, as it was a reference used by strangers to 
an area to assess their security of tenure in that area. 
What happens when women are the only effective representatives of 
a local descent group within the polity's land is illustrated in 
the historical ethnography of Hgaga. As Cross states, "Dealing in 
the indigenous land system, whether through sales, rentals, 
exchanges or voluntary grant transactions, appears strongly 
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associated with the poor and the weak .. and women headed 
households •. Research results from KwaZulu suggests that it may 
be the weak households generally who deal most in land, using 
their land resources to produce both food and income, as well as 
to try to create land-based alliances which they can use to 
offset their disabilities." (1988b:342). Women tend to maximise 
on the land resources which they hold in the present, rather than 
retaining these resources for future generations. The outcome of 
this in Mgaga's case has effectively meant the transfer of purely 
residential land rights for cash and the development of an 
informal settlement. 
I have shown that land rights were respectively allocated and\or 
obtained in Mgaga, throughout the study period, often with, but 
sometimes without, reference to the usual range of options within 
the Zulu land tenure system, and that this range of options was 
expanded later in the period. Throughout the study period, even 
in the late 1970s, reference was made to the usual reported Zulu 
land tenure practices, and the land tenure rules used as 
strategic tools which people manipulated in order to justify 
their right to allocate land rights. 
With respect to those who obtained land rights in the late 1960s 
and early 1970s in Mgaga, these early land transfers to strangers 
were ambiguous, in that they could be interpreted as conforming 
to the usual Zulu land tenure practices which have been reported 
to date, because the transactions included some of its 
characteristics; simultaneously they could also be interpreted as 
conforming to an urban pattern, because they contained urban 
characteristics, such as purely residential land allocations. 
However, at the same time the land tenure system's range of 
options was being expanded by these transfers of land rights, in 
that rights were being made available in polity areas to people 
who had no kinship links, including affinal links, were often 
women, and were members of other polities, including non-Zulu 
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polities. Also most of the time these people did not enter into 
an izikhonzi relationship. 
By the late 1910s the characteristics associated with the 
reported Zulu land tenure system had almost entirely disappeared 
and no reference was being made to the system's usual practices, 
reported to date, by the people obtaining land rights. Instead a 
new range of land tenure options had developed in Hgaga which 
included social units found in cities throughout Africa, such as 
nuclear families, three generational female-headed households and 
individuals on their own. I am arguing that the categories of 
people holding and obtaining land within the Zulu land tenure 
system has been extended beyond that previously reported. 
However, the types of transformations in Hgaga's land tenure 
system are more likely to be found in peri-urban areas and the 
type of resettlement areas reported in the rural areas of KwaZulu 
(Surplus People's Project:1983:Vol 4), rather than necessarily 
having a general applicability to all areas where there is a 
system of Zulu land tenure. 
I have not described the incremental extension of the range of 
options within the Zulu land tenure system under urban conditions 
in order to substantiate my argument that Hgaga had a system of 
Zulu land tenure during the study period. (I use the existence of 
an internal dialectic centred around fission and integration in 
the local system as evidence of the existence of a system of Zulu 
land tenure -see Chapter Eleven below). Rather, I have described 
the range of options linked to the transformation of Hgaga's land 
tenure system in order to show that there is a variety of 
manifestations of the Zulu land tenure system under urban 
conditions, because of the interaction between the internal 
tensions and oppositions in the land tenure system and the 
encompassing urban context. 
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Urbanisation promoted the demand for land rights by strangers, 
which led to new variations of social units holding land rights 
in polity land. I argue that, although the polity's land in "gaga 
had come to the point by 1980 where land rights were being held 
by local descent group remnants, widows, women and fictitious 
agnates (both male and female), nuclear families, three 
generational female-headed households and individuals on their 
own, these social units were another variation in the range of 
options within the Zulu land tenure system. I argue this because 
the internal dialectic centred around fission and integration was 
still present in "gaga's land tenure system in 1980, despite the 
existence of social units which have not previously been reported 
in the Zulu land tenure system. 
Finally, as I have shown and will argue further below, these 
innovations to the Zulu land tenure system's rules, as far as the 
type of social units holding the land at the local level is 
concerned, were facilitated by coalition formation, with both the 
behaviour of the individuals and social units in the case studies 
and the coalitions they were part of, being shaped by the 
interrelationship between the internal tensions in the local land 
tenure system and the wider society. 
Local Leyel Political Offjce Bearers 
and Their Rights to Land 
Above the local descent group and its segments are hierarchically 
structured social personalities, 
system (de Clercq:1969:95-6), but 
sometimes based on the kinship 
often based on the political 
system. These social personalities, known by a range of terms, 
include, from the top of the hierarchy downwards, the king, the 
chief, the joduna or headman and the ipho¥isa, also known as an 
jSjthllnywa (de Clercq) or jsjnxllsa (Breytenbach) or jsjbooda (a 
term used widely in the D.F.R.), who is a type of sub-ioduna or 
sub-headman also known as a "messenger" (de Clercq:l975:60). As I 
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argue below with respect to the induna, each 
linked to a specific territory and\or 
(Hughes:1972:102). 
office bearer is 
group of people 
As I have indicated above, there is ambiguity and some variation 
in the terms used for office bearers, the full extent of which 
only becomes apparent if one examines the variation in territory, 
powers and duties which are attached to these terms. I argue 
that, given the internal tensions within Zulu social 
organisation, with respect to the fission\integration opposition, 
which interacts with factors in the wider society, this variation 
is to be expected. In addition to this, my approach makes it 
possible to describe more accurately these office bearers, their 
rights and territory, albeit at a particular moment in time. I do 
this below with respect to the induna and his jsjgodj. Although I 
firstly briefly describe the chieftainship, I discuss only the 
role of the jnduna intensively and with respect to my explanatory 
framework, because of the nature of the Hgaga ethnography. 
The Cele-Zulu Chieftainship 
During the study period, the vast majority of Zulu-speaking 
people who lived in KwaZulu, but not in the townships located in 
KwaZulu, were citizens of chiefdoms -i.e. they were members of 
one or other Zulu pOlityl. As I argue below, these chiefdoms are 
defined by history, genealogical position and territory (both 
occupied and claimed). Central government actions and legislation 
have also affected the various chiefdoms in different ways. 
The Zulu-speaking people are composed of numerous "tribes", which 
is the commonly used term in the Zulu ethnography, or 'polities', 
which is the term I use. Each polity has territory which it 
occupies and\or claims (Gluckman:l943:29; Hbatha op.cjt.p.52i 
Preston-Whyte op.cjt.p.197; Preston-Whyte and Sibisi op.cit. who 
refer to the Nyuswa-Zului Breytenbach:1971 who refers to the 
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Usuthu-Zulu2). Gluckman states that, " .. the largest divisions of 
the Zulu nation .. (are) .. 'tribes' .. and their heads 'chiefs'." 
(1967:28-30). Reader also notes that " .. there seem to be genuine 
variations of local custom, which in the light of the wide range 
of tribes now categorized as 'Zulu', promote different usages in 
different places." (op.cjt.p.264). 
That the genealogy of the chief's lineage or descent group is 
important is brought out by Reader. Reader studied the Makhanya-
Zulu, who reside next to the Cele-Zulu (see Appendix One Map 
Eleven below). He states that among the ten polities who reside 
in the "Umlazi location" (now the Umlazi-Umbumbulu magisterial 
districts -see Appendix One Map Fifteen below), which includes 
the Hakhanya-Zulu and the Cele-Zulu, " .. the tribesman finds no 
real diversity of custom and social values" (ibid.p.28). Reader's 
description of the stated rules applying to the Hakhanya-Zulu 
chieftainship broadly parallels that which I found among the 
Cele-Zulu. Reader describes the chieftainship as follows, "In 
sum, it is the genealogical position of the chieftainship which 
has social value for the people: that of supreme dominant 
descent-group headship, g1v1ng the office-holder the immediate 
tribal powers of high judge and controller of land rights, with 
the command of political allegiance which that implies." 
(ibid.p.256). 
Bryant (1965:543) states that the Cele chieftainship was in 
existence in the Umlazi area from the middle of the last century, 
indicating that there is a fairly lengthy history linked to the 
Cele chieftainship. During the study period the chieftainship of 
the Cele-Zulu polity, or jsjzwe as it was termed by residents, 
was held by Simon Cele (d.1966), Isaah Cele (d.1977), and Ndoda 
Cele (present incumbent), whose installation I attended in 1980. 
Map Fifteen (see Appendix One below) shows the claimed boundaries 
of the Cele-Zulu polity dating back to the 1850s, as well as the 
boundaries of the Cele-Zulu polity today -i.e. the Cele Tribal 
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Authority. 
"There is no tribe without land" is a frequent remark of polity 
members who are threatened with the development and\or extension 
of a township onto their land. This commonly expressed linkage of 
the social groups very existence with the occupation of the land 
accords with Hbatha's approach (op;cit.p.52). He states that a 
'tribe', as he terms it, exists because they occupy a certain 
portion of land. He goes on to state that, "This .. (fact) .. comes 
out clearly in the words used for "tribe" and "land" •• the two 
words have a common root - "=zKe". "~" is "land" and "jsizwe" 
is tribe or nation" (loc,cjt.). 
Reader's view accords with this as he states that "the Hakhanya 
tribe can .. be defined in politico-territorial terms: as an 
aggregate of territorially delimited wards, whose members 
acknowledge political allegiance to Chief Hakhanya by virtue of 
their incorporation within the tribal area." (op.cjt.p.249). I 
therefore define the Cele-Zulu polity in terms of the genealogy 
of the Cele chieftainship, the land held by the polity and the 
khonza relationship between the members of the polity and the 
chieftainship. However, some of these aspects have been affected 
by factors outside of the local system (see below). 
The central government has used the hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation as a regional administrative structure 
(Gluckman:1967; Reader op,cjt.; de Clercq:1969). Consequently 
there Is a range of legislation in relation to both the powers of 
the chieftainship and its boundaries. The particular legislation 
concerning the powers " •. word aan die kaptein toegeken kragtens 
die bepaling van artikels 12 en 20 van Wet 38 van 1927 (de Clercq 
1969:33-38). This means that the powers of the chieftainship are 
legally based on articles 12 and 20 of the Black Administration 
Act No.38 of 1927. The extent to which these legislated powers 
are effected within different chieftainships at the local level, 
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varies, and is one of the outside factors which influences a 
local Zulu land tenure system. The ethnography of Hgaga gives 
some insights into this aspect. 
The boundaries of the various chieftainships, such as the Cele-
Zulu, have been radically altered for generations by the White 
administration (see Chapter Five and Six above). The Cele-Zulu 
boundary designating their area of jurisdiction is a gazetted 
boundary. As already argued (see Chapter Two above), although the 
Zulu land tenure system has been modified by central government 
legislation, its underlying principles have not been 
reconstituted. Therefore, I argue that in the majority of cases, 
the chieftainship3in KwaZulu, including the Cele-Zulu 
chieftainship, in those aspects of the role which relate to the 
Zulu land tenure system, is still a form of Zulu social 
organisation, albeit modified. 
The above discussion has been given to contextualise the Hgaga 
material because the chieftainship is integral to the integrating 
hierarchy associated with the Zulu land tenure system, and in 
some circumstances, which I discuss below, is ~escribed as 
representing the community's over-rights (see Chapter Eleven 
below) • 
The Indnna and His Isjgodj 
Introductjon 
In order to be able to argue that my approach applies also to 
jndunas within the Zulu land tenure system, I will first argue 
that the role of the jnduna in the Zulu land tenure system has 
been in existence for over a century, includes institutionalised 
entrepreneurship and has a range of reported manifestations. I 
will also argue that the behaviour of the indunas in and around 
Hgaga and their manipulation of the system's rules conformed to 
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usual Zulu land tenure practice, as did their manipulation of the 
jzjgodj boundaries. 
I will argue that the Zulu terms jsjgodj (sing.) and jzjgodj 
(pl.) mean both the territory and residents under an induna'S 
jurisdiction. I use this term not only because it was the term 
used by residents in Hgaga, but also because it is not an 
official term in the same way as is the term 'ward.' The term 
jsigodj does not carry with it the inflexible connotations of 
officialdom, specifically with reference to boundaries, as the 
term 'ward' does, but instead conforms to a Zulu ethnography in 
which izjgodj boundaries adapt to changing circumstances. 
The term isigodi, which is used in Hgaga to denote the largest 
territorial sub-divisions within a chiefdom, is an example of the 
vuriations in the Zulu land tenure system which have been 
reported, with the term having a wide variety of reported 
translations and definitions. Krige describes the term as a 
'district' (1950:176), which approach Clegg also takes 
(op.cjt.p.166). Vilakazi translates the term to mean 
'neighbourhood', with several neighbourhoods making up a 'ward' 
(op.cjt.p.79-82), which approach also accords with Hbatha, who 
worked in an area close to Vilakazi, and who terms an 'isjgodi' a 
'sub-ward' (op.cit.p.37). On the other hand, Hammond-Tooke 
translates Holleman's use of the term 'isiQinti' to mean a 'sub-
ward' (1986:110) and Holleman's use of the term 'isigodi' to mean 
'ward' (loc.cjt.). As already indicated, my approach is that 
these variations are all manifestations of the internal dialectic 
in Zulu social organisation as it interacts with the wider 
society, and I discuss this further below with respect to the 
position of the induna and of isigodi boundaries. 
The role, power and rights to land of the induna, both within the 
political and kinship hierarchy of Zulu organisation, and with 
respect to the White administration, have been the subject of 
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much anthropological debate (Preston-Whyte op.cit.p.198; Reader 
op.cjt.p.244-6,256-264; de Clercq:1969:92-3), as a range of 
manifestations of these aspects of the induna's position have 
been reported. Essentially, the debate centres around three 
linked issues. Fjrstly, that the term jnduna means a number of 
things (de Clercq:1969:92-3). Secondly, whether the jnduna or the 
kinship group is the de jure, or formal, holder and allocator of 
land at the local level (Preston-Whyte op.cjt.p.196-8). Thjrdly, 
whether the indyna's rights with respect to the land are de jure 
rights by indigenous tradition, or have come about through the 
intervention of the White administration in African land tenure 
systems (Reader op.cit.p.245-6). 
I have argued that the hierarchy 
which holds the rights to land, 
in Zulu social organisation, 
consists of a political and 
kinship system of concentric units (estates), each of which is 
partially independent of, and partially embodied in, the next 
greater one (Clegg op.cjt.p.l65 -see Chapter Four Diagram One on 
pg.105 above); and which is composed of hierarchically ranked 
social personalities and groups with opposed interests in the 
same land (see Chapter Four Diagram Three on pg.l12 above). This 
hierarchy is permeated by structural tension, ambiguity and 
competition because of the fission\integration opposition in Zulu 
social structure. 
I will argue below that the concentric unit which is composed of 
the social personality of the induna and his isigodi has a range 
of manifestations, some of which have been reported in the Zulu 
ethnography. The manifestation of the induna's position, as 
reported by anthropologists, varies, because of the 
interrelationship between the wider society and the 
fission\integration opposition in the local system. By referring 
to these anthropological reports I describe the range of options 
within Zulu social organisation with respect to the position of 
the induna and the effects of the internal dialectic on isigodi 
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boundaries. 
The Posit jon of the lndnna 
Reader states that the position of the induna has a range of 
meanings among Zulu-speakers. Some of the meanings of the word 
indnna include, according to Reader, 'leader' (with which de 
Clercq accords 1969:92), 'an officer of the state or army', 'a 
judge of cases', 'a headman or a councillor' (op.cjt.p.264). This 
range of meanings, in terms of my conceptual framework, is 
probably linked to the interrelationship between the internal 
dialectic in Zulu social organisation and factors in the wider 
society, leading to a number of manifestations of the position 
within the land tenure system. However, I am only looking at the 
range of meanings applied to the induna's position in regard to 
the most prominent induna role found in Hgaga's history, that of, 
what Reader terms, the 'jnduna yesjgodi' or 'ward jnduna' (see 
below). 
As the role of the jnduna, with respect to the allocation of land 
rights, is considered by some anthropologists, such as Cross 
(1988a:19) and Reader (op.cit.p.245-6), to have been deliberately 
augmented by the White administration, I also analyze this aspect 
of the induna's role. I do this because my approach, based on the 
Hgaga ethnography, differs from theirs, in that I argue that the 
behaviour of a number of jndnnas in Hgaga was shaped by the 
interrelationship between internal tensions in the local land 
tenure system and urban factors <wbich included the White 
admjnistration) outside of the local system. The outcome of the 
jndunas behaviour and this interaction, which was central to the 
transformation of Hgaga's land tenure system to an informal 
settlement, went against the plans of the White administration. 
With respect to the 'ioduna yesjgodj' or 'ward iodnoa', Reader 
states that it is difficult to obtain reliable historical 
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material on the jnduna in this capacity (op.cjt.p.264). However, 
Gluckman noted that historically the "Zulu tribes" were divided 
into smaller groups under jndunas, who were relatives of the 
chief (1967:28-30). Also, Holleman states that the induna has 
historically played a role in the administration of territorial 
units of the chieftainship (1986:111). 
Reader found that the Hakhanya did not have jndunas when they 
the Durban area in arrived in 
homogenous political entity 
the last century, 
without wards 
as they were a 
(op.cjt.p.265). 
However, he states that, 
whereby jndunas, who were 
over time the position came into being 
not of the chief's "dominant descent 
group" (loc.cit.) but who were commoners, were " .. counterpoised 
against dominant descent-group heads .. " (ibid.p.264) and that 
" •. ward members do not traditionally owe allegiance to the person 
of this political officer, but only recognition of his rank and 
role in the capacity of a deputy or mouthpiece of the chief." 
(ibid.p.244). 
With respect to the history of the position in the Cele-Zulu 
polity, I interviewed a number of the polity's jndunas in 1980, 
who detailed the indunas within the various Cele-Zulu 
chieftainships, dating back to the times of Chief Ndunge Cele, 
who I estimate came to power sometime after the middle of the 
nineteenth century (see Appendix Eleven below). After a period of 
regency under one "suthu, Ndunge Cele became chief of that group 
of Ce1e-Zulus that had settled south of Durban around 1840 
(Bryant op.cit.p.543)4. I am arguing that the position of induna 
appears to have not only had a long history in Zulu social 
organisation, but it has also been in existence in the Cele-Zulu 
polity for at least 130 years. 
Therefore, my approach to the position of the Cele-Zulu jndunas, 
with respect to their izigodj, and to what extent their positions 
have been augmented by the White administration is that, like the 
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Zulu land tenure system itself and aspects of the chieftainship, 
this indigenous position in the local system has been modified by 
the external factor of the White administration over time, as it 
has also been modified by other factors outside of the local 
system, which have led to the position taking on a range of 
meanings. 
With respect to the institutionalised role of the jnduna in 
regard to land, an aspect of the jnduna's role which Reader 
develops, which is integral to my conceptual framework, is that 
the position of the jnduna is not ,without political power. Reader 
states that the jnduna's power is based on his relationship with 
the White administration, in that he is supposed to monitor land 
allocations in his area, but he also sometimes actually allocates 
land, which wins him a personal following (op.cjt.p.245-6). 
In addition to this, "the political need of the ward community to 
have a leader universally recognized as their representative and 
head in dealings with the remainder of the tribe, the chief and 
the Administration .• (gives him power. As the).. jnduna is the 
political officer who has emerged as the most acceptable in such 
a capacity to all these sources •• (he is) •• being invested .. with 
the function of political leadership, regardless of historical 
antecedents. This •• enables the jnduna to command a certain 
allegiance from ward-members, and the ward becomes .• (a) .. 
political unit •• Once a •• ward has been in undisputed existence 
for any length of time, its inhabitants .. come to think of 
themselves as members of a corporate group •• " (ibid.p.244,256-7). 
Reader also states that, based on the above, indunas " .. have now 
so increased in status that in addition to their delegated 
political power •• (from the chief and from the White 
Administration that) .. they may be said to have secured some of 
the representational political force of their ward followers at 
the expense of the dominant descent-group heads." (ibid.p.270). 
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Reader shows that the position of the induna -whether or not the 
position has historical precedent or has been augmented by the 
White administration -has become integral to the cultural 
repertoire of Zulu social organisation. Reader's analysis thus 
accords with Comaroff's approach to local level political 
behaviour, as Comaroff states that such behaviour must conform 
with the existing cultural repertoire and that, "Political action 
and achievement must be organised by means of established 
cultural categories -i.e., the logic of a political system 
necessarily resides in the dialectical process whereby the 
ongoing negotiation of power relations is mediated in terms of 
the cultural order." (1978:17). 
Reader's argument that the jnduna has come to have political 
power in terms of leadership, a following and the allocation of 
land, as I have argued above, places the jnduna in a position of 
opposition with respect to other social personalities and groups 
in terms of rights to the land. As I have discussed above with 
respect to the Zulu ethnography (and see Chapter Four above), 
many of the reported examples of the behaviour of jndunas at a 
number of levels includes, though does not invoke, descriptions 
of the opposed rights which are held by jndunas and other social 
personalities and groups in the same land -i.e. expressing the 
fission emphasis in the land tenure system. The reported examples 
of the behaviour of these indunas also shows, though again does 
not invoke, the reintegration of these indunas and their 
followers into the kinship and political hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation if they do split from it -expressing the tendency 
towards integration in the land tenure system. 
Examples of the opposed interests in the same land of different 
social units, with respect to the jnduna, drawn from the Zulu 
ethnography include: Gluckman (1967:37) and Reader (op.cit.p.234) 
who describe the opposed interests held by the jnduna and the 
chief; Reader (ihid.p.234,63, 239-40) and Breytenbach 
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(op.cjt.p.78) who describe the opposed interests in the same land 
held by a number of indunas; Preston-Whyte and Sibisi 
(op.cjt.p.300-304), and Hbatha (op.cjt.p.63,66) who describe the 
opposed interests in the same land held by the jnduna and local 
kinship groups. 
Both the tendency towards fission and the tendency towards 
integration inherent in Zulu social organisation can be seen in 
much of the reported behaviour of jndunas in the Zulu 
ethnography. The pervasive structural tension within the 
integrating hierarchy, with reference to the concentric unit of 
induna, which leads to the splitting of groups and their re-
integration into the hierarchy, explains both the range of 
definitions which have been given to the position of induna, and 
also the fact that in some areas the induna allocates the land 
and in others the local kinship group does so. 
Finally, the induna, which I have argued is an institutionalised 
role in the Zulu land tenure system, is allowed some independence 
to innovate and be an entrepreneur, with respect to the adaption 
of the land tenure system in relation to local history and 
factors in the wider society, because of the existence of the 
fission (opposition) emphasis in the Zulu land tenure system. 
However, at the same time, the integration emphasis in the system 
limits his behaviour, in that the integrating hierarchy of social 
personalities and groups who hold opposed interests in the same 
land as he does, shapes and constrains his choices (see below). 
Izjgndi Boundaries: How Their Location Changes 
The interaction between the internal tensions and oppositions in 
the local Zulu land tenure system and factors in the wider 
society leads directly, as already described (Reader 
op.cjt.p.234,63,239-40 -see Chapter Four above), to changes in 
the location of izigodi boundaries, to the division of izjgodj 
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and to the joining up of izigodi 
independent from each other. 
which were previously 
Breytenbach, writing about 
that izigodi are often 
onveranderlik nie. Daar 
the Usuthu-Zulu, refers to the fact 
divided and are " .• nie staties en 
bestaan 'n gedurige neiging om die 
izigodj-grense te verskuif .• Die vernaamste oorsake van die 
verdeling en vermeerdering van izigodi is stryd tussen die 
samestellende families van een isigodi, en te groot 
bevolkingsametrekkings binne ~ bepaalde isigodi." (og,cit.p.78). 
This means, that izigodi are not static and unchanging, but 
rather that there is a tendency for the boundaries of an isigodi 
to be adjusted. The major reason for the changes in location of 
boundaries and dividing up of an isigodj are conflicts between 
the families which constitute an jsigodj, and population growth 
within an isigodi (loc,cit.). 
That izigodi boundaries are not necessarily static, though 
mentioned in the literature, has not been explored to any extent 
and this will be one of the first attempts to explain the 
dynamics which lie behind changes in the location of an jsigodj 
boundary. As I have argued (see Chapter Nine above), this issue 
is central to the "gaga ethnography, as the Hgaga area was the 
junction of three izjgodj boundaries. 
In order to explain the dynamics of jzigodj boundaries, I will 
make reference to: the debate over the definition of a ward 
(Preston-Whyte op.cjt.p.209); Hewett's conceptual framework of 
boundary construction (og,cit.); and the rules (Reader 
op,cit.p.234, 63,239-40; Hughes op,cjt.p.113-5) as compared to 
the processes (Comaroff's conceptual framework -1978,1982) which 
affect boundaries. 
Preston-Whyte argues, with respect to the Sotho, that there is no 
clarity with respect to the definition of a "ward". She states 
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that "(t)he close correspondence of lineage segments and local 
residential units has led to a confusion both in terminology and 
in conceptualization which bedevils this field." (op.cjt.p.209). 
She goes on to state that some writers such as Schapera, when 
writing on the Sotho kgoro or ward, stress the territorial use of 
the term, whereas others such as Honnig, following Bothma, when 
writing on the Pedi kgoro, see it as "essentially a social group· 
of individuals linked by various kinship and local ties." 
(ibid.p.197,209). 
Preston-Whyte does not apply this argument to the Nguni, as her 
approach is that a 'ward' is "a territorial unit in the white-
controlled political and administrative system (ihid.p.210). 
However, I argue that the confusion she has identified in the 
analysis of Sotho 'wards' also applies to the description of the 
'wards', or izjgodj as I term them, of Zulu-speakers (see below). 
This is because my approach is that izigodj are not constructs of 
the White administration -although they have been modified by it, 
but instead reflect indigenous social processes, with respect to 
the construction of their boundaries and the groups which compose 
them. Hy approach is therefore to expand on Preston-Whyte's 
discussion of Sotho 'wards', to both extend it to the jzigodi of 
Zulu-speakers; and to show that by using my conceptual framework 
it is possible to bring clarity to the definition of an isigodi 
on the issue which she has identified. 
Hy approach, based on Hewett (op.cit. p .74,83,85), is that 
territorial boundaries are symbolic constructions which represent 
socio-cultural space. They serve to distinguish one group from 
another, such as one isjgodj from another. In other words, 
boundaries are defined by the social discourse which states who 
is part of the group and who is not. With reference to the Zulu 
land tenure system, I argue that the distinguishing feature of 
who is part of a group and who is not part, relates to the kbonza 
relationship; and that the discourse itself is based on the local 
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internal dialectic interacting with the wider society. This 
interaction leads to groups changing their allegiance from one 
leader to another, that is splitting off with the land they hold 
and re-integrating into the hierarchy elsewhere, with the khonza 
relationship indicating the choice of jnduna of the group or 
coalition. 
As I have shown in the Hgaga ethnography, the boundary of an 
jsjgodi is linked to the land rights or territory of the groups 
who are khonza'ing that particular jndnna. If some of the groups 
split off and khonza another jnduna, because the boundary is 
based on the khonza relationship, the location of the jsjgodj 
boundary changes. Because these groups are spatially located, the 
land which they occupy becomes the territory under the new 
induna's jurisdiction. Territorial boundaries are symbolic 
constructions which represent the manifestation of the local 
internal dialectic at a particular moment in time. The "close 
correspondence" between the social group and the local 
"residential units", which Preston-Whyte (op.cjt.p.209) found to 
complicate studies is, I argue, integral to the definition of a 
local system. 
In discussing these 
firstly the kinship 
complications, Preston-Whyte states that 
group which spatially conforms to the local 
residential unit or 'ward' varies and has often not been 
sufficiently described. Secondly, she states that reports have 
often not taken into account that non-kin reside within this 
territorial unit and therefore there is little clarity on 
"whether or not there is a functional separation .. between the 
interests of the lineage or lineage segment in purely internal 
affairs and the .. residential unit .. which is concerned in wider 
political and territorial matters" (ibid.p.210). 
By comparison, my approach, based on my arguments presented 
above, accommodates the range of configurations of groups which 
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have been reported as resident within isigodi boundaries. My 
approach is that those groups associated with the Zulu land 
. 
tenure system's range of options, and who reside in an isigodj 
and khonza the jnduna yesjgodj, include: the range of local 
kinship groups described in Cross's transformational model above 
(Cross et al:1982:5); and all those kinship groups, jncluding 
izikhonzi groups, which have been reported as the kinship units 
at the local level. 
In addition to this, Reader states that, "An aggregate of 
adjacent sub-wards constitute the political ward (isigodi) of an 
induna." (op.cit.p.63). de Clercq states that, "Sommige van die 
izinduna .. was nie heeltemal seker oor die geografiese grense 
van hulle isigodi nie, maar het tog altyd geweet watter kraale 
binne hulle gebied val." (1969:38-50). Which means that, although 
some of the indunas did not know where the boundaries of their 
isigodi were, they always knew which local kinship groups were 
under them. Therefore I argue that an isigodi is an area of land 
occupied by the range of social personalities and groups who 
khonza or follow a particular induna at any given moment. 
With respect to the boundaries of an isigodi, Reader states that, 
" .. ward boundaries are the boundaries of peripheral constituent 
descent-group lands." (op.cit. p .l08). Isigodi boundaries conform 
with the boundaries of the local kinship groups and their 
izikhonzi groups, which form part of the induna's jsjgodj and are 
located on the periphery of the induna's territory. I therefore 
define the isjgodi boundaries as the boundaries of those groups, 
be they local descent groups, izikhonzi, umuzi's, local descent 
group remnants, or nuclear families, who are located on the 
periphery of the isjgodj whose jnduna they khonza. 
As I have argued above, some anthropologists have erroneously 
expected the rules always to determine the process, and this also 
applies to isigodi boundary definition. For instance, Reader 
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defines an jsjgodi among the Kakhanya as a "corporate territorial 
group of adjacent .. descent group areas .. having its own name, 
jnduna and acknowledged both by the Administration and by the 
people as part of the Kakhanya tribe for politico-territorial 
purposes" (op.clt.p.249). This is despite the fact that Reader 
himself presents cases (ibid.p.234,63,239-40), which I have 
described (see Chapter Four above) which do not conform to this 
definition. 
Another example is 
description of what 
Hughes, who had 
could be termed 
to have recourse to a 
the formal and informal 
framework of jzjgodj, in his analysis of wards among the Swazi. 
He states that, "one sometimes encounters groupings of people 
that show many of the characteristics of Wards •• whose leaders 
are not recognized as Ward Heads by the government .. Apart from 
this question of official recognition, the boundary between these 
PROTO-WARDS .. and Wards whose leaders are recognized is not very 
sharp." (Hughes' emphasis) (op.cjt.p.llS). 
By moving away from a unit of analysis premised on rules, I try 
to avoid the anomalies and recourse to the 'informal', which 
appear in the reports of Reader and Hughes, as described above. 
Instead I have taken a different approach, which is that, as 
jzigodj boundaries reflect the interrelationship between the 
internal tensions in Zulu social organisation and factors outside 
of the local system, they cannot be analyzed solely in terms of 
official recognition, or in terms of the formal and informal 
framework, both of which follow the 'rules as fundamental unit of 
analysis' conceptual framework. Rather, whether or not an jsigodi 
has its own recognized name and induna and is acknowledged by the 
White Administration, is part of the manifestation of the 
internal tensions in the local system and its interrelationship 
with the wider society at a given moment in time. 
Both izigodj and polity boundaries, throughout KwaZulu, are 
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probably much less flexible because of the actions of successive 
White administrations which have sought, for over a century, to 
fix many of these boundaries, either by describing them in 
written formSor by surveying~hem. This accords with the findings 
of other authors such as P.Bohannan who states that throughout 
Africa the, "(r}ights of people are being made congruent with 
rights in specific pieces of land so as to accord with surveys 
and legal procedure." (Bohannan's emphasis). Property and 
contract are coming to replace "considerations of status" 
(1973:8). 
Therefore with respect to KwaZulu, the effects of the 
interrelationship between the wider society and the internal 
tensions in the local Zulu land tenure system, on izigodi and\or 
polity boundaries, occurs more rarely nowadays, because of 
surveys and administrative processes that have already taken 
place. Probably it is only in the odd "tribal boundary dispute" 
which officials refer to, that there is a remnant of this 
process. However, I consider this process still to be a force 
affecting boundaries in the Zulu land tenure system today, not 
only because this process has been reported by Reader, 
Breytenbach and de Clercq, but also because, as I have shown, it 
was a factor in Mgaga's land tenure system. 
Implications for the "gaga 
Ethnography 
As I have shown above, my explanatory framework of the Zulu land 
tenure system is applicable to the role of the induna, and his 
isigodj and its boundaries. My approach explains the variations 
in the position and the rights to land which has been reported 
for jndunas, as well as the changing location of jzjgodj 
boundaries. 
I argue that the behaviour of jnduna Goqo (see Chapters Seven to 
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Nine above), who was a central figure in the transformation of 
Hgaga's land tenure system, conformed to usual Zulu land tenure 
practice. Gogo's role as induna in Hgaga, despite the fact that 
he had been legally displaced from his position and was 
apparently without an isjgodi, was another variation in the land 
tenure system's range of options. In addition to this, the fact 
that jndnnas Gogo and Htetwa were both for a time simultaneously 
responsible for the Isidweni isigodi, was also another 
manifestation of the Zulu land tenure system. 
I also argue that the innovative behaviour of the indunas in and 
around Hgaga, with respect to the allocation of purely 
residential land rights, was not outside of the Zulu land tenure 
system's usual range of options, but was instead linked to the 
between the tendency towards fission in Zulu social organisation 
and sub-regional urban pressures. The indunas ratified the land 
rights of new people to the area, in order to secure followers 
and territory against the opposing or competing rights of other 
indunas, thereby simultaneously affecting the location of the 
isigodi boundary. 
Competition between indunas and izigodi along an isigodi 
boundary, which competition was shaped by the interrelationship 
between the internal tensions in the local land tenure system and 
urbanisation in the sub-region, conformed to usual Zulu land 
tenure practice. This competition took the form of the allocation 
and ratification of land rights and led directly to an increase 
in the number of people residing in Hgaga, as well as to a 
transformation of the land tenure system to an informal 
settlement. 
Hy approach explains the apparent chaos, with respect to the 
positions and rights of jndunas in the Hgaga ethnography, as well 
as the apparently high handed exploitative behaviour of the 
jndunas. The Hgaga ethnography shows that this behaviour of the 
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jndunas did not take place unilaterally and independently, but 
was sanctioned by a local coalition and that the tendency towards 
integration in the land tenure system was still in place (see 
below). 
Hy approach also explains the manipulation of the izigodj 
boundaries, with respect to the rights to land within the Hgaga 
environs. The development of Umlazi township led to a social 
discourse between the coalitions of two rival jzjgodj on the 
transfer of purely residential land rights. These coalitions 
included the local indunas and the people who khonza'd them. As 
Hgaga was the junction of three different izigodj of the Cele-
Zulu polity and the boundaries of the local descent group 
remnants in the area formed the boundaries of these izigodj, this 
social discourse involved changes to the local jzigodj 
boundaries, as they were relatively easy to adapt because the 
discourse was taking place on the edge of an isigodj. 
As shown in the Hgaga ethnography (see Chapter Nine above), the 
nature of the discourse and its spatial location meant that the 
isjgodj boundary, always a physical manifestation of the local 
internal dialectic, became the boundary of those that supported 
informal settlement as against those who "hated it", as stated by 
people interviewed immediately to the north of Hgaga. The effects 
of this on the local izigodi boundaries was that their location 
was not static, but instead was changed, as they represented the 
ongoing interrelationship between the internal tensions in the 
local indigenous land tenure system and the urban development in 
the wider society. 
I therefore argue that jnduna Gogo's involvement with Hgaga's 
land rights, the co-responsibility of jndunas Gogo and Htetwa for 
the Isidweni isjgodj, and the flexible location of the izigodj 
boundaries in the Hgaga area, were all different manifestations 
of the Zulu land tenure system and its dialectical interaction 
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with the wider urban environment. As I have argued, this type of 
interaction facilitates structural tension, ambiguity and 
transactional opportunity, which leads to entrepreneurial 
behaviour and coalition formation. As already described in the 
Hgaga ethnography, such behaviour with respect to the indunas and 
the people who khonza'd them, was integral to the transformation 
of Hgaga's land tenure system. 
Entrepreneurial Behavjour 
I have argued (see Chapter Four above) that if an indigenous 
leader's decision with respect to the land was not supported by, 
(that is, beneficial to), a sufficient number of people, he would 
eventually lose his position as leader and institutionalised 
entrepreneur with respect to land tenure (Lloyd:1962:27-8i 
Barth:1972:12). I have also argued that entrepreneurial behaviour 
is integral to the Zulu land tenure system and to the 
institutionalised roles of the social personalities in the Zulu 
land tenure system, notably the position of the jnduna -provided 
that such behaviour is sanctioned by "the public", which in 
certain situations would involve the formation of a coalition. 
This accords with my explanation of why coalitions were formed in 
Hgaga. They were formed in order to limit the power of the 
community over-rights, which rights often prevent the 
introduction of new or controversial transformations into a local 
system, which transformations might not be advantageous to the 
wider community, even if they benefit a portion of the community. 
With respect to the Hgaga ethnography, jnduna Goqo could . not 
operate as an entrepreneur in isolation, but had to develop a 
coalition, which included a number of the local descent group 
remnants, in order to introduce purely residential land rights 
into the area and to limit the sanction of the community over-
rights. 
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Entrepreneurial behaviour in regard to the land is related to and 
facilitated by the fission or independence aspect found in the 
Zulu land tenure system. However, at the same time, this 
behaviour is ultimately limited by the integrating hierarchy and 
the community over-rights -i.e. by the integration emphasis 
inherent in the land tenure system. With respect to Hgaga, the 
fission or independence aspect can be seen in the formation of a 
coalition whose members manipulated the land tenure rules and 
were entrepreneurial and introduced purely residential land 
rights. However, as much as the fission or independence aspect 
was linked to the transformation of'Hgaga's land tenure system to 
an informal settlement, under the pressure of sub-regional 
urbanisation, the other emphasis in the land tenure system -i.e. 
integration, laid down the rules of what form the independence 
would take. 
Sub-regional urbanisation also interacted with the tendency 
towards integration in the Zulu land tenure system, expressed by 
behaviour associated with the community over-rights. Threats to 
burn down the houses of the holders of land rights in the 
existing informal settlement, which limited the independence of 
the area's land rights, and behaviour which prevented the 
geographical spread of the new urban tenure types associated with 
the informal settlement, expressed the interrelationship between 
urbanisation and the community over-rights in the area. 
I am therefore arguing (and see Chapter Eleven below) that 
because both sides of the internal dialectic were expressed in 
the behaviour of individuals and coalitions in Hgaga that its 
land tenure system continued to be a variety of the Zulu land 
tenure system. 
Coalition Formation 
I have shown that all the features of coalitions which Boissevain 
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(1974:172) identified as central to coalitions (see Chapter Two 
above), 
invoked, 
·present 
and which I have also shown are present, albeit not 
in the Zulu ethnography (see Chapter Four above), are 
in the Hgaga ethnography (see Chapters Seven to Nine 
above). Firstly, induna Goqo as central leader led a coalition of 
people who wanted to introduce purely residential land rights 
into the Hgaga area. Secondly, the coalition which introduced 
purely residential land rights into the area had as their goal 
the transfer of these land rights in order to acquire political 
profit and\or economic gain, that is followers, status and cash. 
of the members of the Thirdly, the recruitment principles 
coalition which transformed the land 
were based on existing Cele-Zulu 
tenure system of the area 
institutions, including the 
indigenous leadership structure. Fourthly, their behaviour, i.e. 
their behavioral norms, was shaped by both the tendency towards 
integration and the tendency towards fission in Zulu social 
structure. Finally, rival coalition formation was part of the 
discourse in the area, linked to the operation of the local 
internal dialectic during a time of large scale urbanisation and 
the development of Umlazi township. Institutionally based 
entrepreneurs, together with the coalition which they led, 
manipulated the system's land tenure rules to create the informal 
settlement of Hgaga. 
The effect of urbanisation on the Hgaga area did not create a 
situation where the residents of the area became passive players, 
who were steamrolled into the process of urbanisation by market 
forces willy-nilly. Rather, the transactional behaviour of 
Hgaga's residents who participated in developing an urban land 
market in Hgaga, was shaped by the fission\integration opposition 
present in Zulu social organisation and its interrelationship 
with the encompassing urban environment. 
Hgaga's residents used coalitions, which were a manifestation of 
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the internal tensions and oppositions in the local land tenure 
system, to introduce purely residential land rights, by 
manipulating the rules, both of the local indigenous system and 
that of the urban management system. The local internal dialectic 
also provided the cultural repertoire for this transactional 
behaviour, both in terms of the composition of the coalitions and 
the choice of leadership, and was itself shaped by that 
transactional behaviour in the subsequent phases of 
transformation of the land tenure system. I have shown that the 
residents of Hgaga "play(ed) a part in the determination of their 
own history." (Comaroff: 1982:146). 
Finally, I have shown that the role of institutionalised 
entrepreneurial indunas and coalition formation was integral to 
the transformation of "gaga's land tenure system, even though the 
role of the induna and local descent group remnants had decreased 
significantly by the late 1970s, with respect to the totality of 
land rights held in the Hgaga area. However, I will argue below 
(see Chapter Eleven) that, despite this decrease, "gaga still had 
a system of Zulu land tenure in 1980. I will argue that the 
underlying principles of the Zulu land tenure system had not been 
reconstituted because the role of the induna and the local 
descent groups had virtually disappeared. Rather, "gaga still had 
a Zulu land tenure system because some form of coalition 
formation was still in place in 1980, as evidenced by the 
existence of the informal sett1ement\rura1 settlement boundary in 
the area. Based on this, and other linked reasons discussed 
below, I argue that the internal dialectic centred around fission 
and integration, which is central to the Zulu land tenure system, 
was still operational in the "gaga of 1980. 
Conclusion 
I have shown that the manifestations of the social personalities 
and groups and their rights to land in the Zulu land tenure 
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system vary widely within usual Zulu land tenure practice. These 
manifestations vary according to the way the fission\integration 
opposition in Zulu social organisation at the local level 
interacts with factors outside of the local system. 
As I have described above, some of these external factors in the 
Zulu ethnography include whether the area is located north of the 
Tugela river in the so-called Zulu heartland (Holleman:1986) or 
south of the Tugela (Reader op.cit.). Another factor is at what 
point in time the study was done, in regard to the history of 
South Africa's political economy, especially with respect to 
general and urban population growth trends~ Holleman (1986) and 
Gluckman (1967) undertook their research before the 1950s in a 
rural heartland; in comparison with Preston-Whyte and Sibisi 
(op.cit.) and Cross (1977,N.D.), who did their research in the 
1970s in the D.F.R. 
Urbanisation was a factor in many of the studies which were done 
on the periphery of the D.F.R. (Umbumbulu district just south-
west of Durban -Reader op.cjt.; Ndwedwe district, north-west of 
Durban -Mbatha pp.cit.; Vilakazi Pp.cjt.; Preston-Whyte and 
Sibisi pp.cjt.; Cross:1977,N.D.). The Mgaga ethnography detailed 
above expands this range of external factors to include that of 
the development of a township, together with its urban management 
system, adjacent to the study area. 
My dialectical approach overcomes the problems of the wide-
ranging apparent inconsistencies or variations which have been 
reported in the Zulu ethnography to date, with respect to the 
kinship group at the local level, the various terms for positions 
and the rights to land linked to these positions, especially with 
respect to the role of the jnduna. I have argued that 
anthropologists have not been able to explain these 
inconsistencies or variations because of their 'rules as 
fundamental unit of analysis' conceptual framework. Whereas I 
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have shown that the range of options within the Zulu land tenure 
system, which includes the rules of the Zulu land tenure system, 
is manipulated by people, as their behaviour is shaped by the 
internal dialectic in Zulu social organisation interacting with 
factors outside of the local system. Therefore the rules in any 
local system are part of the manifestation of this interaction at 
a given moment in time, rather than being the sole determinant of 
behaviour. 
I have drawn on the Zulu ethnography to outline the range of 
options within the Zulu land tenure system with respect to the 
social group holding land at the local level and the position of 
the induna and the rights to land that he holds in his jsjgodi; 
as well as to show that an internal dialectic centred around 
fission and integration is integrally linked to these roles and 
Lights. Based on this, with respect to Hgaga, I conclude that the 
local descent group remnants and their jzjkhonzj groups, who 
allocated land in Hgaga leading to the growth of an informal 
settlement, were part of the Zulu land tenure system's range of 
options. 
Also, the behaviour of the jndunas in and around Hgaga during the 
study period, and their relationship to each other and to the 
local descent group remnants in the area, accorded with usual 
Zulu land tenure practice. Their behaviour was dominated by the 
interrelationship between the internal tensions associated with 
the land tenure system and the wider society. The indllna's 
behaviour, with its linked entrepreneurship and coalition 
formation, resulted in the development of an informal settlement. 
Linked to this was the change in the location of the jzjgodj 
boundaries in the Hgaga area. The area's jzjgodj boundaries 
changed because jzjgpdj boundaries are not necessarily static but 
reflect the local discourse (i.e. the internal dialectic's 
interaction with external factors) and because this discourse 
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came to include the development of Umlazi township and the 
introduction of purely residential land rights on polity land. 
They changed to reflect the behaviour and choices of the local 
indunas and local descent group remnants in this matter. The 
jsigodj boundary came to reflect the boundary between the group 
that had opted for the transfer of purely residential land rights 
(and thereby the development of an informal settlement), and the 
group that had rejected informal settlement development. 
The Hgaga ethnography shows that under urban conditions new 
variations of _behaviour exist in polity land with respect to the 
local kinship group, izikhonzi groups, and the indunas. Urban 
conditions promote these new variations and relate to the 
tendency towards fission inherent in Zulu social organisation. 
However, simultaneously aspects of the behaviour of the people in 
and around "gaga, in terms of the induna as central leader, 
coalition formation along institutional lines and izikhonzi 
groups following the choice of their founding local descent group 
remnant, promoted the integration emphasis in the system with 
reference to the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. 
Finally, however anomalous the types of social units holding land 
rights, the behaviour of the indunas and the outright transfer of 
purely residential land rights to strangers in polity land might 
appear to be at first sight, I have argued that the land tenure 
system of "gaga, during the early development of the informal 
settlement up until the end of the study period in 1980, was 
still a system of Zulu land tenure (discussed further in Chapter 
Eleven below). I am arguing that local descent group remnants, 
widow- and female-headed local descent group remnants, fictitious 
agnates, cognates born from informal unions, nuclear families, 
three generational female-headed households and even individuals, 
can and do all hold land rights in urban variations of the Zulu 
land tenure system. 
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Also, the entrepreneurial behaviour of jndunas in facilitating 
the transfer of polity land to strangers for cash, and the 
accompanying coalition formation and manipulation of the jsigodi 
boundary, was not anomalous to the Zulu land tenure system, but 
conformed to usual Zulu land tenure practice. Based on this, and 
the existence of the community over-rights in the Mgaga of 1980, 
1 argue that the informal settlement development which 
accompanies such behaviour and transformations in peri-urban 
areas is just another manifestation of the Zulu land tenure 
system under specific circumstances, as are the more commonly 
accepted rural forms of the Zulu land tenure system. 
Endnotes 
1.There are also Zulu-speaking people 
and some who live in the townships 
other reason, consider themselves to 
chiefdoms. 
who live outside of KwaZulu 
of KwaZulu who, for one or 
be linked to one of these 
2.The Nyuswa-Zulu and the Usuthu-Zulu are both Zulu polities. 
3.There are some chieftainships in KwaZulu which have been 
created by the White administration and are not recognized by 
many Zulu-speakers as chieftainships. 
4. Both Bryant (op.cjt.p.541) and the Cele-Zulu jnduoas 
interviewed in 1980 indicate that some of the Cele-Zulus 
continued southwards and took up residence near Umzimkulu during 
the middle of the last century. The joduoas stated that there the 
chieftainship eventually fell to Xabashe, who was succeeded by 
Bhekameva. When Umlazi township was built in 1960, and a number 
of kinship groups in the area lost their ancestral land, one of 
the local descent group remnant's heads interviewed stated that 
the rest of his kinship group, including some of his kin by his 
father's other wives, had left the area during that time and gone 
to stay permanently with relatives in Umzimkulu, where they had 
obtained land. I conclude that there was still some link between 
the two Cele-Zulu polities 100 years after-the original split 
into two separate chieftainships. 
5.1 was told about one case where a polity in the Ndwedwe area 
had come to an agreement with the White administration in 1905 
concerning their izigodj boundaries, which agreement they were 
still maintaining in the 1980s. 
6.The survey section of the KwaZulu government has been fixing 
polity boundaries for a number of years, however to date the 
majority of these boundaries have not been fixed. The boundaries 
of jzjgodj have not been fixed at all. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN: EXPLAINING THE INDIVIDUALISATION 
OF RIGHTS IN THE ZlffiU LAND TENlmE SYSTEM 
IN TERMS OF THE INTERNAL DIALECTIC 
Introduction 
As already discussed (see Chapter Ten above), with respect to the 
nature of the kinship group at the local level and the induna and 
his rights, most reports on the Zulu land tenure system vary in 
some way, in their classification of terminology and delimitation 
of rights to land. This also applies to the extent to which land 
rights are individualised in the Zulu land tenure system. Because 
the land tenure system of an informal settlement such as Mgaga 
includes purely residential land rights, which have been 
transferred for cash, this raises the question of what effect 
this has on a 'communal' land tenure system and to what extent 
the land rights held in an informal settlement are individualised 
rights, or as Cross terms them, a form of 'informal freehold' 
(1988b,c). 
I here discuss these communal and\or individualised rights, where 
they impinge on the "gaga case, with reference to the Zulu 
ethnography. I argue below, based on my conceptual framework, 
that if the underlying principles of a local system still include 
the contrapoised tendencies of fission and integration, the 
extent to which the land rights at the local level are 
individualised is a manifestation of a local Zulu land tenure 
system. I argue that the informal settlement development of 
"gaga, which involved the transfer 
rights for cash but not the transfer 
of purely residential land 
of all the over-rights of 
the community, is just another variation and manifestation of the 
Zulu land tenure system, as are the more commonly accepted rural 
forms of the Zulu land tenure system. 
In order to substantiate this argument, I will be firstly 
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discussing the over-rights of the community in terms of my 
theoretical framework (see Chapters Two to Four above). Secondly, 
1 will also be drawing on examples of these community over-rights 
in the literature, where these rights are often termed 
'reversionary rights'. (I have already discussed my approach with 
respect to these two different terms -see Chapter Four above). 
Thirdly, I will be drawing on some of the Mgaga case studies 
which 1 have already described, which contain examples of these 
over-rights. For instance, Mdlalose and Majola who prevented the 
extension of Hgaga by demolishing informal settlement dwellings 
"on behalf of the tribe" in land adjacent to their own (see 
Chapter Seven above). Also, Mrs Zulu, a stranger to the area who 
had acquired land rights for cash, who said that her land would 
go back to the Goqos if her family died out (see Chapter Eight 
above) • 
Another example was Mrs Mngadi, who had acquired land for cash, 
but said that she realised that she could lose her land rights if 
the Cele-Zulu polity, members of which had threatened to burn 
down the informal settlement if they did not receive water, 
activated their community over-rights (see Chapter Eight above). 
Finally, 1 have shown that the northern boundary of Mgaga was 
mainta~ned by the operation of the internal dialectic centred 
around fission and integration in Zulu social organisation (see 
Chapter Nine above), with the latter contrapoised tendency being 
linked to the community over-rights. 
I go on to look at other examples in the literature of the 
community over-rights being activated. Reader (1966:69), 
describes a case where local kinship groups eliminated the land 
rights of a number of people to whom an jnduna had transferred 
land rights for cash, by burning their houses and chasing the 
occupiers out of the area; and more extensively, I use material 
on the Makhanya-Zulu polity (Fourie, Mfayela and Schlemmer:1986) 
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which illustrates the transforming power of 
rights, with respect to the land tenure 
informal settlement. 
Communal and Individualised 
Rights to Land: Approaches 
in the Zulu Ethnography 
the community over-
system of a whole 
As I have indicated above (see Chapter One), there has been an 
ongoing debate within anthropological circles concerning the 
extent to which land rights within African systems of land 
tenure, which have often been classified as "communal", are held 
as individualised rights. With respect to the term 
'individualised rights', as they are termed in the literature, I 
argue that they are specific rights to land which are held by 
specific individuals or social personalities or groups, which 
rights are not shared, in terms of "communal ownership" 
(Gluckman:1943:9), with all the other members of the chiefdom. 
Individualised rights within a land tenure system decrease or 
limit communal rights. 
Communal means "common •. shared by or affecting all those 
concerned alike .. belonging equally to more than one, public .. a 
tract of open land used in common by the inhabitants of a town, 
parish, etc .. in joint use or shared, belonging to, open to .. the 
public" (Concise Oxford:1974; Chamber's Twentieth Century:l971). 
Communal land rights are shared and belong to the public. 
Gluckman terms this shared nature of the rights to land "communal 
ownership" (1943:9), while Cross refers to it as the "over-
rights" of the community (Cross et al:1982:4). As I have already 
indicated in my earlier discussion of the shared nature of the 
rights to land in the Zulu land tenure system (see Chapter Four 
above), I have adopted Cross's term 'community over-rights' to 
describe this phenomenon. I refine the definition of 'community 
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over-rights' and 'individualised rights' further below, with 
respect to the Zulu land tenure system, in terms of my conceptual 
framework premised on the dialectic. 
Besides the debate in the wider anthropological circles about the 
extent to which land rights within African systems of land 
tenure, which have often been classified as "communal", are held 
as individualised rights (Okoth-Ogendo:1976:153; Gluckman: 
1945:11; Biebuyck:1963; Lloyd:1962; Shipton:l984a; Allan:1967; 
Cross:1988a:16; and Cohen:1980:356 -see Chapter One above), there 
is also no consensus in the Zulu ethnography on this issue. 
Fjrstly, some reports in the Zulu 
individualised rights do not exist 
ethnography proceed as if 
(Vilakazi:1962 -see below). 
Secondly, some reports, despite describing the rights, do not 
indicate who has which rights to what and when (Holleman:1986:126 
-see below). With respect to this, Gluckman (1945:10) states that 
this is a common problem, because "ownership .• consists in a 
complicated and delicately balanced cluster of rights, 
personalities and groups. It is always possible to define these 
rights •• though sometimes difficult to adjust the balance in 
practice." My approach makes it possible to describe this balance 
(see below). Thirdly, some reports refer to the debate over the 
existence of these individualised rights and then proceed to 
explain individualised rights in informal terms (Preston-Whyte 
and Sibisi:1975 -see below). 
Vilakazi's account of how the rights to land are allocated within 
the polity of the Nyuswa-Zulu presents a good example of the 
communal conceptual model applied in a blanket fashion to an 
African system of land tenure. He states that "Land is the only 
type of property that can be 'owned' tribally .. The chief, who is 
the trustee, carves it out to the different lineages .. ", who 
subdivide it among the heads of different " •. kraals, so that 
each .. 'house' which constitutes the Zulu nuclear family gets its 
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fields from the land which has been allocated to the kraal 
head •. " (op.cit.p.111). The way Vilakazi describes it, these 
rights, though they are used as individualised rights, are not 
held as individualised rights in the Zulu land tenure system. 
Rather, all rights are corporately held and the above rules 
determine the process of land allocation. Vilakazi makes these 
assertions despite the individualisation of land which he later 
reports (ibid.p.121). 
In contrast to this Hbatha states, with respect to the issue of 
individualised and specific rights among the Nyuswa-Zulu polity, 
that "Each kraal-head held the lands he occupied or tilled 
directly from the chief or the headman who had reversionary 
rights .• Nevertheless there arose among the lineages a feeling 
that the lineage groups as such had legal ownership of the lands 
they occupied. This view seemed to find support in the fact that 
in neighbourhood land allocations .. (the lineage groups) .. 
supported by their kraal-heads and •• such immigrant kraal heads 
as they had introduced, wielded a great deal of influence." 
(1960:69). With respect to this statement of Hbatha's, firstly, I 
have already argued that neither the polity, or any group, or 
individual within the polity, legally owned the land under the 
Zulu land tenure system, as all polity land was owned, up until 
the end of 1986, by what was known as the south African 
Development Trust (S.A.D.T.) (see Chapters Three and Five above 
and Appendix Four below). 
Secondly, as Gluckman states, ""communal ownership" •. can often 
be resolved into clusters of specific rights" (1943:9) and though 
it is "possible to define these rights •• (it is) .. sometimes 
difficult to adjust the balance in practice" (1945:10). Hbatha 
demonstrates the difficulty in describing who holds which rights 
to the land and from what point in time. This is especially true 
if one is trying to apportion these rights on a more or less 
permanent basis to different social units, rather than describe 
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them only at a given moment in time as I do (see below). This 
problem, of how to reconcile the individualised and yet shared 
nature of land rights within African systems of land tenure -and 
specifically the Zulu land tenure system, beset a number of 
anthropologists besides Gluckman and Hbatha, among them Holleman. 
Holleman's description of the relationship between the founding 
local descent group and their izikhonzi groups, with respect to 
the changing rights of the jsikhonzi group over time, has been 
described above (see Chapter One). He describes how allocations 
to izikhonzi were "still regarded as belonging to the founding 
'lineage' .• (and that) •. it cannot be assumed that the isikhonzi 
family immediately received independent proprietary rights .. 
(This would only happen) •• after a passage of years .. no .• period 
of time is laid down .. 'at a given moment in time' the ownership 
of such allocated land appears to have passed from one agnatic 
cluster to the other •. if this land did later become abandoned, 
it would not revert to the previous •• owners, but again become an 
unencumbered part of the ward's •• communal territory." 
(Holleman's emphasis) (1986:126). 
With respect to this statement of Holleman's firstly, again 
neither the polity, or any group, or individual within the 
polity, legally owned the land, as all polity land under the Zulu 
land tenure system was owned, up until the end of 1986, by the 
former S.A.D.T. Secondly, Holleman, like Hbatha, struggles to 
define the exact holder of the rights to land, i.e. the 
individualised rights, in this situation. Though he is .able to 
"define the rights", he has difficulty adjusting "the balance in 
practice" (Gluckman:1945:10). I argue that my approach makes it 
possible to describe this balance and the individualised rights 
(see below). 
Finally, Preston-Whyte and Sibisi, when describing the land 
tenure system of the Nyuswa-Zulu, found that the descent groups 
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had a major role in allocating land. They concluded that this was 
in "direct contradiction to the system of communal tenure whereby 
the chief holds all land in the chiefdom in trust for his 
subjects, each of whom has equal rights of access to it through 
application to him or his appointed representative, the induna." 
(1975:300 referring to the work of Krige:1936:176-7). 
They therefore go on to apply a 'formal and informal' conceptual 
framework, with reference to the communal rules which are 
supposed to determine behaviour. They state that "what we have 
here is a situation where the ideal and formal rule is upheld, 
and indeed, operates at one level, while at another there occurs 
the behind-the-scenes manoeuvring which actually decides the 
formal situation." (op.cjt.p.300). 
Preston-Whyte and Sibisi, because the communal model put forward 
by Krige did not explain their material, had to recourse to a 
'formal and informal' framework, in order to try and accommodate 
the apparently individualised land rights in their material. Such 
a 'formal-informal' framework again makes it difficult to define 
the exact holder of the rights to land, i.e. the individualised 
rights; and to apportion these rights on a more or less permanent 
basis to different social units, -i.e. adjust "the balance in 
practice" (Gluckman:1945:l0), with respect to who holds which 
rights to a particular piece of land at a given moment in time. 
The 'formal-informal' framework, though having more explanatory 
power than the 'communal' conceptual framework, with respect to 
the description of the individualised rights in a local system, 
was still an inadequate framework within which to describe these 
rights. 
Cross has developed a conceptual framework which accommodates the 
description of these individualised rights as institutional 
rights in the Zulu land tenure system. As I have discussed above 
(see Chapters Two and Ten), she does this in her transformational 
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model and describes how the Zulu land tenure system is composed 
of what she terms 'community over-rights', as well as 
individualised rights to land (N.D.; Cross et al:1982:2-6). 
She has developed a conceptual framework which allows for the 
fact that the local descent group, along with the other groups at 
the local level in the Zulu land tenure system identified above 
(see Chapter Ten), has individualised rights to land while 
simultaneous community over-rights exist. With respect to these 
over-rights, she states that they do not " .• carry any community 
rights to share use of the land .. Instead, they limit land 
allocation, and partially control new transfers." (Cross et 
al:1982:4). 
Cross goes on to argue that, to describe the Zulu land tenure 
system as "communal" is erroneous and that the " .. current use of 
this phrase seems to have arisen from the mistaken assumption 
that land is directly held by the chief in common for the entire 
tribe, and that the chief assigns all land use rights." 
(loc.cit.). In later publications she goes on to draw conclusions 
from this conceptual framework which are directly relevant to the 
individualisation and\or sale of polity land (see below). 
My approach accords with that of Cross, with respect to the 
existence of both individualised rights and community over-rights 
in the Zulu land tenure system. The internal dialectic centred 
around fission and integration within Zulu social organisation is 
integral to both of these types of rights, in that individualised 
rights are linked to the tendency towards fission or independence 
in the system, while the community over-rights are linked to the 
tendency towards integration and the hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation. 
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My Approach to Communal and Individualised 
Rights to Land in the Zulu 
Land Tenure System 
As already argued (see Chapter Four above), the rights to the 
land are held by hierarchically ranked social personalities and 
groups which hold opposing rights to the same land. Therefore 
with respect to individualised rights, a certain quantum of 
rights in land can be described as pertaining to a particular 
concentric unit's social personality and\or group at a point in 
LLme, which rights are held against the over-rights of higher 
concentric units to whom allegiance is paid, and against the 
community over-rights of lower concentric units, who engender 
status. They were also ultimately held, up until the end of 1986, 
against the ownership rights10f the now defunct S.A.D.T. (see 
Chapter Four above). 
This approach also makes it possible to describe the "balance" of 
these rights (Gluckman:1945:10), or what I term 'opposition', 
with respect to these rights. Because of the opposed rights to 
the same land held by the social units within the hierarchy of 
Zulu social organisation, the holding of these individualised 
rights by any particular social unit is not necessarily permanent 
but often transforms. 
Therefore my approach is that the extent to which rights are 
individualised or communal in the local land tenure system and\or 
within a specific section of land, can be described at any 
particular moment in time. The extent to which rights are 
individualised or communal, and who holds these individualised 
rights and\or who is opposing these rights, i.e. Gluckman's 
balance, is a manifestation of the interaction between the 
internal tensions and oppositions in the local Zulu land tenure 
system and factors outside of the local system. 
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Also the activation of the over-rights of the community (see 
below), which are linked to the fact that all the hierarchically 
ranked social personalIties and groups are involved, in one form 
or another, with local level land tenure, is also a manifestation 
of the interaction between the local system's fission\integration 
opposition and factors in the wider society. 
The Meanjng of the Term 'Indjvjdualisatjon' 
of the Rjghts to Land 
As described above (see Chapter Three), most anthropologists have 
described the Zulu land tenure system from within a conceptual 
framework dominated by perceptions based on allodial titles, 
where lesser rights are granted by a greater holder. This leads 
to their conceptual frameworks being premised on "communal 
ownership". This has led them to refer to the 'individualisation' 
of the rights to land as though these rights were on a continuum, 
moving from the communal towards an endpoint of individual, which 
endpoint might or might not be the equivalent of the Western 
concept of individualised rights to land. This approach implies 
the successive decrease or limitation of the community over-
rights. 
By comparison I am arguing that, because of the dialectical 
relationship in the local system, the two sides or emphases of 
the internal dialectic -i.e. fission (individualised rights) and 
integration (the over-rights of the wider community), can change 
back and forth. Individualised land rights can transform 
i.e.regress, to a more shared form of land rights, through the 
activation of the community over-rights. When this internal 
dialectic is no longer reversible, i.e. when the community over-
rights are no longer in existence, then the system is no longer a 
system of Zulu land tenure. 
My approach therefore is that, rather than the community over-
rights necessarily 
argued, I argue that 
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decreasing as other anthropologists have 
they have often only gone into abeyance at 
the lower levels of the hierarchy. With respect to the Mgaga 
ethnography, I argue that the tendency towards integration in 
Zulu social organisation, which is linked to the community over-
rights, had gone into abeyance at the lower levels of the 
hierarchy by 1980, but had not disappeared. This accords with 
Comaroff's analysis of the operation of the dialectic, as he 
states that either of the contrapoised tendencies in a local 
system might be dominant at anyone time, but that this "did not 
negate the existence of its antithesis", that is the other 
contrapoised tendency (Comaroff's emphasis -1982:160). 
However, as Comaroff also argues (ihid.p.159-160), if one of the 
emphases or contrapoised tendencies within the local system is 
dominant for a long period it is possible that the other emphasis 
no longer exists, and is not in fact in 
conditions the underlying principles of 
abeyance. Under these 
the system would have 
been reconstructed -i.e. either the dialectic no longer existed 
as there was only one side of the opposition present in the local 
system, or other principles of opposition had developed. 
This is the type of situation which could exist in an informal 
settlement on polity land, where the community over-rights in the 
area had been completely eliminated and were not merely in 
abeyance at the lower levels of the hierarchy. There is some 
potential accord about the demise of the community over-rights, 
albeit at a superficial level, between Comaroff's explanatory 
framework of the diaiectic and the model used by other 
anthropologists, premised on moving from the communal towards an 
endpoint of individual. However, whereas Comaroff sees this one-
way process as being unusual, others tend to see it as more 
typical. 
However, as Cross's work indicates (see below), it is difficult 
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to identify whether, and at what point, the underlying principles 
of the local system have been reconstructed and the community 
over-rights eliminated, when using conceptual frameworks which 
underemphasize the competitive behaviour in the local Zulu land 
tenure system. I am arguing (discussed further below) that my 
explanatory framework, based on Bennett (1985) and Comaroff 
(1978,1982), makes it possible to draw conclusions as to whether 
the underlying principles of a local system, such as Hgaga, have 
been reconstructed and the community over-rights in an informal 
settlement eliminated, or whether the emphasis in the internal 
dialectic linked to the community over-rights has only gone into 
abeyance at the lower levels of the hierarchy. 
Based on the above, as well as the Hgaga ethnography, I am 
arguing that the tendency towards integration in Zulu social 
organisation, linked to the integrating hierarchy and community 
over-rights, had gone into abeyance in Hgaga at the lower levels 
of the hierarchy, but had not ceased to exist, and for this 
reason the Hgaga of 1980 still had a system of Zulu land tenure. 
I am arguing, with reference to Comaroff's conceptual framework 
of change (ibid.p.159), that the land tenure system of Hgaga had 
transformed, because both contrapoised tendencies were present, 
albeit that one was in abeyance; and not changed, because the 
underlying principles had not been reconstructed but were still 
in place. 
In addition to this, because of their underlying assumptions, 
many anthropologists have presented individualised land rights as 
though they do not fit the pattern of Zulu land tenure and have 
consequently linked the individualisation of rights to a range of 
meanings, which appear to cover 
(op.cjt.p.7l) and Vi1akazi 
more than one phenomenon. Reader 
(op.cit.p.l21) link the terms 
individualised and independence, with reference to Christian 
kinship groups living in polity land; Hbatha (op.cit.p.68,97) 
links the individualisation of land rights to the allocation of 
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residential sites only without fields. Cross uses the term to 
refer to the breaking down of the "over-rights" of the community 
(Cross et al:l982:4), to cash transfers for land (1977:31-2), and 
to sales, both as a process (1988c:369) and as an outright 
purchase (1988b:342). 
However, my approach is that, whether or not all, or some, of 
these aspects are part of the individualisation of the· land 
rights, depends on which particular factors outside of the local 
system are interacting with the internal tensions in the local 
indigenous land tenure system. The above characteristics are not 
necessarily characteristics of a local system that is no longer a 
Zulu land tenure system, but in fact can be different 
manifestations (variations) of various aspects of the Zulu land 
tenure system, -if the internal dialectic centred around fission 
and integration is still present in the local system. For 
instance, an area close to a city, such as "gaga, is more likely 
to experience a decrease in the size of land holdings allocated 
than one in a rural area, and in terms of my approach, this does 
not necessarily imply that the area is no longer a Zulu land 
tenure system. 
The individualisation of the land rights in "gaga was linked to, 
firstly the fission or independence emphasis in the land tenure 
system being dominant by 1980. Secondly, that only residential 
land rights were eventually being allocated. Thirdly, that land 
rights were being transferred for cash, and depending on the 
position of the observer (see below), this could be seen as an 
outright sale or part of a process leading to the independence of 
the buyer from the seller. Finally, the individualisation of 
"gaga's land rights was also linked to the apparent elimination 
of the community over-rights in the area. 
I argue below that this behaviour is only a manifestation of the 
interrelationship between the fission\integration opposition in 
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Hgaga's land tenure system and the encompassing urban environment 
and not the end point in a continuum from communal to 
individualised land rights. I therefore re-examine these aspects 
of the individualised rights to land with reference to the 
integration emphasis in the land tenure system, as it is 
reflected in the over-rights of the community, in regard to an 
informal settlement such as Hgaga. 
Community Over-rights and Individualised 
Land Rights and the Sale of Land 
The transfer of purely residential land rights for cash was 
integral to the development of the informal settlement of Hgaga. 
Any discussion of the sale of polity land must of necessity 
include a comparative discussion not only of the process of 
individualisation of these land rights, but also the effect that 
such individualisation has on the community over-rights in the 
land tenure system. I am arguing that the Hgaga ethnography, 
which illustrated the transfer of indigenous land rights for 
cash, also shows that such a transfer does not necessarily 
indicate the demise of the community over-rights and the 
integrating hierarchy linked to them. 
The Zulu Ethnography: The 
Transfer of Land for cash 
As early as 1966 Reader reported the transfer of land rights for 
cash, without reference to either agnatic or affinal links, or 
the izjkhonzj relationship with respect to a founding local 
descent group (op.cjt.p.69). Cross states, with respect to such a 
transfer of land rights for cash that, "As the land ethic adapts 
to the modern context •• over-rights fall away •• (and) •. new 
indigenous tenure systems based on trading in residential 
rights .. which can be described as informal-freehold systems 
.. (develop). These provide for both sale and rental of land based 
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on the right of the individual to hold and dispose of land 
parcels privately •• (but simultaneously) •. give weight to the 
community ethic". She goes on to say that these " .. individual 
property rights .• (remain as) .. informal freehold .. only as long 
as they are seen .. (by the wider community) .. as reasonable and 
not directly harmful to the community." (Cross's emphasis 
1988b:342; 1988c:369-370). 
Cross's work indicates that the category of individuals who can 
and have obtained indigenous land rights through the transfer of 
cash has expanded beyond that reported by other anthropologists 
to date, to include strangers with no history in the area. She 
also indicates that this practice is wide-spread in KwaZulu 
(l988b,c) -which not only accords with the "gaga ethnography, but 
also with my work in other informal settlements in KwaZulu 
(Fourie:l986a,c). 
Cross's analysis substantiates to a large extent my description 
of "gaga as one more variety of the Zulu land tenure system and 
not anomalous to the Zulu land tenure system. However, as I read 
her, Cross's work does not indicate whether over-rights ever 
disappear entirely, leading to a local system becoming completely 
independent from the integrating hierarchy associated with Zulu 
social organisation; and she does not stipulate under what 
conditions one could say that the local system had changed and 
not just transformed. In contrast, my conceptual framework for 
the analysis of the Zulu land tenure system takes these aspects 
into account (see below). 
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The Integrating Hierarchy of Over-rights, 
Individualised Rights to Land 
and the Sale of Land 
Introduction 
Because the term 'freehold' implies full (independent) ownership, 
Cross's application of her term 'informal-freehold system' 
(l988b,c), as described above, therefore implies that once the 
individualisation of land rights is reached to the extent found 
in an informal settlement such as Hgaga, the community over-
rights will never again be dominant. In contrast, my approach, 
which I discuss below with respect to the Zulu and Hgaga 
ethnography, is that, even though the independence or fission 
emphasis within the land tenure system might be dominant for a 
while, this is insufficient proof that the integration emphasis 
in the system, linked to the integrating hierarchy and community 
over-rights, will always continue to remain at a low point and 
possibly even disappear in a particular local system. 
Rather, as I have demonstrated in the case studies of the Hgaga 
ethnography and continue to show below, depending on the internal 
dialectic and its interrelationship with the wider society, many 
of the characteristics of peri-urban indigenous land tenure 
systems can be, and sometimes are, altered by the over-rights of 
the integrating hierarchy. Characteristics such as the 
independence of the area, the smallness of the sites sold, even 
the status of the people who allocated the land and the people to 
whom they allocated the land, i.e. what Cross terms 'the 
individualisatlon of rights to land to the point of informal 
freehold', I argue below can be and have been transformed by the 
activation of the community over-rights. 
Although some anthropologists consider that the 'reversionary 
right' (as they term it -or 'community over-rights', which is the 
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term I have adopted), associated with the integrating hierarchy 
is lost once land rights are transferred for cash, I am arguing 
that even when indigenous land rights are transferred for cash, 
this does not automatically extinguish the community over-rights 
of the other concentric units in the hierarchy. Rather, I am 
arguing that because the over-rights of the integrating hierarchy 
are sometimes enforced, leading to regression in the local land 
tenure system, that for as long as the community over-rights have 
not been bought out, that is transferred, at all the levels of 
the hierarchy, the over-rights are still in place 2• 
What I have tried to show in Kgaga's case studies (see Chapters 
Seven to Nine above), albeit only as small examples, and what I 
demonstrate below (see pgs.392-3) by referring to a more 
extensive example, is that an informal settlement's land tenure 
system, which has come to be based on the transfer of purely 
residential land rights for cash, can be transformed by the 
community over-rights. It can be transformed to the extent that 
land rights linked to an informal settlement can be eliminated, 
and the system regress to a system of Zulu land tenure which 
excludes purely residential land rights. 
Community Oyer-rights and the Sale of Land 
Some anthropologists consider that the 'reversionary right', as 
it is often termed in the literature, is lost once the land is 
sold. Gluckman states, "because of the ultimate reversionary 
rights of the chief, or the reversionary rights of the tribal 
community as a whole .. (the) .• sale of land .. (is) .. excluded .. " 
(1965:43). A number of authors when writing on the Zulu land 
tenure system also take the approach that the sale of land 
implies that the reversionary right or community over-rights of 
the rest of the community and political and kinship hierarchy 
have been either abrogated or have gone into abeyance (Reader 
op.cit.p.69i Kbatha op.cit.p.69i Cross:1988a:18). 
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I argue that, although most people in Mgaga reported that they 
had bought their land, this did not automatically extinguish the 
community over-rights of the other concentric units in the 
hierarchy, as community over-rights exist at a number of levels, 
including the chieftainship, the induna at the isigodi level, the 
local descent group and all its segments, as well as the local 
descent group remnant. However, the extent to which these over-
rights were recognized by all parties involved, and whether or 
not these over-rights were activated, was linked to the 
interaction between the internal tensions and oppositions in the 
local land tenure system and factors in the wider society over 
time. 
Drawing on Lloyd's approach (op.cit.p.68), I therefore define the 
local level sale of land in the Zulu land tenure system as the 
transfer of land for money in such a way that all the grantor's 
rights are extinguished, but the community over-rights have not 
necessarily been extinguished. This accords with Lloyd's 
framework when discussing what he terms the 'reversionary rights' 
of indigenous polities in Western Nigeria where they, like under 
the Zulu land tenure system, also had no access to freehold land. 
I am arguing that the right of legal ownership could not be sold 
under the Zulu land tenure system (see Appendix Four below). 
I argue, by expanding on Lloyd's approach, that a specific 
analysis of the local level sale of land must be made, to assess 
whether the community over-rights of the different social units 
higher in the hierarchy (see Diagram One in Chapter Four on 
pg.l05 above) have been simultaneously purchased, and at which 
levels they have been purchased. It is possible that some of the 
levels of over-rights have been included in the sale at the same 
time or bought separately at another time, but this cannot be 
taken for granted. 
Aronson describes how, when land is sold in the peri-urban area 
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surrounding Ibadan, the rights in what he terms 'lineage' land, 
must be bought from the entire " .. indigenous land-holding 
lineage .• ", and not just the grantor, to secure the land (1978: 
253-260). I am arguing, based on the Hgaga ethnography and 
material on the Hakhanya-Zulu polity (Fourie, Hfayela and 
Schlemmer:1986) presented below (pgs.392-3), that the community 
over-rights which have not been sold continue to exist, even 
though they might not have been activated for many years. 
Therefore, with reference 
arguing (and discussed 
to my conceptual framework, I am 
further· below), that the continued 
existence . of these community over-rights, which are in turn 
linked to the tendency towards integration in a local system, 
implies the continued existence of a variety of the Zulu land 
tenure system. 
Drawing on the case studies 
and Eight), I argue that 
described above (see Chapters Seven 
most of the sales of land in Hgaga 
transferred all the grantor's rights, except the over-rights of 
some of the concentric units. Some sales also transferred the 
over-rights of the induna. However, the over-rights of firstly 
the chieftainship, i.e. the Cele-Zulu polity, which often reflect 
the over-rights of the wider community as a whole, and secondly, 
the KwaZulu government, were not sold in the transact,ions. The 
local descent group remnants in Hgaga who sold land transferred 
only those rights which they themselves held, because they could 
not "transfer it freed of all the rights of the community" (Lloyd 
op.cit.p.69). 
However, because jndunas Goqo and Htetwa, representing the next 
highest level of concentric unit (see Diagram One in Chapter Four 
on pg.I05 above), were also involved in sales of land, the over-
rights of this level were also sold. The over-rights of at least 
two of the local level concentric units were sold Simultaneously 
in many of the transactions in the Hgaga area. However, the over-
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rights of the highest local level concentric units, that of the 
Cele-Zulu chieftainship, as well as that of the KwaZulu 
government), still remained in existence in the informal 
settlement of Hgaga right up to the end of the study period. (The 
ownership rights of the former S.A.D.T. were also still in effect 
during the study period, however I have argued -see Chapters 
Three and Four above, that these rights were not community over-
rights held within terms of the Zulu land tenure system). 
I therefore argue that if the over-rights of the various social 
personalities and groups have not been transferred for cash, or 
some other form of gain, at aLl the concentric levels of the 
hierarchy, then the community over-rights still exist, even 
though they are dormant. As I have shown in the Hgaga case 
studies and as I will show further below, these over-rights can 
on occasions be enforced, especially when "individual property 
rights", such as those found in informal settlements, are seen as 
"directly harmful to the community" (Cross:l988c:369-370). When 
these over-rights are enforced, the Zulu land tenure system is 
transformed. 
Oyer-rights can Eliminate Purely 
Residential Land Rights Held in 
an Informal Settlement 
I am arguing that, although the over-rights of the Cele-Zulu 
chieftainship have not been exercised in Hgaga to date, these 
over~rights still influence behaviour, and because of this Hgaga 
still has a system of Zulu land tenure. I base my arguments on 
the statements made by Hgaga residents described above, which 
either allude to, or describe, the community over-rights in the 
area; and that the boundary of Hgaga reflected the operation of 
these over-rights. I also refer to the history of an informal 
settlement which was known as Number Five, in the Hakhanya-Zulu 
polity area adjacent to the Cele-Zulus (Four ie, Hfayela and 
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Schlemmer op.cjt.). 
The history of the Number Five area demonstrates how community 
over-rights can be enforced, resulting in the land tenure system 
being transformed to one where land rights are again held at the 
level of the chieftainship. With respect to the over-rights being 
enforced, I have argued that the Zulu land tenure system includes 
competitive behaviour. I therefore argue that enforcing the 
community over-rights is an extreme example of this competitive 
behaviour over land rights and status. As indicated in the Mgaga 
ethnography, examples of this type of behaviour, especially under 
informal settlement conditions, are not necessarily rare. 
In 1985 the Makhanya-Zulu chieftainship conducted a military 
style operation on the informal settlement of Number Five 
(Fourie,Mfayela and Schlemmer op.cjt.). This resulted in the 
elimination of the purely residential land rights held in the 
area, of both Zulu- and Xhosa-speakers who had been residents of 
the informal settlement, which resulted in the land rights again 
being held at the level of the chieftainship. 
I argue that the military style operation, together with the 
burning of houses that had been erected on these purely 
residential land rights, as well as the subsequent prevention, by 
the Makhanya-Zulu polity, of the re-erection of these houses and 
therefore the return of the previous informal settlement 
residents to the area, meant that the over-rights of the 
Makhanya-Zulu chieftainship had been activated; and\or the 
fission aspect of the internal dialectic had been eliminated. 
This enforcement of the Makhanya-Zulu polity's over-rights took 
place at 
reported 
regard to 
the chieftainship level. However, there are other 
instances where these rights were also exercised, in 
the sale of land at the level of the local kinship 
group, whose over-rights were infringed by an induna'S sale of 
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land. Reader describes a case where once an induna had died, the 
local kinship groups eliminated the land rights of a number of 
people to whom he had transferred land rights for cash, again by 
burning their houses and chasing the occupiers out of the area 
(op.cit.p.G9). 
Community Oyer-rights and Hgaga 
Whether or not community over-rights exist after the land has 
been sold depends on the position of the observer. Although some 
people in the hierarchy might state that under the Zulu land 
tenure system's rules they have over-rights within Hgaga and 
enforce them, some people in Hgaga who have bought land, do not 
consider that any over-rights exist. 
I argue that the rights purchased when the land was sold in Hgaga 
did not extinguish the over-rights of the entire Cele-Zulu polity 
and the community over-rights still existed in the entire study 
area, including the informal settlement part, in 1980. Hy 
approach is that the existence of these over-rights as a factor 
in Hgaga's land tenure system can be seen in the Hgaga 
ethnography, examples of which have been given above, and that, 
for as long as the military power at the higher levels of the 
concentric units exists and could be used to enforce the 
communities over-rights, the rights of the wider community exist 
in Hgaga's land tenure system. 
There were two main reasons why the over-rights of the community, 
as represented by the Cele-Zulu chieftainship, were not enforced 
when land rights became extensively individualised in Hgaga. 
Firstly, as already argued above (see Chapter Nine), the 
transfers of purely residential land rights for cash were 
ambiguous, in that they conformed to both an urban pattern and 
simultaneously to the Zulu land tenure system. I am arguing that 
the transfers of purely residential land rights for cash were 
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made by social personalities and groups with rights to land under 
the Zulu land tenure system, i.e. indunas and\or the local 
descent group remnants, and their behaviour was shaped by the 
interaction of the fission\integration opposition in Zulu social 
organisation with the urban environment. 
Secondly, any action to secure the chieftainship's over-rights to 
land in Mgaga, at that time, which was during the alienation of 
polity land for township development and the resettlement of 
people, could have been construed by informal settlement 
residents as the chieftainship working against Black needs and 
for the White administration. Given these factors, the Cele-Zulu 
chieftainship could not enforce its over-rights. Also, as already 
indicated, the policy of the KwaZulu government itself towards 
informal settlement residents would not have led to the 
-elimination of the residential land rights of the informal 
settlement residents 4• 
The community over-rights of the higher levels of the integrating 
hierarchy associated with the Zulu land tenure system, i.e. the 
Cele-Zulu chieftainship and the KwaZulu government, though a 
factor at the local level as shown by the Mgaga ethnography, were 
thus not exercised to eliminate the informal settlement entirely, 
either during or after the study period. 
The S.A.DeTe's Right of Ownership and 
the COmmunity Over-rights in the 
Zu 1 u I.and Tenur e System 
Aside from the political and kinship hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation, was the power, authority and influence of the now 
defunct S.A.D.T. and its linked urban management system. The 
former S.A.D.T. owned the land in KwaZulu and in the Cele-Zulu 
polity area according to the law during the period under 
discussion. However, as these rights were not COmmunity oyer-
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rights held within terms of the Zulu land tenure system, I have 
taken a different approach to their influence on the local system 
(see Chapters Three and Four above). 
Although the behaviour of the former S.A.D.T.'s agents (officials 
from what was known as the Department of Development Aid), and 
the processes linked to their activation of the S.A.D.T.'s 
ownership right in some situations -i.e. forced removals and\or 
the demolition of what officials termed 'squatter settlements', 
might appear comparable at one level in terms of results, to the 
activation of the community over-rights in some circumstances -
such as the elimination of the Number Five informal settlement by 
the Makhanya-Zulu polity: the processes linked to these 
behaviours were not comparable. 
I have argued (see Chapters Three, Four and above) that the right 
of ownership must be analyzed separately -as an external factor 
to the local system, rather than in the same category as the 
community over-rights found within the Zulu land tenure system, 
which are linked to the fission\integration opposition in the 
local system. The behaviour of the S.A.D.T.'s agents did not 
express the internal dialectic associated with the Zulu land 
tenure system or the cultural repertoire of the system; and their 
behaviour was not amenable to analysis using my transactional and 
dialectical conceptual framework for the analysis of the Zulu 
land tenure system. 
Rather, the ownership right of the former S.A.D.T. (before the 
end of 1986) and the behaviour of its agents -which could change 
an area's land tenure system completely, could be best be 
described by using approaches which analyze patterns of behaviour 
associated with the carrying out of apartheid legislation and 
administration planning. 
My approach therefore has been that the former S.A.D.T.'s 
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ownership rights were not community over-rights; and the 
behaviour of the S.A.D.T.'s agents was not a part of the Zulu 
land tenure system and the integrating hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation. Instead, the S.A.D.T.'s ownership rights and the 
behaviour of its agents was a factor outside of the local system 
which interacted with the local Zulu land tenure system. 
Aside from the few individual cases detailed in the ethnography 
the study (see Chapters Seven and Eight above), by the end of 
period the ownership rights of the former S.A.D.T. had not been 
exercised in the Mgaga area, to eliminate the land rights 
(including community over-rights and purely residential rights) 
held in the area -i.e. the informal settlement had not been 
demolished by the ~hat was known as the Department of Development 
Aid. 
However, as I also indicated in my case studies, and as I discuss 
below, the former S.A.D.T. did attempt at one point to exercise 
its right of ownership and demolish the informal settlement of 
Mgaga -because of apartheid based legislation. However, the 
S.A.D.T.'s agents were stopped from demolishing houses in the 
area by the apex of the integrating hierarchy associated with the 
Zulu land tenure system. Although those transfers of land rights 
for cash which had taken place in Mgaga during the study period 
could have been legally abrogated by the S.A.D.T.'s agents, they 
were not in fact abrogated. 
That the over-rights of the Cele-Zulu chieftainship, -i.e. the 
wider Cele-Zulu community, and the apex of the integrating 
hierarchy associated with the Zulu land tenure system -i.e. the 
KwaZulu government and King of the Zulus, had not been 
transferred to the person who paid cash for land in Mgaga during 
the study period, meant that the land had not been 
"transfer(red) .. freed of all the rights of the community" (Lloyd 
op,cjt.p.69). Also, that the former S.A.D.T.'s ownership right 
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had not been transferred to the person who paid cash for land in 
Hgaga, meant that the land had not been transferred freed of all 
the rights of, not only the community, but also the wider South 
African society. 
The Hgaga material shows that the transfer of indigenous land 
rights for cash was not an outright transfer of ownership of the 
land, but instead it was part of a broader process involving the 
modification of the local land tenure rules. 
ImplicatioDs for the "gaga EthDography 
The internal tensions in the Zulu land tenure system interacting 
with the urban environment shaped behaviour in Hgaga which led to 
the development of an informal settlement with individualised 
land rights; and continued to shape behaviour throughout the 
study period, with respect to both individual residents as well 
as the pattern of the settlement as a whole. This is despite the 
fact that the one emphasis or contrapoised tendency, that of 
fission, appeared to be completely dominant within the local 
system and the system appeared, at a superficial level, to have 
changed. 
By 1980 Hgaga had a land tenure system which had transformed to 
one where the transfer of land rights took place independently of 
the Cele-Zulu polity. other transformations which had taken place 
were that the land rights transferred were purely residential and 
they were transferred for cash. Also, the nature of the kinship 
group, of the people who transferred these land rights, and that 
of the people to whom they transferred these land rights, had 
transformed, and Mgaga's land tenure system could be better 
described in terms of urban kinship groupings rather than the 
segmentary lineage structure usually associated with the Zulu 
land tenure system. There had been an individualisation of the 
land rights in Mgaga's land tenure system. 
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However, at the same time, as I have shown (see Chapters Seven to 
Nine above), throughout the historical ethnography of Mgaga the 
community over-rights influenced behaviour, both of individuals 
as well as the settlement as a whole. Fjrstly, I have shown that 
throughout Mgaga's history the land rights and residency of 
strangers to the area was under threat from the local polity 
members, exercising their community over-rights. This took the 
form both of burning the homes of a number of Mgaga's residents 
and other military style activities, which led to people moving 
out of the area, albeit temporarily, as well as threatened 
action, by individuals from the local descent group remnants from 
the adjacent area, to remove informal settlement residents from 
the area. 
Secondly, I have shown how polity members north of Mgaga 
questioned the transfer of purely residential land rights, and 
tried to prevent the geographical spread of these transfers and 
eventually succeeded in doing so. This behaviour was linked to 
the operation of a coalition within the Cele-Zulu polity, and the 
community over-rights can be seen in operation in these people's 
behaviour. 
Thirdl~, I have also shown how the Isidweni coalition was formed 
so that people could introduce purely residential land rights 
into Mgaga. This coalition limited the activities of a rival 
coalition, the Isinkontshe coalition, made up of polity members 
to the north of Mgaga, who were attempting to enforce the 
community over-rights and prevent the transfer of purely 
residential land rights to strangers. These rival coalitions were 
responsible for the informal settlement\rural settlement boundary 
in the Mgaga area. Based on the above, I have shown that, 
throughout the study period, the community over-rights were still 
a factor in the behaviour of Mgaga's residents, although there 
had been extensive individualisation of the land rights in the 
area's land tenure system. 
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At a wider level, the material presented above, concerning the 
attempted demolition of Mgaga by the former S.A.D.T.'s agents, 
also shows the fission\integration opposition in Zulu social 
organisation interacting with the wider society. The former 
S.A.D.T. (as a factor outside of the local system), represented 
in the sub-region by the Umlazi Township Manager's office, had 
attempted to demolish residents' dwellings in Mgaga, as described 
in the case studies above. However, the KwaZulu government and 
specifically Chief Minister M.G.Buthelezi, representing both a 
powerful coalition within the Zulu land tenure system, -thereby 
expressing the integration emphasis in the system, and also 
drawing on a wider politically based coalition, stepped in and 
prevented this demolition from taking place. He successfully 
prevented the former S.A.D.T. from exercising its right of 
ownership. 
Chief Minister M.G.Buthelezi's behaviour also served as a signal 
at the local level, with respect to the acceptance of informal 
settlement land tenure types on polity land. The involvement in, 
and the apparent acknowledgement by the KwaZulu government of, 
residential land rights on polity land, by allowing them to 
remain, were important to the continuation and further 
development of the informal settlement of Mgaga, as it gave 
residents some degree of security of tenure, both with respect to 
the Cele-Zulu polity and the White administration. 
It was of crucial importance to informal settlement development 
on polity land, given the sometimes negative behaviour of local 
polity members, that the KwaZulu government, which was central to 
the integrating hierarchy of the Zulu land tenure system, was not 
going to exert its over-rights on the area with respect to purely 
residential land rights on polity land. Chief Minister 
M.G.Buthelezi's behaviour would have been seen as a signal by the 
Cele-Zulu polity that any attempt to remove the informal 
settlement would not receive support from the KwaZulu government. 
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The role of the integrating hierarchy of Zulu social organisation 
linked to the tendency towards integration in the Zulu land 
tenure system can be seen in this case history and again shows 
that the community over-rights, though temporarily in abeyance at 
the lower levels of the hierarchy, were an ongoing factor in 
"gaga's land tenure system. This also demonstrates that, 
depending on events in the wider society, "gaga's land tenure 
system could be transformed at some future date, and regress back 
to a system which had no purely residential land rights. 
The fission aspect of the land tenure system facilitated 
entrepreneurial behaviour with respect to the urbanisation of the 
sub-region and the demand for a market in land. However, although 
this transformation appeared, at a superficial level, to have led 
to the fission side of the internal dialectic having obtained 
complete dominance in the informal settlement of "gaga, I have 
shown that the integration side was still in existence, albeit in 
abeyance at the lower levels of the hierarchy. Therefore both the 
tendency towards integration and the tendency towards fission, 
interacting with factors outside of the local system, still 
shaped behaviour in t~e "gaga of 1980, which therefore had a 
system of Zulu land tenure right up to the end of the study 
period. 
Conclusion 
Although some would argue that the transfer of indigenous land 
rights for cash in "gaga meant that the underlying principles of 
the local system had changed and it was no longer a system of 
Zulu land tenure, I have argued differently. I have argued that, 
despite the transfer of indigenous land rights for cash in "gaga, 
the area had a system of Zulu land tenure throughout the study 
period. The transfer of indigenous land rights for cash in "gaga 
only indicated that the integration emphasis in the land tenure 
system was in abeyance at the lower levels of the hierarchy. The 
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community over-rights in Mgaga were still in existence and, 
depending on events in the wider society, including future 
developments at the national and regional policy levels, could 
again transform Mgaga's land tenure system. 
My approach is therefore that, the informal settlement 
development of Mgaga, which involved the transfer of purely 
residential land rights for cash but not the transfer of all the 
community over-rights, was an urban manifestation of the Zulu 
land tenure system, and therefore just another manifestation of 
the land tenure system, as are the more commonly accepted rural 
forms of the system. Also that, in Mgaga there had been no 
individualisation of rights to land to the point of "informal 
freehold" (Cross:19BBb:342i 19BBc:369-370), as the community 
over-rights and the tendency towards integratio.n in the land 
tenure system still existed, even though they were in abeyance at 
the lower levels of the hierarchy. 
Endnotes 
1.In the conventional sense of the term. 
2.AII community over-rights (including those of the KwaZulu 
government and the other governing bodies associated with it at 
the apex of the Zulu land tenure system), are also subject to 
regional and national political developments, such as the 19B9 
KwaZulu Land Bill and the South African Abolition of Racially 
Based Land Measures Act No.lOB of 1991. 
3.See Appendix Six below for the KwaZulu government's policy 
towards the exercising of this right. 
4.Given the policy of the KwaZulu government towards informal 
settlements during the study period (see Appendix Six below), it 
would appear that they would be unlikely to intervene at the 
local level to eliminate purely residential land rights in order 
to restore a system of Zulu land tenure which excluded such 
residential land rights. This approach can also be found in the 
KwaZulu Government Land Bill (19B9). 
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CHAPTER TWELVE: CONCLUSIONS 
My focus has been the role of local land tenure patterns in the 
development of an urban informal settlement. I have examined the 
internal dialectic within the local land tenure system and its 
interaction with the encompassing context; and how the 
articulation of these dialectics led to, and influenced, the 
development of the informal settlement of Mgaga over a twenty 
year period. I have explored the historical ethnography of Hgaga 
in terms of my dialectical and transactional conceptual 
framework, which framework led me to re-examine a number of 
assumptions of other anthropologists writing in the area of the 
Zulu land tenure system. Here I first summarise the historical 
ethnography of Hgaga; and then go on to draw the theoretical 
threads of the thesis together. 
The Historical Ethnography 
of "gaga in Summary 
I have analyzed a range of factors to explain why and h2H the 
informal settlement of Hgaga developed. Because of legislation, 
Black urbanisation was over time limited and displaced to the 
KwaZulu areas within the D.F.R. One of these areas was the 
Umlazi-Umbumbulu sub-region, which included the Cele-Zulu polity 
area, a small part of which was Hgaga. As this was a 'homeland" 
area adjacent to a large 50-called White city and was situated 
within daily commuting distance of Durban's industries, this made 
it a prime area for apartheid based urban planning. This took the 
form of the development of Umlazi township. At the same time 
"gaga's prime location also made it attractive to Blacks who 
sought urban jobs but did not have urban rights, or who had urban 
rights but had no official accommodation in the D.F.R. 
The urban management system for 'homeland' townships, which was 
associated with the development and administration of Umlazi 
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township, was a highly interventionist system. People were 
resettled to make way for the construction of the township, 
thereby losing their polity land rights; a number· of polity 
officials lost their office and\or some of the areas under their 
jurisdiction; and local kinship groups were fragmented, because 
some parts of the group lost their land and were resettled, 
leaving behind independent izikhonzi groups without a founding 
local descent group remnant. Government officials could and did 
change people's lives irrevocably, including their historical 
location, land rights, indigenous boundaries, and roles and 
statuses -both at a political and kinship level. 
As the construction of a township to house over a quarter of a 
million people takes years to develop, so different phases of the 
construction process had cumulative consequences for the sub-
region and Hgaga. Hany of these consequences were unplanned as 
far as the government officials, who were implementing the 
scheme, were concerned. The first of these consequences started 
after the abolition of induna Goqo's jurisdiction over the 
Hulukushu isigodi in 
entrepreneurial behaviour 
the 1960s 
in selling 
-as 
land 
this led 
rights 
to 
in his 
his 
old 
isigodi and to him resiting his residence to Hgaga. 
Secondly, 
development 
Hgaga (see 
introduced 
conditions 
another phase which influenced the area was the 
of J and K sections of Umlazi township adjacent to 
Appendix One Hap Sixteen 
thousands of strangers 
in township houses 
below), in 
living in 
1968-9. This 
over-crowded 
into Hgaga's immediate 
neighbourhood, pushing up the demand for land in areas such as 
Hgaga, because they were located adjacent to the township. 
Thirdly, when the Bhekithemba informal settlement was demolished 
to make way for U and Z sections of the township in 1976, its 
residents moved to another informal settlement nearby, i.e. 
Hgaga. Umlazi township's urban management system was a crucial 
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external factor which shaped and constrained, though without 
determining, the behaviour of Hgaga's residents. 
The urban management system, in the short, medium and long term, 
influenced Hgaga, in terms of the increase in the number of 
dwellings in the area and with respect to the transformation of 
the area's Zulu land tenure system. This came about through the 
interrelationship of this specific urban factor in the wider 
society, with the internal tensions and oppositions in the Zulu 
land tenure system in the Hgaga area, which interrelationship had 
a particular manifestation. 
The Hgaga 
boundaries. 
area was located at the junction of 
This, together with the fact that 
three izigodj 
the western 
boundary of Umlazi township was also located in the Hgaga area, 
~ontributed directly to the genesis of an informal settlement 
only in the Hgaga area and not in other adjacent Cele-Zulu areas, 
during a time of large scale Black urbanisation in the Durban 
region. Hgaga developed into a dense informal settlement by 1980 
because of the local history in the area. 
In describing the application of Umlazi township's urban 
management system I have shown that the macro\micro 
interrelationship was of significance in Hgaga and that local 
residents played a part in the determination of their own 
history, rather than being merely passive receptors of external 
developments, such as urban development and apartheid planning. 
Though external historical factors are important to change and 
transformation at the local level, the Hgaga community was not 
just a product of the application of apartheid and capitalist 
policies, but needed to be comprehended as a local system in its 
own right. 
The Unfolding of Local Level 
Events from 1959-1980 
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Background 
Over the years many 
historically associated 
jndunas 
with the 
around, and the disputes relating 
the area started well before 1959 
and three izigodi had been 
Hgaga area. The interaction 
to, the izjgodj boundaries in 
and the beginning of the study 
period. During the study period, this interaction involved jnduna 
Goqo of the Hulukushu jsjgodi, indnna Htetwa, and later jnduna 
Hadondo his successor, of the Isidweni jsigodj and jnduna Zwane 
of the Isinkontshe jsjgodi (see Appendix One Hap Twenty below). 
By 1980 this interaction involved three different boundaries, all 
of which had over time come to be interlinked at the local micro-
behavioral level. The first boundary which was debated at the 
local level was, whether the study area fell into the Isidweni 
jsjgodj of jnduna Hadondo (with the Isinkontshe river as its 
northern boundary -see Appendix One Hap Twenty below), or whether 
it fell into the Isinkontshe jsjgodi of induna Zwane (with the 
road as its southern boundary). 
The second debated boundary was whereabouts in Hgaga the township 
boundary was located, as anything on the township side or west of 
this boundary fell outside of the community over-rights of the 
Cele-Zulu polity members and into the jurisdiction of "GG", i.e. 
the Township Manager's office. The third boundary, where the 
informal settlement of Hgaga ended and the rural settlement 
started, though a visible and known boundary, was constantly and 
consciously maintained by the local residents and was linked to 
the fission\integration opposition in the Zulu land tenure 
system. 
With the development of Umlazi township and the abolition of the 
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Hulukushu isigodi, the Hgaga area had become a potential area for 
territorial competition and political jostling, between the two 
jndunas whose izigodi lay adjacent to the area, which jostling 
was integral to the formation of the Isidweni and Isinkontshe 
coalitions. This formation of rival coalitions took the form of 
the allocation of land to newcomers and\or strangers, and the 
ratification of these allocations by the different indunas. In 
this way the different indunas and their coalitions attempted to 
advance and\or secure their own land rights against that of the 
other induna and coalition. This led, among other things, to an 
increase in the number of people in the area. 
At the outset of this process many, though not all, of the people 
introduced in this way were people who had been removed to make 
way for Umlazi township, who had activated kinship 
affinal links, in the Hgaga area to obtain land 
links, often 
rights. This 
first set of tenurial decisions led later in the study period to 
other tenurial decisions, whereby purely residential land rights 
were transferred outright for cash to strangers, without these 
allocations being ratified by an induna, which behaviour probably 
had not been the initial intention of the original actors. 
Composition of These Coalitions and Izigodi 
The land between the road and the river, which formed the rough 
boundary of the study area, was split between these two 
coalitions. The Isidweni coalition included induna Goqo (whose 
isigodi had been abolished and who had moved to Hgaga), induna 
Htetwa, succeeded by induna Hadondo, and the members of a number 
of founding local descent group remnants and their izikhonzi who 
lived in the study area and who khonza'd one or other of these 
indunas. The Isinkontshe coalition consisted of induna Zwane and 
the founding local descent group remnants and their izikhonzi who 
lived in the study area and who khooza'd jnduoa Zwane. 
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The composition of these rival coalitions and their territories 
conformed to the social construction of izigodi and their 
boundaries. In the study area all the groups, i.e. the founding 
local descent group remnants together with their izikhonzi 
groups, khonza'd one or other of the indunas in the rival 
coalitions (with all the izikhonzi groups khonza'ing the same 
induna as the founding local descent group remnant from whom they 
had originally acquired land). Because the boundary of an isigodi 
is linked to the land rights or territory of the groups who are 
khonza'ing that particular induna, when a group in the study area 
split off and khonza'd a rival induna, because the isigodi 
boundary is based on the khonza relationship, the land which this 
group occupied became the territory of the rival jnduna. 
In the study area the secession of a group became an object of 
dispute (whether it was the Isinkontshe coalition's local descent 
group remnants who seceded from the Isidweni isigodi, or the 
local descent group remnants of the Isidweni coalition which 
seceded from the Isinkontshe isigodi, would depend on which 
coalition an observer supported). This secession and the 
subsequent dispute resulted in the location of the boundaries of 
the izigodi in the Hgaga area becoming an object of dispute by 
rival coalitions. As both the boundaries and the internal 
relationships of izigodiwere shaped by the internal dialectic in 
the Zulu land tenure system as it interacts with factors outside 
the local system, the effects of sub-regional urbanisation was 
integral to this ongoing dispute about the iZlgodi boundaries in 
the area. 
These rival coalitions also contained all the characteristics of 
coalitions found in the Zulu ethnography. Indunas Goqo and 
Htetwa, as central leaders in a core, led the coalition of people 
who wanted to introduce purely residential land rights into the 
area. This led to the secession of a number of local descent 
group remnants and their territory from one isigodi and their re-
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integration into another isigodi. The goals of the coalitions 
were to acguire political profit and\or economic gain, that is 
land, followers, status and cash. The membership, the leadership, 
the relationship between the various social personalities and 
groups, and the structural tension within the coalition, all 
conformed to existing Cele-Zulu institutions and behaviour 
patterns. The rival coalitions which were involved with the 
development, or in the limitation of development, of the informal 
settlement of Hgaga, were based on effective personal networks 
and conformed to the behavioral norms associated with usual Zulu 
land tenure practice. 
Interlinked Township and Izigodi.Boundaries 
The western boundary of Umlazi township, which divided Hgaga, 
both symbolised the elimination of the Cele-Zulu polity over-
rights and the introduction of urban (township) forms of land 
tenure in the sub-region. This boundary became the focus of the 
ongoing dispute between rival indunas and their izigodi in the 
area. 
An important initial affect of the proclamation of the western 
boundary of the township was that it created vacant land in the 
Hgaga area. This was because, although a portion of what was to 
become Hgaga had been expropriated and the local polity members 
removed (i.e·. a founding local descent group remnant, but not 
their izikhonzi groups), no township houses had been constructed, 
as the area was too steep. Not only was this land vacant, but all 
forms of polity control over it had been officially removed, and 
what was known as the Department of Development Aid's local 
officials, who were responsible for the land during the study 
period, were not policing the area strictly. Induna Gogo, a local 
indigenous leader and entrepreneur, sold land rights to a number 
of people who were seeking shelter in the area. This was the 
start of informal settlement in the Hgaga area. In other words, a 
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direct effect of the siting of the township boundary was the 
introduction of a visible informal settlement into the Mgaga 
valley. 
Some of the polity members adjacent to this area tried to prevent 
these land transfers, but jnduna Goqo said that the land was no 
longer polity land, but was part of Umlazi township, i.e. the 
Cele-Zulu polity's community over-rights had been negated in that 
piece of land. This was the first time in Mgaga that this 
argument was used 
over-rights. Once 
been introduced 
to limit the power of the wider community's 
alternative (urban) forms of land tenure had 
into the Mgaga valley, facilitated by the 
township boundary, and under the aegis of a local induna, it 
increased the possibility that the land tenure system in the 
adjacent polity area would transform. 
The exact location of this township boundary became incorporated 
into the historical izigodj dispute in the area. Its location was 
manipulated, over more than a decade, by the Isidweni coalition, 
as a strategic tool in the jzjgodj dispute to introduce purely 
residential land rights into more and more of the Mgaga area, 
both in the proclaimed township area and into Cele-Zulu polity 
land adjacent to it. The incorporation of the township boundary 
into the jzjgodj dispute facilitated, encouraged and extended 
informal settlement in the area in an incremental fashion. 
By 1980 the dispute between the Isidweni and Isinkontshe 
coalitions had split the land between the road and the river (in 
the study area) into two sections, as far as the founding local 
descent group remnants and their jzikhonzi were concerned. No 
natural physical feature divided the two groups, only well known 
clan boundaries. What was visible is that, with minor exceptions, 
all those families who included themselves in the Isidweni 
coalition, and who were interlinked by kinship and izikhonzi 
relationships, had informal settlement development on their land. 
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Whereas, all those families who included themselves in the 
Isinkontshe coalition, and who were interlinked by kinship and 
izikhonzi relationships, had no informal settlement development 
on their land. Also, the kinship and izikhonzi relationships 
linked to land rights within each coalition did not cross 
coalitions, i.e. although kinship or jzjkhonzj links existed 
within each of the coalitions, they did not exist between the 
coalition of people who held polity land rights in Mgaga and the 
coalition who held land rights in the polity area adjacent to 
Mgaga. 
Usual Zulu land tenure practices, with respect to jzjgodi 
boundary formation, were also applied by the residents of the 
study area to the newly created western boundary of the Umlazi 
township, where it abutted the izigodi boundaries and the Mgaga 
area. In this way the township boundary became integrated into 
the socio-political processes of the area. This contributed to 
the ongoing conflict over time between indunas and their various 
coalitions, with the Isidweni coalition facilitating new urban 
purely residential land rights, by justifying them in terms of 
the location of the township boundary, and the other, the 
Isinkontshe coalition resisting the geographical spread of the 
informal settlement, on behalf of the wider community. 
Because izigodi boundaries are not necessarily static but reflect 
the local discourse, -in regard to the local internal dialectic's 
interrelationship with the wider society, and because this 
discourse in Hgaga came to include the development of Umlazi 
township in an adjacent area, as well as the introduction of 
purely residential land rights, the izigodj boundaries in Mgaga 
changed. 
They changed to reflect the behaviour and choices of the local 
jndunas and local descent group remnants in this matter. The 
boundary of the izigodi, in terms of the distinguishing feature 
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of the khonza relationship, came to reflect the boundary between 
the group that had opted for the transfer of purely residential 
land rights (and thereby the development of an informal 
settlement), and the group that had rejected informal settlement 
development. The pattern of group formation, with respect to the 
internal relations and delimitation of territory, of the people 
transferring land in the informal settlement area conformed to 
the same pattern usually associated with izigodj formation and 
territory delimitation. 
By 1976 both jndunas Goqo and Htetwa had died and there were 
about 85 dwellings in Hgaga (i.e. that part of the study area 
where informal settlement had developed, where the Isidweni 
coalition was located). By 1980 there were about 664 dwellings 
within the same piece of land (with the only addition being a 
small portion of the Isinkontshe coalitions' land that had been 
colonised by somebody from the Isidweni coalition, which 
behaviour was very quickly stopped by adjacent polity members). 
Because of this action by adjacent polity members of the 
Isinkontshe coalition, as well as the possibility that any future 
extensions of the informal settlement would also meet with 
neighbourhood resistance, the informal settlement of Hgaga 
stopped spreading after the death of these indunas, sometime 
around 1976, into the polity area on its northern boundary. 
After 1976 the area of the Isidweni coalition became much denser, 
with the number of dwellings in the area increasing by more than 
680 percent over the next three to four years. All in all, the 
number of dwellings in this part of the study area increased by 
more than 6,540 percent over the twenty year study period, with 
most of the new residents being strangers to the area. By 
comparison, the polity land, adjacent to Hgaga in the study area, 
of the Isinkontshe coalition remained sparsely settled under a 
rural form of the Zulu land tenure system. The dwellings in this 
area had only increased by about 820 percent in twenty years, 
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with most of the increase being attributable to the relocation of 
kin to the area when Umlazi township was built. 
Conclusion 
The historical ethnography of Hgaga and the history of the sub-
region give an insight into how an informal settlement develops 
on polity land within an urban area. I have traced the early 
transformations within Hgaga's land tenure system and the 
succession of different regional and local level events which 
influenced, and developed out of, one another, with some of these 
events being linked to the internal tensions within the local 
system and others to the wider society. 
At one level it can be said that the development of Umlazi 
township was a direct cause in the abolition of indnna Gogo's 
isigodi; the isolation of the Hgaga area from the Isidweni 
isigodi; the breaking up of functioning kinship units; the 
division of a polity area into township and polity landi and that 
it added fuel to the izigodj boundary dispute; removed polity 
control of the land at the levels of the jndnna, the founding 
local descent group remnant and the jsjkhonzii and created vacant 
undeveloped land over which no local level legal land rights or 
system of land administration existed. All of these factors 
facilitated new urban land rights in Hgaga. 
However, at another level, the Hgaga ethnography also shows that 
izjgodj boundaries are not necessarily permanent and unchanging 
through time. Rather they are based on ongoing territorial 
competition, agreements negotiated at the local level, the 
operation of land-based micro-networks of polity members 
especially on the periphery of an isjgodi, the khonza 
relationship between the heads of kinship groups and izjkhonzi 
groups with respect to local social personalities, and militant 
behaviour. Also apparent in the material is that these internal 
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isigodi relationships and boundaries come to reflect changes in 
the encompassing society, including new economic opportunities, 
as they are manifestations of the interaction between the 
fission\integration opposition in the local system and the wider 
society; and that it was these social processes that led to the 
development of an informal settlement in the Hgaga area. 
The histor ical ethnography of Hgaga also gives ·some sense of the 
nature and extent of the jndunas rights to land in the Zulu land 
tenure system. The entrepreneurial behaviour of indunas Gogo and 
Htetwa and their coalition, who manipulated both the system of 
land tenure associated with the township, and the Zulu land 
tenure system's rules, with respect to the individualisation and 
sale of land rights in polity land, was linked to the tendency 
towards fission in the Zulu land tenure system. 
However at the same time the community over-rights, as 
demonstrated as being able to threaten individualised land rights 
in Hgaga, which were linked to the integration emphasis in the 
Zulu land tenure system, influenced the behaviour of these 
indunas. The community over-rights served to limit the indunas 
and local descent group remnants of the Isidweni coalition's 
entrepreneurial behaviour and the geographical spread of the 
informal settlement. Entrepreneurship is institutionalised within 
the system of Zulu land tenure, but at the same time limits, in 
the form of public sanction, are set for this behaviour by the 
same system. 
The internal dialectic in Hgaga always reflected the same 
contrapoised tendencies, i.e. 
these tendencies manifested 
fission and integration; however 
themselves in different types of 
behaviour. A range of external events, as well as behaviour 
within the Hgaga social field, promoted the tendency towards 
fission in Hgaga's land tenure system: Firstly, the personality 
of induna Gogo, and that he had lost his isigodj and moved to the 
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Mgaga area to restore his loss as much as possible. Secondly, the 
lie of the land and boundaries in the area. Thirdly, many kinship 
groups in the area were headed by females, who had lost their 
links with their kinship groups because of the breaking up of 
land-based institutions in Mgaga, as a result of the effects of 
Umlazi township's urban management system. 
Fourthly, new economic opportunities, in the form of a surge in 
demand for land because of urbanisation, led to secession and 
coalition formation, which is often associated with the 
exploitation of such opportunities, by entrepreneurs (including 
institutionalised entrepreneurs). Fifthly, the community over-
rights of the Cele-Zulu polity had been limited by a factor 
outside of the local system, -namely the intervention in the 
local indigenous land tenure system of an alien post colonial 
authority structure which was highly authoritarian. 
At the same time, some of the behaviour in the wider and local 
social field promoted the tendency towards integration in the 
study area's land tenure system: Firstly, the informal settlement 
boundary was maintained by the operation of the community over-
rights, reflected in the behaviour of leaders in the Isinkontshe 
coalition who prevented the geographical spread of the settlement 
"on behalf of the tribe". 
Secondly, riv~l coalitions were formed in the Mgaga area in a way 
which conformed, in terms of its internal relations and 
boundaries, with the local Cele-Zulu polity institutions, thereby 
promoting integration at coalition level. Thjrdly, the Isidweni 
coalition, which introduced residential land rights, which were a 
local tenurial innovation, did not secede from the hierarchy of 
Zulu social organisation and become entirely independent from 
this hierarchy in order to do this. Instead, they either remained 
integrated within the hierarchy or re-integrated back into the 
hierarchy after secession (depending on your point of view of the 
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dispute in the area). 
Fourthly, Chief Minister M.G.Buthelezi's prevention of the 
demolition of the informal settlement, which would have sent a 
signal to the Cele-Zulu polity as to his acceptance of urban 
forms of land tenure on polity land, thereby partly ensuring the 
informal settlements security of tenure, was an example of the 
influence which the apex of the integrating hierarchy of Zulu 
social organisation has on the ground. I have therefore shown 
that the manifestation of the internal dialectic in the Zulu land 
tenure system in Mgaga transformed over time but its structural 
ingredients remained constant. 
Without referring to the interrelationship between the internal 
tensions and oppositions in the local Zulu land tenure system and 
factors in the wider urban environment, such as urbanisation and 
urban development in the sub-region, it has not been possible to 
explain and describe the historical ethnography of Mgaga in terms 
of the following factors: why the informal settlement developed 
in the Mgaga area only; why the informal settlement stopped 
developing where it did along its northern boundary and did not 
develop at least to the Isinkontshe river; why the descent group 
remnants in the study area khooza'd different joduoas; and why 
the kinship and izikhoozi relationships linked to the different 
land tenure types did not cross coalitions. 
To conclude, the Mgaga ethnography shows not only ~ but also 
haK the land tenure system of Mgaga transformed. Mgaga's land 
tenure transformations were not only about the effects of the 
core on the periphery, or about the operation of the dialectic, 
but also about people's striving for influence, status, power and 
personal economic gain. Even in an urban area behaviour in 
significant measure is shaped by historically determined 
relationships and perceptions of land, rather than exclusively by 
economic forces. 
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Drawing the Theoretical Threads Together 
Introduction 
I have argued that the variety of situations reported by 
different anthropologists writing on the Zulu land tenure system 
are actually all transformations of a single system of Zulu land 
tenure. In doing this I have focused on certain aspects not 
highlighted by other writers, such as the internal dialectic in 
Zulu social organisation and transactional behaviour in the Zulu 
land tenure system. This focus has enabled me to give an overview 
of the Zulu ethnography showing it is a unity. In this way I have 
been able to show that the transformation of Hgaga's land tenure 
system to urban forms of tenure was just another variety of the 
Zulu land tenure system, albeit an urban variety. 
I have used Comaroff's dialectical approach (1982) to explain the 
radical historical transformation in Hgaga's system of Zulu land 
tenure during the study period. Hy adoption of Comaroff's 
dialectical framework entailed identifying the factors in the 
wider South African society which influenced Hgaga, both at the 
national and regional level, within a behavioural rather than a 
deterministic model. In order to postUlate an internal dialectic 
for Zulu social organisation, I identified the contrapoised 
tendencies within both the Zulu ethnography and my ethnography. I 
identified the principles of segmentary opposition and an 
integrating hierarchy as the principles which supplied the basis 
of the internal dialectic in Zulu social organisation. The 
internal dialectic in the system of Zulu land tenure, and in 
Hgaga's land tenure system during the study period, is centred 
around fission and integration. 
These processes of fission and integration have been reported 
widely within the Zulu ethnography. However, writers have not 
located them within a dialectical framework, as I have. This 
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therefore is to my knowledge the first exploration of the link 
between these processes and a theory of transformation for the 
Zulu land tenure system. 
Using Comaroff's conceptual framework to analyze an African land 
tenure system enabled me to rethink a number of aspects of both 
African land tenure systems, and the Zulu land tenure system. 
Firstly, I establish that the principle of segmentary opposition 
per se is not the internal dialectic in the local system of Zulu 
land tenure. Secondly, I eschew rules as my fundamental unit of 
analysis and instead adopt the local internal dialectic, together 
with its interaction with factors in the wider society. 
Thirdly, because Comaroff's dialectical framework highlights the 
opposition and structural tensions in a local system, his 
approach enabled me to rethink the use of the term 'ownership' 
and the assumptions about behaviour associated with this term. I 
concluded that, rather than land rights being granted in an 
allodial and dependent fashion within the hierarchy associated 
with Zulu social organisation, social units within this hierarchy 
hold opposed interests in the same land. 
Fourthly, I show that, rather than the individualisation of land 
rights necessarily taking place along a continuum from a more 
shared form towards an endpoint of individualised, instead 
individualised rights (fission) can be altered by the over-rights 
of the community (integration), because of the two emphases 
within the Zulu land tenure system, and the land tenure system 
regress to a more shared form of land tenure. 
Fifthly, from another angle, Comaroff's framework highlights the 
process, opposition, ambiguity and structural tension in a local 
system under indigenous land tenure, 
for the manipulation of the land 
transactional behaviour. Such an 
which create opportunities 
tenure system's rules and 
analysis of the internal 
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dialectic and its relation to the analysis of transactional 
behaviour, with respect to land transfers in indigenous systems 
of land tenure within urban areas, to my knowledge has not been 
discussed before in the literature and this thesis has possibly 
been the first such attempt. 
My approach, based on the above, is that the manifestation of the 
different aspects of the Zulu land tenure system's rules varies, 
with respect to the system's cultural repertoire, rather than the 
rules necessarily determining the process of land allocations; 
and that the Zulu land tenures reported to date, as well as the 
Mgaga of 1980, are not different systems of land tenure, despite 
the fact that the reported rules vary. 
Comaroff's Approach 
Comaroff's approach, which I have adopted, is that the units of 
analysis for an historical anthropology lie in the internal 
dialectics of the local system and simultaneously, the dialectics 
of their articulation with their total contexts (1982:172). This 
approach allows changes in local level behaviour to be linked to 
the encompassing context of the wider society in such a way that 
it is possible to establish, and not just assert, that local 
residents are active players in their own history. His approach 
goes beyond economically based frameworks, which explain local 
level behaviour as being determined solely by external forces; 
and beyond the model of classical anthropologists, whose approach 
conforms to the view of social structure as a framework of rules 
(ibid.p.14j-6i 1978:1-2). 
Comaroff describes his dialectical approach with respect to the 
Barolong. Among them the internal dialectic, according to him, 
consists of the interaction between the contradictory principles 
of "hierarchy-aggregation: egalitarianism-individuation", based 
. on marriage and affinity (1982:155,158). The interaction of these 
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contradictory principles, or contrapoised tendencies as I have 
termed them, produces different surface forms, or manifestations, 
as I have termed them, of the same internal dialectic. These 
manifestations always embody something of the tension and the 
choices which the simultaneous realization of these contrapoised 
tendencies sets up, as they are a working combination of these 
tendencies. 
According to Comaroff's framework a number of different 
manifestations can be linked to the same internal dialectic, with 
each being seen as a transformation of the other (ibid. p .146). 
These transformations come about because factors outside of the 
local system not only interact with existing manifestations of 
the local community, but also the existing manifestations modify 
the effects of these outside factors upon the local internal 
dialectic. 
For as long as the underlying principles (internal dialectic) in 
the local system remain constant -i.e. their ingredients remain 
constant although the strength of their emphases varies, and have 
not been reconstructed, the local system has only 'transformed' 
and not 'changed.' However, the interrelationship between the 
wider society and the internal tensions and oppositions in a 
local land tenure system can also lead to the demise of a 
contrapoised tendency. This would mean that the underlying 
principles of the local system had been reconstructed and that 
the local system had 'changed'. 
S~gmentary Opposition and 
the Internal Dialectic 
Although the Zulu ethnography discusses the structural opposition 
of right and left hand houses, that is of segmentary opposition, 
I have gone further to look at its relationship with other 
internal forms, such as the internal dialectic and its 
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interrelationship with the wider society, especially with respect 
to the variations and transformations over time in the system of 
Zulu land tenure and the manipulation of the land tenure system's 
rules. 
The system of political organization in Zulu social 
with its associated land tenure system, while it 
behaviour which can be described in terms of the 
structure, 
includes 
segmentary 
lineage structure, with respect to fission and fusion, also 
includes behaviour which cannot be explained adequately in terms 
of this model. Rather than the segmentary lineage structure 
system existing in the absence of centralized political control, 
the Zulu segmentary lineage structure exists alongside 
centralized political control, and the relationships and 
processes specific to one spillover to the other. 
The opposition found within the segmentary lineage structure 
which leads to fission, is also found within the political 
organisation of Zulu social structure, albeit in a modified form. 
It is modified because the structural opposition does not play 
itself out in the same way everywhere because of the existence of 
the internal dialectic in Zulu social organisation. The tendency 
to fission is opposed and complemented by the tendency towards 
integration, linked to political processes which are associated 
with coalition formation within the integrating hierarchy. 
By re-examining the Zulu ethnography, I have shown that the 
internal dialectic's interacti~n with the wider south African 
society shapes behaviour throughout the kinship and political 
hierarchy of Zulu social organisation. There 
between concentric units within the hierarchy 
is opposition 
of Zulu social 
organisation, which often leads to the secession of a group or 
social unit and its re-integration elsewhere into the hierarchy. 
This fission, though based on segmentary opposition, goes beyond 
it to include the fission of unequal kinship groups, unequal 
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kinship and political groups, and unequal political groups. These 
groups do not take the classic segmentary opposition form because 
of local circumstances and personalities; dnd political processes 
outside of the segmentary lineage structure, i.e. the operation 
of the internal dialectic, which influences the splitting process 
itself. 
Unit of Analysis 
A conceptual framework which uses institutional rules as the 
fundamental unit of analysis, and proceeds as if the land tenure 
system's rules determine the course of the land allocation 
process, was inadequate to explain Mgaga's ethnography. I 
reconsidered the underlying assumptions of this conceptual 
framework, i.e. that competition is not part of the transmission 
of office or transfer of land, and found that these assumptions 
were incorrect. I therefore sought a more appropriate unit of 
analysis and conceptual framework. I· have followed Comaroff's 
approach (1978,1982), which is that, rather than institutional 
rules being the fundamental unit of analysis at the local level, 
the internal dialectic's interaction with factors outside of the 
local system is the more useful fundamental unit of analysis. 
However, even though the institutional rules are not my 
fundamental unit of analysis, they form an important part of the 
analysis. My approach is that the land tenure system's rules 
which ftembod(y) the ideational and organisational framework 
within which the process of competition for" (1978:12) land and 
status take place, as well as the internal dialectic present in 
Zulu social organisation -in terms of which these rules are 
played out, compose the cultural repertoire of the Zulu land 
tenure system. 
Rather than the land tenure system's rules being constant, the 
internal dialectic centred around fission and integration in the 
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Zulu land tenure system is the constant (although the strength of 
its emphases varies) in the local system, which underpins the 
manipulation of the land tenure rules -creating a range of 
options within the Zulu land tenure system. The transfer of land 
rights is shaped by the internal tensions in Zulu social 
structure interacting with factors in the wider South African 
society, rather than being necessarily determined by rules. 
Analyzing the Zulu land tenure system using this approach makes 
it possible to explain why a number of anthropologists have 
reported a range of apparently different land tenure rules for 
the Zulu land tenure system. This approach also allows me to 
explain the competitive behaviour within the system over the 
transfer of land rights. 
Competitive and Dependent Behaviour 
Within the Hierarchy Associated with 
African Land Tenure Systems 
The classical approach to the analysis of African land tenure 
systems has been that land is allocated according to a set of 
rules, with one of the rules being that all land rights are 
lesser rights abstracted from the greater right of 'tribal 
ownership'. However, the term 'ownership' has specific allodial 
connotations which emphasize the dependent aspects of the 
hierarchy in 
competitive 
to identify 
African systems of land tenure, rather than the 
behaviour within the hierarchy. Therefore by trying 
'land owners' within indigenous African systems of 
land tenure, researchers have drawn erroneous conclusions about 
behaviour within the hierarchy of social organisation to which 
the system of land tenure is linked. 
By comparison, I have argued that land rights are not lesser 
rights abstracted from a larger right, as in many Western systems 
of land tenure, but that in African land tenure systems the 
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rights to the same land which are held by different social units 
are opposed rights. Land rights are open to competition. 
Therefore a search for 'ownership' in order to describe the land 
tenure rules of a system, which rules are thought to describe the 
process of land allocation, is premised on a number of incorrect 
assumptions; and leads to a conceptual framework which over-
emphasizes dependent behaviour within a hierarchically structured 
land tenure system, and simultaneously does not accommodate or 
adequately explain competitive behaviour. 
The integrating hierarchy associated with the Zulu land tenure 
system has often been perceived as static because of these linked 
incorrect assumptions. Rather, I have argued for a different 
conceptual framework which allows for both dependent behaviour 
within the hierarchy, as well as for competitive behaviour. I 
have adopted a dialectical-transactional framework linked to 
Clegg's approach (1981), which describes the hierarchy of Zulu 
social organisation as a system of concentric units with each 
smaller unit being partially independent of, and partially 
embodied in, the next greater one (see Chapter Four above). 
By referring to the Zulu ethnography I have shown that because 
land is held by hierarchically ranked social units with opposed 
interests in the same land, and behaviour is influenced by the 
internal tensions and oppositions in Zulu social organisation, 
there is competition between equal social units within the 
hierarchy as well as between social units at different levels of 
the hierarchy over the same land, including abandoned or 
depopulated, ('reverting') land. 
By using my conceptual framework for the analysis of the land 
rights held by the hierarchy of Zulu social organisation, based 
on the work of Bennett (1985) and Comaroff (1978,1982), I have 
shown that competitive behaviour is as integral to the hierarchy 
associated with the Zulu land tenure system as dependent 
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behaviour. I have also shown that competition over land rights 
plays a major role, linked to the tendency towards fission, in 
shaping behaviour in the Zulu land tenure system. 
Competitive behaviour within the hierarchy of Zulu social 
organisation in regard to land must be accommodated in a 
conceptual framework which is able to view it as a part of the 
Zulu land tenure system; and must also be accommodated in any 
.conceptual framework that seeks to explain the transformation of 
a Zulu land tenure system. 
My approach facilitates a move away from perceiving the Zulu land 
tenure system as statically controlled by chiefs and jndunas, to 
one where land rights, and the statuses, values and 
constituencies attached to them, are constantly being re-
negotiated. My approach has also enabled me to describe some of 
the structural tension, ambiguity and transactional opportunity 
in the Zulu land tenure system. 
Individualised Land Rights: The End of 
a Sequential Process or One Tendency 
Within a Dialectical Relationship? 
Because most anthropologists have described the Zulu land tenure 
system from within a conceptual framework dominated by 
perceptions ba~ed on 'tribal ownership' this has led them to 
refer to the 'individualisation' of the rights to land as though 
these rights were on a continuum, moving from the communal 
towards an endpoint of individual, which endpoint might or might 
not be the equivalent of the Western concept of individualised 
rights to land. This approach implies the successive decrease or 
limitation of the community over-rights. 
By comparison I have shown that, because of the dialectical 
relationship in the local system, the two sides or emphases of 
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the internal dialectic -i.e. fission (individualised rights) and 
integration (the over-rights of the wider community), can change 
back and forth. Individualised land rights can be altered to a 
more shared form of land rights, through the activation of the 
community over-rights. Therefore, rather than an indigenous land 
tenure system becoming a type of informal freehold 
(Cross:1988b:342, 1988c:369-370), the system can regress. When 
this situation is no longer reversible and regression to a more 
shared form of land tenure is no longer possible, i.e. the 
community over-rights are no longer in existence, then the local 
system is no longer a system of Zulu land tenure. 
My approach has been that, because there was still some evidence 
of the operation of the community over-rights in Mgaga's local 
system and because not all the over-rights of the community had 
been bought and\or transferred, the integration emphasis in the 
land tenure system had not completely disappeared, despite 
Mgaga's informal settlement conditions, which included 
individualised land rights. Instead, the community over-rights 
had only gone into abeyance at the lower levels of the hierarchy 
and, depending on developments in the encompassing society, 
Mgaga's land tenure system could still regress to a more shared 
form of land tenure at some later date. 
Transactional Behaviour 
My re-examination of the Zulu ethnography has shown that 
transactional behaviour is an integral aspect of the Zulu land 
tenure system, which has been widely reported, though not 
adequately analyzed, in the Zulu ethnography. This has probably 
been because anthropologists have relied on conceptual frameworks 
premised on 'tribal ownership' and dependent behaviour, together 
with a perspective that rules primarily determine process, to 
explain the Zulu land tenure system, which frameworks have not 
successfully accommodated either coalition formation or 
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entrepreneurship in the land tenure system. 
By comparison, I have shown that, 
ethnography, there is a direct 
both in the Zulu 
link between the 
and Hgaga 
internal 
dialectic and structural tensions in a local system, and the 
ambiguity, ongoing transformations and manipulation of land 
tenure rules, which create opportunities 
entrepreneurial behaviour and coalition 
described this transactional behaviour 
transactional analysis (Boissevain:1974; 
dialectical framework. 
for transactional and 
formation. 
by linking 
Barth:1972) 
I have 
classical 
to my 
I have shown that entrepreneurship is a constituent element of 
the institutionalized roles of the Zulu land tenure system's 
social personalities, and is part of the competitive process 
around land transfers. This entrepreneurship, facilitated by the 
tendency towards fission in the system, is integral to the 
introduction of new socio-economic directions into the local 
system and explains the flexibility of the Zulu land tenure 
system and how it adapts to its encompassing context. 
However, whether entrepreneurial behaviour succeeds also depends 
on whether it is sanctioned by the public in the short, medium 
and long term. This process involves the formation of coalitions, 
both by entrepreneurs seeking to introduce change and those who 
oppose change, which change they see as detrimental to the wider 
community. Although entrepreneurial behaviour is facilitated by 
the fission emphasis in the land tenure system, it is 
simultaneously limited by the integration emphasis, which is 
linked to the community over-rights in the Zulu land tenure 
system. 
By drawing on and comparing the Hgaga and Zulu ethnography I have 
shown that the transactional behaviour, entrepreneurship and 
coalition formation found in the system of Zulu land tenure, is 
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and is shaped by, the fission\integration both a function of, 
opposition in Zulu structure. Given the above, 
behaviour must be accommodated in a conceptual 
social 
transactional 
framework which is able to view it as a part of the Zulu land 
tenure system; and must also be accommodated in any conceptual 
framework that seeks to explain the transformation of a Zulu land 
tenure system. 
Variations in the Zulu 
Land Tenure System 
My dialectical approach overcomes the problems of the wide-
ranging apparent inconsistencies which have been reported in the 
Zulu ethnography to date, with respect to the kinship group at 
the local level; the various terms for positions and the rights 
to land linked to these positions, especially with respect to the 
role of the jndnnai and the extent to which land rights are 
individualised land rights. 
Anthropologists have not been able to explain these apparent 
inconsistencies because of their 'rules as fundamental unit of 
analysis' conceptual framework and their search for 'tribal 
ownership'. I have shown that the Zulu land tenure system's rules 
are manipulated by people, with respect to the system's range of 
options, as their behaviour is shaped by the fission\integration 
opposition in Zulu social organisation as it interacts with 
factors in the wider society. Therefore the rules in any local 
system are part of the manifestation of this interaction at a 
given moment in time, rather than being the sole determinant of 
behaviour. 
I have drawn on the Zulu ethnography to outline the range of 
options within the Zulu land tenure system with respect to the 
social group holding land at the local level and the position of 
the indnoa and the rights to land that he holds in his isigodi. I 
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have shown that the manifestations of the social personalities 
and groups and their ~ights to land in the Zulu land tenure 
system vary widely within this reported range of options within 
the Zulu land tenure system, according to the way the local 
internal tensions in the system have interacted with factors 
outside of the local system. I have compared this range of 
options to the Hgagaethnography and drawn conclusions about the 
Zulu land tenure system under urban conditions. 
The Hgaga ethnography illustrates that, because of the play of 
the dialectic, there is a range of ways of acquiring and holding 
land rights under urban conditions within the Zulu land tenure 
system, beyond that of the agnatic and virilocal principles 
usually associated with the system. Firstly, the jzjkhonzj 
relationship, either on its own or linked to an affinal kinship 
relationship, was a key method of obtaining land. Secondly, links 
through women were important, but also women, especially widows, 
had a pivotal role in the allocation of land rights, albeit 
purely residential land rights. Thjrdly, de facto cognatic 
inheritance was available in a land tenure system which had 
previously been reported as one of only agnatic inheritance. 
Fourthly, because of the anonymity of urban conditions, 
fictitious agnation was successfully used to strengthen claims to 
land rights in the area. Fifthly, the importance of residency 
within an area was possibly as important a criterion as agnation 
in both determining rights to land and retaining effective land 
rights. Sixthly, local descent group remnants, widow- and female-
headed local descent group remnants, fictitious agnates, cognates 
born from informal unions, nuclear families, three generational 
female-headed households and even individuals, all held land 
rights in this urban variation of the Zulu land tenure system. 
In addition to this, I have shown that the entrepreneurial 
behaviour of the jndunas in the area in facilitating the transfer 
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of polity land to strangers for cash, and the accompanying 
coalition formation and manipulation of the jzigodi and township 
boundaries, was an adaption of the Zulu land tenure system to 
urban conditions, and not anomalous to the Zulu land tenure 
system. 
The historical ethnography of Hgaga also illustrates that an area 
which transforms to an urban form of Zulu land tenure passes 
·through a number of land tenure phases and variations. Initially 
the characteristics of Hgaga's land tenure system conformed to 
the reported practices associated with the Zulu land tenure 
system. However over time these characteristics became ambiguous. 
This was because, although early land transfers to strangers 
could be interpreted as conforming to the system's usual reported 
practices, because the transactions included one or other of its 
characteristics, such as the izjkhonzj relationship or the 
allocation of sufficient land for fields or the jnduna ratifying 
the allocation, at the same time new urban characteristics had 
been introduced. 
The range of options within the Zulu land tenure system was being 
expanded by these transfers of land rights and new variations 
introduced, in that land rights were being transferred, under the 
aegis of entrepreneurial jndunas, by widows, female cognates and 
fictitious agnates (bot.h male and female). These land transfers 
were made to unrelated strangers with no kinship links in the 
area; including affinal links, who were often women, and\or 
members of other polities, including non-Zulu polities. 
Eventually a new (urban based) variation of the Zulu land tenure 
system had developed in Hgaga which included the social units 
found in cities throughout Africa, such as nuclear families, 
three generational female-headed households and individuals on 
their own; and the allocation of residential land rights alone, 
with the transfer including cash, at first over time and then as 
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an outright purchase. 
I have nc..t.. described the range of options within the Zulu land 
tenure system and the incremental extension of these options 
under urban conditions in order to substantiate my argument that 
Hgaga had a system of Zulu land tenure during the study period. 
(I use the existence of an internal dialectic centred around 
fission and integration in the local system as evidence of the 
existence of a system of Zulu land tenure) . 
Rather, I have described the range of options linked to the 
transformation of Hgaga's land tenure system in order to show 
that there is a variety of manifestations of the Zulu land tenure 
system under urban conditions, because of the interrelationship 
between the internal tensions and oppositions in the system and 
the urban environment. Hy approach is that this variety within 
Zulu land tenure practice 
applicability with respect 
in one local system has wider 
to the Zulu ethnography. By 
undertaking a 
ethnography I 
comparative analysis of the Hgaga 
have shown that this variety can 
and Zulu 
be found 
throughout the reported Zulu land tenure system and that there is 
a regularly occurring documented range (variety) of historical 
manifestations of the Zulu land tenure system, including an urban 
variation. I have described, by drawing on the Zulu ethnography 
and the case studies from Hgaga, some of the options within the 
Zulu land tenure system. 
Hgaga's land tenure system was transformed through the behaviour 
of indupas and the individuals who composed the local descent 
group remnants, who manipulated the Zulu land tenure system in 
order to facilitate their own aims. This behaviour was shaped by 
the fission\integration opposition interacting with the wider 
urban environment. Urbanisation promoted the demand for land 
rights by strangers, which led to new variations of social units 
holding land rights. The innovative behaviour of Mgaga's 
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residents, in making this land available to these new variations 
of social units, was facilitated by the tendency towards fission 
inherent in the Zulu land tenure system. The land tenure system 
of Hgaga, by 1980, because of this innovative behaviour, had 
become almost completely individualised and independent of the 
integrating hierarchy associated with the Zulu land tenure 
system, and the role of the induna 
disappeared. 
had almost entirely 
These individualised land rights and their transfer for cash, 
like the new variations of social . units described above, were 
just 'another variation of the Zulu land tenure system. This was 
because the internal dialectic centred around fission and 
integration in the Zulu land tenure system, in the form of the 
community over-rights, still influenced behaviour in the area. 
The individualisation of the areas land rights did not indicate 
that the underlying principles of the local system had changed in 
the Hgaga of 1980 and that it was no longer a system of Zulu land 
tenure. Instead, the behaviours described in the Hgaga of 1980 
only indicated that the tendency towards integration in Hgaga's 
land tenure system was in abeyance at the lower levels of the 
hierarchy, not that it had disappeared. Only if it had 
disappeared would Hgaga's land tenure system not have been a Zulu 
land tenure system. Hy approach therefore is that the informal 
settlement development of Hgaga was an urban manifestation of the 
Zulu land tenure system, and therefore just another manifestation 
of the land tenure system, as are the more commonly accepted 
rural forms of the Zulu land tenure system. 
To conclude, my approach serves as a framework within which it is 
possible to firstly, explain the variations that have been 
reported in the Zulu land tenure system; and secondly, show that 
Hgaga's land tenure system is an urban form of the system. This 
latter aspect raises the issue about the applicability of my 
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framework to other urban land tenure situations outside of the 
~ulu context (see below). 
Comparing Mgaga to the Rest 
of Urban Africa 
Aside from Lloyd (1962) to a small degree, and Aronson (1978) in 
particular (see Chapter One above), there are few publications 
describing the micro-level processes linked to the structural 
tension and transactional behaviours, which are associated with 
land tenure transformations in areas with indigenous systems of 
land tenure in African cities. I have therefore been able to draw 
only a few comparisons between these areas and the Mgaga 
ethnography, mostly by using Aronson's study. 
Aronson's extended case study in peri-urban Ibadan details the 
extensive transactional behaviour, notably coalition formation 
and entrepreneurship, which accompanies the transformation of a 
local land tenure system from a sparsely settled area to a 
densely settled one. Also apparent in his case study -though much 
less explicit and in no 
processes which I have 
transformation of the Zulu 
way 
been 
land 
invoked, are 
arguing are 
tenure system. 
the dialectical 
integral to the 
The dialectical 
integration are 
apparent in his case study -according to my reading of his work. 
Because urban development tends to promote fission -as shown by 
the Mgaga ethnography, the tendency towards fission is easier to 
detect in his case study (see below). 
processes associated with both fission and 
In regard to the tendency towards integration, although Aronson 
(ibid.p.258,264) does not describe a hierarchy per se associated 
with the local land tenure system, he does make reference to a 
segmentary lineage structure and describes a situation where 
local descent groups hold 'community over-rights' (Cross's term 
which I have adopted) in land. It is these community over-rights, 
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which create a measure of the structural tension in African 
systems of land 
integration 
arguing that 
side 
tenurei which I have argued 
of the internal dialectic. 
are 
I 
linked to the 
am therefore 
it is possible to detect the same dialectic at work 
in Aronson's description of the transformation of a local land 
tenure system outside Ibadan, as I found at work transforming 
Hgaga's land tenure system. 
In regard to this, his extended case study shows that coalitions 
are an integral aspect of both the process of change and the role 
of entrepreneurs in an indigenous land tenure system within an 
urban area. However these coalitions do not necessarily form 
along the lines of segmentary opposition -rather, according to my 
reading of Aronson's work, these coalitions crystallize around 
personalities within the local descent group which is selling its 
land. As can be seen in the Zulu ethnography, fission within the 
local descent group, and the coalitions which form as part of 
this process, goes beyond segmentation. 
His case study also demonstrates how entrepreneurs and the people 
who support them, manoeuvre to maximise their positions with 
respect to financial profit and political 
especially with respect to the linked 
gain. These profits, 
aspects of political 
followings and status, have 
seeking to hold and allocate 
long been the goals of individuals 
land within the Zulu land tenure 
system. Also, Aronson makes the point that the person who gets to 
successfully allocate the land in effect becomes "the victorious 
bidder for power" (ibid.p.263), which resonates with the both the 
Zulu and Hgaga ethnography. 
Both Aronson's study and the Hgaga ethnography show that 
entrepreneurial behaviour and coalition formation are integral to 
the process whereby an indigenous land tenure system is 
transformed to one with individualised rights to the land, which 
-mayor may not include the sale of the land, and to high density 
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living and relative independence from the community over-rights. 
Aronson's study shows that this process involves a protracted 
series of transactions and transformations, through a number of 
phases. This resonates with the Mgaga ethnography. Although 
researchers such as vanden Driesen (1971), Field (1945) and Lloyd 
(op.'cit.) have presented case studies of the manipulation of land 
tenure rules, their work, unlike Aronson's and mine, does not 
include this historical unfolding of particular cases. 
Based on Aronson's work, the Mgaga ethnography, and my approach 
to the analysis of the phenomenon, I conclude that indigenous 
systems of land tenure within urban areas in Africa adapt to 
urbanisation via a fluid social field, where land tenure rules 
are manipulated within a complex of social forces. This 
competition and negotiation for personal advantage around land 
rights involves coalition formation and entrepreneurship. 
As I indicated at the outset of this thesis, a number of the 
reported characteristics of informal settlements on indigenous 
land in urban Africa can also be found in the Mgaga ethnography. 
This includes the diminution of the kinship group (described by 
Bettison:1958,196l -for Malawi; and Bruce:198l -for Botswana), 
the individualisation of land rights (Lloyd op.cjt. -Nigeria), 
the sale of land and tenancy and\or lodging of strangers (Lloyd: 
op.cit. -Nigeria; Luning:1965 -Nigeria; vanden Driesen:197l 
Western Niger~a), as well as the role of indigenous political 
structures and their boundaries (Bettison:1961 -Malawi; Peil and 
Sada:1984 -urban Africa; Lloyd op.cjt. -Nigeria; and O'Connor 
:1983 -urban Africa). The transformation of Mgaga's land tenure 
system to urban forms is not an isolated phenomenon, and I 
suggest that my dialectical\transactional approach may well have 
an applicability beyond the context of the Zulu land tenure 
system. 
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Gaps in the Literature Which This 
Thesis has Attempted to Fill 
As already indicated, this thesis has attempted to break new 
ground in a number of areas, and specifically with respect to the 
fact that the Zulu land tenure system has a range of 
manifestations. The additional gaps in the literature which have 
been filled to a greater or lesser degree by this thesis, besides 
those already mentioned above, include: Firstly, the comparative 
use of aerial photographs linked to interview material, to 
describe detailed micro-level behaviour and indigenous boundaries 
and socio-historical processes, was at the outset of the study 
new to the social sciences, at least in South Africa. 
Secondly, although work has previously been done in areas of the 
Zulu land tenure system which have been urbanising, this is the 
first study of a local system of Zulu land tenure influenced by 
the development of a township in an adjacent area. Also, linked 
to this, although this is not the first report about the buying 
and selling of polity land among Zulu-speakers, this is the most 
detailed report about the processes involved, including the role, 
power and influence of the community over-rights at the local 
level. 
Thirdly, I have sought to present the micro-level behaviour of 
the residents of the area over time, as external events unfolded, 
in order . to impart a sense of the effect of the national history 
on people at the local level. ln this it is the first socio-
historical work of its kind in South Africa explaining how an 
informal settlement developed on an indigenous land tenure 
system. With respect to similar micro-level studies of informal 
settlements on indigenous land tenure within urban areas in the 
rest of Africa, while Bettison (1958,1961) and Aronson (op.cit.) 
have explored these processes to some degree, this thesis is more 
detailed, both in terms of ethnography as well as theory, than 
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their published works. 
Fourthly, this has been the first attempt at a description of the 
dynamics which lie behind the definition of iziqodi boundaries in 
the Zulu land tenure system. 
Fifthly, this is the first description of the 
system for townships within the 'homelands' of 
the study period. 
urban management 
South Africa, for 
To conclude, as South Africa and the Natal\KwaZulu region, and 
the D.F.R. in particular, have burgeoning informal settlement 
popUlations which are in desperate need of upgrading at a number 
of levels, I hope that the material and discussions presented 
here will go some way to informing this process. 
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Map 6 The Local Level Unit of study 
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Map 7 Umlazi-Umbumbulu Sub-region 
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Hap 8 'Homelands' in South Africa in 1977 
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Map 9 Durban Metropolitan Area 
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t1ap 12 Areas set Aside for Black Occupation in 1850: 
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Map Twelve taken from Davenport and Hunt (1974:14-15), who quote 
as their source the Report of the Cape Native Laws Commission 
(1883). They state that this map was " .• based on one of two 
submitted by Shepstone to the Cape Natives Law Commission of 1884 
.. (It) .• shows the locations established by Shepstone during the 
1850s. The black circles represent the localities occupied by 
African tribes, which were to be grouped in locations." 
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Hap 13 The Locations (Reserves) in 1905 
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Map 14 The Reserves in 1913 
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government (Mpumalanga); Horne and Glasson Structure Plan for 
Umlazi-Umbumbulu (unpublished); and my field notes. 
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Ma~ 16 Um1azi Township Boundaries 
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Hap Sixteen based on, South African government:l:S0,OOO 
topocadastral series:2930DD,2931CC:1982i Information compiled 
from records in the Survey section, Department of Works, KwaZulu 
government (Hpumalanga)i and my field notes. 
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Map 17 Umlazi Township and Mgagai 
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Map Seventeen based on maps, 'Informal Housing Survey -Black 
Housing Density:l983':l,200,OOO:Dept. of Surveying and Mapping, 
University of Natal (Durban):l985; South African 
government:l:50,OOO topocadastral series:2930DD,293lCC:l982; 
Information compiled from records in the Survey section, 
Department of Works, KwaZulu government (Mpumalanga); and my 
field notes. 
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iMap 18 Mgaga is Divided by the Umlazi Township Boundary 
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Map Eighteen based on; South African government:l:50,OOO 
topocadastral series:2930DD,293lCC:1982; Information compiled 
from records in the Survey section, Department of Works, KwaZulu 
government (Mpumalanga); 1979,1983 aerial photographs of Mgaga 
and Umlazi township adjacent to it: Dept. of Surveying and / 
Mapping, University of Natal (Durban); and my field notes. 
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Map 19 study Area in the Mgaga of 1980 
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Map Nineteen based on; 'A portion of Mgaga in the tribal area of 
Engonyameni':1:2,000:Dept. of Surveying and Mapping, University 
of Natal (Durban): N.D.; 1:2,000orthophotographs of Mgaga:12 
Apri1,1986:FTSZ 324,321,316: Department of Works :KwaZulu 
government; and my field notes. The 1975 Umlazi township boundary 
is from an official of the Umlazi Township Manager's office who 
pointed out the beacons to me. Based on this information 
Professor Scogings of the Dept. of Surveying and Mapping, 
University of Natal (Durban), depicted this boundary for me . on a 
map. This boundary cannot therefore be considered to be 
definitive as it has not been plotted from coordinates. 
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Map Twenty based on; South African government: 1: 50,000 
topocadastral series:2930DD,293ICC:1982; Information compiled 
from records in the Survey section, Department of Works, KwaZulu 
government (Mpumalanga); M.Townsend:1991; and my field notes. 
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Map Twenty One based on: 1959 aerial photograph; Scogings' draft 
map of 1959 aerial photograph; South African government:1:50,OOO 
topocadastra1 series:2930DD, 2931CC:1982; Information compiled 
from records in the Survey section, Department of Works, KwaZulu 
government (Mpumalanga); and my field notes. 
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Map 22 Contours of Study Area 
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Map Twenty Two based on; Contour map of Mgaga:l:2,OOO: Dept. of 
Surveying and Mapping, University of Natal (Durban) 
(unpublished); and my field notes. 
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Map Twenty Three based on; 'A portion of Mgaga in the tribal Area 
of Engonyameni':1:2,000:Dept. of Surveying and Mapping, 
University of Natal (Durban): N.D.; 1:2,000 orthophotographs of 
Mgaga: FTSZ 324,321,316: Department of Works: KwaZulu government: 
12 April,1986; and my field notes. 
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Appendix Two 
Influx control regulations 
The major legislation dealing with the prevention of Black 
urbanisation prior to 1986 was Section 10 of the Blacks (Urban 
Areas) Consolidation Act 25 of 1945 (A.M.Thompson and 
S.F.Coetzee:1987:97-99) (F.Wilson:1972:221). Essentially these 
laws meant that no Black could stay in a 'White urban area' for 
longer than 72 hours unless exempted under Section lOa, b, c or d 
of the Blacks (Urban Areas) Consolidation Act. 
Section 10(a) provided for permanent residence rights by virtue 
of birth and continuous residence in a particular urban area. 
Section lOeb) provided for permanent residence by virtue of 
uninterrupted employment in a specific urban area for a period of 
ten years with a single employer (Thompson and Coetzee 
op.cit.p.97), or a Black person could obtain section 10(b) 
rights, and permanent residence, if s\he "ha(d) lawfully resided 
continuously in such area for a period of not less than fifteen 
years and ha(d) thereafter continued to reside in such area and 
(wa)s not employed outside such area .. " (Wilson:1972:221). If a 
Black person had resided in an urban area for fifteen years and 
worked for more than one employer they could obtain section 10(b) 
rights. 
"The wives and dependent children of those with section (a) or 
(b) rights could obtain section (c) rights" (Thompson and Coetzee 
op.cit.p.97), which meant that they too had permanent residence 
rights in the urban area. With respect to all Blacks who did not 
have sections 10(a),(b) or (c) rights, but who resided in an 
urban area, " •. permission •. to remain has (had to have) been 
granted by an officer appointed to manage a labour bureau" 
(Wilson:1972:221). In other words, "section (d) rights were held 
by all other Black employees for the duration of the (employment) 
contract period" (Thompson and Coetzee op.cit.p.97), which period 
was usually of a duration of 50 weeks. Such people who had 
employment contracts were allowed to be in an urban area during 
the period of the contract only. 
If a Black person did not have either Section 10 (a),(b),(c) or 
(d) rights they were obliged by law to return to the 'homelands'. 
During 1986 the official South African government policy towards 
Black urbanisation changed, the influx control regulations were 
dropped and what was known as the Department of Development Aid, 
who administered these regulations, also changed extensively. 
However, that is not relevant to the study period. 
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Appendjx Three 
Methodology-
The reasons for lOY' choice of study area. 
In 1980 I chose an informal settlement called Mgaga, as it was 
commonly known then, as my field of study. This area was also 
sometimes called KwaMgaga, because of the shop, located on the 
periphery of the informal settlement, which had belonged to the 
Mgaga clan, but which was in ruins by 1980. 
The reasons for my choice of locality, given that there were a 
number of such informal settlements in the Durban area, were: 
Firstly, Mgaga is within a reasonable travelling distance from 
Durban, being approximately half an hour away from the centre of 
Durban, where I lived. 
Secondly, most anthropological investigations into land tenure 
systems in this region have been concerned with what is termed in 
the literature, 'tribal or traditional land tenure' in KwaZulu, 
rather than other South African government held land under Black 
occupation or freehold areas owned by Blacks or Indians and 
occupied by Blacks. All these different land tenure types could 
be found within a half hours' drive from the centre of Durban in 
1980. I decided to investigate an area that was located within 
KwaZulu and had 'tribal tenure' or as I will term it, 'the land 
tenure system of a Zulu polity' such as the Cele-Zulu polity, in 
order to facilitate comparison with the existing anthropological 
literature. 
The location of the study area inside Mgaga. 
Given the nature of anthropological field research methods, it 
was impossible to cover all the relationships from the late 1950s 
to 1980 related to land allocations in the entire area covered by 
Hgaga, which, when the study was undertaken, had a population of 
over 5,000 people. Therefore an area for special focus was 
chosen. Hy choice of area was based on the fact that I wanted to 
study the land tenure system of a Zulu polity, rather than any 
other type of land tenure system; and only a portion of Hgaga 
fell under the Cele-Zu1u polity. I therefore focused on this area 
of Hgaga. 
Platform of entry-. 
I did not use my Inkatha networks as a platform of entry into 
Hgaga or to network in the area during the first year of field 
work, when most of my intensive field work was done. This was 
because I was fully aware of the possibility of introducing bias 
into my information, as Inkatha was known to be linked to Zulu 
social organisation. I based my entire credibility on the name 
and reputation of the University of Natal, or 'Howard College' as 
it was known in Black areas, as I was initially registered at 
that university. At that time the University of Natal had a 
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liberal reputation which was not associated with either Inkatha 
Yenkulllieko Yesizwe (as it was known at that time) or what was 
known as the United Democratic Front (now defunct) or the African 
National Congress, or any other party which represented Black 
aspirations in the region. 
Socio-historical approach. 
As the majority of the fieldwork was done more than a decade 
prior to the writing of the thesis and many political changes 
have happened in South Africa during that time, the thesis, even 
more than is usual, could not be written up as a description of 
contemporary events. This problem has been addressed by taking a 
'socio-historical approach throughout the thesis. 
Fieldwork methods. 
Fieldwork in South African informal settlements is extremely 
problematic (see below). In addition to this, by the end of my 
initial fieldwork in Hgaga I could not reach a coherent 
explanation of events from what the Hgaga residents had 
described. I became aware that the policy applications of the 
prevailing urban management system, which was the foundation for 
the actions of local administrators, dominated the Hgaga 
residents' land tenure system. Yet the policy applications or 
administrative procedures, as they were termed by government 
officials, of this system were largely a mystery to the Hgaga 
residents, as it was to most non-government people. Therefore, 
Hgaga residents' views were only a part of the explanation of the 
history of the area and on their own supplied an insufficient 
explanation for my purposes. H.Townsend had the same problem and 
states that, " .. interviewing only the squatters is insufficient 
on its own .. (as) .. decisions concerning •. (them) .. are taken by 
bodies and individuals beyond their ken .. (Discussions with such 
bodies) .. have made what has happened to the informal settlements 
more understandable" (1991:15). 
These fieldwork problems were addressed in three ways. Firstly, 
aerial photographs of the area were used both to check existing 
field information, and to add additional information on the 
history of the'area (see below). Secondly, fieldwork was extended 
into government circles, in order to obtain an understanding of 
the urban management system and the behaviour of its officials. 
Thirdly, a special attempt was made to interview all available 
key figures in Hgaga's history and scrupulously compare their 
various accounts. This combination of methods enabled me to gain 
access to specific kinds of data conventional anthropology could 
not obtain. 
Each method used to obtain data for this thesis is discussed 
below. 
I.Participant Observation. I first used this method in Hgaga in 
1980, when fieldwork was done intensively over a 3 month period, 
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and during the subsequent decade when less frequent visits were 
made to Hgaga itself. I also did participant observation as an 
applied anthropologist for 8 years, while working at the Inkatha 
Institute. I worked with Zulu-speaking people on problems in 
informal settlements and in the Zulu land tenure system in 
general. I simultaneously did participant observation in 
government circles during that 8 yearsland participated in many 
committee meetings and commissions and undertook hundreds of 
interviews with at least 300 government officials and other 
opinion makers involved in Black occupied areas, both inside and 
outside KwaZulu, specifically in relation to the D.F.R. 
I spent less time as a participant observer in Mgaga than is 
usual for an anthropologist acquiring field data, because my 
study was undertaken during a time of severe repression of, what 
were termed by the authorities, 'squatters', by a powerful urban 
management system (see Chapters Five and Six above). The problem 
of obtaining information under these circumstances was 
exacerbated by my particular field of enquiry, that is, 
historical and contemporary land ownership patterns in the area. 
This factor was at the centre of residents 'illegality' in the 
eyes of the local urban administrators and I am White as were 
most of these urban administrators. As most Hgaga residents 
continually felt that they might be removed and their houses 
demolished my particular field of enquiry led to great 
lAs first a researcher and then the Research Hanager at the 
Inkatha Institute, from 1981 till 1987, I participated in one 
role or another in a range of activities, many of which provided 
research data for this thesis. Some of the research programmes I 
have been involved with, excluding the aerial photographic ones 
mentioned below, include: For the Buthelezi Commission (a KwaZulu 
government initiative) on KwaZulu's land tenure -Cross, Fourie, 
C.J.Bacon, Scogings, Jenkins, J.HcLaughlin (1982); On Kwazulu's 
official policy on informal settlement demolition -J.Bhengu and 
Fourie (1983); For the Umbumbulu Region structure Plan (as a 
consultant to private sector planners and the Dept. of 
Development Aid -Schlemmer, Fourie and Holler (1984); For the 
Urban Foundation -Research on Urbanisation in the D.F.R., using 
key informant interviews, questionnaires and aerial photography -
Fourie (1984a-d,f-j); On Transkeians in an informal settlement -
Fourie (1984k); On the upgrading of an informal settlement 
Fourie (1985); On a so-called Zulu-Pondo 'faction fight' between 
indigenous polity members and informal settlers on polity land -
Fourie, S.Hfayela and Schlemmer (1986); On local government in 
KwaZulu -Fourie (~986a-c); For two other Structure Plans (as a 
consultant to private sector planners and the Dept. of 
Development Aid) -Fourie and P.Perkin (1986) and Perkin, Fourie 
and S.Nkehli (1987); From 1986-1988 I was a member of the KwaZulu 
Land Tenure Working Committee on Land Reform (a policy 
formulating committee set up by the KwaZulu cabinet). 
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circumspection on their part. O'Connor states that such 
circumspection about land by local residents is generally 
encountered in urban Africa, as " .. land ownership is a difficult 
and delicate subject to study in most African cities, not only 
because so much is unrecorded but also because the widespread 
illegality makes, people reluctant to discuss it" (1983:227). 
This meant that information was extremely difficult to obtain in 
the field, a fact that is still true today, according to Townsend 
who did research among informal settlements in present day Um1azi 
township, which lies adjacent to Hgaga. Townsend said that he 
could not gain entry to informal settlements near Mgaga in 1990, 
without being introduced by top members of the African National' 
Congress, who also often had to accompany him ~hile he did his 
interviewing (1991:14). The gaps I found in my data were not 
because I had overlooked certain issues, but rather because of 
the above factors. 
Participant observation as a method of obtaining data was only of 
limited use in Hgaga for the above reasons, and I therefore had 
to use a range of other techniques, both to acquire sufficient 
information and to validate the information on the topic. 
I used participant observation as a method on its own to acquire 
the field data from government circles on the operation of the 
urban management system. 
2.Key Informant Interviewing. As P.J.Pelto states "This 
methodology has been .. - indispensable for recovering information 
about ways of living that have ceased to exist, or have been 
sharply modified, by the time the field worker arrives on the 
scene." (1970:95). Consequently this methodology was crucial to 
an investigation of the genesis of Hgaga, as the historical land 
tenure system in the area had either ceased to exist or had been 
modified. However, I was aware of the need to quantify the data 
and avoid key informant bias, which is a weakness in this method 
if used on its own. 
Key informant interviews were used together with participant 
observation, and the historical aspects of the key informant 
interviews were validated by using aerial photography of the area 
over a 50 year period (see below). Also, the contemporary land 
tenure system's information was compared with questionnaire 
information and comparative research in other areas in the D.F.R. 
(see below). 
In order to gather as much historical information about land and 
settlement patterns in the area as possible every household 2who 
2This term is defined in Chapter Ten above. 
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had lived in and\or moved to the study area3before 1968, the 
vast majority of whom were still resident in the area (nine 
households in all), were interviewed about their life history, as 
well as on the history of the area. I also interviewed all the 
households (seven in all) who had moved into that part of the 
study area which had not been taken (alienated) for Umlazi 
township (see Chapter Six above) between 1968 and 1976, and who 
were still resident in the area. I could only trace about one-
third of these households in the area. I interviewed them about 
their life history, as well as on the history of the area. All 
the various historical and genealogical accounts were then cross-
, checked and if possible return interviews made a number of times. 
About half of these residents were interviewed more than once. 
Though these interviews were focused on the history of the area 
they were open ended interviews. A few important people who were 
not resident in Hgaga, but had been involved in its history, or 
knew about its history, were also used as key informants. 
To obtain information on the land tenure system's rules in the 
Hgaga of 1980 was no problem and day to day discussion on the 
issue elicited most of the data, with only a few key informants 
being interviewed. I also interviewed some of the key government 
officials who had been involved with the area, specifically about 
their activities in Hgaga and Umlazi township. All the names of 
the people interviewed, whether resident in Hgaga, local polity 
officials or government officials, have been either withheld or 
changed in the thesis. 
3.Aerial Photography4. As this method 
anthropological use and was important 
is relatively new to 
to the study I will 
3See Chapter Two and Appendix One Hap Six above. 
4wThe definition of aerial photography is that it is the 
capture of vertical photographic images on a plate taken from an 
aircraft using a serial metric aerial photographic camera. W The 
definition of aerial photographic interpretation is that (i) "it 
is an established science" (ii) "the interpreter must understand 
and read into what the photograph is displaying as a whole. The 
interpreter then generalises from individual details which relate 
to each other to build up statements about patterns that are 
present" (iii) "some of the types of individual details an 
interpreter looks at to build the whole description of what exist 
in terms of land use and human settlement patterns are: dwelling 
densities, dwelling types, arrangements of dwellings, 
agricultural use, roads, proximity to urban areas, terrain, 
steepness, schools, shops, geo-political information in relation 
to boundaries, influence of both urban and rural planning, as 
well as general knowledge of the area." (Fourie et al:1987:l1-
12). 
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describe it fully5. All my knowledge and much of the 
interpretation of the Hgaga data comes from working with 
Professor D.Scogings of the Chair of Photogrammetry in the 
Department of Surveying and Happing, at the University of Natal 
(Durban). I acquired my knowledge while I was involved in many 
long term research programmes with this department, over a period 
of a decade. Host of my research, published works and maps done 
during this time were connected with the use of aerial 
photographs, the enumeration of houses in informal settlements 
and the interpretation of settlement patterns, over time, which 
had changed or transformed or were changing or transforring under 
the influence of urbanisation in the D.F.R. and KwaZulu . 
Aerial photography and its interpretation is an accepted science 
and ftAerial photographs do not lie. They are objective and reveal 
the truth. It is in the interpretation of the photograph that 
subjectivity creeps in. If agreement is reached on which patterns 
are being identified, two or more aerial photograph interpreters 
should reach the same conclusion as to what patterns are found on 
the photograph. Such cross-checking or verification procedures 
therefore reduce subjectivity by the interpreter to negligible 
proportions. ft (Fourie, Scogings, D.Aitken, R.Hillermann: 
1987:11). 
Aerial photographs of South Africa are taken every couple of 
years by central government for a range of purposes. These 
photographs can be purchased. In addition to this, other bodies, 
such as the Urban Foundation, required photographs of the D.F.R. 
from time to time and commissioned the Dept. of Surveying and 
Happing, University of Natal (Durban) to take these aerial 
photographs. This meant that aerial photographs of the Hgaga 
area, dating back decades, were readily available. I used the 
5The link between aerial photographic interpretation and 
social science data is relatively well researched from the side 
of the photogrammetrists, and includes studies by P.O.Adeniyi 
(1980); J.F.01orunfemi (1984); C.A.de Bruijn (1987); and 
L.Eekhout, S.E.Piper and Scogings (1987). This link has been far 
less researched by social scientists, especially relative to 
areas with systems of indigenous land tenure. 
6See Haarhoff (1980) -where he acknowledges my technical 
input into his study; Jenkins et a] (1986); Fourie (1986a); 
Fourie et al (1987); as examples of my research in the area of 
aerial photography and the analysis of settlement. I have also 
been involved in the production of maps based on information 
using this technique; 'Informal Housing Survey:Black Housing 
Density -Durban':1983:1,200,000:Dept. of Surveying and Happing, 
University of Natal (Durban):1985; Shack Areas in Greater Durban: 
Inkatha Institute:1986; Preliminary Happing of Settlement 
Distribution KwaZulu/Nata1:1:250,000:Inkatha Institute:1987. 
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aerial photographs of the area, taken over a period of 50 years, 
to obtain additional information on the history of the area and 
to verify information obtained from interviews and participant 
observation in the area. The years for which aerial photographs 
were available of Hgaga which I used were 1937,1953,1959,1968, 
1976,1979,1980,1983. 
From this series of aerial photographs taken of Hgaga over time 
" .. the changes in settlement patterns were recorded .. Also 
recognisable on the photographs were the original (as from 1937) 
homesteads, the clustering of new homesteads around them, the 
changing and\or diminishing areas of agriculture, the appearance 
of much subsequent emijoodo]o.. (informal settlement) .. 
development .. A crosswise comparison was undertaken to: i)check 
common data ii)comparr .. data." (Jenkins, Scogings, Hargeot, Fourie, Perkin:1986:60) . 
One example of the results of the comparison of interview data 
with historical aerial photographic data was that new residents 
consistently claimed an earlier occupation date than was apparent 
on the photographs. It was in their interests to do this, because 
length of time in an area often served, at that time, as an 
indicator of legal land rights. Townsend (1991) also found that 
claims made by what he terms 'squatters' did not tally with 
information on aerial photographs. I accepted the comparative 
aerial photographic information as the truth and used it to 
assess the veracity of the interview data and the use of oral 
traditions in my interview material. By using both sources of 
information I have been able to describe the history of the land 
tenure system in the area and identify sources of conflict and 
tension related to the internal dialectic centred around fission 
and integration in the area (see Chapters Two, Nine and Ten 
7The Jenkins et al (1986) report was based on a number of 
prior research programmes which had been undertaken for other 
reasons. For example, I made available portions of the research 
which I had undertaken previously specifically for this degree, 
and this material was acknowledged as such in the Jenkins et al 
(1986) report. After my first stint in the field at Hgaga, 
Professor Scogings suggested that I acquire the old aerial 
photographs of the area and use them for comparative purposes. To 
undertake this exercise, I supplied the information on the 
history of the area from my interviews in Hgaga and Professor 
Scogings supplied the aerial photographic interpreter's skills. 
This combination enabled us to interpret and verify a number of 
events in the Hgaga area over the last 50 years. Also, based on 
these findings, this method of assessing settlement was 
extrapolated to other areas in the D.F.R. and later the whole of 
KwaZulu, with people such as Hargeot expanding the scope of the 
method on the aerial photographic side. 
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above), such as the dispute over the izigodj8or ward boundaries. 
4.Questionnaires. P.Stopforth9 made available to me the uncoded 
survey data from 100 questionnaires done in Hgaga in 1978. As a 
few of the questions related to land in the area, mostly 
contemporary land tenure system arrangements, I analyzed these by 
hand. In 1983 I was responsible for a large survey of all the 
informal settlements of the D.F.R., including Hgaga, in which 
area my field assistants did the pilot survey. The survey 
included questions related to contemporary land tenure system 
arrangements. Information from both surveys was used for 
comparative purposes with information obtained in Hgaga by 
. participant observation and key informant interviewing. These 
surveys also allowed me to quantify some aspects of my research 
findings, especially in relation to the new urban land tenure 
system. 
S.other Research Projects. As already indicated, following on 
from my research in Hgaga, I have been involved in a large range 
of research programmes over the last decade in the informal 
settlements of the D.F.R. Host, if not all, of these programmes 
have been concerned in one way or another with the land tenure 
system of informal settlements. Although I did not spend lengthy 
periods in the areas myself, I had a number of highly trained 
field assistants operating in informal settlements every day of 
the year, and some of these days were also in Hgaga. This meant 
that I had access to a vast amount of information about these 
areas, information which I used not only to assess, check and 
expand my Hgaga data and findings, but also to expand my 
knowledge and understanding of the Zulu land tenure system in 
informal settlements (see Chapters Three, Four, Ten and Eleven 
above). 
SA working definition of this term is given in Chapter Two 
with a more detailed discussion in Chapter Ten above. 
9The unpublished survey conducted in Hgaga in 1978, by 
Stopforth of the Centre of Applied Social Sciences, was one of a 
series of research programmes into informal settlements 
undertaken by this research unit during the 1970s. The uncoded 
survey data was lent to me by Stopforth who gave me permission to 
analyze it and use it in my thesis. other than this the material 
has not been written up to my knowledge. 
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Appendix Four 
The Lepal Situation in Regard to the Land Tenure System in 
KwaZulu 
The freehold title2to abo~t 94 percent of all land in KwaZulu, 
up until the end of 1986, belonged to what was known as the 
South African Development Trust (S.A.D.T.). The other 
approximately 5.5 percent of the land was owned in freehold by 
Black individuals (KwaZulu Government Service Final Report of the 
Select Committee on Land Tenure in KwaZu1u:1975b:7). 
Therefore the former S.A.D.T. had an extremely powerful and often 
decisive role in relation to the land tenure system of KwaZulu up 
until the end of 1986. The S.A.D.T. had acquired the title to 
these areas under the Development Trust and Land Act (Act 18 of 
1936). All allocations of land done by township officials or 
Tribal Authorities' or polity officials, during this time period, 
was on an agency basis acting for the S.A.D.T. 
The majority of the people living within the boundaries of 
KwaZulu, in urban and rural areas, lived on land that they did 
not own, that is, they did not have the freehold title. Rather, 
they had been given various rights to the land (described below 
and in Chapters Three, Four, Ten and Eleven above), apart from 
that of ownership. 
The legal land tenure system in rural and urban KwaZu1u was that 
individual Black residents had various forms of land rights with 
lAII the information below, unless otherwise stated, comes 
from interviews with government officials directly concerned with 
the land tenure system of KwaZulu. 
2Full ownership, the legal term used in South Africa, is 
more often known as freehold. Although the term freehold is not 
legally correct in this country it is commonly used in the 
literature and I follow this tradition. 
lup until 1986 the "dominus" or freehold title or right of 
ownership to land in KwaZulu was held by what was known as the 
S.A.D.T. Provision was made by way of proclamation R232 of 1986 
(South African Government Gazette:24 December,1986) for most, but 
not all, of this land to be endorsed into the ownership of the 
KwaZulu Government. In 1991 the Abolition of Racially Based Land 
Measures Act No.108 ot' 1991 (South African Government Gazette:28 
June,199l) scrapped the acts which had given the former S.A.D.T. 
these rights. The acts were the Black (formerly Native) Land Act 
No.27 of 1913 and the Development (formerly Native) Trust and 
Land Act No.18 of 1936 (see Chapter Five above). What was known 
as the S.A.D.T. was finally scrapped in April,1992. 
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respect to, or relative to, the S.A.D.T. title. In T.W.Bennett's 
terms, the former S.A.D.T. had ownership\dominium4which implied 
an 'absolute' right to the land and the rights held by Blacks in 
these areas were "lesser rights contingent on grants by the 
dominus" (1985:175). 
The title deeds associated with the various legal land tenures 
within the land tenure system, which were available to Blacks in 
KwaZulu, were defined by two proclamations. Proclamation R293 of 
1962 (as amended) for proclaimed townships, which consisted of 
the majority of urban areas, and Proclamation R188 of 1969 (as 
amended) for rural areas. Table Two below attempts to clarify the 
legal land tenure position in KwaZulu in the 1970s and early 
1980s. Those land tenures applicable to Hgaga are described below 
the table. 
TABLE TWO LEGAL LAND TENURE SYSTEM OF KWAZULU 1969-1986 
Full Ownership Held 
by: 
Legal Provisions 
Allocating\Enabling 
Rights 
Types of Titles 
Available 
south African Development 
Trust 
(A) 
Townships 
Proclama-
tion R293 
I.Deed of 
Grant 
2.Certi -
ficate of 
Occupation 
3.99 Year 
Leasehold 
(B) 
Rural Areas 
Proclama-
tion R188 
I.Zulu Land 
Tenure 
System 
2.Permis-
sion to 
Occupy 
3.0uitrent 
Individual 
Freehold 
Owners 
Proclamation 
R188 
I.Freehold 
With reference to the table, up until the 1980s, individually 
owned freehold land was automatically expropriated and 
compensation paid for the land, by the former S.A.D.T., prior to 
the development of a township. Therefore there was no freehold 
land in any official formal townships in the 'homelands'. This 
meant that all freehold in KwaZulu occurred in the rural areas. 
Hgaga, divided by a proclaimed township boundary (see Appendix 
4The terms dominium and ownership are extensively discussed 
in Chapter Three above. 
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One Hap Nineteen above), was therefore completely owned by the 
former S.A.D.T. -during the study period, but split between two 
different and mutually exclusive legal land tenure systems. West 
of the proclaimed township boundary (see Appendix One Map 
Nineteen above), Mgaga was controlled by termS defined in 
Proclamation R188 of 1969. As shown on Table Two above, this 
meant that the only types of legal land tenures available to 
Black individuals in the western section of Hgaga was the Zulu 
land tenure system (see below and Chapters Four, Ten and Eleven 
above), permission to occupy -which was only granted for shops in 
rural areas, or quitrent -an ob~olete land tenure title in 
KwaZulu no longer in everyday use. In effect therefore, only 
the Zulu land tenure system was legally available in the western 
section of Hgaga. 
East of the proclaimed township boundary in Mgaga (see Appendix 
One Map Nineteen above), Hgaga was controlled by terms defined in 
Proclamation R293 of 1962. As shown in Table Two above, this 
meant that the only types of legal land tenure titles available 
to Black individuals in the eastern section of Hgaga were deed of 
grant, certificate of occupation and 99 year leasehold. These 
titles· were not in effect available in Hgaga because, according 
to the town planning scheme for the area at that time, the area 
was too steep for conventional housing. This meant that no 
officially approved housing could be built in this part of Hgaga, 
and therefore no Black individual who wanted to live there could 
obtain a deed of grant, certificate of occupation or 99 year 
leasehold6 title, because these titles were linked to 
conventional housing. 
In effect no Black individual could obtain any legal land title 
in the eastern section of Hgaga at all, firstly because the 
accepted legal titles for urban land tenures had been excluded by 
town planning standards and secondly, because the Zulu land 
tenure system, as a legal land tenure system, was not an accepted 
land tenure system under Proclamation R293. Anybody who built a 
house there was breaking the law and therefore all buildings in 
that part of Mgaga were illegal. 
In relation to "gaga, the legal land tenures types which 
influenced the area were the deed of grant, certificate of 
occupation and the Zulu land tenure system. As the other title 
SAt the beginning of the 1980s only a few old quitrent 
titles existed in KwaZulu. 
699 year leasehold, though legally available in KwaZulu 
through Proclamation 293 of 1962, was not used by the KwaZulu 
government. This was because the deed of grant gave more rights 
to the individual, in that it was granted in perpetuity, by 
comparison to the 99 year leasehold. 
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deeds mentioned in Table Two above did not have any direct 
relevance to Mgaga they will not be discussed further. 
The deed of grant and certificate of occupation were the title 
deeds available in Umlazi township. The types of rights conferred 
by the deed of grant (see below) probably served as models for 
the new, albeit illegal, urban land tenure types in Mgaga. The 
idea of selling land and houses and renting land and houses 
probably came directly from the land tenure examples available in 
Umlazi township. 
The Zulu land tenure system was the legal land tenure system 
available to Black individuals in the western section of Mgaga. 
Townshjp tjtles 
a)The deed of grant. This title was a weak form of ownership in 
that the individual would own the house and land, under certain 
conditions, in perpetuity, unless the S.A.D.T. wished to exercise 
its right of full ownership -i.e. up until the end of 1986. The 
owner could also sell the house and land, subject to certain 
conditions, such as the ethnic status of the buyer. Some of the 
restrictions included in the title related to the ethnic group of 
the title holder, that is, in KwaZulu the title-holder had to be 
Zulu-speaking. This title was very common in KwaZulu with about 
50 percent of all houses in the townshfps eventually being held 
under this system up to the end of 1986 . 
b)Certificate of occupation. This title was a right to rent a 
house in perpetuity. Heirs did not have an automatic title but 
were supposed to be given first option for the title in the case 
of the death of the title holder. All administration concerning 
this title was the responsibility of the Township Manager's 
office, which was also responsible for the allocation of such 
houses for rent in accordance with the waiting list. Generally 
such allocations were done to conform with influx control 
regulations. Lodgers' permits, which were permits which allowed 
non-family members to reside with township residents, were also 
administered from the Township Manager's office. The certificate 
of occupation or renting of township houses was very common in 
KwaZulu, with probably half of the houses being occupied in this 
manner. 
Rura] title 
The Zulu land tenure system (see Chapters Four, Ten and Eleven 
1Mr.R.Hillermann, Principal Land Surveyor, KwaZulu 
government (personal communication). 
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above) 8. 
In relation to the legal land tenure position in the polity 
areas, I refer to a portion of the KwaZulu Government Final 
Report of the Select Committee on Land Tenure in KwaZulu which 
describes this position and which was law up till 1991 
(1975b:Annexure 1:6-12). I quote this at length because it forms 
an important background to the thesis. This lengthy quote 
summarises, in terms of central government policy of that time, 
the South African government acts pertaining to the Zulu land 
tenure system in KwaZulu during the study period . 
. Quoting from the KwaZulu Report, 
"In terms of the Bantu Land Act (Act No.27 of 1913), the 
Bantu Administration Act (Act No.38 of 1927) and the Bantu 
Trust and Land Act (Act No.18 of 1936), a number of 
proclamations dealing with the allocation and control of 
land have been promulgated .. The proclamation in force at 
the time of preparing this report is Proclamation No. R.188 
of 1969 .. ". 
The KwaZulu Report continues by describing the general features 
of "communal tenure" as it terms it, and I quote, 
"The Cape of Good Hope Commission on Native Laws and Customs 
of 1883, found that according to Bantu custom, the land 
occupied by a tribe was theoretically regarded as the 
property of the paramount chief who, in relation to the 
tribe, was trustee holding it for the people, who occupied 
and used it in subordination to him on communal principles. 
Under the tribal system the basic idea was occupation by the 
tribe as a whole, and land was not regarded as a negotiable 
or commercial asset, the idea of actual legal ownership of 
the soil not having been developed. 
Each tribesman ordinarily received from the chief or deputy 
chief a homestead allotment for residential purposes, and an 
arable allotment for cultivation, polygamists (sic) 
obtaining a separate land or arable allotment for each wife. 
The remainder of the tribal holding was utilised as common 
pasturage from which, as membership of the tribe increased 
and fresh household (sic) were formed, further portions were 
allotted to additional households. 
The so-called communal tenure under which the land is held 
in the majority of the Bantu Reserves, is an adaptation of 
8This description is of the legal land tenure position in 
KwaZulu during the study period. This position did not 
necessarily accord with that reported by chiefs, indunas and 
ordinary indigenous polity members or that reported over time by 
various anthropologists. 
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the traditional tribal system of land usage. The ownership 
remains in the State (the actual ownership having been 
vested in the S.A. Native Trust) while the use and 
occupation is enjoyed by the Bantu inhabitants by means of 
residential sites, arable allotments and communal pasturage. 
After the death of the holders of the land, the rights of 
occupation ipso facto terminate, but in practice the heir or 
heirs, under a system of primogeniture normally assume 
occupation, with the consent of the authorities, which are 
the Native Commissioners of the district concerned, or in 
some cases, the chiefs or headmen, in accordance with the 
relevant regulations. 
NATIVE LOCATIONS AND RESERVES (EXCLUDING MISSION RESERVES). 
While the allocation of land is in the hands of the chiefs 
and headmen, not only is this power subject to the 
overriding authority of the Native Commissioner, but the 
manner of allocation as well as the rights of the individual 
to the land allotted to him are governed not by Bantu 
custom, but by Government regulations .. ". 
According to the KwaZulu Report, 
"The main features of the communal system of land tenure may 
be summarized as follows: 
(l)the land is divided into allotments for residential and 
cultivation purposes respectively, with a communal grazing 
commonage. With certain exceptions, the control of the land 
is vested in the local officials, in consultation with the 
chief or headman concerned; 
(2)the average extent of a residential site is half morgan 
and an arable allotment from four to five morgan, although 
in practice, owing to shortage of land, many allotments are 
smaller than the prescribed areas; 
(3)the principle of "one-man-one-plot" is enforced with 
provision for polygamous households and other special cases; 
(4)married men, or single women with family obligations, are 
regarded as being entitled to land; 
(5)the allotment holder usually receives a document of 
occupation, which is an extract from the Native 
Commissioner's land register; 
(6)no charge is generally made for 
occupy land, but the annual local 
(which in practice means per wife) 
men; 
the right to use and 
tax of Rl.OO per hut 
is payable by married 
(7)alienation, when it is allowed, is subject to the consent 
of the controlling official (the Native Commissioner). The 
rights are not heritable, but windows (sic) and their heirs 
have first claim to re-allotment if the Native Commissioner 
is satisfied that they require the land; and 
(8)there is no security of tenure, the rights being subject 
to forfeiture for various reasons, prescribed in the 
regulations. The rights are personal and free disposition 
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either inter vivos or mOTtic causa, is not conceded." 
(KwaZu1u Government Final Report of the Select Committee on 
Land Tenure in KwaZu1u:1975b:Annexure 1:6-12). 
The above describes the de jure rather than the de facto position 
concerning the ,system of Zulu land tenure. The fact that these 
positions are not the same is discussed in Chapters Two and Three 
above. 
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Appendix Five 
Black Access to Land jn South Afrjca 
The 1913 and 1936 Land Acts provided for land to be set aside for 
Black, or in the words of the Acts, 'native' occupation and 
ownership. Each of the four provinces of South Africa had a 
designated quota of land set aside for 'natives', which added 
together gave Blacks rights to about thirteen percent of the land 
in South Afr ica1• 
Table Three below details, among other things, the proportions of 
Black population to land that was available for Black occupation 
and\or ownership, both within South Africa (including the TBVC 
areas) and within Natal\KwaZulu, as a consequence of the 1913 and 
1936 Land Acts, prior to the scrapping of these Acts in 1991. 
It was the division of these provincial quotas of land or 
'reserves', as they were also known, which supplied the majority 
of the land for the creation of the present day 'homelands'. 
" .. (T)he Promotion of Bantu Self-Government Act in 1959 which 
introduced the concept of ethnic bantustans, (was) to be based on 
the existing reserves" (Surplus People's Project:1983:Vol 4:37). 
IThe figure of 13 percent has been widely used in academic 
writings (Surplus People's Project:1983:Vol 4:31; Cross and 
Haines:1988:8l). It is based on the Black Land Act No.27 of 1913 
allocation of 10,5 million morgan, as well as the Development and 
Land Act No.18 of 1936 additional allocation of 7,25 million 
morgan. These allocations made a total of 17,75 million morgan 
which could be acquired for Black land use (Surplus People's 
Project:1983:Vol 4:29-31). 17,75 million morgan converts to 
152,030 km2, which is approximately 13 percent of the total 
surface area of South Africa, which is 1,221,042 km2 
(J.Paxton:1976) (see Table Three below). However, this figure is 
not necessarily accurate, as it is not known how much of the land 
designated by the 1936 Act for allocation to Blacks, has already 
been allocated. Also, this figure was not accepted by officials 
in what was known as the Department of Development Aid as 
accurate. 
Whole of South 
Africa (km2) 
Black (km2) 
White, Coloured 
and Indian (km2) 
Natal\fwaZulu 
Region (km2) 
KwaZul u 10 (km2 ) 
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TABLE THREE LAND TO RACE RATIOS 
IN SOUTH AFRICA PRIOR TO 1991 
Area 
l,221,04i 
152,03d 
1,069,012 
92,140 8 
30,270 
Population 
28,866,200 3 
20,871,923 5 
6 7,994,277 
9 6,162,302 
3,482,69011 
2John Paxton (ed.) The statesman's Year-Book-Statistical and 
Historical Annual of the states of the World for the Year 1976\7, 
MacMillan (1976). 
3Thompson and Coetzee (1987:69), based on the 1980 South 
African population census and including the TBVC areas. 
~The Black Land Act No.27 of 1913 allocated 10,5 million 
morgen for Black use. The Development Trust and Land Act No.18 of 
1936 added another 7,25 million morgen, making a total of 17,75 
million morgen which may be acquired for Black use (Surplus 
People's Project:1983:29-31). 17,75 million morgen converts to 
152,030 km2. 
5 Thompson and Coetzee (1987) give no figure for the total 
Black population of South Africa (including T.B.V.C. areas) for 
1980. The South African population census for 1980 (Report No.02-
80-13) gives the Black population of South Africa and the Ciskei 
-which at the time of the census was still regarded as part of 
the R.S.A. according to Smit (1985~125), as 17,022,248. This 
figure does not include the Black population of the Transkei, 
Bophutatswana and Venda, which were so-called independent 
'homelands'. Therefore the S.A. population census figure for the 
Black population does not allow me to draw comparisons with 
Thompson and Coetzee's total population figure for the whole of 
South Africa (including the T.B.V.C. areas). Also, the S.A. 
census population figure does not allow me to compare the 
population of the whole country (including the T.B.V.C. areas) 
with reference to the amount of land allocated for Black use in 
the whole country (including the T.B.V.C. areas). 
In order to reach a Black population figure for the whole country 
(including T.B.V.C. areas) for 1980 I have therefore taken 
Thompson and Coetzee's total population figure for the whole 
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The application of the Land Acts in conjunction with the 
Promotion of Self-government Act No.46 of 1959 (and subsequent 
acts), had additional implications for Blacks in South Africa. 
Having originalln limited Black access to land in general to thirteen percent, individual Black access was now further 
curtailed by the ethnic spatial location of Black people. For 
example, Zulu-speakers could not obtain land in the Transkei, an 
area designated for Xhosa-speakers. A Xhosa-speaker could not 
obtain land in Venda, and so on. Exceptions to these rules were 
country (including T.B.V.C. areas) -i.e. 28,866,200, and 
established that the difference between their figure and the S.A. 
population census figure (Report No.02-80-l3) -i.e. 25,016,525, 
for the total population of South Africa (including Ciskei), is 
3,849,675. I therefore use this figure as the population figure 
for the T.B.V. areas in 1980; and as these areas were almost 
entirely Black I have also assumed this figure to be the Black 
population of the T.B.V. areas in 1980. I have added this figure 
of 3,849,675 to the 1980 S.A. population census figure (Report 
No.02-80-13), which gives the total Black population of South 
Africa (including the Ciskei) as 17,022,248, and concluded that 
the total Black population for South Africa (including the 
T.B.V.C. areas) in 1980 was 20,871,923. 
61980 S.A. population census (Report No. 02-80-13). 
7This includes the whole of Natal and KwaZulu, as well as a 
small part of KwaZulu, in the magisterial district of 
Simdlangentsha (see Appendix One Hap Four above), which is inside 
the Transvaal provincial boundary. 
8Unpublished figures produced by Hr. R.Hillermann, Principal 
Land Surveyor, Department of Interior, KwaZulu Government (1987). 
'1980 S.A. population census (Report No. 02-80-13). 
lOThis includes the whole of KwaZulu, including the 
magisterial district of Simd1angentsha, according to the most up 
to date available set of boundaries, depicted on the 'Preliminary 
Happing of Settlement Distribution KwaZulu\Nata1' map: Inkatha 
Institute (1987). 
11 1980 South African population census (Report No. 02-80-
13), excluding those Blacks resident in Natal or on former 
S.A.D.T. land outside of KwaZulu. 
12This 13 percent excludes 'Black spots', which is "African 
freehold land .. acquired before the 1913 Land Act .. which lie .. 
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permitted only with Ministerial authorization. The administration 
of this ethnic formula for access to land in the 'homelands' was 
done under Proclamation Rl88 of 1969 for rural areas and 
Proclamation R293 of 1962 for township areas. 
outside the scheduled or released areas (Surplus People's 
Project:1983:Vol 4:xi). They were not included in the land set 
aside by the 1913 and 1936 Land Acts for Blacks in South Africa. 
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Appendix Six 
KwaZulu's Policy Towards Informal Settlements 
To my knowledge no policy document existed during the period of 
the study describing the KwaZulu government's policy on informal 
settlements. The reason being probably because informal 
settlements fell under South Africa's 'anti-squatting laws' (see 
below), and were not within the legislative jurisdiction of the 
KwaZulu government. 
Within KwaZulu two sets of laws operated simultaneously, South 
African legislation and KwaZulu legislation. Whether or not an 
issue fell under one set of laws or the other was according to 
which powers and responsibilities central government had handed 
to the KwaZulu government, for example education and agriculture 
had been handed over but not township administration. It also 
depended on whether or not the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly had 
passed its own legislation on the issue. If the South African 
government had not passed the powers and responsibilities which 
affected that issue to the KwaZulu government then the South 
African legislation remained law. Under these conditions KwaZulu 
officials could not hold an official policy. 
The issue of 'squatting' or informal settlements did not fall 
within the jurisdiction of the KwaZulu government because of 
Proclamation R293 of 1962, the central government legislation 
which laid down land use for all townships in the 'homelands' 
throughout South Africa. 
The specific 'anti-squatting laws' which were used by central 
government officials, and which applied to all the 'homelands', 
were Chapter Four of the Development Trust and Land Act No.18 of 
1936 (South African Government: White Paper on 
Urbanisation:1986). In addition to this, according to one central 
government official, there were provisions made against squatting 
in the National States Constitution Act 21 of 1971. However, the 
same official went on to state that, these laws had "never been 
activated" in KwaZulu up to 1980 when my study period ended. 
The reason for their not being activated, despite the fact that 
there were numerous informal settlements in KwaZulu, was because 
both Chief Hinister H.G.Buthelezi and other Hembers of the 
KwaZulu Legislative Assembly intervened to prevent central 
government officials from removing what were known as 'squatter 
enclaves'. I heard of at least two such cases, Hgaga itself (see 
ethnography -Chapters Seven and Eight above) and Halukazi. Though 
having no official power to prevent the demolition of informal 
settlement housing, KwaZulu politicians did use their political 
influence to prevent it. 
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period, given the above, is in Inhlabamkosi (Clarion Cal]), the 
official magazine of the KwaZulu government. It states that, 
" .• the challenge .. (is one) .. of creating a policy for these 
areas which is both humanitarian (ubuntu botho is the prevailing 
philosophy of Inkatha .. ) and pragmatic in its choice of 
development strategy." It goes further, "The KwaZu1u government 
and Inkatha have always made it very clear that they will not 
tolerate the eviction of people without alternative accommodation 
being supplied for their use. Chief Buthe1ezi has over the years 
intervened both in Ha1ukazi and other shack areas to prevent the 
demolishment of shacks and eviction of people, and has stated 
clearly that people cannot be expected to sleep in the gutters." 
Also, "KwaZu1u is exploring the methods whereby informal 
settlements and housing practices and procedures can be 
recognised and legalised." And "At the present time the shack 
area known as Unit 10 near Hpumalanga Township is being surveyed 
for upgrading .. the residents will remain, and services will be 
supplied." (J.Bhengu and Fourie:1983:4-5,7). 
KwaZulu's pragmatic policy also allowed for informal settlement 
residents to be compensated, for their land and houses, and moved 
from Ha1ukazi to Folweni, in order to clear the area for the 
extension of Um1azi township. The KwaZulu government has "had to 
support the relocation of the residents of Halukazi in order to 
effect improvements in the lives of as many people as possible in 
the long term" (ibid.p.6). 
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~pendjx Seven 
D.F.R. Population jn ]983 
TABLE FOUR DeFeRe POPULATION 
Group 
White 
Coloured 
Indian 
Black Formal 
Black Informal 
Black Total 
Total 
Estimated Population 
in 1983 
357,700 
63,440 
540,834 
733,770 
1,345,983 
2,079,753 
3,041,727 
Source: Inkatha Institute (1986). 
Percentage of Total 
Population in 1983 
11,76 
2,09 
17,78 
24,12 
44,25 
68,37 
100,00 
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Appendix Eight 
Responsibilitiep of What was Known as the Department of 
Development Aid 
Introduction. Up until 1986 what was known as the Department of 
Development Aid was responsible for most aspects of Black South 
African's lives, including education, justice, agriculture, land 
use, local and regional government etc. Below I outline those 
responsibilities of the former Department which were related to 
the urban management system of the period, which influenced 
Mgaga. 
(a)The Department administered the reserves and 'non-independent 
homelands', where the majority of the country's Blacks resided. 
This included the townships in the 'homelands', as well as the 
rural areas. They did this on behalf of the owner of the land, 
which was the former South African Development Trust (S.A.D.T.), 
until the end of 1986. The S.A.D.T. also fell under the 
jurisdiction of this department. 
(b)AII planning of Black areas was done by the Department in 
relation to the location and development of townships, industry, 
transport, infrastructure, agricultural schemes etc. in such 
areas. 
(c)The two proclamations, R188 of 1969 and R293 
which all areas (rural and urban) in the 
~~;:;::~:~ 2 .w~l~ 8 a~~sn i:ste~r ed; orwer~er a1efafr:CatsedanbdY 
areas. 
of 1962, under 
'non-independent 
and through the 
R293 for urban 
(d)The Department either built townships themselves or put out 
the contract on an agency basis to a neighbouring White 
municipality or Administration Board 3 • Such a contract involved 
lAlthough some of this information has been referred to in 
the literature, this is an attempt to describe the 
responsibilities of the former Department holistically, with 
reference to the urban management system which affected many 
Black South Africans. Most of this information on these 
Departmental responsibilities has been acquired through 
participant observation and key informant interviewing in 
government circles and was acquired when I expanded my 
ethnographic boundaries. 
2see K.Horrell for a comparison between 'homeland' townships 
administered under R293 of 1962 and non-'homeland' townships, 
such as Soweto, administered under R1036 of 1968 (1972:31-35). 
3 Administration Boards were responsible for Black townships 
and hostels in areas outside of the 'homelands', such as Soweto. 
Administration Boards were treated separately from 'homelands', 
both in terms of policy and budget, despite the fact that they 
both fell under the jurisdiction of the Department of Development 
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the survey, construction of the bulk infrastructure, servIcIng 
the sites and the construction of mass housing, generally a 4-
roomed house officially known as a '51/9'. 
(e)The Department was responsible for the removal of the people, 
either to make way for the development schemes which had been 
planned, or to conform with the land use planning laid down by 
apartheid policies. With respect to township development, 
according to one official, the government could not develop the 
land of private citizens using state money, which is what would 
happen if the township was developed without removing private 
interests from the land. Therefore the government had to, 
according to this official, clear the land of all individual land 
rights and residents before developing a township. This meant 
that the Department expropriated and\or cleared the land of all 
people before starting to build. The Department was also 
responsible for compensating the people who they wished to move, 
as well as for relocating them. 
(f)The Department negotiated with local indigenous polities 
and/or White farmers and/or landowners of non-Black land for land 
for development and/or Black occupation. Compensation was paid by 
the Department to these people, with the exception of the 
indigenous polities on 'homeland' and\or reserve land, for the 
expropriation or alienation of their land. Indigenous polities 
and/or polity members received no compensation for land, only for 
developments such as houses and crops on the land, because they 
had no title to the land, as it was owned by the former S.A.D.T. 
until the end of 1986. 
(g) Influx control, whereby Black access to the so-called White 
cities was limited, was under the jurisdiction of this 
Department. 
(h)Township administration fell under the Department. Department 
officials also attended all township council meetings. 
(ilThe budgets of the various 'non-independent homelands' came 
from the budget of the Department. 
(j)All negotiations between the 'non-independent homelands' and 
the central government were undertaken by the Department. 
Aid prior to 1986. 
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Appendjx Njne 
Role of What was Known as tpe Department of Development 
Aid in Township Development 
The Department during the study period was ultimately responsible 
for every aspect of the formal development of a township -i.e. 
townships such as Umlazi township were developed within a central 
planning framework (see below). 
(a)The Department was responsible for the production and approval 
of, what is termed by town planners and government officials, a 
'structure plan' for an area within a 'homeland'. A structure 
plan includes transport networks, both rail and road, 
electricity, sewerage, water, schools and tertiary training 
institutions, recreational facilities such as stadiums etc, 
welfare and health facilities including hospitals, administrative 
facilities, housing, analysis of the local geology, socio-
economic frameworks and industrial infrastructure. A structure 
plan is used to guide the future of the wider area, such as one 
which can house for example as many as a million people. The 
plans include forward projections and planning for some 25 to 30 
years. 
(b)The alienation of the 
discussion with the Tribal 
the 'homeland' government 
of the township. 
land of indigenous polity's, after 
Authority, the relevant department of 
and the gazetting of the proclamation 
(c)The abolition of Proclamation R188 of 1969, covering 
indigenous polity and\or Tribal Authority administration, 
followed by the substitution of Proclamation R293 of 1962, which 
covers township administration. 
(d)In reserve areas such as the case study area, up until 1986, 
there was no need to expropriate the land, as the former S.A.D.T. 
owned the land, whether it was an indigenous polity area or a 
township, i.e. no change in the freehold title was involved. 
Therefore all land administration and registration was at all 
times under the jurisdiction of the S.A.D.T. 
(e)The removal of the polity members, payment of compensation and 
the relocation of people to another rural area, or to a township 
house. 
(f)The appointment of an agent to develfP the township, i.e., 
supply the services and erect the housing. 
1 Although some of this information has been referred to in 
the literature, this is an attempt to describe the role of the 
former Department in the development of townships in the 
'homelands' in some sort of holistic and logical sequence. Most 
of this information has been acquired through participant 
observation and key informant interviewing in government circles 
and was acquired when I expanded my ethnographic boundaries. 
2 For an additional reference see also Horrell:1972:4. 
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(g)The phased development of the township, section by section. 
(h)The allocation of housing by the Township Manager's office to 
individuals who had their names on a waiting list for township 
housing. Often the allocation of housing took into account 
whether the individual had urban rights, as prescribed by the 
influx control regulations (see Appendix Two above); as well as 
the individual's ethnic origin, as prescribed by Proclamation 
R293 of 1962; and sexual status, as laid down in the Natal Code 
for Blacks (formerly the Natal Code of Native Law), Proclamation 
No. 168\1932 -specifically applied to the Natal\Kwazulu region. 
(i)AIl township development was paid from the budget of the 
Department of Development Aid and not the budget of the 
'homeland' government. 
(j)Generally, during the 1960s and 1970s, most of the local 
officials with power in the Township Manager's office were 
seconded (White) officials from central government. It was these 
officials who conducted all the local operations with relation to 
the proclamation and development of a township, such as the 
discussions with the officials of the indigenous polity, the 
relocation of polity members, the allocation of housing, the 
administration of the area etc. 
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Appendix Ten 
Role of Land Surveyors in the Thesis 
I was helped substantially in my analysis of Mgaga's socio-
history by Professor D.Scogings, in particular, and G.Barnes of 
the Department of Surveying and Mapping, University of Natal 
(Durban), with respect to the aerial photographic side of the 
analysis. Professor Scogings not only made a number of maps, to 
which I have made reference and which I have used to explain 
Mgaga throughout the thesis, but he also helped me to obtain old 
aerial photographs of Mgaga dating back to 1937. 
He also made the information on the aerial photography user-
friendly for me. He did this by producing maps of Mgaga, using a 
stereoplotter, from aerial photographs taken over a number of 
years, that is, 1937, 1953, 1959, 1968, 1976, 1979, 1980. He made 
them all to a common scale, which scale was large enough for me 
to be able to identify individual dwellings in each local descent 
group remnant's area, whose boundaries I had obtained on the 
ground through interviews. The maps were so accurate that it was 
possible to draw comparisons over time, in terms of the growth of 
the number of dwellings, within each local descent group 
remnant's area. This substantially contributed to the socio-
historical analysis of the area, in that I was able to check the 
chronological information, with respect to settlement dates, 
which I had obtained during interviews. 
This work also involved G.Barnes, a Masters student in the Dept. 
of Surveying and Mapping in the early 1980s, who used the Mgaga 
aerial photographs and some of the indigenous polity boundaries 
which I supplied to him, during the course of the preparation of 
his thesis, to produce both the figures on the number of hectares 
of each local descent group remnant's land, as well as make a 
contribution to the comparisons of dwellings within each of the 
areas over time. However, to my knowledge this information was 
never included in his thesis. Therefore, all statistics in 
relation to Hgaga and the number of dwellings in the area, and 
the size of each local descent group remnants land, are a result 
of team work and are not purely as the result of my own work. 
In addition to this, R.Hillermann of the Survey section of the 
Department of Interior, KwaZulu government, in the early 1980s, 
supplied me with a number of accurate maps and orthophotographs 
of the Mgaga area, which I used as my source maps to produce many 
of the maps found in the thesis. 
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Appendix Eleven 
Cele-Zulu Indunas From the Time of Chief Ndunge Cele 
From one interview with two indunas and the Tribal Secretary of 
the Cele-Zulu indigenous polity in 1980 I obtained a verbal 
listing of the Cele-Zulu indunas over the last century, together 
with the names of the Ce1e-Zulu izigodi and their general 
location. This list refers to the Um1azi branch of the Cele-Zulu 
polity, from round about the time they moved to the Umlazi area 
from the Stanger area, in about 1840 (Bryant:1965:543), up to 
1980. 
INKOSI (CHIEF) INDUNA ENKHULU (HEAD INDUNA) 
Ndunge Cele Habe1e Hdabe 
Hgijimi Ce1e Hanyele Hdabe 
Htokisi Ce1e Hanyele Hdabe 
Shwama Ce1e Hbuyiswa Hdabe 
D10kwakhe Cele Hbuyiswa Hdabe 
Vusimuzi Cele (heir) Hbuyiswa Hdabe 
Ndoda Ce1e (present incumbent) 
ISIGODI INDUNA 
Hsho1010 ? 
? Ntombe1a 
Hafa Ce1e 
Gawu1a Ce1e 
Idanganya (Um1azi mission 
reserve) 
Hzisi Hchunu 
Dumaphansi Hchunu (last incumbent) 
Vamamanqa Ngwane 
Sibonda D1amini 
Hanyosi Ngwane 
Richard H10ngwane 
Ndoda Hagwaza 
Alfonso H10ngwane 
Alfred Gumede 
Edward Shozi (present 
Ntshashe Kdlazi 
Hashayinsimbi Zungu 
HF.seni Zungu 
* Fio1 Hdlalose 
* Vincent Goqo (last 
incumbent) 
Halukazi (Bounded by the 
Ezimbokodweni and Isipingo 
rivers) 
incumbent) 
Hulukushu (Between A section 
of Umlazi township and Hgaga) 
1 :I' Denotes that the name is a pseudonym 
have adopted throughout the thesis in regard 
with Hgaga. 
-a system which I 
to people involved 
INDUNA 
Mhlahlo Mthembu 
Godlimpi Mthembu 
Mathanda Mthembu 
Sibulelwe Cele 
'* Alpheus Mtetwa 
'* Bethwell Mtetwa 
Madondo (present incumbent) 
'* Eric Zwane 
'* Mpontswa Zwane (incumbent 
up to early 19805) 
Ntshingwayo Mchunu 
Manjobo Mthembu 
Jo Gumede 
Mlondolozi Bhengu 
"Sandlana" P.J. Cele 
? Mhlanga 
Cocosi Cele 
Mandlenkosi Cele 
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ISIGODI 
Isidweni (Isinkontshe river up to 
Engonyameni) 
Isinkontshe (along Umlazi 
river west to Chief's 
homestead) 
Esandlana2(Bluff, Malvern, 
Hilary, Ballington up to Umbilo 
river) 
Esteki (I do not know where 
this area is located) 
2 These areas, which were removed formally from the Cele-
Zulu polity in 1850 (see Chapter Six above) have been areas 
designated for White and Indian occupation for over a century. 
The indunas interviewed said that the list of Esandlana indunas 
consisted of "very powerful indunas, as they were more 
independent than the other indunas because they were in White 
areas." 
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